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INTRODUCTION
Methods, Sources and Approach

The Perspective and Methodolou

From "Black Monday" in 1954, when the Supreme Court announced
the school desegregation decision, to "Black Tuesday" in 1968,
when Dr. Martin Luther King was buried, the Brum v. Topeka case
has been changing the main streams of American life: education,
social welfare, economics, religion and the check and balance

system of the government.

The decision had its prologue. During the previous fifteen

years, the sustained efforts of a few Negroes, their white

friends and a maturing national conscience had lud to President
Truman's Civil Rights Commission Report of 1948 and resulting

legislation.

The Supreme Court under Hughes and Vinson had emerged from a
half century of ambiguity on civil rights and decided the
restricted covenant cases affectlng (real esLate) contracts and
four university admission cases--all in favor of the Negro. The

Court had "whittled away" at the Jim_ Crow, "separate bat equal"
principle established in the Plessy v. Ferguson decision of 1896.

Brown v. Topeka was the climax. When the reargument of the

five public school cases grouped together under this title was
heard by the Supreme Courb in December, 1953, Chief Justice
Warren had been on the bench only two months. Five months later,

May 17, 1954, he handed down the desegregation dacision for a
unanimous court in what has come to be known as vthe Case of the

Century." Many opinions have followed this first great decision
of the Warren Cuurb, fAher defining individual liberties. Dr.

Harry Ealven of the Unersity of Claicago Law Sclool has gone
so far as to say, "If it had not been for the school segregation
cases, I do not think that there mould have been any real impetus

to the Negro freedom movement." (30.)

During President Johnson's "honeymoon" period, Congress
passed the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The Coleman. lotorton
Egua.1L,by_of._ZslucationaRon_bunitv followed in 1966 and the

Commission on Civil Disorders in 1968.

But, in education, de lam segregation has been replaced by
de facto segregation. William L. Taylor, staff director for the
report of the U.S. Civil Rights Commission of 1967 said, "We have
educated a whole generation of children in schools that are

inferior." Furthermore, he reported that the vast majority of the
Negroes,who finished high school last spring had never "... attended

a single class with a single white student." (14.)
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The assalnation of Dr. Martin Luther King aroused a

full spectrum of extreme reactions from non-violence to violence,
from extrem guilt feeling to increased resistance and insulation.
A reluctant Congress, representing aheven more neluctant white
power structure, was finally jarred into passing an open housing
bill after three years of bickering and filibuster.

In Washington, the cherry blossom season of 1968 was narred
by what threatened to be the early beginning of another long, hot
summer.

The internal struggle became more confused and compounded by
the Vietnamese war.

The Methodology

Much has been written about Brown v. Topeka. It has been
approached from many angles. In this particular history, ye
hope to capture some of the flavor, drama, humor and attitudes that
characterized the desegregation cases. We have traced the legal
history and described the social context in the Tarioas settings.
In addition; we have traced the major behavioral science arguments
through the briefs, testimony, hearings and decidons. The story
reveals an outstanding example of successful social action initiated
by a relatively few professors, Negroes and their lawyers.

A problem of the magnitude and complexity of desegregation
cannot be confined within the pigeonhole of any one academic
department. An inter-disciplinary effort is needed; but without
an organized academic task forces a multiple approach is somewhat
presumptuous. We would be on safer ground to say that this is a
non-legal, non-political, non-social, non-psychological, non-
educational, non-history. No one with any sense of professional
responsibility would claim to be expert in anthropology, law,
sociology, economics, psychology, political science and education.
We do not. Yet, any balanced and comprehensive treatment of the
1.31s212_!4_Topleka story must draw from all these fields. Our
degrees in English, Political Science and Education are really
small comfort and not likely to impress the profezsionals in any
one of the disciplines involved. In so far as we interpret,
consciously or unconsciously, ve do so as an unlicensed generalist
who has received generous help from many distinguished specialists
who were involved. They are listed below in a Roster of Partici-
pants. But the mistakes are ours. Let it be said that, without
the help of the experts, the errors would Shave bean greater and
more numerous.

Generally in,this history, we have let the social scientists
speak for themselves, alont with the lawyers and judges. There
are over fifty completed questionnaires and the transcripts of over

2
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thirty recorded interviews. The academdc witnesses generally
avoided the parochial lingo of their disciplines and communicated
effectively to the courts and the interested public. This has
facilitated our effort to make the content interesting to the
student and to intelligent layman as well as to the academician.

We have collected what is a very nearly complete set of
briefs, court proceedings and decisions for all five public
school cases in the lower courts and the three hearings before
the Supreme Courts We have summarized and quoted generously from
these primary sources. In addition, we have drawn from a limited
number of secondary sources; including books, journal articles
and press releases of the time. It was impossibde to find all
the primary documents in any one place. Collecting the copies was

not easy. We are grateful for special help from the Supreme Court
Library, the Library of Congress, the New York Public Library,
the Kansas Bistoiical Society and our own library at the University
of Missouri at Kansas City.

The Harry S. Truman Library has agreed to accept our collec-
tion for its arch4ves. If we have achieved nothing else, we
feel our time and USOE grant money has been well-spent for
making these materials all so readily available in a national
library for future scholars. This seams especially significant
for the recorded interviews and questionnaires Pr.= some of the
most distinguished lawyers and social scientists in the country.
Fortunately, a very high percentage of the professional parti-
cipants are still living. Nearly all of them responded to our

queries, and very graciously.

Since we have made considerable use of the tape-recorded
interview for this history, ve feel encouraged and cautioned in
our work by the following remarks made by Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.,
in an address before the American Historical Association entitled,
110h the Writing of Contemporary Historyn:

...Even as late as the days before the Second
World Wall an American professor who carried a
course of lectures up to his own time was deemed
rash and unorthodox. Most scholars still felt that
a generation or so was required before current events

underwent the sea change into history. Ancient
historians demanded at least a millenium...

4 The increase in the velocity of history mans,

4 among other things, that the Hpresent" becomes the
lipast more swiftly than ever before...

3



...The new freedom of curiosity and connenti

exhibited in newspapers and magazines has eli4Ished

the inhibitions which once restrained academic his-

torians from pronouncing.judgment until their dramatis

personae were safely dead

(There'exists) the technical need to suyplement

documents if we seek to recover the full hIstorical

transaction. So the contemporary historian acquires

an indispensable function, if only to improve the

recmd for the historian of the future. Hov can we

best discharge this task? The interview is one

obvious devise: a nethod facilitated in our time by

the invention of the electronic taile. We all know,

of course, that aa interview can be no better than a

person'a memory, and that nothing is more treacherous

than that...1 (15.) (Emphasis added.)

For reporting the series of events, ideas End attitudes in the

desegregation cases, we had the advantage of direct involvement

in the Topeka trial. We directed the school survey, gave testimony,

helped secure witnesses and were present during the immediate

planning by the plaintiff lawyers. We knew the principals in

Kansas and through them made easier contact with some of the

participants in the other four trials. Naturally, we have been

able to reconstruct the events at Topeka in greater detail than

at the other locations.

Me are on record in the Topeka proceedings as being in

favor of school integration backed by court actian. We testified

that

If the colored children are denied the experience

in school of associating with white childrea, who

represent 90% of our national society in which

these colored children must live, then. the colored

child's curriculum is being greatly- curtailed. The

Topeka curriculum or any school curriculum cannot be

equal under segregation.

As nearly all the other witnesses: we are cf the same opinion

today and feel that there is even more evidence to support this

view. Therefore: we must admit to the possibility of some bias)

conscious or unconscious. Nevertheless we have tried to be

objective in presenting the evidence and telling the story. Where

1Reprinted from "On the Writing of Contemprary History" by

Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., by permission of the author and of The

Atlantic Monthly. Copyright C 1967, by The Atlsntic Monthly

Company, Boston, Nassachusetts.
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we have exercised the increasing tendency of the social scientists
to interpret, we have tried to do it obviously enough for the
reader to recognize it for what it is.

A. great deal of controversy and interest surrounds the testi-

mony of the experts throughout the Brown v. Topeka cases. In the

final chapter, we have compiled Some of the main evidence and
opinions concerning this issue, but without claiming to settle it.

Whatever the influence of this testimony on the Court, it is an
important chapter in the history of behavioral science. We have

also risked some speculations about behavioral science theory and
social action in the future. Mostly, however, we are selecting,

summarizing, organizing and reporting.

The reader is on his own.
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CHAPTER1

THE UNIVERSITY GASES
"Whittling Away" at Segregation

Missoliri Moves Slowly and Mysteriously

The first of four univerity segregation cases preceding
Brown If. Topeka was Gaines v. Canada (58.) involving the law
school at the University of Missouri. The state had met'its
Negro protOca in higher education by setting up-segregated
Lincoln University Jefferson City. The laN stated that "any
necessary school or department could be establUhed there." The

Supreme Court of Missouri had decided that a law school was not
necessary_at Lincoln because Negro students could have their tuitian
paid to the law schools of any adjacent state.

Lloyd Gaines sought admission to the University Law School at
Columbia, Missouri, lost his case in the lower court, but von.on
appeal to the United States Supreme Court. Chief justice Hughes
handed dawn the najority opinion of that Court on December 12, 1938.
He rejected the contention that the limited demand for admission by
Negro students excused.uthe discrimination in favor of whites....
Gaines' right was considered a personal and present one...As an
individual he was entitled to equal protection of the laws ..."

Justice McReynolds wrote a dissent in.the Gaines case in.which
he was joined by Justice Butler. He stated that the majority opinion
would force Missouri to close her white law school "or break down
settled practice concerning separate schools and thereby, as indi-
cated by experience damnify both races." (EMphasis added) (58.)

Lloyd Gaines did not appear for the final hearing and completely
dropped.fram sight, thus giving Missouri time to establish a Negro
law school at St. Louis under the administration of Lincoln Univer-
sity. It cauld hardly have been au better than the Texas law school
for Negroes which the Supreme Court ruled naturally "unequal" a
decade later.

There'was some suspicion but no evidence concerning the
mysterious disappearance of Lloyd Gaines, according to William R.
Ming, Jr., Chicago lawyer, who was active in the.university cases.
It was expected that the name of Lloyd Gaines would appear on the
draft list for World War II. Mr. Ming made a personal search in
the Adjutant General's Office at the-beginning of the war and again
in 1946. Bat no Lloyd Gaines. (34.)

Dr. Robert L. HoWard, Emeritus Professor of Law at the Univer-
sity of Missouri, was one of the few professors willing to stand
up and be caunted in favor of Negro admissions during the 1930's.

11



Apparently Gaines v. Canada was a quiet case in whidh evidence
of concern was shown by very-few students or faculty menbers:
Is noted below, a new generation of students, including many
World War II veterans, were present during the Texas and Okla-
hona cases a decade later. They made their influence felt,
especially in the MbLaurin graduate school case.

It the convention for rewriting the Missouri Constitution
in 1945, seven years after the Gaines decision, the old segre-
gation clause was omitted in the first draft. But the question
was.brought up from the floor and a section was inserted requiring
NegToes to attend the separate facilities at Lincoln University
unless the legislature specifically allowed those in certain areas
to attend at Columbia.

Following the decision for .the Negroes in the Texas case,
Sweatt NY'. Fainter (63.), the Missouri administration finally
saw the handwriting that the Supreme Court had inscribed on the

. classroom wall. A ruling was requested from the Circuit Caurt
and Judge Samle. Blair decided that Negroes who cauld not find
duplicate curriculum at Lincoln could be aamitted to the Univer-
sity."forever." When a Negro applied at Columbia, the admission
officers at the two campuses conferred to determine if the appli-
cant's objectives cauld be met at the Negro institution. Dr.

Francis English, now Dean of Liberal. Arts, recalls that approxi-
mately thirty to forty Negroes were admitted at Columbia under
this arrangement from abaat 1950 to 1954.

Although the admission. of Negroes to the University was
achieved without incident, the city of Columbia va's still
unwilling to pass a fair housing ordinance in 1968. The vote was
overwhelmingly negative in two wards. The vote vas positive in
the other two wards which included more of the University community
but, even there, it was not as strong a vote as might have bean
expected. (28.)

'When adked about the appointment of Negro faculty members,
one administrator replied that Missouri's record in this regard
had been "devilish poor." Several Negroes have been interviewed
for positions but the first appointment is a visiting professar in
business admimistration for 1968-69. The first full-time appoint-
ment of.a Negro faculty member on the Kansas City campus was in
1958, when Dr. Hazel Browne Williams joined the School of Education
at the University of Kandas City five years before this institution
becmme part of the Missouri University. system. The University of
Oklahoma has had a number of Negro faCulty members through the
years in their several schools and Dr. G. L.'Cross, the president
for twenty-six:years, indicated they waald iladly hire nore when-
ever available. (23.)
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Missouri had kept segregation in her new constitution and

following 1954, her Attorney General, William I. Potter, joined

with Eugene Cook, Attorney General of Georgia.in seeking over:-

throw of the Brown decision. (5.) The University had admitted

Ne'groes no faster than the law required and has been slow in

finding Negro faculty nembers.

The Funniest Case - Oklahoma

A young Negro woman by the name of Ada Sipuel was quickly

granted "equal protection of the laws" in Oklahoma. Her case,

Sipuel v. Oklahona State Regents, (61.) reached the United States

Supreme Court on January 8, 1948. A decision in her favor was

rendered unanimously four days later. By a brief order of the

Court, the Regents were instructed to adm-tt Mis' Sipuel immediately

to the University of Oklahoma Law E,f;hool. However, the Suprene

Court did not assure her attendance if an.Oklahoua Negro Law School

became available. Therefore, in the month folltring her marriage,

Miss Sipuel was again before the Supreme Court as Ada Fisher. -This

time she lost. The separate but equal rule renained intact. Never-

theless, the Oklahoma regents apparently also were able to read

the handwriting on the wall and abandoned a seyerate Negro law

school. Ada Fisher received her law degree at the University-and

has since entered the doctoral program there.

-
In McIaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents (57.), a Negro elementary

school principal, was Dnally admitted to the Oklahoma graduate

school of education. At various stages he had been required to sit

in ante rooms, behind barricades in a corner of the classroom and

finally on a back tench designated for Negroes. He was also assigned

a separate table in the cafeteria and required to sit alone in the

balcony of the library. President Cross of Oklahoma recalls with

considerable pride the student reaction to these restrictions:

white students joined McLaurin in the library and cafeteria. The

two-by-four barricades were torn down and the ropes used in some

rooms were cut up for souvenirs. When the case reached the Supreme

Court, Chief Justice Vinson in June, 1950, delivered a unanimous

opinion in favor of McLaurin, declaring:

"Such restrictions impair and inhibit his ability tO

study, to engage in discussions and exdhange of views

with other students and, in general, to learn his

profession."

In other words, higher education could hardly te -separate and

equal. The so-7called principleof separate but equal was appearing

as a self-contradicting phrase.

Thurgood Marshall recounted Some of his "fantastic and

unbelievabae" experiences while acting as'NAACP legal caunsel
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in an Oklahoma University case. Be recalls particularly the

first Negro undergraduate:

"That was the funniest case...It was the regents

they had uncontrolled discretion...The legislature
said Negroes could be admitted but they had to be in

separate classes. The next thing the University
knew, thay had a Negro bay applying far admission to

marching band!"

Faced with the absurd alternative of a one-man Negro narching band,
the administration admitted him to the big band. "He mardhed at

all the football games," said Mr. Marshall. "He integrated them."

Using the two-edged sword of satire, Mr. Marshall was effective
in helping to thwart the naintaining of a separate Negro law school

in Oklahoma. Be introduced testimony showing that there were more
books in the state penitentiary than in the new law school. Be then
told the court, "The best way for a Negro to get an education in

Oklahoma is to go to the penitentiary." Be recalls, "The judge

laughed. We had him..." (32.)

g.412.El_gaTEIERik Te3MI_LEit

The University of Texas case, Sweatt v. Painter (63.), was

also settled by the Vinson Court in 1950 at the same time the
McLaurin decision was announced. The "separate but equal" principle

began to look more and more like an impossibility, at least at the

University level. Bemon Marion Sweatt was denied entrance to the
University of Texas Law School because a separate school had been
established for Negroes. Thurgood Marshall, who plead the case,
explained that this separate law school was in "what had been called

Prairie View Institute. Most of its degrees were in broommaking,
nattress-making, farming, etc. The only thing they did to equalize

was to change the name from Prairie View-Institute to Prairie View

University and add a law school with not one dollar increase in

budget." (32.)

The comparison to the University of Texas was too obviaus.
Because of their own education background, the nine justices on the
United States Suprene Court could easily recognize the handicaps

in a separate nnshroam law sdhool. For a unanimous Court, Chief

justice Vinson wrote:

"...the University of Texas Law School possesacto
a far greater degree those qualities which are
incapable of objective measurement but which make
for greatness in a lam sdhool. Such qualities, to

name a few, include reputation of the faculty,

experience of the administration, position and
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influence of the alumni, standing in. the community,

traditions and prestige. It is difficult to believe

that one who had a free choice between these law

. schools vould consider the question close."

The Supreme Court had continued to "whittle away" at the long-

entrenched practice of maintaining Negro sdhools that were separate

in fact but equal only in fancy. "judicial restraint" kept them

from striking down the Plessy v. Ferausan doctrine. Nevertheless

the stage vas set for an activist Warren Court and its role with

"The Case of the Centure Oliver Brown et al V. Board of Educa-

tion of T.aP22sILLIPA.E. (48. and 49.)
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CHAP TER I I

The Topeka Case

Plaintiffs: Oliver Brown, et al. (Negroes)

Defendants: Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas, et al.

Counsel for Plaintiffs: Charles Scott, John Scott, Charles
Bledsoe, libbert L. Carter, Jack Greenberg

Counsel for Defendants: Lester M. Goodell, George M. Brewster

Counsel for the State of Kansas: Harold R. Fatzer, Attorney.
General; Willis H. McQueary and Charles H. Hobart, Assistant
Attorneys General

Expert Witnesses in Behalf of Plaintiffs:

Hugh W. Speer
James Buchanan
Horace B. English
Wilbur B. Brookover

Louisa Holt
John J. Kane
Bettie Belk
Ernest Manheim

Judges in District Court: Walter A. Huxman, Arthur J. Mellott,
Delmas C. Hill

Note: The Topeka case was the first of the five public'school
cases heard on appeal in the U.S. Supreme Court. Thus,

the name of Brown v. Board of Education of To eka,
became significant to history.
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THE TOPEKA STORY

A Finding "The Supreme Court Couldn't Duck"

Mhyla-mag.

On December 20, 1953, following the second hearing of the

Brown v. Tqppla cases before the United States Supreme Court,

the 29.221.agapitol published the following editorial comment:

'Why Kansas?' Asks an Editor

The St. Louis Post-Dispatch is curious as to

how Kansas became a party to the school segregation

suit now pending in the U. S. Supreme Court. Some

pertinent ancient history is raked up in the follow-

ing editorial comment fmm the St. Louis paper:

"The five champions of public school segrega-

tion before the Supreme Court include South Caro-

lina, Virginia, Delaware, the District of Columbia

and Kansas. Why. Kansas?

"The first four are Southern in outlook and

all practice racial segregation by law. But Kansas

does not practice segregation in its state colleges,

permits it in high schools only in the Kansas City

area bordering Missouri, and allows it in grade schools

only in larger towns of the state, where school segre-

gation is usually based on neighborhood lines.

"Beyond that, however: Kansas was founded as a

state on the belief in equal rights. Before the

Civil War, the slavery question was fought out in

!Bloody Kansas.' ro state better symbolized the con-

viction of the North. Why is Kansas now defending

segregation:

"When the public school case was first argued

before the Supreme Court last year, a Kansas official

admitted that ending segregation would not disturb

his state much. He merely argued that Kansas woUld

abide by the old theory that education might be

'separate but equal.'

"The shades of Governor Robinson and Jim Lane

and the other Jayhawkers of a century ago wauld revolt

at this theory. It was not what they fought for, and

it is questionable whether today's Kansans stand for

segregation. Or have their officials asked them?"
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"Bleeding Kansas" shocked the nation during the 1850's

with a conflict between pro and anti-slavery forces that

amounted to a preview of the Civil War. The famous raids by

John Brown and Quantrill are part of the story. The result

of the turmoil was the territory's admission to the Union as

a free state in 1861, with Congress finally accepting the

constitution adopted by abolitionist settlers.

"Why Kansas?" is still a question asked when Brown v.

Topeka is discussed. Why should the title of "the Case of

the Century", striking down school segregation, bear the name

of the capital city of Kansas, the last state to be admitted

to the union before the Civil War--a state with Northern,

f. ..tionist and Free State approval finally stamped upon it?

_ted in Chapter Seven, Thurgood Marshall points out that

the choice of the five states in the school segregation case

was largely accidental. However, Kansas was among those

states where such litigation was justified, as surprising as

it may seem.

Historically Kansas is a Puritan state. Through immigration

and rather direct ideological pipelines from New England, the

Puritan mind became a significant characteristic. There are nany

variations and paradoxes in three hundred years of the Puritan

tradition in this country and it has been crossed by many other

culturalinfluences. However, in the middle of the twentieth

century there are still traces of Puritan orthodoxy, sternnesS

discipline, temperance, industry and intolerance. The Puritan;

was not an environmentalist. He was an hereditarian, and modern

adaptations of the doctrines of "election" and "predestinationY

were a help in rationalizing social stratification. Having

become middle class and a modest capitalist, at least, by several

umerations of hard work, frugality and self-discipline, he was

likely to assume that anyone cuuld do the same if he tried.

Generally, to be poor was to be lazy and "no good". Puritan

fathers and mothers were especially anxious to protect the purity

of the "blood" and would not louk favorably upon their children

nixing too freely with families not of the fold. In New-England

even admission to church membership was not easy. In other words,

there was considerable religious support for maintaining class

distinctims which could easily include racial difference.

But through the years there have teen many paradoxes in

the Puritan ideo1ogy and conflict in the individual mind. After

all, Puritanism in the colonial period was largely responsible

for rebellion against the English crown and the establishment of

democratic institutions. Brotherhood of nan and universal educa-

tion were strongly endorsed. Although most twentieth century

Kansans had been relatively kind to the Negro, he was still

something of a second class citizen who was not generally accepted
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in public accomodations. Be was all right in his place In Some
cities, school segregation still had the sanction of law and in
others the sanction of custan. As many other people, the Kansas
Puritan could partially resolve this conflict by verbalizing the
principles of equality in church and in political platforms while
he tolerated a lag in social and legislative action toward such
ends. The rise of the lower class, if possible at all, was con-
sidered a boot strap operation.

One of the conspicious land marks of early Kansas history
is Shawnee Mission, the Methodist Indian school established in
1839 near Kansas City. Rev. Thomas Johnsan headed the school for
twenty-six years. His name was giver co the county, which borders
Missouri near'Westport Landing. The three large red brick
buildings still stand as a museum. This early religious and educa-
tional outpost was amazingly effective in many ways. The curriculum
was very comprehensive, ranging from the trades and agriculture to
the classics. Rev. Johnson, however, had other interests too. Be
became wealthy as a slave trader. He explained to his church and
government supporters in the East that they needed Negro slaves
for the extensive shops and farms so that they could better civilize
and Christianize the Indians!

An all-time bestselling book, In His Steps, authored in
1896, by Rev. Charles M. Sheldon, was written expressly to point
out the gap between the verbalizing of Christian tenets and
actually trying to live them out. The bock explores tin diffi-
oulties and rewards of attempting to lead contemporary life as
Jesus would have done it. The story is launched by the startling
appearance of a dusty, worn, shabby-loaking man in the midst of
the Sunday worship service of a prosperous Protestant church.
In previous encounters with this man, the people of the town bad
virtually turned their backs on his condition. Ee causes the
church-goers to confront the inconsistency of their words and
their deeds, their ability to profess Christian virtues and yet
not raise a hand to help the unfortunate. It may seem signifi-
cant that the author, Rev. Sheldon, was a Protestant minister
in Topeka, Kansas. His book may be read as an important social
document on that community as well as many others. Kansas,

despite its baCkground in the Puritan ethic, or perhaps because
of it, maintained a set of beliefs that did not intrude upon
its social conscience.

The same Rev. Sheldon, at one point during his career in
Topeka, took under his wing a Negro youth and helped him through
school. The Negro was Elisha Scott, who succeeded in becaming
a lawyer and a champion of civil rights in Kansas.
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lie plead cases from the 1920's when the Ku Klux Klan

flourished in Kansas. After finighing Washburn Law School, his

two sons, John and Charles, became his partners. The Scott

family law firm was engaged in 1951 to bring to court the suit

of Brown y.....loarcic_41E.clica..tionof_T.s.p.eka. 1

Elisha Scott won a najor victory in 1949, two years before

the Topeka case) in South Park, a lower-class community in

JOhnson County, Kansas, on the edge of surburban Kansas City.

The local school district was requiring the small group of Negro

children to attvnd a crude, frame school building which even

lacked indoor plumbing. The two teachers for the school were

uncertified. The deplorable conditions at the school aroused

the indignation of a neighbor citizen, Mrs. Esther Brown, who

undertook the cause of the Negro children. She ran head on into

a hostile Board of Education whose president described her as

one of those "trying to get the niggers into the vhite school."

The crusade provdked anger in the white community. Both:Mr. and

Mrs. Brown and thl Negroes were subjected to harrassment and

threatsfrom house burning to tar and feathers. (20.)

Despite diffiaulties and.discouragement, Nrs. Brovn succeeded

in getting the South Park case to court where it was won by Elisha

Scott.2

Following the South Park case, Mrs. Brown explored the possi-

bilities of court action in Wichita. But Topeka appeared to be

a more opportune spot. There she worked with the local NAACP,

lending moral support, raising funds and enlisting outside help.

She readily admits to being called "the white Brown" of the case.

Ina sense, the title stands as a tribute to the support and

encouragement she has give)the cause of desegregation.

I happened to have been asked to give the taIk in South Park

at the first commencement when Negro parents were present. As I

approached the building, I was puzzled to note that it was

Eaisha Scott's law office was the focus for civil rights legal

efforts for some years. The late Loren Miller, author of The

Petitioners, referred to in Chapter Seven, spent some time there

prior to noving to Los Angeles where he became a champion of fair

housing.
2The District Court decision on the South Park issue read in

part: "This court regards the present action of the school board

as arbitrary and unreasonable and an attempt by subterfuge to bring

about segregation which the statutes and laws of this state do not

permit,"
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well-surrounded by highway patrol and police cara. There was no
incidant tut the atmosphere was very tense. The Superintendent
anxiously asked me in a whisper if there would be anything in ny
speech about integration or race relations. I bad not intended
that there would be and therefore was not placed in a sudden,
free-speech conflict in my own nind. Anyway, tu speak on this
subject then and there would probably have been like "shouting
'fire' in a crowded theater."

The small number of South Park students TAD wished to
attend high school were sent to Sumner, the Negro high school
in Kansas City, Kansas, across the county line. Their home
district, Shawnee Mission, took advantage of the Barnes lawl
and provided free bussing and textbooks as an inducement to
stay out of the all-white Shawnee Mission High School.

The principal of Shawnee Mission High School recalls that
in August, 1951, soon after the Topeka trial, ha looked out
his office window one morning and saw a group of Negro parents
and students flanked by a "half-dozen lawyers from Kansas City,
Missouri," approaching the building. Anticipating their desire
to enroll, he quickly asked the Superintendent -uhat he should
do and was told there vas only one thing to do under the law--
admit them. The principal reported that the sm=11 group of
Negroes was rather quickly accepted by the white students be-
cause of their ability to entertain; one would play boogy-woogy
on the piano and one was a master at jig-dancing.

FolloWing the enrollment of the Negro students in Shawnee
Mission and prior to the Supreme Court decision of 1954, several
members of the Shawnee Mission Board of Education considered
building a segregated Negro high school. Specinl legislation
would have been necessary-to allow this large and rapidly
growing high school district to be segregated. The largest first
class city, Kansas City, Kansas, already had such a statute.2

Representatives of the board went to Topeka in the interests
of such a bill and sought the help of Alvin S. McCoy, then the
Kansas political correspondent for the Kansas City Star. (Note:
Mr. McCoy has been Science Editor of the Star since 1963.)

Mr. M.cCoy- recalls telling the board members that it vas utter
folly even to contemplate such a.move, especially with- the segre-
gation decision pending. Be advised the board nembers that he would
give any such efforts full news coverage in the Star.

1This law enabled Sumner High School to collect tuition from
a county-fund when admitting non-resident students.

2Th1s statute was enacted following several incidents about
1908 which culminated in a Negro high school student shooting and
killing a white football player during a Wyandotte Bigh School
home game.
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Nr. McCoy does not know whether or not this prospect of

publicity was ',that dissuaded them, but the move was dropped.

Had the board nembers persisted, Er. McCoy-night have earned a

secand Pulitzer Prize.1

Kansas law pernitted segregation of elementary schools in

the fifteen first-class cities (those over 10,000 population).

But the lay also stated that there could be no "discrimin-

ation" at the high school level. At the Topeka trial, the

plaintiff lawyers understandably seized on the inadvertant use

of the word "discrimination" in the Kansas law as an admission of

the true meaning of segregation.

In accordance with this legislation, the Topeka Junior and

Senior High Schools were integrated while the six-year elementary

schools remained segregated. This necessitated the bussing of

most Negro children from their Olalmighborhoods to distant

schools in order to attend classes with their ova race. Nhny of

these Negro children lived within sight or easy walking distance

of white schools.

The Topeka chapter of the NAACP had begun to take up the

question of integration in 1948. Mr. McKinley-Burnett,

president of the chapter for sixteen years, arranged a number of

conferences with the Board of Education. Aware of some inequalities

between the white and Negro schools, the Board tried to make some

adjustments.

Although meetings of the Topeka NAACP were generally not

attended by more than a dozen members, this small organization

had focused its long-range goals on complete integration. Nr.

BUrnett and four other members of the original NAACP group

pointed out that even in the integrated high schools there existed -

an inner segregation which restricted Negro students from partici-

pating in such activities as the band and music festivals. The

schools insisted upon complete segregation as far as social activi-

ties were concerned. For example, while white pupils had the usual

school organizations, the Negro pupils hada. Booker T. Washington

Cldb, a Phyllis Wheatly Club and a Dunbar Club. As labeled, these

were segregated organizations. Nr. Burnett sunmarized:

there at the high school while,they called it integrated, it was

integrated only fram the outside. When you got on the inside, it

was just as Jim Craw as Alabama." All four nenlers of the original

chapter of the NAACP in Topeka who were interviewed felt that the

Board of Education generally turned a deaf ear to Negro complaints

and reacted as if it was all part of a "normal" situation. (21.)

1In 1954, Nr. McCoy won the Pulitzer Prize for exposing

insurance irregularities involving a number of state officials.
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After several conferences and much deliberation, the chapter
decided by 1950 that the case of complete segregation should be

taken to court. The main problem vas money. They wrote to the
national chapter for approval of such a move and at the sahe time

requested funds to underwrite the expense. They-received a

favorable answer. Although complete financial support cauld not
be promised, assistance fr.= the NAACP legal department was assured.

Indifference or Fear?

The negative attitude of the Negro community in the early
19501s toward active integration movements has been the caaue

of some speculation. Mr. William R.. Ming, jr., prominent Chicago
lawyer who has been active in civil rights cases, recalls that
when he plead an integratian case in Alton, Illinois, twelve
hundred Negroes signed a petition favoring segregation. Be
explained that in the early 19501s, Negroes still did not feel
free to stand up for equal rights. They had been taught to stay

in their "place." They still took pride in latowing their "place"
and generally felt that they were violating their selfrespect by.
challenging white supremacy. (34.)

When we asked the leaders of the NAAGP about the seeming
indifference of the local Negroes, the answer was, "We could
never figure it out." One member of the group interviewed., Mr.

Leon, King, believed that there was real pressure put on Negroes
because of the association with the case. He was one who felt
he had been dismissed from a job tecause of his connections. The

group attached considerable significance to the position of a
Negro nember of the school administration mho was commonly referred
to by both Negroes and whites as an "Uncle Tom." He was blamed for
intimidation and passing the word that Negro teadhers would pro
bably lose their positions if the schools were integrated. (21.)

Charles Scott commented an this report by saying, "...they
(teachers) were somewhat apprehensive about what was going to

happen to their jobs."

Others felt that they did not want to be involved because the
organization represented a minority of the Negro community.
Teachers and other Negroes "were just plain scared." Some did not

trust the NAACP leadership. (36.)

AS Mr. Burnett put it, "They were afraid of that (retaliation
and loss of jobs) and then just fear because of fear, I guess." (21.)

Considerable credence can be given to this fear although the
official attitude was not revealed until two years later, when the

case was still pending before the Supreme Court. On. March 13, 1953,
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in accordance with Board of Education action, the letter reprinted

on the following page was sent to all Negro teachers who were not

yet on continuing contract.

This letter was framed and hanging in the Burnett living

room.

When asked about the letter in a recent interview, Dr.

Wendell Godwin the former superintendent-who signed it, felt that

at the time it seemed a necessary statement on how matters stood

for Negro teachers. (25.) Attorney Jacob A. Dickinson, who was

president of the new school board which took office immediately

after the Topeka trial (1951), explained in an interview the steps

adopted in September, 1953, by the Board to terminate segregation

in the Topeka schools before the case opened for reargument in the

Supreme Court. (24.) However, he nade DD mention of the letter

(approved by the same Board) to the Negro teachers in March of

1953, only six months before the voluntary desegregation plan was

adopted. The minutes of the Board of Education meeting of Septemr-

ber 8, 1953, show the following four points considered in terminating

segregation in Topeka:

1) That the termination of segregation should be done

in a gradual and orderly manner.

2) That in (the superintenclant's) judgment it is a

social inpossibility to terminate segregation

suddenly.

3) That speed with which segregation is terminated

depends largely on the forebearance 'and self

discipline of both the white and colored people.

4) That it is not possible to set an accurate time

in which segregation is terminated completely.

Apparently, cool and cautious were the keynotes for both faculty

and student integration. Perhaps the theme of Dr. Sheldon's book

referred to earlier, was still relevant to the attitude of the

white power structure in Topeka in 1953.

A letter from Walter White, National President of the NAACP,

had gone to Mt. Burnett encouraging the Topeka group to press the

Board of Education for desegregation. One active nember of the

Topeka chapter, Dr. Edward S. Foust, is now president of the

Omaha Area Council of Churches. On December 2, 1966, he wrote

the letter, reprinted below, to Mts. Milna Johnson of our

research staff. In it, he recalls Mt. White's letter and gives

his views on the temper of Topeka prior to the trial.
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THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF TOPEKA

Topeka, Kansas

Wndell Godwin
Superintendent

March 13, 1953

Miss Darla Buchanan
623 Western Avenue
Topeka, Kansas

Dear Hiss Buchanan:

Due to the present uncertainty about enrollment next

year in schools for negro children, it is not possibae at

this time to offer you employment for next year. If the

Supreme Court should rule that segregation in the elemen-

tary grades is unconstitutional, our Board will proceed

on the assumption that the majority of people in Topeka

will not want to employ negro teachers next year for white

children. It is necessary for MB to notify you now that

your services will not be needed for next year. This is in

compliance with the continuing contract law.

If it turns out that segregation is not terminated,

there will be nothing to prevent us from negotiating a con-

tract with you at SOMB later date this spring. You will

understand that I am sending letters of this kind to only

those teachers of the negro schools who have been employed

during the last year or two. It is presumed that, even
thougWsegregation should be declared unconstitutional, we

would have need for some schools for negro children and we

would retain our negro teachers to teach them.

I think I understand that all of you must be under,

considerable strain, and I sympathize with the unoertainties

and inconveniences which youmust experience durirr.. this

period of adjustment. I believe that whatever harl7ns will

ultimately turn out to be best for everybody concned.

WG/la

cc: Mr. Whitson
Dr. Theilmann

Mr Caldwell

Sincerely yours,

1sf Wendell Godwin

Wendell Godwin
Superintendent of Schools
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Ers. Wilna A. Johnson

2600 Bellefontaine Street

Kansas City, Missouri

Lear Firs. Johnson:

In your letter of November 27th, you asked about the Brown

vs. Board of Education case involving school desegration.

I trust that you are well.

The mother of the child involved, still lives in Topeka. I

would suggest that you that you contact her also.

In keeping with your questions, I am answering accordingly.

1. Yes, I do recall a letter from the late Walter White.

2. It did have a direct bearing on the morale of the NAACP

and the community as a whole.

3. The zealots were to be found among the masses, inspired

by ministers and other civic leaders. This is where

the push and drive came fram.

The middle class and especially Negro teachers were

somewhat complacent, due to inlimidation and fear of

the pursestrings.

However, for the most part, the community was together.

4. Mrs. Esther Brown of Kansas city, was very helpful to

our purposes. A. white woman's presence and interest in

our struggle won support and opened same doors for us.

5. The total picture of segregation and inequalities were

in our.minds when attacked the problem. We chose this

case as .an example to arouse a putaic consciousness, and

because we had a good chance of winning.

5. This case-virtually killed a young man named Daniel

Sawyer, who became so emotionally involved (as the ramrod)

that he lost his health completely. His daugher Constance,

is a school teacher now in Topeka. Dan died and his young

wife soon followed, leaving about 7 little children. They

refused to be separated. Hence, they stayed together, with

the help of neighbors and the community.

12/2/66 E.S. Fbust
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A Final Request

Mr. MaKinley Burnett recalled in our interview the climaatic
meeting between the Board of Education and the NAACP leaders:

"We made this (recommendation for desegregation) in

the nature of a request in 1948 and again two years
later...I believe it was about the last important

meeting before school started (in the fall of 1950)

when I said at a Board meeting, 'It nay sound rather

abrupt but you've had two years now to prepare for

this.' As soon as I sat down, one of tle Board mem-

ters jumped up and roared, 'Is that a request or is

that an ultimatumV Be roared so loud and so quick

that it rather frightened me. I couldn't get myself

together. Be became so very angry. I don't know,

he got up and pulled off his coat and hung it up, and

I didn't know if he was getting ready to fight or not.

& said, 'This is the most democraatic Board in the

State of Kansas,' and we've done this and we've done that.

'What's the cause youlve been running up here for?' So

of caurse, we did go to court. It was an ultimatum, but

I didn't realize it at the time...This was our last

request (to the Topeka Board of Educatian). We knew

what theywere going to do.. We knew theywere going to

say 'No', and then we were going right frau there to

caurt. So that's the way we led them along and we went

to court the following spring. And they weren't ready...

They didn't think we'd be able to go to court.'

"At one point we called a meeting of the team. First,

we had a man from the National Office (NAACP), a lawyer,

who was going to speak to us...We invited the teachers

to came. They didn't came, not a one."

In fact, Mr. Burnett stated that the Negro PTA sent a letter

to the Board of Education expressing their official support of the

Board position. Public school teachers hesitated even tb conment

on the case as it was being prepared for court. (21.)

The Topeka NAACP had made its final request tb.the Board for

relief fran the inconveniencevinjustice and hmriliation imposed

upon Negro sabool children by segregation. That request had

been denied. The forthcoming suit, Brbwnv. Bbard of Education

of Topeka, was brought to court by a small minority of Topeka

Negroes who overcame intimidation and fear in order to have their

case heard. They had encouragement and backing fram a few white

citizens, chiefly Mrs. Esther Brown. They had samewhat belatedly

received the blessing of the national NAAGP.
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1.0/222,Iing for the Trial

My first involvement with the Topeka case was at the ,

request of Mr. Sydney Lawrence, Director of the Jewish Cammunity

Relations Bureau of Kansas City. He had been in touch with our

University president, Dr. Clarence Decker. The University per -

nitted the faculty occasional outside activities. I did not

feel obligated to request the president's approval, but as a
courtesy, I sent Dr. Decker a note stating that I was planning to

participate and asked for any advice or suggestions he night

have. His reply was, "Do justly, love mercy and walk huibly

with thy God." Although this obviously sent me to Topeka with his
"blessing", the humor of it was not lost on me or py associates.
Actually, his approval was consistent with the fact that inte-
gration at the University of Kansas City had been endorsed by the

Board of Trustees in 1948 on the recommendation of the president

and a near unanimous vote of the faculty.

Sydney Lawrence had been in touch with Robert Carter and

Jack Greenberg of the NAACP Legal Staff who were to help the
Scotts plead the cases in Topeka. Mr. Carter called me long

distance to ask if I would do three things: 1) Direct a survey
of the Topeka school system to determine the extent of any
inequalities; 2) Help secure expert witnesses; and 3) Give
testimony myself dealing with the results of the survey and
the general educational consequences of segregation.

There was already a busy summer in prospect. Enrollments

were high at the University due to many returning G.I.'s doing
graduate work and the usual influx of teachers for the summer

session. Besides my duties as Chairman of the Education Depart-
ment, I had planned to direct the second of the Human Relations
Summer Workshops (these were held annually through 1965, enrolling

a total of approximately 1,000 teachers and other interested

people). This workshop, howaver, and ny participation in the
Topeka trial turned out to bemutually reinforcing activities.

Involvement in the case was a natural learning experience

for the participants. A nook trial put on prior to the Topeka
hearing created a -sophisticated level of readiness for the
University workshop students, who went to Topeka en nasse. I

naturally felt real moral support from the seventy-five members
of this group sitting in the Federal Court Roam during nearly
two hours of testimony, half of which was under heavy fire of

cross examination.

As we got into the Topeka situation, it became more and
more obviaas that desegregation was not a popular cause in Kansas

in 1951. One of the first points Sydney Lawrence felt obaiged to
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make to me was that he thought participation would not hurt me
professionally. One of the first points made to me in Topeka
by two school administrators uto wished to dissuade me was that
it would hurt me professionally. One advised me: "Look around
the mountain on it first, Hugh." Another told me that the NAACP
group in Topeka was not the kind of people I wanted to get ndxed

up with. He also said that the Board of Education had a very
skillful and "mean" lawyer. The same administrator was leaving
Topeka to take a position in a large city where he had bo.!;ht

a new suburban home. He was pleased to find a large new church
nearby which was so popular that it had two services every Sunday
morning and "there was not a nigger or a Jew within ten miles."

I was given the nale of a leading white citizen of Topeka
to call in an effort to enlist his aid and advice. I got only

advice: The thing for the Negro to do was to keep clean and
make himself respectable and everything would work out all right
for him.

Mrs. Esther Brown told me later that, in the beginning,the
Topeka Negro community did not trust me, but that they soon
became convinced that tle whole effort was sincere. Except
for the public school administration, members of the white
community seemed hardly aware of our presence. Nevertheless,
we frequently referred to ourselves and each other as "carpet-
baggers." We got something of that feeling. As implied by the

defense attorney a couple of times, those of us from Mis3ouri also
felt we were regarded somewhat as "bushwhackers." These terms

are a hundred years old, but so is the issue of Negro civil rights.

During the preliminary survey, I spent an evening visiting
in the home of an elderly Negro couple by the name of Wright who
were highly respected in Topeka. He had served a term as County
Treasurer and stayed in the office as deputy treasurer for a
number of years. They explained much of the history of the pro-

blem there. Mrs. Wright said that years earlier she had sent
her own son through a white school and had had to warn him in
advance that he would be called terrible names, but that he must
endure such insults for the good of his own future and the cause

of human rights. That evening gave me considerable encouragement
and confidence for participating,in the case.

At the end of the first day of the trial, all the participants
were invited to the Wright home for a delicious chicken dinner.

On the last day of the trial, at the close of the prodeedings,
Mrs. Wright came up to me in the back of the Federal Courtroom to
express her thanks for my participation in the case. I never have
received a statement of thanks that I appreciated more.
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The three Negro lawyers of Topeka, Mr. Bledsoe and the

Scott brothers, were to work with Robert Carter and Jack Green-

berg from the NAACP legal staff. They were all highly competent,

friendly and went all out for the case. We worked closely to-

gether throughout the trial.

The Board of Education was to be represented by their

attorney, the late LesterM. Goodell, assisted by George M.

Brewster. Harold Fatzer, the Attorney General of Kansas, was

represented by Willis H. McQuery and Charles H. Hobart. The

judges were: Walter A. Huxman, ex-Governor of Kansas, Arthur j.

Mellott, and Delmas C. Bill, sitting as a three-judgeU.S.

District Court under Chapter 155, title 28 U.S.C.

1.91.221.2EirMILLqtE2tE

Securing expert witnesses was difficult. Charles Scott had

tried unsuccessfUlly in Iowa and Nebraska. The Dean of our Law

School showed no interest in being involved. I called the Dean of

Education at the University of Nebradka and vas told that they

were at that very moment in a meeting trying to figure Out how

to staff their summer session and could not spare any time. I

wrote a letter to the Menninger Clinic; I received no direct

reply; however, Louisa Holt, an associate of the Menninger staff

was secured as a witness and a considerable money contribution

was made later by Dr. Karl Menninger. Dr. James BUchanan, pro-

fessor of school administration and chairman of the Graduate

Division at Kansas State TeachersCollege of Emporia, came to

testify over the direct protest of his president who felt that

participationwas poor politics and bad public relations for a

state school. Through the good offices of the late Dr. George

Kelly of Ohio State University, we secured his colleague Dr.

Horace B. English, authority in child-psychology. From the Univer-

sity of Kansas City (now the University of Missoari at Kansas City)

was Miss Bettie Beik, research associate of the University of

Chicago, on our summer workshop staff, and Dr. Ernest Manheim,

Chairman of the Sociology Department.

Dr. john Tierney, Professor of Counseling at the University

of Kansas, agreed to testify, but the court put a limit on num-

bers before his turn came. Mr. Carter, attorney for the plaintiffs,

vas able to secure Dr. Wilbur Brookaver, Professor of Educational

Sociology at Michigan State University, and also Father Jdhn J.

Kane of Notre Dame.

This group than, made up the team: eight college professors,

none of whom had been in Federal Court before; five young lawyers,

a small graap of Negroes fram Topeka, and two active citizens'
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from Kansas City. Charles Scott reported that Mr. Goodell, the
Board of Education attorney, had also tried to secure some expert
social science witnesses but produced none.

Selecting Plaintiffs

Oliver Brown had been selected as the chief plaintiff not
only because his daughter was one who had to pass the near-by

white school on her way to a Negro school twenty-one blocks away,
but because as a welder for the Santa Fe Railroad and as a
minister he was not likely to suffer retaliation by the loss of

his job.

The School Survey

Dr. Buchanan and I undertook a survey of the more
critical features of the Topeka school system that might

affect the quality of educational opportunity. He concen-
trated on buildings, I concentrated on budget, teacher pre-
paration, teacher load, curriculum and library.

The superintendent told me that they had nothing to hide.

Mostly I was able to secure the information I needed, but
encountered some difficulty when I asked for the building insur-

ance figures. I decided that the simplest and surest way to
make a comparison of building values was-to take the Board of
Education's own insurance valuations, compute their valuation
per classroom and thus compare Negro and white schools. First

I was-told to come back later. Then I was given a wrong set of

figures.- Finally I was given a correct set.

NAACP Finances

Money was a problem. As Thurgood Marshall described the

situation: "...one man has never been convinced that I didn't

have a big slush fund tucked away some place. I have never con-

vinced him. He always says, 'Okay, Okay, let's put it this way.

Nobody's found it yet.' I said, "Yeah, including me." That's

what he said, !nobody'. I haven't found it either, but they
thought we had unlimited money...We were broke in those days" (32. )

It was reported at one time that the entire Topeka trial,
including the cost of transcripts, amounted to about $2,000. This

was a great deal of money to be raised by the NAACP and their

friends at that time. Yet by modern comparisons it had been one

of the least costly cases on record. Only one hundred dollars was

raised in Topeka, prior to the trial. Fifteen hundred dollars came

in later, largely through the efforts of Dr. Karl Menninger and
Harry Woodring, ex-Governor and Secretary of War. Witnesses who

came for only a day'received only expenses. Those who spent long
periods received modest remuneration. for part of their time.
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Unequal Facilities or Segregation Per Se?

Thurgood Marshall said in our interview on April 3, 1967,

"There was no master plan, no raster strategy." (In the beginning),

"We were not figuring on the Supreme Court so much. Me were just

figuring where it would make as much head-way as possible in the

other direction, that is, by the separate but equal principle.

The legal section was the first to take up segregation per se

and the NAACP National Convention. followed...We really started

out for separate relief but it shifted in. mid-air (to the segre-

gation per se argument)...we all shifted about the same time...

We've since been trying to determine among ourselves as to iast

when we did. We're not sure. We have no record." (32.)

The shift was not yet definite by the time of the Topeka

case. The trial was to open on Monday morning June 25, 1951.

The preceding Sunday afternoon there was a long planning session

mhich included the three Topci.ka lawyers for the plaintiffs along

with Mr. Carter and Mr. Greenberg, Esther Brown, Dr. Manheim and

myself. One or two other-witnesses were present part of the tine.

The main discussion was on whether to emphasize unequal facilities,

segregation per se, or both'. Basing the whole ease on segregation

per se Vas considered. It was not so much an argument between

individuals as it wus an open-minded discussion by the group.

However, I do recall later that in jest Mr. Carter told me that

he knew I vas from Missouri because I was so stubborn.

It was agreed that we should tell the Topeka story as we

saw it, truthfully and completely. This meant that there would

be some evidence upon the inequality of facilities, 'although we

would readily admit wherein we had found them equal. The greatest

em hasis

There was some thought that this total approach might be

the best strategy, too. Knowing that the Board of Education

lawyer was probably best prepared to defend the quality of the

facilities, this approach could be expected to divert his fire

from what we considered the main issue, segregation per se.

The judges had held a pre-trial conference with the lawers

on the precefding Friday at which time a number of agreements

as to' witnesses, timing, and exhibits had been reached. A few

matters were left over for final determination at the beginning

of the trial on Monday morning. They mostly concerned rainor

points of definition regarding auditoriums, playrooms, and

gymnasiums.

but we met one rebuff early in these preliminary proceedings.

Using the Board of Education insurance evaluations, I had pre-

pared a nap showing the 20 elementary school buildings in Topeka
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and indicating the insured value per classroom. of each.. The

map also showed clearly the location of buildings in relation to

the homes of the plaintiffs. The request to have it entered

as an exhibf%t led to the following exchange:

bofft. JOHN SCOTT: (for the Negrojplaintiffs) ...We would

like to enter this as a stipulation in this particular case.

NIR. GOODELL: (for the Board of Education) I couldn't

agree to that without knowing something about it. 'Who prepared

it?

MR. JOHN SCOTT: Dr. Speer.

MR. GOODELL: I wouldn't agree to such a thing ai that.

It's some school teacher from. Kansai City that gave an expert

opinion about...

MR. JOHN SCOTT: It's no such thing.

JUDGE HUMAN: just a minute. You address your remits

to the court please. If you can't agree to it, why we can

offer it in the due course of time and we will then rule on it

at that time. (46, p.9)

Then Judge Human apparently felt it was an appropriate

time to give the following admonition:

"Judge Mellott makes this suggestion. I agree with

him. It will be the endeavor of the court to decide

the case according to the law and the evidence. We

realize that, of course, there is considerable senti-

ment in this case that you can't get away from. We

trust that, fir'St, there will be no quarreling or

bickering among counsel; it s not called for, it I s

not necessary and it doesn't add anything to the value

of the case. We trust that counsel will keep that in

mind. Also there will be no demonstration on the part

of the audience or spectators in any way. ThiS, of

course, is a public trial. We want all those who are

interested to be, here, bat deconnn that is'maintained

in Federal Court must be maintained throughout the

trial." (46, p. 10-11)

Reminding the audience that there could be no demonstration

was probably unnecessary, even for our workshoppers, who felt a

deep involvement in the issue. They were a nature group, mostly

teachers. In his interview with us in the fall of 1966, Judge

Huxman said he was conscious of no disorder at all. (29.)
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The courtrom was not more than half-filled. The seventy-

five workshop members probably made up the majority of the

audience. Topeka was still playing it cool.

The Topeka hearing ran for a day and a half. The transcript

of record covers 281 pages, approximately 55,000 words.

Outline of Case

The amount of time s.pant on an argument is not necessarily

indicative of its relative importance in the final analysis.

However, the time given to each type of testimony does provide

same perspective on the trial. Therefore the following table is

provided:

Preliminary arguments with counsel and

judges
Testimony of Arthur H. Saville, member

of the Board of Education

Testimony of Dr. Kenneth McFarland,

Superintendent of Schools

Other school personnel and bus drivers

Total testimony of Negro plaintiffs

Total testimony of expert witnesses

Broken down as follows in the

order of appearance:

12 pages

6 pages

.20 pages
34 pages
46 pages

126 pages

Ck.oss .
Total

Testimonx Exam Ination pages

Dr. Hugh Speer 26 25 51

Dr. James H. Buchanan

Dr. Horace B. Ehglish

Dr. Wilbur Brookover 5 4 9

Dr. Iouisa Holt (Howe) 7 4 11

Ft. John J. Kane 6 2 8

Miss Bettie Beik (Sarchet) 4 8 12

Dr. Ernest Manheim 4 2 6

12

10

3

5

15

15

Closing arguments for the

plaintiffs
Closing arguments for the

defense
34

29

8
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The attorneys for the Boards of Education in three Kansas

first-class cities were admitted as &miens curiae. They-were

all on the side of the defense. They had come from Coffeyville,

Manhattan, and Leavenworth.1

The examining of the first witness, Mr. Saville, a memimir

of the Board of Education, netted little information of signi-

ficance in the case. (46, p. 9) Similarly, the early questioning

of Superintendent McFarland (46, p. 18) vas limited to the choice

of the four Negro sdhools by parents, the length of the school

days and bus schedules. At one point Judge Huxman reprimAnded

W. Carter for going on a "fishing expedition" in an effort to

discover same evidence of discr4mination.

The Plaintiffs Testify

The first plaintiff, Mrs. Lena May Carper and her fifth

grade daughter, Katherine, testified that the dhild had to walk

several blocks across a busy street to the bus stop where she

often vaited in the cad (46,p.33). She had to go to another roan

far fifteen minutes while the teacher drove a school bus during

the lunch. hour.

On the witnessstand the child was treated kindly and

responded readily. There were several objections but 110 cross

examination.

Oliver Brown testified next that his eight-year-old

daughter was away from home from approximately 8:00 a.m.. to

nearly 5:00 p.m., that the child had no opportunity tocone

hLse far lunch and that the school had no provision for a hot

lunch. Furthermore, his daughter was obliged to vaIk six blocks

to the bus pick-up point, crossing busy Kansas Avenue and the

railroad switch yard. She often arrived at the school building

30 minutes ahead of time and had to wait out in the cold,

"clapping her hands, humping up and down to keep warm." Bad

she been permitted to attend the vhite school in her neighbor-

hood she would have had only seven blodks to go. (446, p. 42) A

neighbor, Mrs. Matson, verified the testimony of Oliver Braun.

11....14

11n directives to counsel toward the end of the trial,

Judge Hulman gave his personal opinion about the value of amicus

curiae: "Frankly, I have never been very much impressed with

this amicus curiae theory of the law. There just isn't any

such thing anyhow because an amicus curiae has an active

interest on one side or the other of the litigation...if yau

could get all the parties who have entered an appearance amicus

curiae to join with you in the brief it would save a lot of

duplicatian." (46, p. 280-281)
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W. Goodell objected to the testimov on the grounds that it is
pure accident when families happen to live close to school
houses: "We can't have school houses next door to everybody."
The objection was overruled by Judge Huxman. (46, p.50)

The other plaintiffs testified in a similar way as to the
dangers, inconvenience, long waits, safety and health hazards
and wasted tine caused by the children having to travel long
distances to a Negro school. One mother testified that her
child went, right by two white schools on his way to the Negro
school.

After the second such witness, Judge Huxman said, "...Speak-
ing for uyself alone...I will take judicial knowledge of the
fact that where there are only four colored schools in a town.
of this size, against eighteen white schools: that there are
innumerable instances of this kind where colored children will
go by a white school and go lauch further to a colored school
than they Imuld be required to go if they had the privilege of
attending the white school. That is what you are trying to
establish, isn't it?" (46, p.34) Mr. Bledsoe replied for the
plaintiffs, "That is, if the court pleases." BUt several other
witnesses were allowed to testify in similar vein, often over
the objections of Mr. Goodell, who repeatedly pointed out that
some white students had to go a long way to school also, parti-
cularly those who lived outside the city but attended the Topeka
schools. (46, p.51)

Mr. Goodell also objected to testimony regarding the dangers
of traffic canditions at busy stops, saying: "There is nLo evi-
,dence that the Board of Education.has any control over safety
devices, the installation or .operation of them." He was overruled.

James Richardson testified in a somewhat different vein. Be
lived only two blodks fram the white school, but eleven blocks
fram the Negro school. He had enrolled his child in a parochial
school because he did mt believe in segregation.. Again Mr.
Goodell objected tut he was overruled. (46, p.65)

Point of Dignity and "Light"

SilasFleming. testified that his children rode the ciby
bus and he paid the fare because this meant they had to walk
only one b3ock on each end of the line. They would have had to
walk abaut six blocks to the school bus stop, passing two white
schools enroute, one of them only two blodks from home. Mr.
Fleming then said, "I would ask his court for a few minutes to
explain: why I got into this suit-- whole soul and body."
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W. Goodell objected to "tl-e voluntary statement," but Mr.

Fleming was permitted to speak: "Well, it wasn't for the sake

of hot dogs; it wasn't to cast my insinuations that our teachers

are not capable of teaching our children, because they are-supreme

and extremely intelligent and are capable of teaching my children

or any black kids, but ny point was that my children and I are

craving ljght, the entire colored race is craving light, and the

only way to reach the light is to start our children together in

their infancy so that they come up together." (46,p.76). Judge

Huxman responded, "All right, now you have answered and given us

your reason."
1*.

The witness: That was my ieason.

MR. JOHN SCOTT: Thank you.

An understanding judge kept the court open for the whole truth.

A humble, thoughtful nab., Silas Flemind, in his own way, anticipated

the emphasis that wasto emerge in the Topeka decision and out of

volumes of briefs and testimony was to became the decisive point

before the Supreme Court.

§eparate ual

When Robert Carter called ne long distance to ask if I would

participate in the case, I told him I would have to call the

plays as I saw them, according to my:best professional judgkent.

He readily agreed and said I would be free to testify as I saw

fit. At no time was I ever asked to do anything but what I

considered an honest professional job.

There was neither tine nor resources for an exhaustive

school survey. Therefore, we concentrated on what night he

considered the critical points and took such short cuts as

validity would allow. As already mentioned, we compared the

relative quality of the Negro and white school buildings simply

by using the Board of Education's own insurance figures and we

came up with an insured value per classroom as cited in the testi-

mony below. (46., p.84) Ere found no significant difference in

the preparation of the faculties, pupil-teacher ratio", the salary

schedule, the budget generally, or in the courses of study. We

said so. All of the Negro teachers and all but 15% of the white

teachers had Bachelor degrees. Twelve per cent of the colored

teachers and 15% of the white teachers had Master's degrees.

(46., p.82)

To ma-2,..e a conparison of library materials in the two groups

of schools, I asked a half dozen experienced elementary school

teachers enrolled in our Human Relations Workshop to go to Topeka
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and sample the books as to nuMbers, dates, appropriateness, and

condition. They systematically collected data on the quantity-and
quality of the books in the white schools and in the Negro schools.

(46,13.93)

In brief, the case for the Negroes came to focus on four

nain points: first, the hazards and inconvenience of traveling

long distances to all-Negro schools; second, the inequality in

the age and value of buildings; third, the difference in the

quality and quantity of books; and fourth, the evils of segre-

gation per se. The last point received the greatest emphasis,
and as all five cases went to the Supreme Court, this became

the critical factor in the 1954 decision of Chief Justice Warren.

:11132.511agsan.dBooks

Before taking up the argument on segregation per se, we shall

sum up the courtroam battle over buildings and books. Mr. Goodell,

the Defense Attorney, knew that I had secured the insurance

evaluation figures for the public school buildings and was obviously

prepared to meet the anticipated argument.

Mr. Goodell attacked from several angles in his cross examin-

ation. First, he had objected to admission, as an exhibit, the

naps I had prepared showing the evaluation per classroom for each

of the buildings. (46,p.9) Next, in the course of testimony,

he entered objection to my using these figures. At one point he

was upheld, but the plaintiff lawyers were able to bring it in

later with a little different approach. On the stand, I was asked

by Mr. Greenberg not only to give sunnary figures but also to make

comparisons, building by building. This latter procedure was

rather tedious but was designed to nake an impression on the

court by pointing out specific differences in the various buildings.

Mr. Goodell argued that we ndght have used the total value of

a building rather than the classroom value. I again explained

that this would not have produced comparable figures since buildings

vary in size. He then argued that insured costs were not necessarily

full evaluation. It was finally established that the Board generally

insured their buildings for 80% of the current value. (46,13.86)

He admitted this figure; therefore, it served as a reliabae and

uniform basis of comparison.

At one point Mr. Goodell objected to ny testimony on the

grounds that I had not qualified as an expert in insurance and

engineering, which was true. But, as Mr.. Greenturg pointed out,

I was simply using Board of Education figures wbich Mr. Goodell

could hardly reject. Finally, Mr. Greenberg managed to allow me

to testify that the average age of Negro buildings was 33 years
and the average age of white buildings was 27 years. Also, that

45% of the white children attended schools that yere newer than
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the newest colored buildings whereas only 14% of the white children

attended schools that were older than the oldest colored building.

Another comparison showed that 66% of all white children attended

schools that were newer than the average age of the colored build-

ings. As to insured value per classroom, the average for the

white schools vas $101517.00 and the average for the colored

schools was $61317.001 or stated another way, the insured value

per available classroom vas 66% higher for the white schools.

(460.89)

At one point in the cross examination Mr. Goodell started

through an exhibit of the cost and sizes of the school, buildings

which I did not have. He brought it owr and, on the spur of the

moment, tried to get nB to follow him through the argument. To me,

it seemed primarily like the logic from the old phonograph record

of the 1920ts in which the Two Bladk Craws discussed why the white

horses ate more than the black horses. (There were more white

horses.)

Mr. Goodellls last stand on the differences of building eval-

uations was that there was a small percentage of white children

who were obliged to go to schools that were older than the oldest

Negro school, about 14% in fact. This, he argued, made it all

right. That evening Mr. Carter very-aptly quoted a famous judge

to the effect that indiscriminate dissemination of injustice is

no substitute for equal protection of the laws.

As the testimony shows, Mr. Goodell tried vigorously to get

ne to isolate aat the building factor alone and say whether or

not that would be a decisive factor in the quality of education.

This became something of a quibble. I did not like to draw a

conclusion from a single factor. I finally told the court that

educators and psydhologists had a word which explained my

position on this) namely, the word ,"gestalt", Which means that

the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. Therefore, to

isolate cut a single factor would somewhat distort the total

meaning. At this, a snicker went through the workshop group

and Judge Mellot leaned over the railing and asked, "Doctor,

what was that word again?" So I spelled it out for him and

defined it. Mr. Goodell dropped the argument at this point.

After I had been on the stand for nearly tuo hours (about

half of it under cross examination), Mr. Goodell said, "No more

questions," and the court adjourned for a fifteea ninutei recess

During the break, someone came running up to me and said,

"Get ready, they are going to call you badk on tate stand and

question you further about the survey of the boa. situation."
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Below is a complete transcript of this extension of the cross

examination.

MR. GOODELL: I would like to recall Dr. Speer for two

short questions.

JUDGE HUXMAN: Dr. Speer, take the witness stand for a

question or two further.

Hugh W. Speer, having been previously sworn, reassumed the

stand and testified further as follows:

Cross Examination
--(TaaIiiTed)

MR. GOODELL: Dr. Speer, in giving your opinion here a

moment ago as to the comparison based upon library books ...in

the Negro schools to certain of the white schools covered by

your testimony, did you consider, in forming that opinion, the

fact that the Parent Teacher Association in the various school

territories contribute personally and raise the money to buy

those books, and they are not ftrnished by the Board of Education?

DR. SPEER: Yes, I have been informed that that is sometimes

the case.

MR. GOODELL: Well, how did you segregate which books have

been bought by Parent Teachers Associations and the books that

have been furnished by the Board of Education?

DR. SPEER: I didn't make that separation. I felt that by

neglect the Board of Education permitted an inequality to exiSt.

NE. GOODELL: State whether or not any of the boakS in any of

the libraries or rooms in the schools that you nade the investi-

gation concerning books, that at the end of the term the.books,.

some of them, were gone, that is, packed up in boxes.

DR. SPEER: 'Yes, we understood that, and we also understood

that some of the books are rigularly kePt in tha central office of

the Board of Education, and we took that into accounting, knawing

that those books are taken out of all the schools and kept in the

Board of Education office so that what remained...form the basis

for comparison.

MR. GOODELL: So if some of the books were missing, either

being packed up or gone, and you didn't know what they were, ypu

are just basing your testimony, your considered opinion, on what

you found, is that right?
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DR. SPEER: Sir, the books that were gone are the books that

circulate among all the buildings in the course of the year, so

we assume that those are equal: It's the books that are left in'

the building that really belong to that building, and it is on

that basis that we nade our differential.

MIL GOODELL: Were Some of them packed up?

DR. SPEER: SOMB of them packed up, and we looked into the

boxes.

MR. GOODELL: Did you take them all out volume by volume

and examine tbem?

DR. SPEER: We did not examine every book in the Topeka

school system, but we sampled it in an unbiased way. We sampled

a large number of rooms and a large nuiber of boxes in a large

nuMber of buildings, but we did not examine every bodk.

ER. GOODELL: Ybu mean you took a book out here and there

from a box and, from that, nade up your mind that they were all

alike and, consequently, that is the way you got at your-opinion.

Ie. SPEER: We took a sample that was representative and

large enough to where we could feel confident in it.

JUDGE HUXMAN: Is that all?

MR. GOODELL: Which books were bought in the Various schools

that you gave your opinion about--were bought by the Parent

Teachers Association?

DR. SPEER: I don't know just which books. Some, no doubt,

were:but not a great many. It is not enough to affect the

percentage very much.

MR. GOODELL: If you don't know what books they-were, sone

of the books you di 't even examine, you don't know what quantity

they are, how do you get at an opinion as to book facilities at

the various schools?

DR. SPEER: On this basis, sir, that it is the bodks in the

school that are responsible fbr the education of the child,

and we examined the bodks in the school and, on that basis, we

nade our opinion.

MR. GOODELL: So what you are saying, if I understand you

right, the books you found and examined showed less books or

inferior qualit as to date and so forth in the colored schools

than the book- ,:ou found in the white schools, is that right?
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DR. SPEER: Yes, sir.

GOODRLL: All right.

JUDGE HUXMAN: Step down. (46., p.127-130)

The fact was that the Topeka schools were budgeting only

420 par year per pupil for the purchase of books in 1951. E4en

the Kans.:.s State Department of Education at that time was advo-

cating a minimum of $2 per year per pupil for books. Although

this situation has no duubt improved in Topeka, and elsewhere

through the country in the last 15.years, it is still a conspic-

uously low percentage of the total budget that goes for boOks

in a great many school systems. In one building at Topeka,

MoKinley, a colored school, the team of teachers from Kansas City

estimated that three-fourths of the books were too old to be

suitable for school use.

Near the end of the ease, Thelma Mifflin, Clerk of the Board

of Education, was put on the stand by the defense and testified to

the effect that any difference in bocks between the buildings was

largely due to the fact that many P.T.A.'s spent coniderable

money for books and others did not. (46.0.127) Obviously, the

Negro scho3ls, if they had a P.T.A. at all, might not _have one

that was able to provide an adequate supply of books. In other

words, children coming from homes deprived of adequate books

seemed to have the same inadequacies at school. This sample is

especially interesting now in comparison to the statement of

Thttegood Mhrshall in his interview on April 3. In reply to a

leading question on sins of omission by Boards of Education, he

said, "Well: that's coming close now. I would say that in a

couple of years...failure to supply the necessary state machinary._

to assure equal protection of the laws is in and of itself a

denial of equal protection of the laws." (32.)

It is also significant to note here the findings by Coleman

in the 1966 report of the Civil Rights Commission on the

Euciality of Educational Opportunity:

"... the achievement of minority pupils depends more

on the schools they attend than does the achievement

of majority pupils." (4.,p.22)

In other words, the greater the vaouum at home the mo're

noticeably the school can fill it, assumini; the school has ade-

qute resources. However, in Topeka, in 1951 the bock shortage.

of the minority group homes tended to exist in the school also.

The Board of Education passed the responsibility to the Negro P.T.A.

which were non-existant or economically impoveridhed.
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Compensatory eaucation had not as yet become recognized

as public responsibility.

Mrs. Mifflin, was asked by Mr. Goodell to go badk over a
number of points which we had already admitted. The purpose
was probably to emphasize the equalities among a number of other
factors such as salaries, teacher load, preparation, etc. (46.5p.214)
judge Hill intervened with the statement that there had been
nothing said to the contrary.

City and Se--ra District Joint Planning

At the Topeka ta.-. ty plans which included the location
and construction of t),.(2o1 buildings came up for discussion, includ-
ing a long-range city-plan program developed by Harlan Bartholomew
and sponsored by the city commissioners, county commissioners,
and the Board of Education. When Mr. Greenberg questioned me
about the plan, the objection to his question was sustained on
the grounds that it had not been admitted to evidence. Mr.

Gooenll had argued that the plan had not been considered jointly
by the Board of Education and city commission. (46.5p.94) In
the testimony of Mr. Saville, member of the Board of Education,
he had trouble recalling anything about the plan. (46.:p.13)
Later in my cross examination, the follouing exchange took place:

MR. GOODELL: You realize that school buildings are built as
a community graws up and population trends--where the town grows
and which way it grows, dete.-aines whether buildings are located
and newer buildings are added.

DR. SPEER: That is one factor.

MR. GOODELL: Do you know of any way on earth to keep those
facilities adequate and at the same time equal in any school
system?

DR. SPEER: There are ways that it can be approached.

GOODELL: Well, just tell BB how you would, approach

it.

DR. SPEER: By undertaking good cooperative city planning
with the Board of Education and the City C.....maissioners on a

long-term scale and then following it.

MR. GOODELL: Would you recommend that if ice had a building
like, say in Topeka, that cost $112,000 and is now a sound and
structuralOafe colored building, that you tear that down
because we happen to have a new building built a year ago that
cost a half million dollars; would you recommend that?
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DR. SPEER: Not merely for that reason, no.

MR. GOODELL: Nhat other reasons would you have for tearing

it down?

DR. SPEER: If I found that throughout the cammunity the
colored children's buildings were decidedly inferior to the
buildings of the white schools, then I would consider that
to be an unequal education opportunity between the groups.

NB:. GOODELL: Well, now, let's talk about that subject.
Let's talk about Quinton Heights and Polk Street and Lafayette
School and Lowman School, all of which have a physical plant
value at the time they mere built and at the present time, an
insurance value less than any of the four colored schools. Do

you think that makes the white children get inferior education
to the colored Children going to those schools?

DR. SPEER: The colored children are getting an inferior
education I think, for this reason: That, as I cited in my
original testimony, 45% of the white children can go to schools
that are newer than the newest colored building; only 14% of
the white Children have to go to schools that are older than the
oldest colored building, so it's a comparison of 14% against 45%.
(46.11).110)

Buildings and Environment

Dr. Buchanan's testimony on buildings follaued much the
sans line, but he stated more precisely and more definitely that

the quality of the buildings and their environment was direct4
related to the quality of education, and when adked to do so he
cited such authorities as Reeder of Ohio State University and
Strayer and Englehart of Columbia University. He then responded
to the questions of Mr. Greenberg by pointing out specific compar-
isons between certain Negro schools and certain, white sdhools.
(46., p.30) Although, again, this testimony was a bolt tedious
and perhaps could have been summed up in much less time, the
human mind seems to be more impressed by specific examples. On
cross examination of Dr. Buchanan, the following discussion took
place:

ETU GOODELL: Dr. Buchanan, if I understood you correctly,
you are stating that the plant ,Cor the building is a very impor-

tant factor in the educational opportunity.

DR. BUCHANAN: Yes.

MR. GOODELL: The building a child goes to.

DR. BUCHANAN: Yes indeed.
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GOODET;L: And, therefore, where you have one building
with shrubbery around it and landscaping, which is pretty, and
another building built earlier many years ago which isn't as
pretty, even however strong and commodious and sufficient, if it
isn't as pretty and big and new and as modern, that educational
opportunity is minimized in the child that goes to that building)
is that right?

DR. BUCHANAN: That would be- -other factors being equal,
I would say the better one--

PEEL GOODELL: I am restricting it to that factor if I under-
stood your testimony.

DR. BUCHANAN: That's right; I would say that that would be
detracting from it.

MR. GOODELL: The only-way children in any community cmald
have an equal educational opportunity would be to have buildings
all beautiful, built about the same time, all modern, all
beautifully landscaped and everything just about alike, isn't that
right?

DR. BUCHANAN: As far as that factor is concerned, that is
correct.

140,. GOODELL: As a practical matter, don't you realize that
we live in a practical world?

DR. BUCHANAN: I have lived in it for nearly fifty years.

IE. GOODELL: How do ypu think any Board of Education could
have all of the buildings built at the same time, same landscaping--

JUDGE HUXMAN: You need not answer that question; that is
argumentative; has no probative value.

R. GOODELL: Well, according to your theo*, if I under-
stand it right, if I went to a little country sdhoolhouse, even
though I had good teaching and good texts and all other facilities,
but not a building as good as Randolph, I was in a bad may, or any-
body would be in a bad way, to get an education, isthat right?

DR. BUCHANAN: No, that isn't my theory. Mk theory-would be
you would get a better education if you had better equipment, but
you would ne-I wouldn't say you would have a poor education be-
cause you went to a poorer building. You might have a very
superior teacher or you might have very superior ability-yourself.

GOODELL: BUildings don't make the educated child, does it
(do they)?
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DR. BUCHANAN: I wouldn't say entirely, no; they are a con-.

tributing factor, but not the entire thing. (46.0.142-143)

The defense repeatedly responded to unfavorable comparisons

between white and colored schools by poinbing out inequalities

between white schools too. At one point in my testimony, NY.

Goodell objected in these words:

ER. GOODELL: Be is comparing) it's true, with a colored plant,

but he is also in the other part of his testimogy--he has shown

that the same disparity exists between many white schools as to the

newer schools where we have very old schools, very low cost per

capita per roam, classroom) and also the testimony very obviously

shows no school system in the world could have buildings equal

because newer buildings necessarily incorporate modern facilities

not known when they were built twenty or thirty years ago.

MR. GREENBERG: May I answer that, Your Honor?

M. GOODELL: I address that to the Court, not you.

FR. GREENBERG: I didn't ask you. whether I could answer it.

JUDGE HUMAN: The witness may answer.

DR. SPEER: Proceeding, on the other hand, ve might say

the Randolph building has these features, a unich more attractive

kindergarten roam, more spaciaus playground, mudh more attractive

surroundings which adds tO-its aesthetic educational value, and

I ymuld add, if I may consult my notes a moment here--

kfft. GRUNBERG: Go ahead.

DEL SPEER: That the books in the Randolph School are

better than the books in the Buchanan building, in my judgment.

There are better heating and lighting in the Randolph building,

and I thihk I would add, Your Honor, that the most important

of 02 the curricUlum in the Randolph building provides a much

better educational opportunity than the one in the Buchanan

building, because, in the Randolph building, the colored child

would have opporunity to learn to live with, to work:twith, to

cooperate with white children who are rerresentativlipproxi-

mately 90% of the population of the society in which he is to

live. (46.,p.102-103)
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The Curriculum and Se,rrega:_tdon Per Se

Mr. Greenberg asked NB about the school curriculum:

MR. GREENBERG: Dr. Speer, did you examine the curriculum in

the schools in the City of Topeka?

DR. SPEER: Yes.

MR. GREENBERG: Tell the Court what youmean by "curriculum,"

also.

DR. SPEER: Py "curricul-za" ve mean something more than the

course of study. As commonly defined and accepted now, "curri-

culum" means the total school experience of the child. When it

comes to the nere prescription of the course of study, we found

no significant difference. But, when it comes to the total

school experience of the child, there are some differences. In

other words, we consider that education is nore than just remem,

bering something. It is concerned with a child's total develop-

ment, his personality, his personal and social adjustment. There-

fore it becomes the obligation of the school to provide the kind

of an environment in which the child can learn knowledge and

skills and social attitudes and appreciations and interests, and

these considerations are all now part of the curriculum.

MR. GREENBERG: I see, Dr. Speer. Do you have anything

further to say?

DR. SPRPR: Yes. And we night add that the nore heterogeneous

the group in which the children participate, the better they can

function in our multi-cultural and nulti-group society. For

example, if the colored children are denied the experience in

school of associating with white children, who represent 90% of

our national society in which these colored children must live,

then the colored cald's curriculum is being greatly curtailed.

The Topeka curriculum or any school Curriculum cannot be equal

under segregation. (46.11490-91)

Along this same line, I suggested to Mr. Carter later that he

ask Dr. Kenneth McFarland, Superintendent of Topeka Selols, about

the comprehensive theory of curriculum as expressed by Lee and Lee

in their curriculum book which was popular at the time. Dr.

McFarland testified as follaws:

NE. CARTER: This statement appears, and I would like to

get your views on this: "No longer is the curricUIum to be

considered a fixed body of subject matter to be learned. We

realize only too well that the curriculum for each child is the

sum total of all of his experiences which are in any way affected
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by the school. However rich or valuable any printed course of

study may seem to be, the child benefits not at all if he does

not have those experiences in the classroom." How, would you

agree or disagree with that statement?

SUPT. MCFARLAND: Well, yau lift one statement Iike that out

of its context in an educational philosophyitis a little diffi-

cat to say whether you would agree with the single statement or

not. We woUld have to know the background of that, what led up

to it.

la. CARTER: The statement isfollows a philosophy that the

sum total of a child's experience throughout the school--is the

curricUlum, not merely the subjects in the school. Nod, do you

or do you not agree with that?

SUPT. MCFARLAND: I wauld agree with that in principle, but,

of course, you understand, when you go to that theory of educa-

tion that the child is in the public schools a small percentage

of his total living hours, that puts the curriculum over into a

field that is largely out of control of the schools. (46.1 p.238-

239)

Several times in my testimonyyten pressed by Mr. Goodell

to speak of the inequalities between school buildings,

mentioned not only physical facilities but moved on into the

handicaps of segregation per se. Considerable quibbling was

heard and finally Judge Human pointed out that we were not

getting together very well. ,T4en he attempted to sum up my

testimony as follows: He asked first for clarification, "To

be sure I understand Dr. Speer's answer, is one of the reasons

which is common to all three of these schools, your reason that

by segregation they are denied in all three of these schools the

opportunity to mingle and live with the white children, which

they would otherwise have and that is an important factor--is

that part of your answer?"

I replied, "Yes, your honor, that would enter into all of

them." (46.113.104)

212_114 :aiqL11111E101

A little later Judge Huxman intervened with a clarification

for the defense:

MR. GOODELL: You know in a great many cities/and communities

of the United States there are statutes similar to.the'statutes

here in Kansas which we have had for a half century or three-

fourths of a century, isn't that right?
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DR. SPEER: I presume so.

GOOD1TT4 You know, as a practical man, laws get
passed bylgislators coming from the various parts of their

communities over the state, 'don't yau?

DR. SPEER: Yes, sir.

JUDGE HUXMAN: Er. Goodell, what is the purpose of that

'question? What value dcls that have to our problem how laws are

passed.

MR. GOODELL: I am getting to that. I can't ask it all at

once. I am trying to get from this witness the feature as to

whether he thinks elimination of racial segregation, if it's

unwanted by the commmnity and is out of step with the thinking of

the community which the mere existence of the laws have some

indication--

JUDGE HUXMAN: I think Dr. Speer has made it quite clear

from his evidence--he has to ne at least, if I unierstand it--

that segregation, racial segregation, is the prime and controlling

factor of the quality of the whole curriculum and that these

physical factors are secondary, and that his testimony, as it

registered with me, is that aside from racial segregation he

Ferhaps would not tesWy that there was any such inequality

in the physical properties as would deny anybody an equal

educational opportunity. Do I understand your testimony correctly?

DR. SPEER: I may say, Your Honor, I think I would sum

up this way: That there is, in my opinion, some inequality in

physical facilties between the groups in Topeka, but, in addition

to that, there is also the difference of segrega-,ion itself which

affects the school curriculum.

JUDGE HUXMAN: Let's see if I can get myself straightened

out. Do you not also agree with what Er. Goodell is trying to

bring out here --you haven't gotten together - -that if you put it --

on that fact, that there is inequality in physical facilities as

between the white schools and the colored schools, sometimes

the greater facilities are with 'the colored schools against the

older white schools.

Ea. SPEER: Yes, Your Honor, but they are not as many in

that direction as they are in the other direction in this case.

JUDGE HUMAN: I seems to me we are spending.a lot of time

on that when, it seems to me, it would be obvious if you have an

older white building than a colored building that perhaps the

physical facilities in the older whit, ilding would be poorer

than the colored buildin;.
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DR. SPEER: Yes, I will agree.

HR. GOODELL: I will try to shorten this up...It's your

opinion, then, that you can't have separate schools in any

public school system and have equality, is that right?

DR. SPEER: Yes.

M. GOODELL: And that is predicated on the--on your philosophy

or your theory that merely because the two races are kept apart in

the educational process, isn't that right, mre separation causes

inequality.

DR. SPEER: That is one of the things which causes inequality,

yes sir.

NEL GOODELL: Yes. Now, assuming, Doctor, that we didn't have

separate schools and they were all together, and you still had a

social situation in this community which didn't recognize co-mingling

of the races, didn't admit them on free equality, that child would

run against those --run up against those things in his practical

every-day world, wouldn't he?

EQ. SPEER: I presume so.

MR. GOODELL: Sir?

DQ. SPEER: I would think so.

MR. GOODELL: Wouldn't that tend to cause more of a tempest

and emotional strain or psychological impact if he got used to

going to school with white chiiiren then when he went downtown

and couldn't eat in a white restaurant, couldn't go to a white

hotel and couldn't do this and that, wouldn't that make the

impact greater and accentuate that very thing.

MR. GREENBERG: This witness is qualified as an expert in

the field of education, and I don't believe he has testified or

is qualified to testify concerning segregation all over the State

of Kansas or elsewhere.

MR. GOODELL: Well, I restrict it to Topeka.

JUDGE HUXMAN: I thihk the 6ourt will sustain the objection.

That is purely argumentative. I doubt whether the doctor has

qualified himself.
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101.. GOODETja: Assuming, Doctor, we will restrict this to the
educational process, assuming that--that we didn't have segregation,
for the purpose of this question, and assuming further we had
a Negro child going to Potwin or Oakland or Randolph and assuming
that the population trend appears in the schoolroom as it does in
our city, so that he would be outnuMbered from twenty to fifty
to one, assuming all that, for the purpose of this question as
being true, wouldn't that cause some inferiority feeling on the
part of the colored child when he vent to such a school vhere he
was outnumbered twenty to fifty to one and caused some sort of
nental disturbance and upset.

DR. SPEER: On which basis would you rather for me to --on
theory or on personal observation or experience?

MIR. GOODELL: I am talking about theory here.

DR. SPEER: And personal observation and experience.

N.R. GOODELL: Yes.

DR. SPEER: Let ne first nention the latter one; we have
adjoi/Ving our campus a demonstration school of 210 students in
the elementary grades and mixed in with them are about ten Negro
children, so they are outnumbered in that proportion, and my
observation is, and the reports I receive from my assistants are,
that those children are very happy, very well adjusted, and they
are there voluntarily. They don't have to attend...I think, also,
on the basis of our knowledge of child behavior uhat we can say
on a short-range basis there may be occasionally, the first time
we jump into water we may be a little bit frightened, but, on a
long-range basis, we generally are able to work out our adjustments
and make a good situation out of it. (46.,p.119 -123)

A Little Pink?

NY. Goodell had been saying that there was social strati-
fication even among white students caucing some to feel "left
out of things." He said, "And a child that is left out of the
swim, so to speak, feels inferior or second c:ass, doesn't he?"

I replied, "Yes, and I think we should prevent that in all
cases possible."

Then Mr. Goodell seemed ready to move into the McCarthy
arena, a shift to which the Court seemed especially alert.

"You wouldn't make a new social order to prevent social
strata of society, would you?" asked NY. Goodell.
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Before plaintiff lawyers had time to get to their feet and
object, Judge Huxman quidkly interrupted: "Just a minute, the
Court will sustain an objection to that question." Then
immediately, "Objection sustained." (46.,p124-125)

An Unscheduled Lawyer

Daring my cross examination, an elderly lawyer, well known
to the Court, walked in and took his place with the other
lawyers. His equilibrium seemed a bit uncertain. He soon jumped
to his feet and said, "I object to that!"

Judge Huxman responded, "Are you entered here as an attorney
of record?"

He replied, "I am supposed to be."

Judge Huxman said, "Go ahead."

"I object," the lawyer said, "because he is invading his
rights and he is answering a question not based upon the evi-
dence abduced--or that could be abduced."

Mr. Goodell intervened for the defense, "You just got here,
you wouldn't know."

124)

And the lawyer said, "Yes, I do know."

Judge Huxman said, "Objection will be overruled." (46.,p.123-

At that point the old gentleman sat down, put his face on his
desk, went to sleep and peacefully slumbered through the remainder
of the afternoon.

In our interview-with Judge Huxman in the fall of 1966,
one of the first things he asked me, with a chuckle, was whether
or not I remembered this incident. I told him that I did remember
it very well. Then he told the interesting sequel. AB the three
judges left the court roan that evening, Judge Mellott said to the
other two, "Do you suppose that this lawyer was drunk when he came
into the courtroom?"

Judge Huxman explained that Judge Mellott was an old-time
Kansas Puritan and an ex.-school teacher who had never even smelled
bourbon, let alone tasted it. Judge Huxman and Judge Hill realized
that if Judge Mellott suspected that this lawyer had came into the
courtroom intoxicated that he would insist upon contempt proce,
Washing to avoid any chance of sach an embarrassment, Judge Hill
rose to the occasion and said, "Oh, no, no, he wasn't drunk, he was
just putting on an act, as he often does." (29.)
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Leadership Responsibility of Educators

The degree of responsibility and initiative that the school

Should take toward social conditions is a continuing issue.

Superintendent McFarland testified for the Board of Education as

follows on the relation of the school and social customs

MIL GOODELL: Bave you ever, a, an administrat3r of vAlools,

considered it part of your business to formnlate custom and--

social customs and usage in the community?

SUPT. NDFARLOT:
significant; in fact,

Board of Education is

have never considered
ically, that it's the

the social customs of

systan.

Mr. Goodell, I think that point is extranely

it's probably the major factor in why the

defending this lawsuit, and that is that we

it, and there is nothing in the record histor-

place of the public schoasystem to dictate

the people who support the public school

MIL GOODELL: Do yuu say that the separation of the schools' that

we have is in harmony with the public opinion, weight of public

opinion, in this community?

SUPT. MCFARLAND: We have no objective evidence that the

najority sentiment of the public would desire a change in the

fundamental structure. (46.113.231)

Mr.. Garter questioned Supt. McFarland further on the leader-

ship role of the schools in social reform. In this discussion,

relative rights of the majority and the minority in a democratic

society came up:

NR. CARTER: Mr. McFarland, I think you said that you didn't

consider it the function of the Board of Education to go agaihst

the prevailing opinion with regard to the maintenance of public

sdhools.

SUPT. MCFARLAND: I said the social customs of the people. I

didn't think it was the purpose of the school system to dictate

the socialcustoms of the people who support the schools. That

has been our policy.

MR. CARTER: Now, how do you know that social customF of

Topeka require the maintenance of separate schools at the elemen-

tary sdhool level?

SUPT. MCFARLAND: I said we had no objective evidence that

the majority of the people wishes to change the fundamental struc-

ture which we have.
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NR. CARTER: Would you say that there is a difference in the
soc. or public opinion or social customs with regard to the
na:Intt,nance of segregated schools above the elenfintary school
level? (where they were integrated.)

SUPT. MCFARLAND: I didn't say that.

MR. CARTER: Would you say? I am asking you a question.

SUPT. MCFARLAND: I don't know; I wouldn't pass on that. Yuu
see, ve are operating the schools under essentially the same struc-
ture that we took them over in 1942.

Ma. CARTER: But you are operating schools that have mixed
characteristics, do you not? You are operating schools that
are segregated at the elementary sdhool level, integrated beyond.
Now why does the Board of Education feel that they are naintaining
that type of operation?

SUPT. MCFARLARD: Well, we have--

MIL GOODELL: Just a minute. Objection to this question
because it assumes as a part cf the question--assumes that part
of this integration is caused by public policy of the Board.
The Suprere Court decision in the case of Graham v. Board of
Education, decided that there couldn't be a separation in the
seventh and eighth grade whore we had a junior and senior set
up. There is a policy set up on it it% cities of the first class,
all except Kansas City, which is controlled by another statute,
so it isn't a natter of policy of the Board.

JUDGE HUMAN: I doubt if there is very much vulue to this
whole line of questions.

NUL GOODELL: my point is that the law compels them to have
integrated system as to junior high and high sdhool.

JUDGE HUXMAN: The witness may answer the question.

NEL GOODWI: If the Court please, I insist again my object-
ion is proper. He is asking the doctor to distinguish the board
forming a policy, saying in the elementary grades they-will be
separate and in the others it won't; it isn't a natter of choice
with them as to junior high and high school. It's fixed by lau.

JUDGE HUXMAN: The objection will be overruled.
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it

SUPT. MCFARLAND: The answer is essentially that given by

the attorney. The board has had no vote upon whether or not

they would segregate the schools alove the sixth grade nor have

the people--the public that they represent.

MR. CARTER: I see. So, actually, ypu are not maintaining--

you can't really say you are maintaining the schools in accord with

social custom. You merely have kept constant the status quo as

you found it mbenypu came here nine years ago. You are maintaining

segregated sdhools merely because they were here when you arrived;

that's all you can say, isn't that true?

SUPT. MCFARLAND: We have, as I stated, no objective evidence

that there is any substantial desire for a change among the people

that the board represents. (46.113.233-236)

Social Custom and the Fourteenth Amendment

After the abave discussion regarding school boards following

the opinion of the majority, Judge Homan intervened with this

question:

JUDGE HUXMAN: May I ask caunsel on both sides, assuming

that is true, assuming the schools are maintained in accordance

with social customs and the wishes of the people, or that they

are not, what bearing does thal, have on the right to so maintain

them under the Fourteenth Amndment?

When the replies he received failed to answer his question,

Judge Huxman showed some impatience with the "social custom"

argument and finally said: "The question is what the Fourteenth

Amendment warrants and what it doesn't. We don't care what social

custam provides." With obvious delight, Mr. Carter replied, "We

agree with that, your honor." (46.0.237)

The Behavioral Science Al:gments

The first expert witness in the Behavioral Science group

was Dr. Horace B. English, professor of Child Psychology at Ohio

State University. When asked about his qualifications, he gave

a long list of inemberships, offices, responsibilities, writings,

and research. The following excerpts are taken from Dr. English's

testimony:

NEL GREENBERG: Would you say that on the basis of your

learning experience and study that on the basis of color alone there

is a difference in ability (of school children) to learn?
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DR. ENGLISH: No, there certainly is not...from color alone

there is no telling. Ve know that the Negro child, moreover,

learns in the samemay, that he uses the same processes in learn-

ing and learns the same things, but I do make one exception; it is

a notable exception: If we din it into a person that it is unnat-

ural for him to learn certain things, we din it into a person that

he is incapable of learning, then he is less likely to be able to

learn...there is a tendency for us to live up to or perhaps I should

say live down to the social expectation and to learn what we

think people say we can learn. Legal segregation definitely de-

presses the Negro cxpectancy, and it is therefore prejudicial

to his learning. If you get a child in the attitude that he

is somewhat inferior and he thinks to himself, "Well, I can't

learn this very wellln then he is unlikely to learn it very well.

Wt. GREENBERG: Dr. English, is there any other scientific

evidence to support this conclusion which you have stated other

than what yes have said?

DR. hiGLISH: Yes, there is a good deal. For example, in

the last war we took the people who vere illiterates. These, of

course, a good many more of them were colored than white, but we

put them into schools to teach them fourth grade literacy end, as

a matter of fact, 87% of the Negroes and 84% of the whites

successfully completed the work of these schools. Now, I don't

make anything of the difference of 3% in favor of the Negroes as

compared to the whites. That is, of course, within the range of

accidental error, but I say these results do show that under

favorable conditions and under conditions of motivation where

these men wanted to learn, the Negro men proved that they can

learn as well as the whites Wherever we try to equalize the

opportunities, we minimize or extinguish the differences in learn-

ing ability as between the two racial groups. Perhaps the best

study of this is Dr. Klineberg's study showing the results of the

nigration to New York City of children from the deep South...the

Negroes, in coming out of these very poor school situations, had

very low ability to learn. They seemed stupid and their intelli-

gence test scores were low, but each year that they were in the

nnre favorable learning opportunities of the North, their intelli-

gence quotients were rising. (46.,p.145-155)

Later, Dr. English noted, that nfirst of all segregation is

seemingly based upon a policy of a difference. And then by the

nere fact of segregation it turns around and creates the greater

difference which it assumes to have been present in the beginning

and we get into a vicious cycle.fl (Following are several samples

of the dialog between Mr. Goodell and Dr. English in the cross

examination.)

MR. GOODELL: Dr. English, this opinion you have rendered

is somewhat founded upon theory, is it not?
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DR. ENGLISH: No sir, it is based upon literally thousands
of experimental studies.

MR. GOODELL: "Well, is it possible that you could be in error
in some of your conclusions? Could you be mistOcen about SC:MB
of them?

DR. ENGLISH: EVeryman aan be mistaken; certainly I can.

MR. GOODELL: You could be mistaken, coUldn't you?

DR. ENGLISH: Oh, yes.

MR. GOODELL: Have you given this expert testimony around the
country in cases such as this?

DR. ENGLISH: No sir, never before. I teadh i

ER. GOODELL: Would it change your opinion any if the facts
present in this community were that the child, the Negro child that
we are dealing with, if he went to a white sdhcal where he would
be outnumbered ten to one, or fifty to one?

DR. ENGLISH: Not at all. I have seen that happen. I have
grown up in schools where that happened. I have seen it happen
repeatedly. We have it in our own city...the majority would
generally have a preponderant voice if they divided along racial
lines which they tend to do, but which they do not invariably do.
I have seen many cases where the colored child receives, in a
nixed school, from a majority school, considerable amount of
status and honor. Youmay recall just 'recently a man Who was
elected captain of the football team in a predominantly white
school...

MR. GOODELL: And there are sote outstandiag Negroes in
different fields or professions in the deep South who have
received parts of their education in segregated schools?

DR. ENGLISH: That is true.

MR. GOODELL: And yet have achieved great places of impor-
tance. Isn't that right?

DR. ENGLISH: Education isn't the whole answer to ability;
it is merely one factor. There are men who are big enough, white
or black, to rise above unfavorable circumstances. (46.11).155-160)
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DT. all. r B. Bro6kover of Michigan State

The next witness, Dr. Wilbur B. Brookover, again was qualified

as an expert witness on the basis of an extensive educational back-

ground, research, writing, memberships, and honors. He gave his

special interest as social psychology with particular reference

to human relations in the school, the school as a social institution,

and the relations between minority and majority groups in society.

Dr. Brodkuver was first asked if he thought the Negro dhildren

of Topeka could receive as good an education in their segregated

schools as they could in an integrated school, and he said, "No,

I would not.n When asked for the basis of his opinions, he

replied as follows:

MR. BOOKOVER: Well, I would say, firbt of all, that I would

want to emphasize the nature of the educational process in this

respect: Education is a process of teaching youth to behave in

those ways that society thinks is essential. In our society it

has been held that this is a necessary function, to prepare demo-

cratic citizens. Now, the child acquires these essential behavior

patterns in apsociation with other people. In other words, they

are not fixed; they are not inherent in the behavior of the child,

but they-are acquired in a social situation. Now, in order to

acquire the types of behavior that any society may- expect and to

learn how to behave in various situations, the child nust be

provided an opportunity to interact with and understand what kinds

of behavior are desired, expected, in all kinds of situations. This

is achieved only if the child has presented to him clearly defined

nodels.

NM. GREENBERG: What do ypu mean by nodels, Professor?

MR. BROOKOVER: Examples, illustrations of behavior; persons

behaving in the ways that are --that the child is expected to

behave and also consistent behavior of this sort. In other

words, the child cannot learn to behave in the way that he is ex-

pected to behave if at one time he is presented one kind of an

example, one kind of a model, and another time he is presented

another kind of model, and there is a constant confusion. Now

that, I think, leads us immediately to the situation with regard

to segregated schools. In American society we consistently pre-

sent to the child a model of democratic equality of opportunity.

We teach him the principles of equality; we teach him what kind

of ideals we have in American society and set this model of

behavior before him and expect him to internalize, to take on,

this model, to believe it, to understand it. At the same time,

in a segregated school situation he is presented a contradictory

or inharmonious model. He is presented a school situation in
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which it is obvious that be is a subordinate, inferior kind of a

citizen. He is not presented a model of equality and equal
opportunity and basis of operating in terms of his own individual

rights and privileges. Now, this conflict of models always
creates confusion, insecurity, and difficulty for the child who

can not internalize a clearly defined and clearly accepted

definition of his role, so he is faced with situations which he
doesn't--he has two or three, at least two in this situation,

definitions of how he is expected to behave. This frustration

may result in a delinquent behavior or otherwise criminal or

socially abnormal behavior. Now the Negro child is constantly
presented with this dual definition of his role as a citizen
and the segregated school perpetuates this conflict in expec-
tancies, condemns the Negro child to an ineffective role as a

citizen and member of society.

MR. GREENBERG: Dr. Brookover, this opinion and the reasons

you have just given, are they supported by scientific authority?

MR. BROOKOVER: Yes, there is extensive work being done by
psychologists, social psychologist4 on the whole theory of role-

taking and the question of internalization of patterns of expec-

tancy. Such people as George Herbert Meade, Charles Horton Cooley

and numerous other people have done extensive work, extensive

research in the processes of personality develai,nent and learning

a situation through social interaction.

IE. GREENBERG: That is all. (46.,p.160-165)

.In cross examination, Mr. Goodell gave the names of several

well-known. Negroes who had achieved considerable distinction and

asked Dr. Brookover if he had heard of them. .

Dr. Louisa Holt

Dr. Louisa Holt (now Dr. Louisa Howe) was qualified by

three degrees from Radcliffe College, as.a researcher in connection

with the Menninger Foundation School of Psychiati70 and as a

teacher at the University of Kansas. She had had several intern

experienees with the Bureau of Prisons and in psychiatric hospitals.

.Dr. Holt was asked, vIn yaur opinion does enforced separation

have any effect on the personality development of the Negro child?-

Dr. Holt replied as follows with words that are closely akin to those

used by Judge Hunian in that *part of his decision that was quoted

by Chief Justice Warren:
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Ea. HOLT: The fact that it is enforced, that it is legal, I

think, has,more importance than the mere faaf of segregation by

itself does because this gives legal and official sb.nction to

a policy which inevitably is interpreted both by white people

and by Negroes as denoting the inferiority of the Negro group.

Were it not for the sense that one group is inferior to the

others, there would be no basis, and I am not granting that this

is a rational basis, for such segregation.

Ffft. CARTER: Well, does thiS interference have any effect,

in your opinion, on the learning Yrocess?

Mt. HOLT: A sense of inferiority must always affect one's

motivation for learning since it affects the feeling one has of

one's self as a person, as a personality, or a self or an ego

identity, as Eric Erickson has recently expressed it. That

sense of ego identity is built up on the basis of attitudes

that are expressed toward a person by others who are important.

First the parents and then teachers, other people in the commun-

ity, whether they are older or one's own peers. It is other

people's reactions to one's self that one has. If these attitudes

that are reflected back and then internalized or projected, are

unfavorable ones, then one develops a sense of one's self as an

inferior being. That may not be deleterious necessarily from the

standpoint of educational motivation. I believe in some cases it

can lead to stronger motivation to achieve well in academic pursuits,

to strive to disprove to the world that one is inferior since the

world feels that one is inferior. Tn other cases, of course, the

reaction may be the opposite, an apathetic acceptance, fatalistic

submission to the feeling others have expressed that One is

inferior and therefore any efforts to prove otherwise would be

doomed to failure.

ER. CARTER: Now these difficulties that you have described,

whether they give a feeling of inferiority- which you were motiviatd

to attempt to disprove to the world by doing more, or whether

they give you a feeling of inferiority and therefore cause you to

do less, would you say that the difficulties which segregation

causes in the public sehool system interfere with the development

of a well-rounded personality?

DR. HOLT: I think the maximal development of any personality

can only be based on the potentialities which that individual

himself possesses. Of course they are affected for good or ill by

the attitudes, opinions, feelings, which are expressed by others

and which may be fossilized into laws. On the other haad, these

can be overcome in exceptional cases.



A little later Dr. Holt 'was ask3d, "Is the integration of the
child at the Junior High School level able to correct these
difficulties which you have just spoken of?" She answered as
follows: "I think it is a theory that would be ac.!.epted by
virtually all students of personnlity development--that the
earlier a significant event OCCU2S in the life of an individual
the more lasting, the nore far-reaching and deeper the effects
of that incident, that trauma will be; the earlier the event
occurs the more difficult it is later to eradicate those effects."
(46.,p.170-176)

In the cross examination, Ea...Goodell. went into the question
of the merits of competition and the strength gained by a young
person having to battle poverty and other handicaps.

The Testimony_guTplative?

At this point in the proceedings Judge Huxman intervened to
say, "Well, now we are not disposed to be critical.but it is
my opinion from having listened to this testimony of the last
three or four witnesses that it's all cumulative." (46.,p.180)
He then agreed to have one more witness and urged the attorneys
to limit their testimony the followinemorning. Apparently the
witnesses were begfnning to sound more and more alike to the bench
near the end of the day. Nevertheless, looking back over the
testimony of Dr. English, Dr. Broakover and Dm. Holt, it would
seem that althoughY they all were speaking of the damages of segre-
gation to human personality, each had taken a different tack
reflecting their own special &Tea of research.

Dr. English stressed that learning and ability 2an be adversely
affected by the sense of inferiority instilled by the very nature
of segregation. Dr. Brookover maintained that antisocial behavior
can be expected when the segregated school itself contradicts the
notion of equal educational opportanity. And Dr. Holt emp',asized
that one's personality and learning ability are deeply affected
by the attitude of others toward him at an early age and, if that
attitude assumes his inferiority, it becomes critical when nade
legal.

Father John J. Kane of Notre Dame

Father Kane was qualified by his educational background,
including a doctorate degree fram.the University of Pennsylvania
in Sociology. He had been an instructor at St. Joseph's College
and at the University of Notre Dame. He had done research in the
field of race prejudice. Father Kane spoke of the cumulative
effect of attitudinal changes thraugh school segregation and said,
"It means, as Professor Newcomb has pointed out, that one group
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denies to another grf.... ,uatus, privilege, and power and so it is
borne in upon a Negro boy and girl that they are being differentiated
against not merely because of skin color or physical charactaristics
but because there is something innately inferior or subordinate about
them. So most of them begin to learn that certain avenues of
vertical mobility are closed to them.

Later on, Father Kane cited the study of.Ruskin wh77ch showed
that the expectations of Negro youth were continually lowered
causIng additional damage.

The final point made by Father Kane is especially relevant
to the reasoning of the majority opinion of the Supreme Court in
the Plessy v. Ferguson case: the only reason that segregation
leads to inferiority is because the Negroes feel that way about it.
Father Kane pointed to research of his own which showed that the
upper classes of Negroes in Philadelphia look dawn upon the
migrating Negroes from the South becau3e the newcomers had gone
through segregated education. Then he said,

Now I want to point Out whether or not that is true
is quite beside the point because as W.I. Thomas in-
dicated long ago, if 99 situations are real, they are
real in their consequences; and this is the attitude
the Negro group itself has. And'of course, this is a
waywe form attitudes about ourselves. Not only what
me think but what we know or believe other people thihk
about us. So here again you have an indication of the
inferiority that was engendered because of the segre
gated school system among the immigrants from the
South. (46.,p.180-186)

In cross examination, though Mr. Goodell tried to shut off the
nal answer, Father Kane was allowed to come through with a point
that has been recently confirmed by the Civil Rights Commission
LitE2E-Lallmality of Educational Opportunity (4.) namely that
the school is a more decisive factor in the development of a
deprived family than it is to the privileged famtly. We quote
the full cross examination of Father Kane which seems to attempt
to capitalize on the emphasis placed by the Catholic Church on the
early dhildhood years:

Cross Examination

N.R. GOODELL: Professor, don't you believe a home which has
the child, say the first five years without any--where the school
doesn't have him at all, in any case whether he is Negro or white,
don't you think this has a great deal to.do with the child's
attitudes towards another race and acceptance, amd so forth.
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FATHER KANE: You are perfectly correct. As a matter of
fact, thahome is much more important than the stlooll if it's

an adequate home. Now I should like to point out, if I may--

MR. GOODELL: That answers my question.

JUDGE.HUXMAN: You may go ahead and give-Your explanation.

This is an expert witness.

FATHER KANE: I should like to point out that when the home
fadilities are inadequate, a$ they_ are in so many cases,of your

poor Negro family, then the school becomes increasingly important
and, in those cases probably, more important than the home sinbe

the home is exercising inadequate influence.

ER. GOODELL: I have no further questions.

JUDGE HUXMA.N: It is now five minutes of adjournment time,
and we perhaps could not finish another witness, and I just have
an appointment I must keep. So we will suspend at this time.

The court will be in recess until tomorrow morning promptly

at 9:30. (46.11).186-187)

The Second,pay

On the morning of the second day of the trial, Tuesday,
June 26, 19511 Judge Huxman opmed court .by inTliring of the
attorneys for the plaintiff:

How many more of these expert witnesses do you have?

ER. CARTER: Your Honor, we at the present time only have
one'more expert witness to put on.

JUDGE HUXMAN: Just one more expert witness? Do you have
any testimony after that, or will that conclude your case?

Then Mr. Carter explained that there would be only one
further witness which was Miss Bettie Belk, (ncv Dr. Bettie Bak
Sarchet) who was on the staff of the Human Relations Workshop
at the University of Kansas City summer session. Miss Bea was
working on her Ph.D. in the Committee on Human Development at
the University of Chicago. She had been a junior high school
teacher and consultant for the YWCA on teenage programs. She was

currently on the F,..&6 of the Center for Inter4roup Education
sand specializing in the adolescent. Miss Beik was first asked by
Mr. Carter for her judgment on the Topeka practice of,segregating
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students through the elementarrgrades and then integrating them

for the first time at the junior high level. Miss Baik testi-

fied as follows:

MISS BELK: I would say that by bringing children togethei

for the first time at this age, the Board of Education is working

a,real hardship on both the Negro and white children, and I would

like to explain Why, if I nay.

MR. CARTER: Please do so.

MISS BELK: I think that it is a well established fact that

.
the years just preceding age 12, the years 10 to 12 roughly,

for girls, and 11 to 13 for boys, are the years during which the

important physical and physiological changes take place. The child

at age 12 is trying to integrate two to five inches of standing

height that he had acquired very rapidly. He is also trying to

integrate very important physiological changes. In. our society,

girls reach puberty at about twelve-and-a-half and boys at abDut

thirteen-and-a-half, and they are adjusting to really a new kind

of body for them because of the changes which have taken place.

There are social changes that take place also at this age; changes

take place within the school system itself. Up until this point

the child has been accustomed tO a school situation in which he

has related to one adult. Now he noves into what we call a depart-

nentalized pattern. He has several teachers, he-moves from one

classroom to another. In other words, he has a pattern of

relationships with many important naults in the school system.

Also, at tnis age the child moves from a peer society which

has been largely made up of nemhers of the same sex, into a

heterosexual society. The seventh grade is a crulcial one for

girls, particularly, because they become interested in boys

before boys becone interested in them, and this is a very

difficult time for them to live through. All in all, these

are the years when children are making sone of their nost important

life adjustments, and I woul4 say that having been brought up in

a separate system where they can only learn that Negroes and white

are different, they must at this age thennake an adjustment/6

living with someone that they have learned is different, and I

think that this puts an additional adjustment on them at an age

when it is very difficult for them to Make it. (46.0.188-192)

In the cross examination, Mr. Goodell returned to his assumption"

that since there was segregation in the adult world this same

segregation would carry over into the school situation and result

in the Negro students being greatly outnumbered and largely-shut

out from activities and social contact. Miss Belk replied that

this was not necessarily the case because students tend to put

more emphasis upon peer culture than on parental example. She

explained org-situation in which they had successfully counseled
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students who beloLged to "the cashmere sweatrr set." When

Miss Beik was asked how she caUld put herself in the place

of a Negro child and understand his feelings and reactions, she

'offerecl to explain the technique of role playing. Then Mr.

.Goodell abrupqy ended the cross-examination with these words, "if

sone of your assumptions are wrong, then your whole conclusions you

reach are wrong, too, aren't they? Isn't, that right? That's

all." And the witnesss was excused. (46.0.193-200)

Dr. Ernest Nanheim

Having been pressured by the court not to offer other expert

witnesses, Mr. Carter called Dr. Manheim as a rebuttal witness.

Dr. Nhnheim, Professor of Sociology at the University of Kansas

City (now the University of NIssOuri at Kansas City) was qualified

as follows: Ph.D. in Sociology from the University of Leipzig

and also a Ph.D. in Anthropology-from the University of London.

He stated his special interest to be social organization,

juvenile delinquency, and social theory. When asked about his

publications, Mr. Goodell objected on the grounds that this might

be a repetition simply accumulative of more expert opinion. When

Judge Huxman asked Mr. Carter what he proposed to rebut by the

testimony of this witness, Mr. Greenberg replied:

The clerk of the school board stated that to the extent

that there was a difference of library holding between

the colored aad the white schools, it was attributable to

P.T.A. donations to the white schools. We intend

to shbw that the maintenance of the segregated

system in Topeka has caused this difference in

P.T.A. and community support 'of the colored as against

the white schools.

Mr. Goodell again objected.

After several exchanges between Judge Huxran and Mr. Carter,

Dr. Manheim.was allowed to testity. He continued his qualifications,

stating he had published six books, including one on juvenile

delinquency in Kansas City:

MR. GREENBERG: Have you ever made-any studies which would

enable you to form a conclusion concerning the community support

which a community gives to a school?

GOODDEV.: We object to this as calling not for any fact,

pure Conjecture and guesswork and conclusion on the part of the

witness.

JUDGE BUXMAN: He may answer.
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DR. MANHEIM: Inasmuch as I can generalize from experience

in Kansath City, I would tend to say that a school which is far

from the children's residence, fram their parents, is 'weakened

in its position to supervise the Conduct of the children, and

the cooperation between the teachers and the parents tends to le

weaker.

MR. GOODELL: We object to this for the further reason it's

not rebuttal. If anything, it's part of their case in chief and,

for the further reason, that is opinion-- .

JUDGE HUXMAN: The objection to that question will be

sustained. It isn't responsive, it doesn't rebut anything that

has been offered in the case.

MR..GREENBERG: Well, /bur Honor,-I believe that the clerk

of the Board of Education did testify that the discrepancy bet-

ween the white and colored schools was attributable to discre-

pancies in P.T.A. support. Ve are trying to Show that--

JUDGE OXMAN: Didn't so testify. She testified that these

additional books dr extra books were the result of donations by

P.T.A. organizations; that is.what she testified to and-7'

MR. GREENBERG: I hope to establish by this witness that a

weakened P.T.A. is caused by-having children and parents great

distances from the school which the children attend.

MR. GOODELL: Object to it for the further reason it's outside

the scope of the pleadings; it's not an issue raised by the plead-

ings as being one or any of the grounds of inequality, so it's

outside the scope of the issues.

At this point Mr. Goodell's objections were upheld hit Mr.

Greenberg had succeeded in getting Dr. Manheim's main point into

the record. (46.113.242-244)

Near the end of the trial the defense called Mr. Clarence G.

Grimes to the witness stand. He-stated that he was commonly

known as "Cap" Grimes. He testified that he had a contract with.

the Board of Education for transporting of pupils to the Negro

schools for thirty-five years. He mostly refuted the complaints

-that had been made by various Negro witnesses as to bus service.

I say I run ray bus on the scheduled time by the clock

and if there is children at the corners that have to

wait any length of time, they are there long before the

bus should be able to get there. They know what time

the bus is supposed to get to the corner.

.w....ossrfwrovamRIWWWre-
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In reply to the accusation that the children sometimes

stuck their heads out the windows, Mr. Grimes testified that

his windows dropped only six inches from the top. After five

pages of testimony Judge Huxman intervened as follows:

this goes to a very minor matter. In the first

place, there is a schedule and, in the second

place I think I would take*judicial knowledge that

naybe buses sometimes are a little bit late and smne-

times children get there a little ahead of time. I

doubt if there ever was a bus that ran ezactly on

the second. I don't want to restrict you in your

cross examination but I wouldn't pursue that too far.

(46.0.206-210)

Final ts

Thirty minutes was'allowed Mr. Carter to wesent final

arguments for the plaintiffs. In his summary, Mr. Carter

brought out that the Supreme Court only amonth before had

refused to hear a Circuit Cuurt decision that had held

unconstitutional segregation by race on trains traveling frau

north to south. In other words, Jia Craw laws applied only

to northbound trains! While.this distinction was absurd, it

pointed up the fact that suCh segregation laws were condoned gener-

ally in the South where separatian of the races was accepted as

a way of life. Mr. Carter urged the court to cmaclude that

Topeka had reached the point where integratian could be peacefully

brought about. Be said, "the facts shou that here in Topeka the

time is now ripe for a decisian and for this court to use if,

powers to strike down this (discriminatory) statute."

Mr. Carter emphasized that the statute Which prohibited

"discrimination" in Topeka's jumior and senior high si d ools

indicated lack of any consistint state interest in ma aining

separate schools. Therefore adverse public opinion was not a

factor the court needed to consider in striking down segregation

in the elementary schools. (46.,p.253-256)

Then he went on to summarize the testimony in tehalf of the

plaintiffs:

We have introduced testimony to show that there are

differences, substantial differences, between vuriaus

of the white schools as contrasted to the Negro

schools. We have shown that on the average in terms of

teacher preparationl subject matter taught, buildings,

and so forth, that On the average the school system

here, as between the Negro and the white schools,

there is not too much difference except for this
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factor: We have shown that 45% of the white child-

ren attend schools newer than the newest colored

schools and that 66% of them attend in buildings

newer than the average age of the Negro sdhool, and

that on the average the insured value per classroom

of the Negro school is approximately $4,000 below

thatof the white school.'We have also shown that

ikterms of books whidh are held by the various schools

that the.white
schodls maintain a newer _supply of

books; that the white schools have better books and

that therefore the book holdings of the schools, as

between'Negro and white, is substantially different.

Now, the.defendants attempt to defend this on the

grounds that the P.T.A.:is the cause of this differ-

ence. It is our contention that in spite of where

the books come from and it has been testified that

when they-get into the school thgy belong to that

particular school; that without regard to where they

COBB from, the fact that they belong to-the school

and are held by.the school is really the factor which

makes for the difference and that has to be considered.

We have submitted testimony alsd to show that the

separation of Negroes and whites in the elementary

sChools of Topeka is harmful to the-devdbpment of

.the child, although it has been conceded that the

subject-matters
taught are ihe same, and in our-

defini.tion of what 5.23 a school curriculum we have

attempted to point out in the record that the school

curriculum is the stim total of the.child's experience

from the time he leaves home to go to -school until the

time he returns, and therefore the fact that-Negroes

have to ride buses, those who do, and cannot go to

the sdhool which is within walking.distancel.therefore

they cannot come hame for.hot lundhes, that they are

required to travel across the town merely because they

are Negroes and attend'a segregated school and makes

.it ivposssible
for us to say that the curriculum at

_the segregated Negro schools are equal to those at

the white schools.

lie have-also attempted to establish that, if anything,

the maintenance.of the segregated systemat the first

six grades and then integration at the high school,

junior high school level, places an added burden upon

the child because that is,the time that he is meeting'

the problems of adolescence and attempting to develop

into a man or into a woman ahd that with those
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C'gt,ficktioW.,

additional burdwas upon him, we think this is an
additional harlAship which makes this statute, in

our view, unreasonable.

Now, with that in mind we feel that we have suffi-
ciently er,tablished that the separation of Negroes
and whitris in the public schools of Topeka is a denial
of equal protection because of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment, -6hat this statute which the city or Board of
Educazion under which it purports to operate, is
unconstitutional and should be so declared by this
Court, and we also contend that by virtue of the facts
which we have set in the record with regard to the
vtigma on the Negro child because of race and color at
what is considered the most crucial age of his develop-
ment, that the injuries which are estabaished here, we
have put on evidence to show that these injuries are
likely permanent and that they cannot be corrected
merely by introducing them into the junior high school
at a later age. In fact, we show that it probably by
making this introduction to the junior high school on
an integrated basis at the adolescent age, probably
compounds the injury- which has been suffered at the
elementary school leveland, for these reasons, we think
we have established the rights of the plaintiffs for
the issuance of the injttion for which we have prayed
and we submit that this Court should declare this
statute to be unconstitutional and order the Board of
Education of Topeka to admit all persons into its
schools without regard to race or color. (46.0.256-259)

It is interest40gto note that' in the final argument, the
defendants had the benefit of, a copy of the decision fram the
South Carolina case which had been handed, down only three days

before. The court also had it but Mr. Carter and Mr. Greenberg
bad not yet received it. Mr.,Carter. had hope,_ td be able,to

quote fram the dissenting opinion. The defense in_South Carolina
had offered its sedpIce.:.,to the State of Kansas. Mr. Paul Wilsbn,
Assistant Attorney ,saird in our interview that they probably had
hastened td serve the defense and the Court )h.Topeka by sending

. transcripts. (40.)

Mr. Charles H. Brewster gave the closing argument for the
defense We are including the entire statement which includes
the,Topeka arguments and pertinent quotes from. Eituza,itua§cal.
and Judge Parker's decision handed dawn in South Carolina4ust
three days earlier.
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ER. BREWSTER: Your Honor, I would like to touch on one
point mentioned by counsel for the plaintiffs, and that is
attempting to lay some stress on the fact that the distance
traveled by a pupil in attending school has some bearing upon the
question before this Court. There are a number of cases to the
effect that the mere fact that certain colored school children must
travel farther to reach a colored school than any white child is
required to travel to reach the white school, is not necessarily a
deprivation of equal advantages. There are a lot of cases on
that. They are collected in an annotation in A.L.R. Men, gping .

to a United States Supreme Court decision of Gong Lum (a Chinese ye/
v. Rice. (56.) In there the Court pointed out that there was no
colored school within the district in whidh this (girl lived)
no - -school fbr other than whites...that case involved a Chinese
girl being declared as ineligible to attend a white school; but
they did point out in that case that there was a school in the
county in which this particular school district was located where
she could attend and therefore there could be no objection made
on constitutional ground. The distance you travel is immaterial,
and I would say that that is especially true in our situation where
the entire city of Topeka constitutes a school district and where
the evidence, testimony, shows that there are a number of white
students who are required to walk to school a greater distance
than these colored children who are furnished transportation, and
we have the Kansas case in which this question was raised,...
--well, I believe it's the Wright case, and there the Supreme
Court pointed oat that they had to attend Btchanan School which
was twenty blocks farther than a white school they could attend,
and our Court pointed out the fact that transportation was furnished
and therefore the question of distance traveled mould have no bear-
ing on the proposition. Vow that is all I want to say right now
on distance traveled.

The plaintiffs in this case, of course, are by these cases
attempting to have the courts abandon the separate but equal
doctrine which was enunciated in the case of plesszLK2Fereson,
which appears in 163 U.S. 537. It .has been mentioned by counsel
for the plentiff, and they mention or contend that the more
recent decisions have whittled away the effect of that.decision and,
of course, in that connection, they rely on the case of Sweatt v.
Painter, (63.), which is the most recent case on this point. I

will come to that in just a minute. First, I would like to call
attention to the fact that there have been a number of decisions
to-the effect that establishing separate schools for white and
colored nhildren does not violate the constitutional right to
equal privileges and immunities if equal advantages'are afforded
for each class.

NOI,I,V defendants adt that there has teen engrafted upon this
separate but equal doctrine the requirement that you must afford
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equal opportunity, and it's our position that under the facts

stipulated to here and the evidence, that there is no real question

but what we do afford equal educational. opportunities to the colored

folks, and we finally get dawn to their one point and that is that

segregation in and of itselS constitutes a discrjmination.

School segregation statutes have been before the United States

Supreme Court in a number of cases and at no time have they-held

that these state statutes are unccnstitutional.

Now, getting down to the case of Sweatt v. Painter, we have

here the opinion of the District Court of the United States for the

Eastern District of South Carolina. This is the opinion of the

court and, while it is not published, it is, of course, authority--

Har Jr. et al Flaintiffs v. R.W. Elliott et al

Defendants, 43 ...it was deeided June 23, 1951. I. would like to

first call attention to this Sweatt case. In the opening paragraph

of the opinion of Sweatt v. Painter, (63) the Supreme Court said

this:

This case and McLaziginv.011atatelleen_tcma (57.)

present different aspects of'this general question:

To what extent does the Equal Protection Clause of the

Fourteenth Amendment limit the pawer of a state to

distinguish between students of differentmaces in pro-'
fessional and-graduate education' in a'state university?

In other words, the Court specifically restricted that to

professional and graduate education in a state university. Then the

(Supreme) Court pointed out that broader issues had been urged for
their consideration, but adhering to the rule that constitutional

questions are made as narrow as possible, the Caurt says
that was--is not necessary to consider, and the point I am making

is that the Sweatt and the McIaurin cases do not in any way detract

from the effect of Plessy_a2molal which is still the law.

Now, reviewing Plessy v. Ferguson, that is the case which

involved the state statute providing for separate railway
earriages for white,and colored races, and it was a Louisiana

statute, and it proted that the passengers be assigned to the

coaches according o their race by the conductor, and the Court

held that it did not violate--deprive a colored person of any

rights under the Fourteenth .Amendment to the Federal Constitution.

That is the case from which stems this separate but equal doctrine

which the defendants think is still applicable amd which the

plaintiffs, of course, are seeking to overturn.

Here is one thing the Supreme Court said in the plessy_14

Ferguson decision:
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So far, then, as a conflict with the Fourteenth Amend-
ment is concerned, the case reduces itself to the
question whether the statute of Louisiana is a reason-
able regulation, and with respect to this there must

necessarily be a large discretion on the part of
the legtture. In determining the question of
reasonab eness it is at liberty to act with reference
to the established usages, customs and traditions of
the people, and with a view to the promotion of their
comfort, and the preservation of the public peace and

good order. Gauged by this stands,d, we cannot say
that a law which authorizes or even requires the
separation of the two races in public conveyances is
unreasonable, or nnre obnoxious to the Fourteenth
Amendment than the acts of Congress requiring separate
schools for colored children in the District of
Columbia, the constitutionality of which does not seem
to have been questioned, or the corresponding acts of

state legislatures. We consider the underlying fallacy
of the plaintiff's argument to consist in the assumption
that the enforced separation'of the two races stamps
the colored race with a badge of inferiority. If
this be so, it is not by reason of anything found in
the act, but solely because the colored race chooses
to put that construction upon it. The argument
necessarily assumes that if, as has been more than
once the case, and is not unlikely to be so again,
the colored race should become the dominant power in
the state legislature, and should enact a law in
precisely similar terms, it would thereby relegate
the white race to an inferior position. We imagine
that the white race, at least, would not acquienpe in
this assumption. The arguaent also assumes that
social prejudices may be overcome bylgislation, and
that equal rights cannot be secured to the Negro
except by an enforced co-mingling of the two races. We

cannot accept this proposition. If the two races are
to meet upon terms of social equality, it must be the
result of natural affinities, a mutual appreciation
of each other's merits and a voluntary consent of
individuals.

JUDGE BUXNAN: Mr. Brewster, I don't know--

MR. BREWSTER: I am about throuel with that.

JUDGE HUNAN: I was going to say that on the Circuit COurt
we 'do not care tb have reading fran an opinion.



Police Power to Segregate

MR. BREWSTER: .1 want to point out that Plessy v. Ferguson,

which establishes the separate but equal doctrine and the/basis

upon-which they go, that this regulation is a part of the police

pc)Wer of the state. Now, it has been repeatedly held, and that

is theloasis of the decision in the South Cardlina case, that

each-stata determines for itself, aubject to the observanCe of

fundamental rights and liberties guaranteedsty the Federal

Constitution, it shall exercise the police power and that the

power to legislate with respect to safety, morals, health, and

general welfare and that in no field--in no field is thisnright

of the several states more clearly recognized that in that of

public education.:'

Well, now, the case - -the South Carolina ease-, -bases their

decision, anA I wontt quote a great deal from it, on the

proposition that it's within the police power of the state to

segregate these schools if they want to, but. they must Provide

equal educational,facilities.

Now, speaking of the Sweatt v. Painter case, which, of

course it will be found the plaintiffs rely on that to a great

extent, that dealt with a professional or graduate school. We

are here dealing with an elementary school system which, assuming

that the student goe4 through high school and college, this
segregation exists in less than one-half of the normal educational,

formal education, period. "At this level" would like to quote

just briefly from this opinion, "At this level as good education

can be afforded in Negro schools as in white schools and the

thought of establishing professional contacts does not enter into

the pic+ice. Moreover, education at this level is not a matter

of voluntary choice on the part of the student, but of compulsion

by the state."

Now I would like to also call attention to the fact that in

Sweatt v. Painter, the Supreme Court of the United States specifi-

cally refused to ovrrule plessLaimplER and, in that respect,

I think it stpthens the opinion and shows that the present

segregation a d separation and equality is still.recognized.

Now, there has been testimony to the effect that mixed schools

would give a better education. But, on the otber hand, it's been

indicated that mixed schools might result in additional racial

friction due to the fact that the colored student would be greatly

outnumbered and you'd still have that inferior feeling.

I would like to, with the Court's permission, quote just.a

little more from this South Carolina opinion; I just got it this

morning or I would have tried to give it without quoting it:
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The federal courts would be going far outside their

constitutional function were they to attempt to pre-

scribe educational policies for the state in such

matters, however desirable subh policies might te in

the'opinion of same sociologists or educators. For

the federal court6 to do so, wuld result not only

irCinterferencewith local affairs by an agemy of

the federal government, but also in the substitution of

the judicial for the legislative process in what is

essentially a legislative matter.

In other words, Continuing the theory that thiS is a matter

of the police power, and the state has the right to vele this'

regulation.

.We submit that under the facts which are ..Itipulated,

there is established--it is estatlished that there

is no inequality of educational,facilities, and,

furthermore, that ii is within the province of the

state to determine what regulations necessary

under itts police pawer.whiChl of course, is to

promote the peace and welfare of the people of that

state, and, as far as the opinions of some sociologists

or educators are concerned, we are in agreement with*

what the Court decided in Sauth Carolina that it would

not be within the province of a federal court or any

,federal court or any federal agency to adopt those

.
views regardless of what the state might cansider to be

..tle propier regulation undey the police powers.

(46.,p.260-269)

jUDGE HUXMAN: Youmay proceed, Mr. Goodell; .

MEL GOMM,: I prefer to--if we are given authority to. file

briefs, I will waive argument.

JUDGE BUXMAN: You will waive your argument. All: right, the

plaintiff may close the argument, then.

Nr. Carter sums up for plaintiffs in his closing statement:.

IA& CARTER: Your Honor, I just have a few comnents to nake.

I remember the last point that counsel for the defendants made

about the statements of sociologists and educators. I would like

to point the Courtts attention again to the decision inMcLairiny.

'the Board of Regents (57.) where mbat was considered in that case

to be crucial to the decision was the nental attitude of,the Negro

and the impact of segregation upon him mentally, and therefore it

was held that he was deprived of the equal protection of the laws

in the segregated educational systan.
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.
Now, I have to congratulate the attorneys for,the Board'of

Education on bedeing muchmore efficient than, at least, I am,

because I had hoped.that we could quote from Judge VaringIS dissent

in Saath Carolina, but me were. unable to get it.

JUDGE MELLOTT: Me have a copy of it.

WI. CARTER: No, thank you. But, at any rate, if the Court

please, I think that although these two decisions certainly,

McLaurin and Sweatt, were limited, as counsel indicated, to the

graduate and professional schools, it was not necessary for the

Caurt to have made any such limitation because that.would have

been'obvious because they applied to graduate and professional

schools anywayl'but:the United States.Supreme Caurt, heard a

recent case that involved a question of'the separate days for

the use,of a golf course in Miand: Negroes were given certain

days of the Week and Ithites.were given the rest, of the time.

The matter was appealed through the Florida Supreme Cuurt to the

U.S. Supreme Court, and the question raised was whether or not the

separation and giving of this separate tine to Negroes and not .

permitting,them to use the golf.course without discrimination

:based on race or color was a denial of the equal protection clavse,

the golf. course being municipally-owned. The Supreme Caurt took

the case, granted certiorari,' reversed and remanded in the light

of the M[cLaurin and Sweatt opinions.

Now, I think that that is clear'evidence at least that the'

Suprqme Court realized and certainly feels-that the decisions

and the principles which it enunciated in Sweatt and MbLaurin have

wide application and cannot be limited in the narrow scope of a

professional school or a lawschool...The Supreme Court refused

to overrule Eitssi_x,itEason, refused to apply it or refused to

reexamine it, but I don't believe that counsel for the defendants

can take.tob nu.Ch hope in that view of the decision which was

readhed. The two decisions reached,were to the effect that segre-

gationl.at,leaSt at the level at which the decision was handed

down; was unconstitutional in the law school and in the graduate

schools and I night also add that Plessy v. Ferguson applied to

railroads and not to education'andi although it has somehow

been taken over,into the educational field, it is really a rail-

road case...However, I thinkthat the trend of the law is to

such an extent that it is impoqsible to reach any. other decision

except that the State of Kansaslias no 'power to order segregation:-

I. think.also that here is no suchsituation--this is not applicable

to South Carolina; the two states are entirely different. There

ismot the vested interest in the maintenance of segregatian in

Kansas as there is in SaUth Carolina or in 'Georgia. This is clear,

by virtue of the fact that the state forbids it at one level even

though it permits it at'another, and I think that, what should be

applied in.this case is the rule that at least if the,Segregation

is unconstitutionalland I think ,that the Supreme Court case..
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inevitably point to that end, that a declaration of unconsti-

tutionag/lity should be made in an area in whiCh it is ripe. The

time is ripe for such a decision to be reached, and I think that'

certainly in Kansas, with the situation as it is, that the time is

now ripe fbr this Court to strike dawn the statute here in issue

and to declare that the State of Kansas has no power to maintain

segregation in its public school system.

jUDGE HUMAN: Before the Court adjourns, the Court wants to

compliment the parties on 1,-th sides for their fairness in the

presentatian of this case, the spirit of cooperation exhibited by

all, to have a speedy determination of the issues in the trial of

the case. I think this case was tried wiehin less than teh days

after the issues were nade up and concluded, and we feel that we

want to have as speedy a determination by the Court as can be

handed down, giving counsel an opportunity to file briefs.because,

if this law is declared unconstitutional, certainly the City of

Topeka is--wants to have it done as soan as possible'before the

beginning of the fall school term and all those natters. So we

are all interested in having the natter determined just as

expeditiously as it ean be done, affording everybody an opportunity

to prepare and file their briefs.

Nbw, the questions are comparatively simple to state and

quite difficult to answer. There are only two questions in the ease;

one is, are the facilities, as I see them, are the facilities

which are afforded by Topeka in its.separate sehools, camparable;

that is one question, and the other is, granting that they are, is

segregation unconstitutional notwithstanding, in light of the

Fourteenth Amendment. As I get it, those are the two points in the

case, is that right?

MR. CARTER: Yes, sir.

JUDGE EUXMAN: There is nothing else--

MR. GOODELL: That depends on the turn it takes. As I under-

stand counsel, you are relying now entirely on the question'of

whether segregation in itsOf is discriminatory.

Wt. GARTER: We are relying--of course we are relying on

that. I think, Yaur Bonor, that we mould not need the record. I

think we have our testimony in mind that has been presented.

MR. GOODELL: If that is your pant, of course, then--

JUDGE HUXMAN: Mr. Goodell, I do not understand the

attorneys fbr plaintiff waive the one point and rely on the

other alone.
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MR. GOODELL: I

JUDGE HUXMAN: I understand from what they have said they

practically indiaate they do not lean too heavily on this dis-

crimination in the facilities whidh are furnished. (46.1p.268-276)

The remaining minutes of the trial were given over to the

Judges' instructions for counsel.

The Decision

The three-judge Federul District Court in Topeka ruled

unanimausly against Oliver Brawn and the other Negro plaintiffs.

The court faund the segregated facilities in Topeka schoolFto

be substantially equal. Relief was denied, therefore, under the

fifty-five year-old "separate but equal" principle of Messy v._

argNon. The Caurt ruled that in Topeka "... the physical facilities,

the curricula, courses of study, qualifications of and quality of

teadhors, as well as other educational facilities in the two sets

of schools are camparable....We conclude that in the maintenance

and operation of the schools there is no willful, intentional or

substantial discrimination."

paersi h-lie.-1122spect.

Dr. Buchanan and I had found no significant difference of

tangible facilpies except ia buildings and books. As to buildings,

the court probably-followed partially, a.: ast, the defense argu-

ments that none of the Topeka buildings w,_a too bad; that same

white children attended older buildings than same Negro children

and that the difference in buildings alone was not a critical

inequality.

We might have argued more effectively that if a white child is

obliged to attend an older school building merely because of

geographical proximity this is different fram a Negro dhild being

fbrced to travel across the city to attend an old building because

of his color. In other wwds, the Negro child was faced with a

coMbination of greater distance, older buildings and the indignities

of segregation.

The difference in the quality and quantity of books was a sin

of omission. The State Department of Education then required a

ndnimum of $2.00 per year per child for library books but Topeka

spent only forty-two cents. The provision of library books was

left largely-up to-the individual P.T.A. Organizations. If the,

Negro schools had a P.T.A. at all, it was not likely to have

adequate resources so that the impoverishment of the homtauto

=tidally extended into the school. Compensatory educationwas

more than ten years in the future.
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The argument of the Topeka Board of Education in several
instances seemed to assume that if some white students suffered

a disadvantage, this fact justified extending the disadvantage
to the Negroes generally, either by direct action or lack of

action. For exaMple, since fourteen percent of the white .
Children attended buildings older than any of the Negro schools,

according to Board attorney's argument, it was considered proper

for all Negro children to attend schocils older than those attended

by sixty-five percent of the -white children. Since a faw white

students fram outside the district had to travel cansiderable
distances, it was considered proper for Negro students to pass

near-by white schools to reach Negro schools. The failure of the

Board of Education to provide adequate bodks for the Negro child-

ren was justified by their failure to budget adeqUately for books

throughout the system. The defense attorney argued that the Board

of Education todk no responsibility for safety of the children at

intersectionsL therefore the fact that Negro youngsters had to

cross numerous intersections in going to and fram school and bus

stops was hot the Board's concern.

At a dinner party the evening of the first day of the trial, I

recall Robert Carter quoting from the Supreme Court's Shelly v..

Kramer (60.) opinion:

Equal protection of the law is rot achieved b indis-

criminate imRpsition of inequality. EMphasis added

This same quotation appeared in the dissenting opdnion issued three

days before by Judge Waring in the South Carolina desegregation

case. However, Mr. Carter had not at that time received a copy of
either the majority or minority opinions in that case.

Perhaps a clearer example of this legal principle comes from my

own experience in a Kansas barber shop some months back. There was

the familiar sign on the wall stating, "We reserve the right to
deny service to anyone." After getting out of the chair (which is

an opportune spot fbr impulsive throat cutting), I casually asked

the barber the meaning of the sign. -He replied, "This shop is 100%

American. We reserve the right to deny service to anyone regardless

of nationality, race, color or creed."

No one in the Topeka trialeither wiinesses or lawyerspointed
out that standardization was no guarantee of good education. It

seemed to be assumed by everybody that if the course of study and

teXtbook adoptions were the same all over the city that this in

itself was a point of "equality." Apparently, the idea was not as

current then as now that: "There is nothing so unequal as to

treat unequals equally." Failure to adapt the curriculum to the

individual child and to make adjustments for his background may
lead to a very substantive inequality of opportunity.
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It is obvious that a child might be subjected to a standard

dose of education of a kind for which he has little background,

aptitude, interest or essential need. Whether he is retarded,

average or genius he might gain.greater individual enhancement

and social usefulness by freedom and adaptation in the curriculum

rather than a ltrmi which passes in the darkness as egulity.

Another argument neglected at Topeka concerns the effect

of segregation on the majority group. Much is said now and could

have been said. then. about the social insensitivity, snobbery,

sm'lgneas, guilt feelings (or lack of them) which accrue to the

majority responsible for segregation.

At Topeka it was argued that the Negro child lost mueh by

being isolated from representatives of ninety-percent of the

population. We night also have argued that the ninety percent

lose by not learning to appreciate the Negro culture per se.

The white majority were missing a first hand opportunity to

learn by erparienee in a, general may-how to campare and understand

different world cultures in an anthropological sense.

This point was nentioned a few times in the other cases tut not

given the attention it deserved.

At Topeka, the school survey did not show major inequalities

and the Court did not find them "willful, intentional or substan-

tial." On appeal to the Supreme Court the lawyers based their

case solely on segregation per se.

Nevertheless, it probably was yell tbat the ineuslities

were examined and revealed both for local consumption and as a

historical precedent. "Separate and Unequal" has been more

commaa than "Separate but Equal". Whether segregation has been

de Jure or de facto, the Negro child and perhaps their inner-

city, white, lower-class associates are nore likely to inherit

the older buildings, the cast-off boaks and equipment and even the

second-rate teachers. Jmdge Skelly Wright found it so in the

Elstrict of Columbia in his decision of JUne, 1967.

phanges_ on the Social Scene in Topeka

At the time of the Topeka trial, we were obliged to eat in. a

small Negro restaurant opening onto a narrow boa& street because

of the Negroes in our group. It is now refreshing to be able to

have lundh with Charles Scott at the Jayhawk Hotel Coffee Shop or

any other restaurant in the city. In'the fall of 19671. Topeka

passed a fair housing ordinance.
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"I am a living Witness to these things," said Charles Scott,
speaking of the changes that have occurred. He went on to exPlain
that the generation gap prevented his son (a graduate of Topeka
High School) from understanding the progress made:

He thinks everything has been like this ever since
there was a Topeka High Sdhool. Of course, when I
was there we couldn't participate in any of the
sports--football, basketball--now here he cames up
with a football scholarship to KU this year, and they
wouldn't even permit me to play football and I must
admit I was a better football player than he was. I
keep telling him and then he'll say, "Well, how came
you didn't get a scholarship then?" We had a
segregated baSkettall team and a lot of activities
we couldn't participate in up there, our separate
school parties, our separate King and Queen. Now
he was runner-up for the King this year and he wanted-
to know why. I wamn't ever.runner-up for King or
never was King. It hadn't been like that but he
thihks it's been that vay ever since the school was
established. (36.)

pussinE= For Segregation or Iltegration

It is interesting to note that in. Topeka, prior to 1954,
bussing was freely-used to preserve segregation. The power
structure of the white community considered that it was just
to bus children to perpetuate a segregated systemwith no regard
for the neighborhood school.idea. Today, school boards and
courts are debating the exact opposite process--the bussing of
students to bring about integration. And the objectian is that
sudh bussing threatens the neighborhood sdhools. The Negroes of
Topeka protested both bussing and segregatian. Now many Negroes.
woUld accept bussing as a short range plan for integratian. In
other words, bussing is a means to an end and becomes subordinate
to the more dominant consideration of the merits, or demerits, of
integration.

A Reluctant Defense for Kansas

The new Topeka Board of Education had decided not to contest
the ease in the Supreme Court. Even the Kansas Attorney. General,
Harold Fatzer, was reluctant to make an appearanoe.

In an interview, PaUl E. Nilson, the Assistant Attorney
General who defended the Kansas permissiVe statute in the Supreme
Court, told.some of the details leading up to the 8uprene Court
hearing of Brag_a_Topsha. He said:
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Because our case was first on the docket, the people

from Virginia and South Carolina thought it would

be distressing to have the first of these cases called

for argument and have no appearance by the state. They

began to bring pressuresI am not sure what particaar

techniques they used. I know they used to call us up

nearly every day and try to induce us to get into the

case. And member's of the Board of Education were being

pressured somehow. But then along late in November, the

Supreme Court of the United States took notice of the

fact that there had been no appearance for the State of

Kansas and said because of the national importance of

the case the Attorney General was requested to appear

either in defeAse of the statute or concede its invalidity.

The Attorney General could not concede the invalidity

of the state at this point...because there'would be no

basis in the law of the State or in the Pederal law as

it then existed to concede the invalidity of the statute.

So the Attorney General was stuck with making an argu-

ment and he was still not personally disposed to getting

involved in it. He brought all the files to my desk, and

said, "Here take the damn. thing and do what you want to

with it." So this is how the case happened to involve me.

Of course, then it was very late and I spent a. lot of

time outside regular office hours. I did nothing, of

course, for the next several days but write the original

brief. I wrote it in four or five days, I thinkMr
Moore who was in the Virginia case, called me and wanted

to send two young men from his firm out to assist in

writing the brief, but I felt that was not appropriate.

We ought to prepare our own brief and we could probably

.say some things that they would not have said. But

any how we wrote the brief and went to Washington and

appeared in the case...I suppose there has never been

a case in the Supreme Court where the defense has been

less spirited than that...I think the country has just

been growing and it has reached the point where a

policy of discrimination of this kind could no longer

be tolerated. We knew it and in my thinking there

was no way the Court could have decided, no justifiable

way the Court could have decided to continue racial

segregation in public facilities so significant as

a public school...I hope the feeling was not too obvious

in my case. We attempted to present the issues to the

Court. (40.)
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During a recorded interview, Judge Walter Human, ex-Governor
of Kansas, who presided at the Topeka trial, stated that the
Topeka defense emphasized the equality of tangible facilities but
that the whole case finally boiled down to the one issue, segre-
gation per se. Then he said) "I was glad to present the question
to the Supreme Court so there wauldn't be any doubt. I wanted it
decided once and for all, one way or the other...The Supreme Court
had ducked (the issue) Well, I intended to put the question up
there so they'd have a little difficulty.getting araund it.n (29.)

When I quoted this statement to Thurgood Marshall, he
laughed, slapped his knee and said with glee, "that's what I
thought he did. That's what I thought he did."

In an interview in the Fall of 1966, Charles Scott, one of the
Topeka attorneys who helped plead the case, reported further on

Judge HUxman's attitude. During the post trial conference between
the lawyers and Judges regarding the findings of fact and conclusIan
of law, the behavioral scienee arguments on the evils of segre-
gation per se were under consideration. Charles Scott recalled

Judge !Taxman's reaction in these words:

...He just made up his mind. AB was just as stubborn
as you find them. Be said) "I'm just going to see that
this (behavioral science argument) gets in there. I

don't give a dnmn what you say." Now, that is exactly

what he said. He was a lawyer, you understand. Be said,

"Locik, I cannot go any further because we have this
pless=4.19mem case staring us in the face." (36.)

"I Would Vote to Reverse It"

In our interview, Judge HUxman was willing to put sonething
in the record he had said off the record fifteen years before:

If it had net been for that case--plessaat_arguson--
we would have stricken down the ordinance ourselves...
by-the najority of the Court...The Supreme Court had
refused to overrule it completely-and we thought it
was their job...I said off the record after I wrote
that opinion, if I were on the Supreme Court I would
vote to reverse it." (29.)
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lik:LSt_arterle Cairt

Although prepared to lose the Topeka case at the District

Court level, at the close of the trial Mr. Carter was jubilant

about the testimony as fodder for the Supreme Court. The main

points of the Topeka testimony were well summarized in one page

of the Brief:

This finding is based upon uncontradicted testimony

that conclusively demonstrates that racial segTegation

injures infant appellanti in denying them the opportunity

availabae to all other racial groups to learn to live, work

and cooperate with children reprssentative of approxinately

ninety percent of the population f the society in which

they live. (R.216);1 to develop/ citizendhip ecills; and

to adjust themselves personally and socially in a setting

comprising a cross-section of the.dominant 1);)pulation.

(R.132) The testimony further developed thc fact that

the enforcement of segregation under law denies to the

Negro status, power and privilege (R.176); iaterferes

with his motivation for learning (R.171); and instills in

him a feeling of inferiority (R.169) resulting in a

personal insecurity, confusion and frustration that

condemns hini to an ineffective role as a citizen and

member of society (R.165). Mbreover, it was demonstrated

that racial segregation', is supported by-the nyth of the

Negro's inferiority (R.177), and where, as here, the

State enforces segregation, the community at large is

supported in or converted to the belief that this rayth

has substance in fact (1.156,169,177). It was testified

that because of the peculiar education systam in Kansas

that requires segregation only in the lower grades,

there is an additional injury in that segregation occurring

la an early age is greatet in its impact and more permanent

in its effects (R.172), even though there is a change to

integrated schools at the upper levels.

That these condlusions are the consensus of social

scientists is evideneed by the appendix:filed herewith.2

Indeed, the findings of the Court that segregation

constitutes discrimination are supported on the fact

of the statute itself where it states that: n...No

discrimination on account of.color shall te nade in

high schools exce t as provided herein.n (Enphasis

supplied.) (47.

1R:. refers to page numbers in the transcript of Record as

annotated in the Brief.

2See Chapter Nine and also AppendixA.
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Nhny of the points and mudh of the phraseology in this
summary can not only be traced badk to the Kansas testimony as
the references indicate but also forward to the Warren decision.

Furthermore, Mr. Carter, in the Supreme Court, was able to
quote the clear logic of the Topeka decision about denying Negro
children the privilege of co-ningling with representatives of
ninety percent of the population:

If segregation within a sdhool, as in the MbLaurin ease,
is a denial of due process, it is difficult to see why
segregation in separate schools would not result in the

same denial. Or if the denial of the right to co -ningle
with the najority group in higher institutions of learning
as in the Sweatt case and gain the educational advantages
resulting therefram, is lack of due process, it is diff -
cult to see why such denial would not result in the same
lack of due process.if practiced-in the lower grades. (48.,
p.13)

He also quoted the heart of the social science argument which
Judge Hulwan had insisted on putting in the opinion:

Segregation of white and colored children in public
sdhools has a detrimental effect upon the colored
children. The impact is greater when it has the sanction
of the law; for the policy of separating the races is
usually interpreted as denoting the inferiority of the

Negro group. A sense of inferiority affects the moti-
vation of a child to learn. Segregation with the sanction
of the law, therefore, has a tendency to (retard) the
educational and mental development of Negro children and
to deprive them of.sone of-the benefits they would receive
in a racialy (1y) integrated school system. (48.,p.11)

In the interview with Judge Huxman, we reminded him of this
passage and mentioned that it was the only quotation from a lower
court used by Chief Justice Warren in his 1954 decision. 245kile-
Human replied, nWell, of course, that is the heart of the whole
controversy, and so true.n
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CHAPTER III

THE SOUTH CAROLINA CASE

Plaintiffs: Harry Briggs, Jr., et al, (Negroes)

Defendants: R. W. Elliott, et al, (school officials)

Counsel for Plaintiffs: A. T. Wells, Harold R. Boulware,

, Spotawood W. Robinson 1112 Arthur Shores,
Thurgood Marshall, Robert L. Carter

Counsel for Defendants: T. C. Callisori, S. E. Rogrs,

Robert MCC. Figg, Jr.

Expert Witnesses in Behalf of Plaintiffs:
Harold McNally David Krech

Ellis 0. Knox Helen Trager

Kenneth B. Clark Robert Redfield

James L. Hupp Ehtthew J. Aitehead

LouAt VasseArhan

judges in Diótrict Court: John J. Parker, George Bell Timmerman,

J. Waties Waring

Note: The South Carolina public school desegregation case was

accepted on appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court following a

decision by judge Parker in favor of the defendants.

Judge Waring wrote a dissenting opinion to the District

Court decision.
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SOUTH CAROLINA.

A Key Decision and a Great Dissent

The South Carolina case, 2liggsaLEIliott (43.) Was

the first of the five public school cases to be heard in a

lower court and the first to reach the Supreme Court initially.

The South Carolina District Court had ordered the equalizing of

facilities as part of their decision handed down on June. 23, 1951.

The Supreme Court accepted the case for review in June, 1951, but

on January 28, 1952, remanded it with a request for a prOgress

report on the equalization process. Thus, Brown v. Board of

guaE.tipass_zaptga was the first appeal finally accepted and

gave its name to the "Case of the Centurt."

Justice Black and Justice Dauglas dissented on the decision

to remand the South Carblina case, saying that the report

requested would be "wholly irrelevant to the constitutional

questions presented." 'At least two members of the Supreme Court

were ready to consider the constitutionality of segregation per

se.

As night be expected, the physical inequalities were greater

in South Carolina than in Kansas. The legal status of segregation

in South Carolina was absolute, whereas Kansas law was permissive

and applied only to elementary schools in first class cities." A

South Carolina Code read, "It shall be unlawful for pupils of one

race to attend the schools provided by boards of trustees for

persons of another race." The state Constitution required that:

"Separate schools shall be provided for children of the white and

colored races...and no child of either race shall ever be permitted

to attend a school provided for children of the other race." (44

p.2-3)

A Surprise Move

Both the discrepancy in facilities and the inequality of

segregation per se were to be emphasized for the plaintiffs by

Thurgood Marshall, chief caunsel. But the defense sprang a

surprise immediately. They admitted physical inequalities and

commited the Board of Education to corrective steps. AB Thurgood

Marshall explained in our recorded interview:

They came in and admitted the schools were unequal and

we did not know what t-.) do for a minute. They gained

on that, but...Judge Parker, who knew he was going to

be against us, let us nake a record because there was

no question of which way he was going to go. (32.)
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The school board lawyers admitted in court thtalthough prior
to the case they-had assumed the physical facilities of the
separate schools were equal, they had concluded finally that they

were not. Testimony in the South Carolina District Court regarding
the physical facilities revealed gross inequalities between the
schools for Negroes and whites. MAtthew J. Whitehead, Assistant

Registrar and Associate Professopducation at Howard University,
surveyed the schools. Ho testified that at the Rambay School for

Negroes, the only source of water was an outdoor pump. Water

was brought from the pump to the building in an open galvanized
bucket, taken fram the bucket with a dipper and poured into the

children's drinking glasses. Water was brought to the all-Negro

Liberty Hill school from a minister's house next door.

Sanitary facilities at RaMbay and Liberty Hill Schools con-
sisted solely of outdoor toilets constructed entirely of wood,
including the seats within- -the kind that.the Sauth Carolina
State Department of Health described as "earth toilets." There
was no%.., running water. At the Scotts Branch School there were
four toilets, two for 'boys and two for girls, to serve 694 students.

South Carolina's Judge Parker had suggested that the questiaa
regarding physical facilities not be in dispute. (43.,p.52 -58)

When he spoke before the Supreme Court Mr. Marshall made his

position clear: their attadk was not being made on the "separate

but equal" basis regarding physical facilities. The position they

-were taking was that these statutes were unconstitutional not only

because they characteristically produced inequalities in physical
facilities, but also because governmentally-imposed racial segre-
gation in and of itself was discriminatory and a denial of equal
protection of the laws. Mr. Marshall said he felt most of the

eases in the past had concerned the question of whether or not

there was substantial.equality. He felt this tended to get them

into trouble.

E. R. Crow for the Defense

The rnain witness called' by the defense was E. R. Craw (M.A.,

University of South Carolina), superintendent of schools of Sumter,

South Carolina. He was initially examined by Mr. Fiag representing

the Board of Education. In the light of his experience as a school

administrator, he was asked to assume that separate schools far
white and colored were not required or prohibited by law, and to

assume that the school system afforded substantially equal

educational facilities and opportunities: would he then state

whether he considered it wise under present conditions in South

Carolina, for the two races to be mixed in the same schools. He
testified that it would be unwise; the existence of the feeling
of separate,-ss between the races would make it impossible'to
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have peacedble association in publict schools.

He
considered it impossibae to have sufficient acceptance of the
idea of nixed groups attending the same schools, or even to
have public education on that basis.

Be was asked if nixing the two races in the same schools at
the present time in South Carolina would improve-the education of

.toth or cause it to deteriorate. Mr. Craw believed it would elimin-
ate public school inmost, if not all, commumities in the State.
He said there would not te community acceptance of mixed schools.
Wcfn asked if there might be violent emotional reaction in the

mmities, le repaied, "There would be, I an aure."

Mr. Crow was cross-examined tg. MY. Marshall. Be was asked
the extenl of his study on the question of racial tension. He
replied he had done no formal study. He said, however; that he
had observed conditions and people in'South Carolina all his life.
He was asked if be knew of a situation in whiCh previously segre-
gated schools were integrated. He did not; he drew his canclusions
from what peopae said. He replied.he was speaking primarily of
white peoples' opdnions but said he knew a great many Negroes.
When asked if he knew anything about the Negroes' beliefs, he
said he did. He stated a good many Negro school administrators
had said that if Negroes remained free to choose their schools,
they would prefer schois of their own race. When asked the names
of these Negroes he could not remember one name. (43.,p.105-120)

Before the Supreme Court, in reference to the South Carolina
testimony, EY. Marshall spoke of E. R. Crow's testimony regarding
a new bond issue that was to go into effect after the hearing.
More schools would te built with that bond money. Mr. Marshall said
he had objected to this testimony; however, it had been admitted
into the record. It was his position that any improvement of
facilities in the future was irrelevant to a constitutional isaae
where a personal and present right was at stake. Mr. Marshall said
Mr. Crow had been. asked whether or not it wopld be "unwise" to
break down segregation in South Carolina and:Iliad proceeded to
astify as an "expert." He had had six years of experience, as
a superintendent of schools and prior to that was a principal of a
high school in. Columbia. He testified that it would be unwise to
break down segregation and that he did not know if the legislature
would appropriate money-for school systems if segregation was
eliminated. Mr. Marshall said that upon cross examination Mr.
Crow was asked whether he meant if segregation was eliminated
the respondents might not conform to the relief. Judge Parker
had nade the 'statement that if an order was issued in this case;
it would be obeyed.
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Mr. Craw had said that there was a difference between what

'happened in a Northern state, and what would happen in the

-Southern states, because they tad a larger number of Negroes in

the South, and Sauth Carolina had a larger problem because the

percentage of Negroes was so high. On cross-examination, he was

asked to assume that in South Carolina the population was 95% white

and 5% colored. He was asked if his answer would be different.

He said he would make the same answer regardless.

Mr. Marshall told the Suprane Court that South Carolina

could produce no scientific testimony in fayor of segregation

and cauld only say, "That it was unwise to do otherwise." (44.,

p.7-9)

Ebcperts for the Ple xtiffs

The expert witnesses called by the plaintiffs stood in the

record:unchallenged. Mr. Marshall stated he felt me had arrived

at the stage where the courts gave credence to testimony of

rerons who are experts in their field.

A number of notable behavioral scientists had been willing

to tesWy on the basis of their knowledge regarding the effects

of segregation on the personality structure and learning ability

of the Negro.

Harold McNally, Associate Professor of Education at Teacher 1 s

College, Columbia University, was examined by Mr. Carter in the

District Court. He was asked if segregated Negro chi]dren could

receive equal classroom instructional opportunities.

Dr. McNally said "No." He contended that it was necessary

to consider the purpose of education in a democracy. The public

sdhools were about the only institutions in the United Ste-s

where children of all circumstances cauld come together for

instruction and to know one another. One of,the purposes of

education in our country is to develop in each individual a meaning

for the phrases: Respect Ar Personalities, Respect for Indivi-

dualities, Respect for Others. Vhen children were accepted for

instruction on the basis of race or creed, both groups were being

discriminated against interns of good education for a democratic

state. Both the white children and the Negro children were being

short-changed by segregation. They were not having the opportunity

to learn to value each other as persons. A basic differenee in the

two groups is implied byseparating them. Dr. McNally held that

such a difference does not exist. By separation, a stigma was

implied for at least one graup, a relegation to the status of

second-class citizenship. (43.,p.70-74)
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Ellis 0. Knox, Professor of Education, Howard University,

was the next witness. Mr. Carter asked Dr. Knalr whether, in

his opinion, it was possible to give equal educational opportunities

to Negro children in segregated schools. He replied, "It is my

opinion that it is impossible to give equal educational opportunities

to Negro children." When asked for his reason, he said segregation

cannot exist without discrimination and disad7antages to the.

ninority,group. Children in Negro schools were not prepared for

the same type of American citizenship as children in white

schools. They should be prepared to become nembers of the human

race, not distinct races as such. He did not believe educational

conditians whieh centered around racial differentiations and

distinctions were democratic or equal. (43.0.75-78)

Kenneth Clark11 Assistant Professor of Psychology at

the New York City College and Associate Director of the North Side

School for Child Development in. New York City, testified next.

Dr. Clark reported there were many Methods developed.by- psyCholo-

gists to neaaure a child's sensitivity, his awareness of racial

problems and the cffects of segregation upon him. These were

called projective techniques. He explained nethods he and his

wife had devised. A child was presented with two dolls identical

with the exception of skin calor. The child was adked which doll

he like ...est, which doll was a "nice" doll, which one-was "bad."

The examiner was interested in his subject's responses and in

his spontaneous remarks as he attempted to justify his choices. A

child was asked which doll was like a colored child, which doll

was like a white child and which doll was like him.

Another technique was the coloring method. A. nsle child was

initially presented with line drawings of various objects to

determine whether he had a stable cancept of color-object relation:-

ship. If he did, he was given a drawing of a little boy-and told,

"This little boys is like you. Color him the color that you are."

In this way it was possible to ascertain the child's concept of his

own color and get an indication of his anxieties and confusions

regarding his color and his feelings. Another picture was presented

to the little boy. He was told, "Calor this little girl the color

you would like little girls to be." In this way it was possible

to get an indication of the child's preference in different shades

of skin oolor. Et. Clark testified that these methods were

generally accepted as indications of the child's cwn sensitivity to

race and the child's personal reactions to race as a problem.

1Dr. Clark and Dr. Helen Trager had worked closely with NAACP

lawyers in planning. Dr. Clark assumed major responsibility for

the social science statement signed by thirty-two distinguished

behavioral scientists, which went to the Supreme Court as an

appendix to the Appel lent's Brief. (47.)
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Dr. Clark was asked if he had reached any conclusions as

to the effect of racial discrimination On the personali.ty d Avel-

opment of a Negro child. He testified that he had concluded from

the results of his own experimentation and an examination of the

literature in the field, that discrimination, prejudice and

segregation definitely had detrimental effects on the personality

development of Negro children. The essence of this detrimental

effect was cOnfusion in the child's concept of hisown self esteem--

basic feelings of inferiority, conflict, confusion in his self-

image, resentment, hostility towards himself, hostility towards
whites, intensification of a desire to resolve his basic onflict
by escaping or withdrawing at times.

Dr. Clark pointed out that other social scientists generally

supported his conclusions. A study by Deutscher and Cheju found

that ninety per cent of a representative sample of social

psychologists and social scientists agreed that segregation had

detrimental effects on the personalities of individuals who were

victims of segregation. Furthermore, the Deutscher and Chein

research revealed that eighty-two per cent of these social

scientists believed that the consequences of belonging to a

egating group were also detrimental. The pattern of this

detriment was different in the latter. Here it was the feeling of

the social scientists that the basic Personality problems were

guilt feeling and confusion concerning basic moral ideology and a

conflict set up in the child who belonged to the segregating

group. He had the same people teaching him democracy, brotherhood

and love of his fellow man, and" at the same tinie condoning or

advocating segregation and discrimination. Most of these social

scientists believed that this cauaes in the persona3ities of these

children a fundamental confusion in the moral spheres of their

lives.

Dr. Clark bad testified for the plaintiffs in the Briggs case.

He said:

The conclusion which I was forced to reach was that

these children in Clandon County, like other hunan

beings who are subjected to an obviously inferior

status in the society in which they live, have been

definitely harmed in the development of their person-

alities; that the signs of instability in their person-

alities are clear, and I think that every psychologist

would accept and interpret these signs as such.

Dr. Clark said that he felt it was the kind of iniury which would

last as long as the situation lasted, changing only in form and in

the way it manifested itself. (43.1p.82-96)
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James L. Hupp, Dean of Students and Professor of Education

and Psychology at the Wesleyan College of West Virginia, was

next on the stand. Dean Hupp was.asked if a Negro child

educated under segregated circunstances would be atae to secure

equal educational opportunities. His answer was "NO." He said

in his opinion when Negro children and white children were

educationally separated they did not get a clear picture-of each

other's race. Their education was distorted and not a balanced,

all-around education.

When asked what he conceived to be the function of education,

he emphasized the development of good citizens, citizens able to

function efficiently in a democracy. It was the business of

education to help children face the tasks they met as growing,

developing persons. In growing up, a child matured physically,

socially, intellectually and emotionally. Every one of these

phases of development must be given attention by educators; they

were inter-related and inter-dependent. If one phase was not

taken care of as well as it should be, all of the others were

injured to some extent. Social development was a very important

phase. Children did not achieve proper social development in

segregated schools.

Dean Hupp testified that the college where he taught had

excluded Negroes, then admitted them. Negro students had been on

campus for the past two years with no evidence of emotional

tension. The student body had welcomed the Neuoes and elected

one to the student government. (43.,p.97-101)

Louis Kesselmmy, Associate Professor of Political Science,

University of Louisville, was asked if he felt segregated .public

schools would affect individuals adversely. He listed a number of

results which worked against good citizenship. Segregation of

white and Negro students prevented them from gaining an understanding

of t1B needs and interests of both groups. Segregation bred sus-

picion and distrust in the absence of knowledge of the other

groups. Where segregation was enforced by law, it might even

breed distrust to the point of conflict. He pointed-out that

when a community was faced with problems common to every

community, it needed the combined efforts of all citizens. Where

segregation eldsted as a pattern in education, it made that

cooperation more difficult. Various studies indicated that people

who were low in literacy and low in experience with other groups

were not as likely to vote. (43.,p.101-104)

David Krech testified for the plaintiffs in the South

Carolina ease. 'While on leave fram the University of California

he was Visiting Professor of Social Psychology at Harvard University.
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He was asked to assume that segregated schools were required
by law. Had he formed any opinions as to what effect this sit
uation would have on the Negro child? He maintained that legal
segregation of education was probably the single most important
factor which caused harmful effects on the emotional , physical
and financial status of the Negro. He said it resulted in a
harmful effect on the white child as well. When asked to
elaborate on this, he replied that legal segregation involved
a legal definition of an individual and a statement of some of
his rights in relation to race. This factor promoted, encouraged
and enhanced 'racial prejudice and racial segregation of all kinds.
The reason for that, psychologically, was primarily this: no one,
unless he was mentally diseased, could long maintain any attitude
for belief unless there were some objective supports for that
belief. We believe there are trees. We would not continue to
believe there were trees if we never saw a tree. Legal separation,
because it was legal; becauSe it was obvious to everyone, gave
"environmental supportn for the belief that Negroes were in some
way different from and inferior to white people. That in turn
supported and strengthened beliefs of racial differences, of
racial inferiority. Legal segregation was both a result and in
turn a cause of continued racial prejudice. Racial prejudice had
harmful effects on the personality of an individual, on his
ability to earn a livelihood, even cin his opportunity to receive
adequate medical attention. Dr. Krech said he looked at legal
segregation as an extremely important contributing factor. He
also reported that segregation of the educational system started
the process of differentiating the Negro from. the white at a most
crucial age. Children, when they are beginning to form their views
of the world and perceptions of people, were immediately put into
the situation which demanded of them, legally, that they see
Negroes as different beings from whites.

Dr. Krech was asked if injuries from legal segregation were
enduring or temporary. He maintained that a child, who had for
ten or twelve years lived in a community where legal segregation
was practiced and where beliefs and attitudes supported racial
discrimination, would probably never recover from whatever harmful
effects prejudice had inflicted.

Inferior Because We Make Him So

Dr. Krech was asked to assume that segregated public schools,
which the Negroes attended, were inferior to white schools and
asked if education in that situation would have an adverse
effect on the Negro child. He replied, nVery definitely.n An
inadequate education reflected itself in a lowered IQ, in lowered
ability to cope with the problems of life. He said:
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I might point out that I do not hold with some

people who suggest the white man, who'is prejudiced

against the Negro, has nO cause to be so prejudiced.

I would say that most white people have cause to be

so prejudiced against the Negro, because the Negro in

most eases is indeed inferior to the white man,

because the white man has made him so through the

practice of legal segregation.

He maintained no psychologist mould say there was a biological,

fundamental difference between the two groups of people, but as

a consequence of inadequate education whites built*into the Negro

the very intellectual and personality characteristic's which were

used to justify prejudice. (43.1p.120-135)

Helen Trager Testifies

MYs. Helen Tragerl, a teacher and curricula consultant at

Vassar College in Poughkeepsie, New 'York, was called to the

stand. Mrs. Trager was asked if she had any actual and practical

experience in determining Negro school children's personality

problems caused by racial discrimination and segregation. She

replied that she had taught Negro and white children and was the

teacher of teachers.from the North and South Who taught Negro and

white children. .She was the director of a study in Philadelphia

public schools involving both Negro mnd white pupils. She was

asked if any conclusions had been reached on the question cf

personality problems caused by-racial discrimination and segre-

gation. She said in order to determine what kinds of program

would help children develop democratic behavior, get along with

other dhildrenamd develop self-respect, she and her colleagues

were interested in the children's feelings about themselves and

other people. Tests were given to determine these feelings. She

pointed out where the Negro and white children evidenced different

feelings.

At age five all the children were aware of racial differences.

White dhildren talked freely about race and race-differences,

whereas Negro children showed obvious discamfort anf avoidance.

Both saw being Negro as a disadvantage. The white children saw

the white as being the preferred group, wanted to be white, and

felt that other children preferred to be white. Negro children

at the same time said Negro children liked to be Negro but wculd

like to be white.
1.4)undebbov

conflict and inability-to accept one's own group and yet the

psythological need to accept what one was.

Interestingly enough, both Negro and white children perceived

the Negro group as meaning the same thing, and children fromages
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five to eight perceived Negro as meaning you were not liked by

people, that youwould not be asked to play, that you would not

be allowed to do things that other dhildren cauld do.

Both groups had fears andmisdonceptions about each other;

frequently the same fears and misconceptions. Theyhad incorrect

interpretations regarding what made one white and what made one

Negro and gave'frightening and inaccurate explanations of race.

Sore white and also same Negro children saw white as being the

ultimate evolution in a kind of baking process, where one came

out white eventually and saw brown people as something not quite

finished. Negro children, unlike the white children, showed a

tendeney to expect rejection. This expectation of rejection

increased sharply from five to eight years of age. In growing

up, they-were learning to expect not to be accepted. Negro

children from five to eight years of age began to rationalize their

not being accepted with phony explanations. At five, a Negro.

child would indicate that he expected Negroes not to be accepted

and would give as the reasons, "Because he isn't white" or,

"Because he is bladk." At eight, the explanations were evasive,.

avoidant: "Because he can't play the way they can" or "Because

he doesn't live near them." Mrs. Trager said the study revealed

that basic emotional needs of all human beings for self-respect

and acceptanee were frustrated in Negro children.

Mrs. Trager was asked if she felt the conclusions indicated

actual injury to the personality of the individual. She said

they unquestionably did. The problems,children had in study, in

getting along with each other, in accepting themselves, were

related to their ownimage of themselves and their feelings about

their graup. A child who expected to be rejected, who saw his

group held in low esteem, was not going to function. well. He was

not going to be a Ally- develaped child he would be withdrawn or

Ifigressive in. order to win the acceptance he did not get.

When asked if this interfered with his educationl Mrs. Trager

replied:

I think that any pgydhologist and certainly any

educator would agree that blodks to learning are
frequently-psychological blocks, and one of the

great or common problems is self-doubt in human

beings, and where there is self-doubt, energy .

wasted in that direction and learning is not Vi:rj

effective. We spend a tremendous amount of time...

trying to understand why children behave ar they do

and what emotional problems they have, and only as

we understand their emotional problems can we help

them to learn.
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When asked if injuries could be remedied in a segregated
school, she said she did not believe so. She agreed with Et.
Krech that segregation became the rationalization for prejudice.
To the children who were legally segregated in schools, this
separation, this difference of status, was inevitable.. Under
those circumstances the children could not overcome the feelings
of inadequacy they had because they were separated from others.

(43.,p.136-139)

Mrs. Trager was cross-exanined by Mr. Figg. She was.asked if
she was familiar with a book by Gunnar Myrdal, The American Dllemma.
Mr. Figg quoted, "Sone Negroes, however, prefer the segregated
sdhool, even in the North, when-the mixed school-invoIves
humiliation for Negro students and discrimination against Negro
teachers." Asked if she agreed with this statement she replied,
"Yes," and said further that minority groups frequently self-
-segregate themselves by Choice because of the vmequal status they
have in society. Howewr, that is not a solution, she reminded him.

When asked if she conceded that emotional conflicts, frustra-
tions and tressions did arise between the white and colored races
where they ived together in the same area in great' numbers, she
replied, "Yes". Again Mr. Figg quoted The American Dilemma:
"DuBois has expressed this point of view succinctly, 'Theoretically
the Negro needs neither segregated nor nixed sclools.1"

When asked if she agreed, Mrs. Trager said she did not. When
asked if she agreed that what the Negro needs is education, Mrs.
Trager replied affirmatively.

Again Mr. Figg quoted, "What he must rememler is that there is
210 nagic either in ndxed sdhools or in segregated schools." With
this, Mrs. Trager agreed one hundred per cent. Mr. Figg asked
her additional questions and concluded with the quotation, "Sympathy,
knowledge, and truth outweigh all that the mixed sdhools can offer."
Do you agree with that?"

Mrs. Trager replied that she did not and ezplained that
learning to live together and to Accept other groups must be
nade possible for dhildren in life sitUations. School was a life
situation. It was essential that children have the experience of
neeting with, working with others who were different fram themselves.
In one of her testing situations, both Negro and white children
were asked to play with Negro and white dolls, to dress theM to
choose houses for them, to tell what kind of work they did and
where they were going. The white children who tended to give the
worst clothes to the Negro doll and the good clothes to the white
doll, who gave the worst house to the Negro doll because that was
where the doll would live, who gave the lowest -type of work to the
Negro doll, were also the children who had the keenest hostility
toward Negro people. (43.,p.143-146)
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1.11.. Carter questioned Mrs. Trager further in redirect
examination. He asked if she had any experience in attempting to
correct the injuries which she described. She replied that she
had. He asked what conclusian she had reached regarding their
correction in public schools. She said that misconceptions
children had, fears, self-hate, feelings of inadequacy, could
be corrected only in situations which did not perpetuate those
fears, misconceptions and feelings of inadequacy. Mixed schools
gam us the base'in whiCh to function,.the setting, if not the
factors that were needs for the re-education of children. When
that nixture was absent it was not possibae to re-educate children
along the lines of feelings and behavior toward. people. She
was asked by the Judge whether she considered home, a base. She said
that the home cauld help a great deal in the-re-education of
children, but the resolution of-their emotional conflictS was
frequently possibae in the school and was not always possible in
the home. This was true whether it was an emotional conflict
because of sibaing rivalry, a feeling of rejection on the part of
a child by the mother, or a feeling of inadequacy because of being
Negro. The Judge asked if these conditions arose first in the
home or in the school. She said they arose in the hone because the
child's first years were spent in the home. The place, however,
where edueation can and must take place if hcstility and fear are
to be diminidhed is in the school.

She was aSked if the injuries coald ever be *corrected in a
segregated school and she replied, she thought not. Segregation
was a perpetuator of prejudice. It stigmatized children who
were segregated. The enforcement had an effect on personality
and one's evaluatian of self, which was interrelated to one's
evaluation of one's group. (43.0.146-148)

Robert Redfield I s Texas Testimony

Doctor Robert Redfield was enroute to the South Carolina
trial. Due to weather, hie flight did not arrive in time for
him to testify; so his testimony froa the case of Sweatt v.
Painter, (the University of Texas segregation case-TU:7-7as
copied into the record. (43.0.156-175) Dr. Redfield was Professor
of Anthropology and Chairman of the University of Chicago Anthro-
pology Department. When he :testified in Sweatt v. Painter, Mr.
Mhrshall had asked Dr. Redfield what the acceptable purposes of
education. were. Dr. Redfield said that the nain purposes of educa-
tion were to develop in every citizen, in accordance with hi&
natural capacities, his fullest intellectual and moral qualities,
and promote effective participation in the dutiesof citizenship.

He was asked if there were recognizable differences in the
intellectual capacity of Negro and white students. Dr. Redfield
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replied that those who had been working in this field began with
a rather general presumption that inherent differences in
intellectual ability did exist between Negroes and whites. *They
had slowly and convincingly been compelled to come to the opposite
conclusion. There were probably no significant differences in
ability to learn. They had been brought to that conclusion, he
said, by a series of studies whiah had this general character:
samples fram the two groups, Negroes and whites, were placed in

. as nearly identical situations as possible, and given limited
tasks to perform, tasks which were understood to be relevant to
the capacity to learn. These samples were measured against each
other as to the degree and kind of success in performing the
tasks. The general conclusion was that differences in intellectual
capacity or inability to learn had not been shown 'to exist bet-
ween Negroes and whites. The results made it very probable that if
such differences were later shown to exist they would not prove
to be significant for any educational policy or'practice.

He was asked, given, a similar learning situatian, what
differences were there between the accamplishment of a white
and Negro student. He responded one does as well as the other
on the average.

Dr. Bedfield was asked his opinion of the effect of segre-
gated education, (1) on the student, (2) on the sdhool, (3) on
the community in general. He said that for several reasons
segregation had effects on the student which were unfavorable to
the full realizations of the objectives of education. It pre-
vented him from fully understanding the nature and capacity of the
group from which he was segregated. His comment applied to whites
and Negroes. One of the objectives of education was the full and
sympathetic understanding of the principal groups in the system
in which the individual was to function as a citizen. Segregation
had an unfortunate effect on the student. This, in turn, had an
unfortunate effect on the general community. It intensified
suspicion and distrust between Negroes and whites. The school
room situation provided less than the complete and natural repre-
sentation of the full community. Education went forward more
favorably if the community of student, scholar and teacher was
fairly representative of the total community. The development.of
suspicion and distrust which the segregated situation encouraged
was correspondingly =favorable in the schools. Segregation
affected the general welfare of the total community unfavorablY.
It accentuated imagined differences between Negroes and whites.
False assumptions regarding the existence of differences were
given an appearance of reality by the formal act of physical
separation. As segregation, was against the will of the segregated,
it produced a situation conducive to the increase of ill feeling
and conflict.
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When asked about his personal experiences concerning the
admission of minority groups to previously segregated educational

facilities, Dr. Redfield said his experiences had been largely

with the University of Chicago and its related educational

institutions. Segregation was not practiced in the educational

facilities of the University, bather in the classroom, the
dormitory, eating facilities, nor anywhere else.

The community in which the University lies inone 15Whiah
segregation was practiced by aastom, not law. Integratiaa of the

community around the University had benefited educatian. He said he

knew of no ill effects. He told of the laboratory school of the

University which Negroes had been discouraged to attend ,for a

great many years. When_it was made.apparent they, would be wel-

come, they began to come. There was opposition from a minority

of the aeademic cmnmunity. Many,evil consequences wtre conjectured.

None of those consequences took place; there was an imProvement in

the community for there was then a representation of national

society. Relations between the white and the Negro groups were

improved. (43.1p.156-165)

Mr. Ftice Daniel, then Attorney General of Texas, cross-

examined the witness.1 Dr. Redfield was asked if in a community
where segregation had been long enforced, gradual change was not

the only way the ultimate goal could be properly obtained. He

replied, "I think that all change should not come an any more rapidly

than. is consistent with the general welfare." The questioning

continued:

MR. DANIEL: In other words, you will agree with the other
eminent educators in your field, the fields in which your are
acquainted, that it is impossible to ,force the abolition of
segregation upon a community that has had it for a long number

of years, in successfully obtaining the results that are best?

DR. REDFIELD: No, I don't agree to that.

MIL DANIEL: Do yaa think the laws should be changed

tomorrow?

DR. REDFIELD: I think that segregation is a matter of legal

regulation. Such a law can be changed quickly.

MIL DANIEL: Do yaa think it has anything to do with the
social standing in the community?

lAs noted above, Dr. Redfield's testimony from Sweatt v.
Painter, (62.) Texas University case, was copied into the record

of Briggs v. Elliott.



REDFIELD: Segregation in itself is a matter of law, and

that law can be changed at once, but if you mean the attitude of

the people with respect to keeping may from people of another

race, then perhaps I have another answer.

MR. DANIEL: I am speaking about desired results for the

individual and the community, and for the state.

DR. REDFIELD: Will you ask your question over again?

MR. DANIEL: With respect to the individual, the state, the

cammunity and the schools, do you, in your opinion, believe that an

immediate change in segregation will accomplish the results that

you have testified as being best in a community where segregation

has been enforced and recognized for many years?

DR. REDFIELD: I think in every community there is some

segregation that can be changed at once, and the area of higher

education is the most favorable for making the change.

MR. DANIEL: You admit there are areas in. WhiCh the change

cannot be made at once?

DR. REDFIELD: aim nean in 24 hours, with more harm than good

resulting?

MR. DANIEL: Yes.

DR. REDFIELD: Certainly.

MR. DANIEL: Or within a year?

DR. REDFIE1D: May I state my ()Pinion again?

MR. DANIEL: Instead .of 24 hours, we will say within a year

or two.

DR. REDFIELD: I will put it this way.. I think this will

satisfy you on that as covering my opinion. I think the steps by

which, and the rapidity with which segregation in eduation can be

removed with the benefits to the public welfare will vary with the

circumstances.

MR.. DANIEL: In other words, the circumstances of the community

and how long there has been segregation will lave a bearing on it?

DR. REDFIFID: Yes, sir.
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MR. DANIEL: In other words, do you recogn:z e or agree with

the school of thought that, regardless of the ultimate objective

concerning segregation, that if it is to be changed in southern

communities where it has been in effect for many years, if it is

to be changed successfully, it must be done over a* long period of

time, as the people in that conummity change their ideas on the

matter?

DR. REDFIELD: That contention, I do not think will be my

opinion on the matter scientifically.

MR. DANIEL: Does that represent, scientifically, a school of

thought, in your science, in the matter?

DR. REDFIELD: There are some that feel that way.

A Mocjg._.n Carpet Ba er?

MR. DANIEL:* Yes, sir. You are acquainted with the history

of the carpet bagger days in the Civil War?

DR. REDFIELD: I feel better acquainted with it today, sir,

than anybody.

MR. DANIEL: Dr. Redfield, let me get you clearly on that.

You are not talking about your own trip down here, are you, to

Texas? You say you are acquainted with it today?

DR. REDFIELD: It just drifted into my mind.

MR. DANIEL: You recall the carpet baggers, where they packed

up and came down here from out of the state. You didn't mean. to

be talking about your trip down here, did. you? You are the only

witness from out of the state, that we have had on, so far. You

didn't mean to be talking about the trip down here?

DR. REDFIELD: I am afraid the idea has come into ny mind.

MR. DANIEL: That wasn't what you referred to?

DR. REDFIELD: It is in my mind now.

MR. DANIEL: Are you acquainted with the history of the

carpet bagger days in the South?

DR. REDFIELD: In a very general way.
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MR. DANIEL: You know, do you know, from that history, that

the attempt to force the abolition of segregation in the South

just didn't work?

ra. REDFIELD: Yes, of course.

MR. DANIEL: Do you feel like the social attitudes and

beliefs of the people in that day had some bearing on whether or

not it would work?

DR. REDFIELD: Oh, yes.

MR. DANIEL: Of both races?

DR. REDFIELD: Oh, yes. (43.,p.166-167; 62.)

Miscegenation?

Dr. Redfield was asked if he realized*ther e should be some

Jimit to this theory regarding the abolition of segregation. Was

social coimningling necessary? He replied that if social.

commingling meant communication of students and professoryes.

Was that as far as he thoughtit was necessary to have comingling

of the races in order to obtain the objectives he thought were

necessary for public education? Dr. Redfield 'said that he had

answered that question and the court agreed, but the attorney had

not reached his point:

MR. DANIEL: I am not quite satisfied, I don't want to ask

an embarrassing question, but yet, --you have testifiedI xsally

want to knowyou have testified that you believe certain segre-

gation must be done away with in order to accomplish the, best for

the school and the comm4nity?

DR. REDFTELD: *you axe thinking about intermarriageif

that is in. your mind, I would be delighted to answer.

The lawyer replied that his mind had not gotten quite that

far on the subject. (43., p .170;62.)

W. Daniel then adked Dr. Redfield to give his opinion of

a well-known reference bock:

MR. DANIEL: Doctor, are you acquainted with the Ensycimea
Britannica, the publication by that name?

DR. REDFIELD: I have a set. I don't look at it very often.
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MR. DANIEL: You are from the University of Chicago?

DR. REDFIELD:, Yes.

MR. DANIEL: Is that publication now published under the
auspices of that University?

DR. REDFIELD: Yes, sir; and it badly needs rewriting.

MR. DANIEL: It is published under the auspices of your
University?

DR. REDFIELD: Yes.

MR. DANIEL: Have you read the article therein on education,
and segregation of the races in American Schools?

DR. REDFIELD: If I have, I don't remember it.

MR. DANIEL: You don't remember it. Have you written any
articles for the Encyclopedia Britannica?

DR. REDFIELD: No, we are just beginning a revision of anthro-
pological articles, and it seems there has to be a very drastic

.

change.

MR. DANIEL: .Do you know who wrote the articles in the
Encyclopedia Britannica on the subject of higher education for
Negroes, and segregation?

DR. REDFIELD: I don't remember such articles.

MR. DANIM: Do you recognize the Encyclopedia Britannica and
the articles on such subjects as an authority in the field?

DR. REDFIELD: No, I do not.

MR. DANIEL: You do not?

DR. REDFIELD: No, sir.

MR. DANIEL: Do you know of some scientists in your field who
do recognize those articles?

MR. DURHAM: We object to that as being irrelevant and
immaterial, what somebody else recognizes.
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THE COURT: That would be hisperhaps nut what they

recognize, but what they have said about it.

DR. REDFIELD: I think I could answer that question, and do

more justice to the meaning than just with a yes or no answer.

NR. DANIEL: Go right ahead.

DR. REDFIELD: All of the articles you have mentioned in

that publication are of extremely-uneven merit, so that the men

with whom I have talked who have studied itI haven't studied it--

tell ne that certain articles are extremely good and other articles

are extremely bad. That is about the best I can answer.:.

MR. DANIEL: Do you know any scientists who have written books

of articles on the American Negro, on segregation, who do.not

share your ideas?

DR. REDFIELD: Many of the scientists that study this

problem have not written or expressed themselves on the education

results of segregation. They are agreed, all that. I have mentioned,

and a great umny more on the conclusions which I gave in direct

testimony in the first of my remarks with regard to the probability,

or the existence of inherent differences in educational capacity,

but the application of the conclusion to the school situation

concerns a very much smaller group of people, because the group of

people concerned with that are educational administrators and the

like and ITInny of those people whose names I have given you are

not educational adrri nistrators . (43 . 2p. 171-173; 62. )

On recross-examination of Dr. Redfield, Mr. Daniel returned

to questions about the necessity for gauging community attitudes:

MR. DANIEL: Dr. Rçield, in determining the question of

changing the laws and regulations in a community concerning

segregation, in your opinion, should the community, should

the State consider the.canmunityattidues of both of the races'

concerning the matter?

DR. REDFIELD: I thihk so. You understand that the attitudes

of the community are complex. Attitudes in the State of Illinois

and the State of Texas, I take it, are, one; some white people

don't want to be near.Negroes under certain conditions and

those same white people want equality of education and other

opportunities in America, and there are both kinds of attitudes in

uaking the change.
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ER. DANIEL: Would you consider the attitude of some Negroes
that would rather have segregation themselves, in determiningthe
educational situation?

DR. B.EDFIELD: Yes, and you have ta consider that Texans, with
other Americans, share the view that equality of opportunity
is dtle every man in this country, and they are struggling, as are
all of us, to reconcile those attitudes.

MR. DANIEL: You wauld take those two into consideration before
you would arrive at what is best to be done for the individual
and the community?

DR. REDFIELD: Always understanding both kinds of attitudes.
(43.113.174-175; 62.)

The Decision and a Dissert

The decision of the UMited States District Court was filed
JUm 23, 1951. The najority opinion was writtenby- judge Parker.
Be conauded that if equal facilities were offered, segregation
of the races in the public schools was not of itself violative
of the Fourteenth Amendment. This conclusion was supported by
overwbelning authority which the judges did not feel at liberty
to disregard on the basis of theories advanced by a few educators
and sociologists. They cauld mot ignore the umreversed decisions
of the Supreme Court of the United States which were squarely
in point and conclusive regarding the question. Seventeea
states amd the Congress of the United States had for nore than
three quarters of a century-required segregation of the races in
public school This received approval of the leading appellate
courts of the cauntry and the unanimous approval of the Supreme
Court of the United States. It was late now to say segregatian
was violative of fundanental constitutional rights. Any change
was a matter for the legislature, not for the courts. (43.,p.176-190)

3. Waties Waring filed a dissenting opinion in the South
Carolina court. judge Waring said that it certainly.appeared
that large expenses had been incurred in the institution of the
case and great efforts expended in gathering data, making a study
of the issues involved, interviewing and bringing in numerous
witnesses some of whom were among the foremost scientists.in
America. The sixty-six plaintiffs had shown courage in presenting
this important Constitutional question in the face of.a long
established way of life which South Carolina practiced as a result
of the institutian of human slavery.

If a court could refuse to hear basic issues in sHcase of
this importance by merely admitting some buildings and toilet
facilities were unequal and my be remedied by the spending of
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a few dollars, then, people in severe predicaments had no forum
in which to air their wrongs. If this evasion was adopted, the
plaintiffs may be bringing suits for their grandchildren. The

plaintiffs, Judge Waring declared, were entitled to their rights
now, not in the future. The rights were theirs under the Consti-
tution and laws of America and must not be denied them by a
false doctrine of "separate but equal." The Court must meet -the

issues simply, factually, and without fear and evasion.

Judge Waring maintained that Briggs v. Elliott, a case
relating to lower school education, was based upon exactly. the
same reasoning followed in the Sweatt and McLaurin decisions for
higher education. And he quoted from another .Supreme Court
decision, Shelley v. Kramer (60.), to maim his point:

Equal protection of the laws is not anhieved
through indiscriminate imposition of inequalities.

Judge Waring eloquently attacked the principle of "white
supremacy" in his dissent:

The whole discussion of race and ancestry has been
intermingled with sophistry and prejudice. What
possible definition can be found fbr the so-called
white race, Negro race or other races. Who is to
decide and what iz the test? Fbr years, there was
much talk of blood and taint of blood. Science
tells us that there are but four kinds of blood: A.,

B, AB and 0, amd these are found in Europeans, Asiatics,
Africans, Anerieans and others. And so we need not .

further consider the irresponsible and baseless
references to preservation of "Causasian blood." So

then, what test are we going to use in opening our
school doors and labeling them "white" and "Negro"?
The law of South Carolina considers a.person of one-
eighth African anceStry to.be a Negro. Why this
proportion? Is it based upon any reason: anthropo-
logical, historical or ethical? And how are the
trustees to knnw who are "whites" and who are "Negroes"?
If it is dangerous and evil far a white child to be
associated with another child, one of whose great-grand-
parents was of African descent, is it not equally danger-
ous fbr one with a one-sixteenth percentage? And if
the State has dethded that there is danger on contact
between the Whites and Negroc3, isn't it requisite and
proper that the State furnish a series of schools
one for each of these percentages? If the idea is

perfect racial equality in education systems, why
should children of pure African descent be brought
in contact with children of one-half, one-fourth, or
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one-eighth such ancestry? 10 ask these questions

it sufficient ahswer to them. The whole thing is

unreasonable, unscientific and based upon unadul-

terated prejudice.. Ire see the results of all of

this warped thinking in the poor under-privileged

frightened attitude of so many of the Negroes in

the southern states; and in the sadistic insistence of

the "white supremacists" in declaring that their

will must be imposed irrespective .of rights of

other citizens. This claim of "white supremacy",

while fantastic and without foundation, is really

from 1Lding politicians and governors of this state
belie by them for 1m have had repeated declarations

and other states declaring that "white suprmav"

will be endangered by the abolition of segregation.

There are present threats, including those of the

present Governor of this state, going to the extent

of saying that all public education may be abandoned

if the courts should grant true et plity in educational

facilities. (43.2p.197-198)

Judge Waring summarized the argumentS and logic of the social

science witnesses who testified in South Carolina:-

The Plaintiffs brought many witneises, some of them

of national reputation in varials educational fields.

It is unnecessary for me to review or analyze their

testimony. But they who had made 'studies of education

and its effect upon children, starting with the lowest

grades and studying them up through and into high

school, unequivocally testified that aside from

inequality in housing appliances and equipment, the

mere fact of segregation, itself, had a deleterious and

warping effect upon the minds of children. These

witnesses testified as to their study and researches

and their actual tests with children of varying ages

and they showed that the humiliation and disgrace of

being set aside and segregated.as unfit to associate

with others of different color had an evil and ineradi-

cable effect upon the mental frpcesses of our young

which would remain with them and deform their view on

life until and throughout their maturity. This applies

to white as well as Negro children. These witnesses

testified from actual study and tests in various parts

of the country including tests in the actual Clarendon

School district under consideration. They showed beyond

a doubt that the evils of segregation and color
.

prejudice come from early training. And from their

testimony as well as from common experience and know-

ledge and from our own reasoning, we must unavoidably
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come to the conclusion that racial prejudice is
something that is acquired and that that acquiring

is in early. childhood. When do we get our first
ideas of religion, nationality and the o her basic

ideologies? The vast number of individuals fol ow
religious and political groups because of their.child-

hood training. And it is difficult and nearly
impossible to change and eradiaate-these early pre-
judices, however strong may be the appeal to reason.
There is absolutely no reasanable explanation for
racial prejudice. -It is all mused byunreasoning
emotional reactions and these are gained in early

childhood. Let the little dhiLdts mind be poisoned
by prejudice of this kind and it is practically impos-
sible to ever remove these impressions however many
years he may have of teadhing by philosophers,
religious leaders or patriotic citizens. If segre-
gation is wrong then the place to stop it is in the
first grade and not in graduate colleges.

From their testimony, it was clearly apparent, as .

it should be to any thoughtful person, irrespective
of having such expert testimony, that segregation in
education can never produce equality and that it is

an evil that must be eradicated. This case presents
the matter clearly for adjudication and I am of the
opinion that all of the legal guidelposts, expert
testimony, common sense and reason point unerringly
to the conclusion that the system of segregation in
education adopted and practiced by the State of South
Carolina must go and must go now. (43.,p.206-208)

s.e.. ;re eok2-114-y

As night be expected, this dissent made Judge Waring vsiry

unpopular in South Carolina. After he and his fmnily suffered'
numerous threats, he left the State.
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CHAPTER IV

THE VIRGINIA CASE

Plaintiffs: Davis) et al. (Negroes)

Defendants: County School Board of Prince Edward County

Counsel for Plaintiffs: Oliver W. Hill, Spottswood W. Robinson III,
Robert L. Carter

Caunsel for

Counsel for

Defendants: T. Justin Moore,. Archibald G. Robertson,
T. Justin Moore, Jr.

State of Virginia: J. Lindsay Almond, Attorney General;
Henry Wickham, Assistant Attorney General

Expert Witnesses for Plaintiffs:
Thomas Howard Henderson
John J..Brooks
M. Brewster Smith
Isidor Chein

Ebcpert Witnesses for Defendants

Henry& Garrett
WilliamH. Belly

Kenneth B. Clark
Itmie P. Clark
&ward W. English
Alfred McClung Lee

Lindley Stiles
John N. Buck

Note: The Virginia public school desegregation ease was accepted
on appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court following a decision by
the District Court which found no harmto either race by

. segregation and which ordered facilities in Negro schools
be made equal to those in white schools.
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SOCIAL CUSTOMS IN VIRGINIA

Defense Experts Help the Plaintiffs

Main

The Virginia case, number three on the docket, is known as
Davis v. School Board of Prince Edward County (51.). The same
tWo main issues which emerged in the Kansas and South Carolina
cases dominated the arguments in Virginia, namely, the question
of equal facilities and the possible evils of segregation per se.

Here, however, the Board-of Education did not argue that the
Negro schools were substantially equal but that unammoth efforts"
were being nade to make them so. (50.)

The defense of the principle of segregation per se also took
a different turn, with the defense calling its own expert witnesses.

But the tactic seemed to backfire. Under cross7examination, ail
tmt one of the experts called by the defense testified that there
los harm or the possibility of harm in segregation.

Arguing the issue of facilities before the Supreme Couit, T.
Justin. Moore, defense attorney, gave the reasoning behind the

sdhool board stand. The state of Virginia had what they called a
'Tattle Fundu of 60 million dollars. Of that amount, ten
ndllion dollars had (already) been allocated for the Negroes and
eighteen nillion for the whites. Mr. Mbore declared the Negroes
mrere getting nuch more than their proportional ehare. Virginia also

bad a Literary Fund from which forty-eight million dollars had
teen loaned to whites and sixteen-and-a-half million dollars had
been loaned to Negroes. Here too, he said, the Negroes were
tenefiting more in proportion to their population. The Board
of Education had adopted a four-year-plan which included 168
projects for whites and 73 projects for Negroes, 189.million dollars
mus allotted for the whites and 74.5 million dollars was for Negroes.

_Just think what that means in taxation and in burdens to the
people of Virginia in carrying out.this program, with 74.5
million dollars for Negroes. In other words, they are
.sharing in all this huge program in a ratio of about two
to one, although their ratio in the state is only about
22 percent.

W. Moore declared that the people of Virginia were fully committed
to providing the Negro child with an education equal to that of

the white child. (52..,p.49)
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A different picture was presented during the Virginia trial.
Thomas Howard Henderson, Dean of the College and Professor of
Education at the University of Virginia, testified concerning a

survgy he conducted of the Prince Edward County high schools: the
Moton High School for Negro children and the Farmville and Worsham

High Schools for whit- children. In answer to questions about

what the examination disclosedi Dr. Henderson said:

There is a gross difference in the physical plants.
In the first place, in the physical appearance and the
architectural arrangement, there is a great difference

inravor of the white schools. In the type of construc-

tion there is a great difference because at the Moton
School there are several outdoor buildings that are

tarreper buildings. In the important factor that they

are all housed at one roaf at Farmville, but not at

Moton, where yau have to go outdoors in inclement
weather fram classroom to classroom. Considerable dif-

ferences in the site; the Farmville School occupies an
entire blodk in a rather quiet and peaceful neighborhood.
The Moton School is in an angle at the intersection
of two highways, I believe; one is certainly a highway...
Quite a difference, then, in construction, quite a
difference in the fact that one is housed under one
roof and that the other you would have to go from room
to room, pass outdoors, and quite a'difference in the

architectural arrangement. (51.,p.82)

Dt. Henderson also presented facts on the differences in
valuation of equipment at the white and Negro schools:

We will just discuss the year 1950-51; at Maton,
the valuation of the property:..on the scientific
equipment, not including agricultural, is $825;

Farmille, $2,875; and at Worsham, $360; giving a
total white valuation of $3,235, total Negro valua-
tion of scientific equipment of $825.

When we came to commercial education equipment at
Moton there is $1,800 valuation; at Farmville, $3,000.

Now bear in mind that the Farmville enrollment
(and Worsham) is much smaller than the Moton

enrollment.

Industrial arts equipment: there is none at Moton;

$6,800 worth at Farmville.
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Home Economics equipment: 01,300 at Moton; $2,100

at Farmville, 011000 at Worsham, making a combined

white total of $3,000 as against $1,300 at, Moton:

In agricultural equipment: that is the only one in

which the total for the Negro schools exceeds the

number for the whites. (51.,0.97)

Dr. Henderson pointed out significant library figures,

showing that the average expenditure for the library at Moton

was $2.10 as compared with a combined total for the white sdhools

of $3.871 a ratio of 54 cents on the collar. He said:

There is a tremendous difference in the expendi-

ture per pupil, current expenditure, for the library

at the different schools...The Moton-Farmville ratio

based on pupils in average daily membership is .41.

Negro-white ratio is .39. In other words, seven boOks

fbr each pupil in average daily membership at Moton

and 18 books for each pupil at the white high schools.

...Now the number of square feet of (library) floor

space at Moton fbr every pupil in average daily- member-

ship is 1.8; for the white schools, it is 4.0,

To bring Moton up to the standards of the Southern

Association in terms of square feet would require twice

as big a facility as they have, whereas the other

sdhools have already met that standard in the terms of

number of square footage of library space for every

pupil in average daily attendance. (51.,p.107)

Finally, Dr. Henderson compared bussing arrangements for high

school students in Prince Edward County:

The Negro buses are considerably more overloaded than

the white buses...The practice is for these buses to

pick up elementary children on the way anA then finally

end up at the high-school with the Negro students.

But the average daily-attendance of high school students

would show that the bus is pretty comfortably filled

when it leaves Moton with about 33 students on a bus,

if every bus were used...But then on the my- it must

pick up and process--each bus--57 elenentary children.

Well, now, even granting that some of those elementary

Children get on and get off; it is reasonable to expect

that all those buses would be quite crowded at certain
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points.in the travel...In other words each bus

carries 33 high school children in.terms of

average daily attendance (when everybody is there,

it is still higher), 33 high school children and

57 elementary children. We do not have anything like

that in the white schools. (51.0.117)

It is diffiaalt to see how Negro high school students in

Prince Edward County were getting much more than their propor-

tional share of the "Batt.3' wand" of Virginia in 1951.

The ...-_,--1g2greFation Per Se

Because it included witnesses on both sides of the segregation

per se argument, the Virginia case offers one of the most complete

discussions of this issue. It is advisable to return to the trial

testimony itself to get a total plautre.

W. Thomas J. MbIlwaine, the Division Superintendent of

Schools for Prince Edward County, was the first witness in the

Virginia court. He was asked haw they were striving to secure

the ideals of human relations in the school system. He replied

each school carried that out in its own way. There were provisions

for guidance and counseling ia both schools. He was asked if seg-

regated schools interferted with a Negro student's ability to live

in groups, his belief in democracy and his development. He

saswered that he did not see hot: it would.

W. Robert Carter, the NAACP lawyer for the plaintiffs, said

that the State Department emphasized that a good educational

program should attempt to teach people how to work together in

their cultural relationships, stressing a belief in democracy.

He asked what the school was doing to provide tbat. W. NbIlwaine

replied that what they were doing would be the outgrowth of the

instruction given in classes, class disaussioli... _nd in the

guidance program.

W. NaIlwaine was asked haw the students could learn ta work

with other groups when they were confined to the segregated NOton

High School. He replied that he felt tolerance and good feeling

toward other groups could be tmight satisfactorily in the respec-

tive schools. When asked if race was the sol_ criteria for

determining whether a child went to the Mfoton School odwFarmville

School, Mr. MbIlwaine replied that they were operated under the

Constitution and laws of Virginia. When asked again if it was

race, he said that it was. "The law said race and he followed

it, is that right?" Carter asked, to whiah he replied, "Yes."

(51.0.56-68)
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Dr. Brooks of the New Lincoln School

Dr. John Julian Brooks, a teacher and the director of rew
Lincoln School, New York City, was called to the stand as a
plaintiff witness. He was asked if the child who went to the
non-:Negro school was better able to learn lessons on democracy
and civic competence than the child who wenb to the Negro school.
He said that was true and vent on to elaborate. The important
thing was the act of-segregation. In the non-Negro system
there was a variety of human beings in every class, every
nationality, every background, every race except one--a large,
varied group. The. Negro school had a relatively small group
representing about twenty percent of the community population.
This was a group in which there was very little heterogeneity.
They *I'll belonged to one race. The students were there because of
a discriminatory feeling in the larger communiV. The very act of
segregation did two things: (1) it impoverished the educational
opportunities of a small discriminated-against group; (2)
it maintained a low level of morale, status, and position that
denied equal educational opportunity.

Aims on the Verbal Level

Dr. Brooks was asked to describe sone of the aims which
educators were attempting to reach through the educational
system, and demonstrate how they could be reached. Be gave three
94112HticLauttlred in the Virginia Board of Education bulletin.
He said they were almost self explanatory, and splendid statements:

(1) "The Board of Education of the Commonwealth of
Virginia believes in order to achieve self integrity
and self respect, eadh student must have a freedom
from fear and a freedom from any sense of inferiority."
Dr. Brooks said it was obvious that the discriminated-
against minority group did not give equal freedom from
feelings of inferiority.

(2) "Students must be taught respect for personality,
a belief in the equality of humAn beings, a desire to
cooperate with others." Again Dr. Brooks said he
could not see how a Negro student might have a learning-
by-living experience to develop respect far personality
when his own individual and group p3rsonality was not
respected. Nor could he have a belief in the equality
of human beings when that equality was so obviously
denied2 or could he have a desire to cooperate with
other groups when, by statute, he was forbidden any
such experience.
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(3) "We must develop good will toward individuals
and groups whose race, religion, and nationality

differ from our own." (51.,p.161)

Dr. Brooks went on to explain that the meaning of democracy

was probably best spelled out by the great documents: the

Declaration of Independenoe, the Constitution, utterances of

statesmen through the decades, Wilson's Fourteen Points, The

Atlantic Charter, the U. N. Charter. In every case these great

documents of humAn rights had spoken of the equality of humanity

and the respect for personality. He said that every hour in

which segregation because of race, creed or color existed violated

this common concept of democracy. People were listening all over

the world for the American interpretation of democracy which this

ease would bring.

When asked abaut th t. results of policies in direct contra-

diction to studied ideals, Dr. Brooks said that when a person met

constant frustration in attempting to readh a promised goal, either

he gave up or it became a learning experienoe with bad results.

One of the important stated objectives of education in Virginia was

to learn how to work harmoniously with others. It mould be a

bad learning experience for a Negro dhild to te rejected when

attempting to cooperate with another group.

Dr. Brooks was asked to assume that a school for Negroes

and a school for whites offered the sane curriculum. Could

this curriculum constitute educational equality? He replied

that curriculum included all of the school's sponsored exper-

ienoes in which a child participated. Therefore, tle curriculum

would not be unequal. Me learning and social conditions under

which the educati,x experiences took place were also important.

Field trips, for example, were an increasingly important part

of the curriculum. First-hand experience, was the best way to

learn but there were certain field-trip experiences that would

contribute to the Negro child's sense of inferiority.

More and more educators realized that an important part of

the curriculum was the role of parents in the schools and that

parents were one of the real forces of a school. 'When the non

Negro group included 80 percent of the population, that group,

composed a wide heterogeneity of vocational practice, all kipds

of resources. The majority-group school could turn to these

parents for work experience and community relationships. The second

group was composed of only one race and color, had a high degree

of homogeneity and represented only 20 percent of population;

therefore, the experiences in that group were impoverished, limited,

routine, as compare0 with those in the first group.
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The Child's Conflict

-When asked to demonstrate, step by step, what might possi
bly happen in the mind of a Negro student in a typical public
school system, Er. Brodks said that the Negro child might start
his school day by hearing a Bible reading which frequently spoke

of brotherhood and equality. He must make an interpretation
immediately between the ethic that was being spoken by the school
and the practice in the segregated school system. Be would then
go on to the Pledge of Allegiance: "One nation indivisible."
Wouldn't the student think, "We don't even have an indivisible

community?" Suppose the subject natter was biology where he came

into contact with chromosomes, genes, blood, races, nationality,

and so forth. Having that information he went on to another
subject, perhaps civics, including a study of the statutes of

several states. He might find that what he had learned in his
earlier biology course did not seem to make much sense with the
various statutes that he was reading about. His octaroon first
cousin might be classified as a Negro in one state but not in
another state.

Cauld civic and economic competence be gained in a segre

gated school? Again, Dr. Brooks replied that when the school
experience was restricted it became difficult to develop
equally the attitudes necessary for competence.

When aSked about teaching, DT. Brooks said that educational
degrees were not a complete keystone to a teacher's ability. A
warn, vital, wellrounded, socially sensitive personality wes

also essential. Virginia recognized this fact and.stated that
the teacher should be aided in liVing a normal life within the
community "without being subjected to pressure fran individuals
or fran groups within that community." (51.21).166) A. Negro

teacher in a segregated school systeu cannot have sudh academic
freedan. Negro teachers were ordinarily graduates of Negro schools,
Which leads to perpetuation of the handicaps of segregatian.

Mr. Carter asked if there were any areas where there could
be equality with segregation. Dr. Brooks replied that there were

some skills such as reading, writing, and arithmeac, which might
be taught equally well if the learning,process itself were not sub
ject to emotional conditions and other vital factors. Many Skills

depended upon points of readiness and experienee. Mathematics
is nnw taught functionally. A segregated system had a school
community so limited and deprived that there were few pegs on

which to hang new learnings. That point could be enlarged to cover

many areas. Dr. Brooks stated that as overriding as it may sound,
he would submit that inthe last analysis there was not a good
skill, not a good attitude, not a basic understanding, that could
be taught equally well in a dual system. Bad skills, bad nnder
standings, and bad competencies could be.
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What Price Self Respect?

Upon cross-examination, Dr. Brooks was asked if the Negroes
bad the finest school building in the state, if the teachers had
qualifications in excess of any qualifications of the teachers of
the whites, if the teachers were paid salaries fifty percent
in excess of salaries paid in the best paid high school in Virginia,

if the school bad the finest equipment and brand new buses, if in

bis.opinion the Negro child could still not obtain equal educa-
tional opportunities and advantages as compared with the white

Child. Be replied that those were fine things, but that the large
teaching salaries, shining buses, and the fine brick buildings Imre

poor compensation for hnmiliatIon, lack of self-respect, and a

restricted curriculum.

Miscegenation Again

W. Moore asked Dr. Brooks' opinion regarding laws pertaining

to niscegenation. Nr. Carter objected and the Judge agreed that

the question was a little far removed but said that Dr. Broaks-
cauld answer it as reflecting on the-general philosophy. Dr. Brooks

replied that he was there as an educational expert and would not

profess to make decisions about laws per se. Be said that wbile

laws are on the books, they should be obeyed by everyone and it was
bis opinion that education could help us all nake increasingly

better laws.

At this point, laughter in the courtroom caused Mr. Moore to
remark that he did not see the occasion for all the nirth and
did not appreciate it. After he bad repeated his statement the
Judge replied that if there was any unseemly mirth he wuld very
prompqy suppress it. (51.2p.154-178)

Dr. Sis&i...tti: of Vassar

Dr. M. Brewstei Smith, Chairman of the Department of Psychology
and Professor of Psychology at Vassar College, was called to the

stand. Be also testified as a plaintiff witness. He was asked
whether or not race and color were considered factors which would
detvmine ability to learn. He said there was 3100 question, as a

resat of a variety of evidence on this point. Social etaironment

and the kind of sdhooling and home situation the Negro child grew
up in accounted for any difference in intelligenee test scores

between the two grows. This cauld not be interpreted as reflecting
differences in,inherent ability to learn.

Dr. Smith pointed out that in recent years the entire
coneept of-race had turned out to be a very complicated one,
far less simple than cammon popular thinking regarding it. Dr.
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Ashley Montague, an eminent anthropologist, assisted by a

committee representing the full rang-) of social scientists,

issued a document under the auspices of the United Nat.ions.

This document pointed out that ways of grouping people in

terms of biologically transmitted physical dharacteristics

did not imply simlar/ly transmitted characteristics of ability,

tempeOent, or personality. In effect, the legal definition

of Negro, as found in the southern states, is an entirely

.
arbitrary way of categorizing people.

A Second-Hand White Culture

Dr. Smith was aSked if he had occasion to examine and

study the effects of legal segregation on the individual. He

replied that the research literature on the effects of segre-

gation showed that there was definite impairment for the Negro

in regard to intellectual and educational development. There

were several respects in whidh this was an inevitable con-

sequence of segregation. Our values, sources of recognition

and prestige are predominantly those of a white society. The

Negro came here under circumstances that meant, to the extent

he developed a culture of his own, it was a nsecond-hand

white culture.n Any pattern of human relationships that in-

volved cutting off the Negro from full participation in the

predominantly white culture with its historical continuity of

values, was, in itself, bound to impoverish the intellectual

and educational development of the individual.

In sudh a situation we cannot expect the Negro child to

have the same incentives to educate himself as the white child.

The effects of segregation tend to make the Negro TuDre like

the common prejudiced conceptic-1 of him--a stupid, illiterate,

apathetic but happy-go-lucky person. The effects of segre-

gation in this sphere are such as to help perpetuate the pat-

tern of segregation and prejudice out of whidh these effects

arise.

Dr. Smith next referred to the effects of segregation in the

sphere f emotional, moral and spiritual development of the

individual. Legal segregation meant different things, depending

upon whether the individual was on the top or bottom side of

segregation. For the individual who was segregated against, this

was inevitably going to be understood at some psychological level

as meaning that, III, the person segregated against, am someone

that has to be kept from associating with people because I am not

good enaugh..n Thir was inherently an insult to the integrity of

an individual. In psychological studies of personality develop-

ment, one of the most -widely accepted propositions was that

self-respect,
self-esteem, being on good terms with one's self,
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were crucial for effectiveness in persondlity. It was also a
widely established proposition that we formed our pictures of
ourselves, the basis for self-respect, fram the way in whiCh we

saw others regarding us.

It was pointed out that the effects of segregation maintained
a vicious circle which perpetuated the prejudice in segregation
itself. The Negro coming out of this set of experiences was
less likely to be effective in advancing his position. He was
more likely to be apathetic, or rebellious. Be vas less
capable of effective collaboration in the realistic solution of

his problems. He presented to the white person the characteristic
picture of the Negro stereotype.

Disadvantarres to the White Group

Dr. Smith said that in his belief there were also parallel
disadvantages to the white group in a system of segregation,
particularly in the educational sphere, because of limiting
the variety of personal relationdhips.

Dr. Smith was asked if there were any ways in which this
adverse effect impaired the learning process of the child who
was subjected to it. His answer was, "Yes." The school was a
tremendously important part of this child's experience. Segre-
gation in the school, imposed by-the official authority of the
state, had greater weight than segregation resulting from prefer-
ences of individuals. The high school years were of particular
importantebecause this was the last chance of the educational
system to prepare them for citizenship in the outer world.

Judge Dobie asked if he thought bad effects were more
apparent and greater at the adolescent or high school level
than they were at the elementary school levels. Dr. Smith
said both levels were important.

W. Carter asked Dr. Smith if all other factors were equal
in Farmville, Virginia, could the Negro children who are required
to attend a particular high school set aside extitsively for
them secure educational advantages and opportunities equal to those
available to the other groups? The answer was, "definitely not."
Segregation is a social and official insult and tas widely
minifying consequences on the individual's motivation to learn and
to develop his capacity for effective participation in any realm
of life. (51.213.180-201)
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Dv. Isidor Chein Testifies

Dr. Isidor Chein, the Director of Research of:the Commission

on Communitypter-relations of the Anerican Joiisio Conference,

was called to the stand as another plaintiff witness. He was

asked if he had made a comprehensive study of the views of social

scientists regarding the effect of segregtaion on an individual.

He replied that he and Mhx Deutschler had polled 849 social

scientists, of wham 61 per cent responded.

Three primary questions were aSked:

(1) Does the practice of enforced segregation, even if

equal facilities are assumed, cause detrimental
psyohological effects on the members of minority

groups who were segregated?

(2) The same question was asked about detrimental

effects on members of the najority or segregating

group.

(3) Was their reply based on personal research and

research that they knew about? The social

scientists were invited to elaborate upon the

responses that they made.

Fbr question one, 90 percent of the total number of respondents

said that there wore detrimental effects. Two percent said that

there were no detrimental effects. The remainder were divided

equally between those who had no opinion or those who failed to

answer this item.

Eighty-three percent of the respondents said enforced segre-

gation was harmful to the members of the majority graup. Four

percent said that it was not. The balance were again divided bet-

ween those who had no opinion or those who did not answer the item.

Most of the respondents indicated more than one basis fortheir

conclusion. About two-thirds referred to their experience. About

60 percent referred to research findings in the literature. About

30 percent referred to their own research. Approximately three per

cent stated that the basis of their response was purely personal

opinion. Seven percent did not answer this particular item.

Dr. Chein was asked if he had reached any conclusions regarding

the effects of segregation on individuals. Be replied that he had

and went on to elaborate:

Those in the segregated group develop feelings and

attitudes of inferiority, insecurity, self-da-bt,
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self-hatred, isolation, cynicism, persecution, ex-
traordinary sensitivity; and antisocial behavior.
This is a disturbance in onets sense of reality.

One respondent had said those in the minority group
experienced fantastic misevaluations of their pro-

blems and themselves. Individuals in the group which
does the segregating may experience a sense of guilt
and a weakening of their moral system.

On cross-examining Dr. Chein was asked abaut prejudice bet-

ween light and dark colored Negroes. Dr. Chein said that this

was one of the consequences of prejudice. It is a reflection

of attitudes which one develops toward one's self when placed, in

a world in which one's identity is defined in terms of one

group, and one's group is undervalued. Dr. Chein testified that
the effect of segregation would be much less marked if there

were no law upholding it. The government of Virginia tells the

Negro child that he is not fit to associate with white children.

(51.,p.202 -240)

It...2_5,e1112142LSgarlisola.

Dr. Kenneth Clark was called as a witness for the plaintiffs

as he had been in South Carolina. lib explained the use of projective

tests and said that they helped identify damage to a child's self-

esteem. He said that earlier there had been evidence of psycholog-

ical damage to Negro adolescents but now it V="7 known that this

damage began as early as four or five years of age.

Judge Dobie asked Dr. Clark how the ego damsge was related to

segregation. He replied that segregation was the crystalization
of prejudice, a wall of psychological stone and steel constantly

telling a people that they are inferior and cannot escape prejudice.

Prejudice is something inside people and segregation is the out-
ward expression of what these people have inside.

Dr. Clark was asked how or if educational segregation inter-

ferred with a child's learning process. He replied that when a

person's self-esteem is damage he may react by withdrawing,
becoming rebelliaas, by hating himself, by becoming hypersensitive

about racial matters. The school or any situation which reminds a
child of his inferiority wuld be a place in whiah he could not

generally profit.

Fourteen Negroes of Nbton High School had been interviewed

by Dr. Clark. To the request, "Just tell me about your school,"

all fourteen respondecrwith something negative about their own

school. In contrast, none of the colored.children seemed to
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think anything might be wrong with the white school. The setting
up of barriers had led to a distorted concept of reality. Dr.
Clark was asked if he had drawn any conclusions concerning the
effect of segregation on these children. He said he had taken
particular notice of the teenager's excessive preocaupation with
natters of race. It seemed to him to support the conclusion that
probably the most detrimental consequence of segregationis the
degree to which it obsesses everybody,with race, white and Negro
children, churchmen and laymen.

Dr. Clark was asked if, with equal physical opportunities,
the segregated Negro dhild could obtain an equal education.
He indicated they could not. He said he thought the evidence
shawed that a child being taught moral values Ina situation
whfich contradicted these moral values becames .eonfused about

the meaning and the significance of the values, and tends to
react to this confusion either by cynicism or rejection of
nwal values. Fundamentally he questians the integrity of the
individuals who attempt to teach him norality amd practice
immorality at the sane time.

New Buildings Versus Dignity

Upon cross examination Et. Clark was asked to assume that
a school was built in Prince Edward County which had better
buildings and equipment than any other in the region; all the
teachers had Ph.D. degrees in Education and had taught for
twenty years; they were paid salaries in excess of other high
school teachers in Virginia; pupils had brand new buses to
ride to school every day; they had curricula better than any
high school in the state of Virginia. Would he insist that
under these circumstances the Negro child in Prince Edward
County could not get equal advantages and opportunities to those
of the white child?

Dr. Clark replied:

-I insist that, Mr. Moore, iad I insist it most
sincerely, because I do not believe material things
are as tnportant as your question would suggest
that they are. And I go further. I would say, give
them all of these naterial auperiorities lihich you
describe in your question, and given that, as part
of the education of the Negro in a segregated
situation, these very material things which you. now
describe as signs of superiority will, themselves, be-
come tainted with stigma; they, themselves, will
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become the badge of personal inferiority. Material
things have no value in themselves. No naterial
attempt at equality can substitute for essential
dignity, acceptance, and hnmnnity, which every human
being, without regard to his color, his religion,
or natianal background, must feel, if he is going
to be a fully nature and fUlly Idult human being.
Yau cannot buy it with bridks and mortar. (51.213245-291)

Defendantst Witnesses

T. J. Malwaine had previausly been on -Lhe stand as a
defense witness. He was recalled for cross-examination and asked
what, in his opinion, would be the effect upon racial relationship
in the community if segregation were oublawed. He said that .con-
versation with both white and Negro men indicated that it would be
a calamity. He said that the children of Muton High School
appeared to be a normal se of young people, not umhiippy, down-
trodden, prejudiced, hostile, or aggressive. He testified that
he thought the Negro children cauld get equal education in a
segregated systsm. He said he did not believe that the white
children had a superiority complex, coupled with a sense of guilt.
(51.214391-394)

Waite and Negro Masses Would Suffer

Dowell J. Howard, the State Superintendent of Public Instruc-
tion, testified on behalf of the defendants.. He was asked what the
impact of integration would be on the state of Virginia. Mr.
Howard stated that he was interested in the educatian of both
white and Negro and what he had to say was in the best interest
of the Negro race. He said it was his opinion that the educational
system in America wuuld not have begun on an integrated basis.
The citizens believed that, for the best interests of white and
Negro2 separate sdhools were best and the people werenot pre-
pared for a drastic dhange. He said you cannot legislate austams2
beliefs and feelings; integration would be a catastrophy if
applied immediately; the people of Virginia would reduce local
appropriations; private schools would increase and the white and
Negro masses would suffer. (51.,p.438-451)

An Ex-Governor and University President

Colgate W. Darden, President of the University of Virginia
and ex-governor of the state testified for segregation. He nee
it explicit that he was speaking for himself and not for the
University. He was questioned as follows:
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MR. MOORE: I would like to ask you this question, sir. In
iour judgment, does separation place a stigma, induce sensitiveness
of inferiority or superiority, impair or thwart development of
personality so as to preclude attainment of the ideals of demo-
cratic citizenship in the Negro child or in the white child?

1R. DARDEN: Not necessarAy. But I would like to qualify
.that to this extent. I think there is great danger of that in the
Southern states for the reason that segregation has been, in many
instances, used as a shield of oppression and discrimination, of
mistreatment. It is not necessaray true, in my opinion, that that
should follow. All people who are interested in the advancement of
the two races, it would seem to me, would be charged with the
responsibility of seeing that that is wiped out. I think-we have
made enormous progress toward the wiping of it out in my lifetime,
and more especially in the last fifteen or twenty years. But
there is no question in my mind that in the past there has been
too intimato association between segregation and discrimination
and oppression fbr us not to be forewarned of its danger. I do
not believe it necessarily follaws. As a natter of fact, I
think the races separated, if given a fairly good opportunity, are
better off. But it will not be true unless there is good faith
and good purpose and honesty in giving them that opportunity,
black and white alike.

MR. MOORE: Governor, in your opinion, can Negro children, in
view of their history, the custams and traditions, and the feeling
of the people, secure as good or equal opportunities and advantages
in the field of training and education in a mixed school as they
could, on the other hand, secure in a separate sehool with equal
facilities, under the tutelage and direction of qualified teachers
of the white race, on the other hand?

DR. DARDEN: That is a long question, and I am not sure I
ean answer it Yes or No, but I amnot sure which side I would
be on when I got through.

MR. MOORE: It is clumsily stated.

m DARDEN: I believe that, given good schools and good
teachers. the children in separate schools in Virginia would be
better off than in mixed schools.

MR. MOORE: Are you prepared to state as to how Virginia
compares with other states in the public school program in this
matter?
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DR. DARDEN: I think it compares well, but I haven't the
precise knowledge which would enable ne to, or qualify me to
make an authoritative statement on that I hope it does, and
I think it does, but I am not sure. (51.,P.457-462)

Dean Lindley Stiles

Dr. Lindley Stiles, Dean of the Division of Education at
the University of Virginia, and later to become Dean of Educa-
tion at the University of Wisconsin, also said that he spoke as
a citizen and not as a representative of the University. He

was one of the expert witnesses called by the defense. He said

we were working toward a time when segregation would begin to
disappear and that anybody working for better schools was working
for the abolition of segregation. When asked what effect a
court decree abolishing segregation would have on the high school
situation in Prince Edward County and in the state of Virginia, he
thought if people were not ready, they would ignore the court
decree, in spite of the law. He testified that the relationship
between the teacher and the child, and between the child and the
group in the'school, is of utmost importance in terms of how much

and how well the child learns in school. The teacher's acceptance

of a child, her understanding of him and his background are vital
factors in her ability to teach him. He felt that without a
period of transition, there worild not be acceptance by white
teadhers of the Negro pupils.

Dr. Stiles said that, where segregation prevails by law,
people depend upon law and custom to maintain an acceptable
division of races. Where law does not exist, preiudice is

sUbstituted. Be continued, if you gut white and Negro children
together, the outcome will be better feeling toward each other; but
that will not be true if you put children of widely divergent
cultural levels together. If a Negro student is retarded in
adjustment, it is possible that his white companions will ascribe
his dullness to all the members of his race. Dean Stiles testi-
fied that he felt the Negroes would be in a worse situation at the
present time, taking into consideration the prevailing attitudess
if they were put into mixed schools. (57.,13.486-514)

Dr. William H. Kelly, Director of the Memorial Foundation and
Memorial Guidance Clinic, was another defense witness. He

testified that segregation exists in all cultures. Be said that

he was familiar with projective techniques and commented that
the results were variable. The social sciences are new sciences,

and can't have the exactitude that is possible in the phyeical
sciences, although certain things are pretty well known.' Be
said that he felt it would be difficult to draw concrete opinion
from the tests which Dr. Clark gave the fourteen Negro students.

Dr. Kelly commented upon harmful effects of segregation:
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What Would Happen to the P T.A.?

In the discussion of the hurt that would come to

children, and that is coming to them by segre-

gation...Now, I don't think so much would haopen

to the two children's groups if you merged them

in the elementary schools. I don't think you

would have such a problem there. But I am won-

dering what would happen to the parent-teacher

novement. I think that the greatest problem in

the elimination of segregation would cone at the

junior high sdhool and at the high school levef.

Given equal physical equipment and teacher background, Dr.

Kelly could visualize no great harm coming to either group under

segregatton.

The Cross Examination

The cross-examination included this exchange between Mr.

Carter, for the plaintiffs, and Dr: Kelly:

MR. CARTER: As a psychiatrist, do you feel that racial segre-

gation is a social situation whidh has some effect upon personality

development of the individual?

DR. KELLY: Yes I do.

MR. CkRTER: As a psychiatrist,, do you think that social

situation is adverse or beneficial to the personality?

DR. KELLY: I would have to say that it is adverse to the

personality. (51.113.514-530)

Next John Nelson Budk, a retired clinical psydhologist, was

called to testify for the defense. He said that segregation

was the normal thing in Virginia and a change must be gradual, so

that in the correction of a social ill a greater illness is not

produced. He felt that two specific problems would be faced by

administrators: (1) extremely great pressure to abandon the

present commendable program of providing much better schools for

the Negroes; (2) pressure to get them to employ white teachers

in place of Negro teachers.

He also felt one of the more serious problens was that the

sdhool children, both white and Negro, would express, overtly

and covertly, in the school situation, the attitudes of their

parents, to the detriment of both white and Negro. Negro child-

ren entering white schools for the first time in their lives

night be granted the right of association. Perhaps there would
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not be too nuch rejection on the part of the white students,

but from an educational standpoint the point is not association

but participation and acceptance. He said that he was sorry to

say that he did not feel that the Negro student would be accepted

by the white teachers and students; segregation was bad, but the

lesser of two evils. He did believe that the Nevo dhild would

presently be better in a segregated situation and an abrupt

change fran segregation to integration would be difficult. He

pointed out that attitudes, interests and personality adjustments

are being developed long before a child enters public schools.

On cross-examination, Dr. Budk wad asked if it would be a

fair statement to say that the cohdensus of opinion among people

in psychology and related professions is that barriers based on

race do harm to the individual. He said that is the concensus,

but the harm that is done also depends on many other circumstances;

segregation is not the sole cause. (51.,p.530-544)

One Defense Psydhologist for Separatism

Dr. Henry E. Garrett, Professor of Psychology at Columbia

University and the Chairman of the Psychology Department, was

the next expert witness for the defense. He was the teacher of

two earlier witnesses, Dr. Chein and Dr. Clark, and had been .born

and raised in Virginia near the place where the controversy arose.

He testified that as long as facilities are equal, the mere fact

of separation does not seen to be discriminatory. In the State

of Virginia today, taking into account the temper of its people,

its mores, its customs and background, the Negro student at

the high school levetwill*get a better education in a separate

school level,.y_

Upon cross-examination he said:

V.

Most people are opposed, in principle, to any social

proicess which imposes a stigma on.other people. If

you ask ne if I am opposed to sin, I would have to

say yes, theoretically. If I am opposed to segregation

on an idealistic, theoretical basis, I am, if it

imposes inferiority on other groups. (51.,p.559)

Later in his testimony Dr. Garrett said:

If a Negro child goes to a school as well-equipped as

that of his white neighbor, if he had teachers of his

own race and friends of his own race, it seems to MB

he is much less likely to develop tensions, animosities,

and hostilities, than if you put him into a mixed
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school-where. in Virginia, inevitably he will be a

minority gro-p. Now, not even an Act of Congress

could change the fact that a Negro doesn't look like

a white person; they are marked off, immediately, and

I think, as I have said beforel,that at the adolescent

level, children, being what they are, are stratifying

themselves with respect to social and economic status,

reflect the opinions of their parents, and the Negro would

be much nore likely to develop tensions, animosities, and

hostilities in a nixed high school than in a separate

school. (51.21%569)

When asked if he felt racial segregation as presently

practiced in the United States was adverse to the individual

he replied,

In general, wherever a person is cut off from the main

body of society or a group, if he is put in a position that

stigmatizes him and makes him feel inferior, I would say

yes, it is detrimental and deleterious to him.

Let Them Develop as Negroes

When asked if he knew of a segregated situation where there

would not be stigma, Dr. Garrett said:

I think, in the high schools of Virginia, if the Negro

child had equal facilities, his own teachers, his awn

friends, and a good feeling, he would be more likely to

develop pride in himself as a Negro, which I think we

would all like.to see him do, to develop his own potenti-

alities, his sense of duty, his sense of art, his sense of

histrionics. my prediction would be that if you conducted

separate schools at the high school level for Negroes and

whites, one of two things night happen: that the Negroes

night develop their sense of dramatic art and music (which

they seem to have a talent for), athletics, and they would

say, "We prefer to renain as a Negro group." The other

would be in a nixed school where, as I said, a great many

animosities, disto-rbances, resentments, and inferiorities

would develop. I don't think either of those is certain.

am completely out of crystal balls at the present time,

and I am not a very good prophet, but it seems to ne those

are the two lines it might take in the future. (51.114545-572)
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Dr. English Testifies

Horace B. English, a Professor of Psychology at Ohio State

University, was a witness for the plaintiffs. He testified that

when people are constantly subjected to the assumption that they

are inferior, the sense of personal worth auffers great damage. A

grave-damage to all of the things that cause a child to develop into

a strong and wholesome personality is inevitable when he is sub -

..jected to a barrage of-influences, all of which say, "you are

inferior." (51.,p.578-582)

The Other Dr. Clark

Dr. Manie Phipps Clark, Director of the North Side Center for

Child Development in New York City and wife of Kenneth B. Clark,

te3tified after Dlr. English. It was her opinion that there was

absolutely no basisforsaying that it is more difficult to adjust

at the high school level When segregation laws are broken down

at the graduate level, integration can take place. When segregation

laws are broken down at the graduate level, integration can take

place. Nhen segregation laws are broken down at the elementary

school level, integration can take place. In order to conclude

that at the high school level integration is not possible, we

would have to assune that at the last day of the sixth grade the

child who has matured and accepted other children in the school

suddenly changes and can no longer accept other children. Likewise,

on the last day of high school all of a 6udden he changes back and

can accept integration. That process, if it is one of maturity,

is a gradual one. It happens over a period of years. She said

there is no justification for saying that the high school level

is different in this respect.

Dr. Leets Testimony

After Mrs. Clark, Dr. Alfred McClung Lee, Chairman of the

Department of Sociology and Anthropology at Brooklyn College of

the City University of New York, was also called for the

plaintiffs. He had made several studies of racial 'tensions and

reported that in the case of the Detroit race riot in 1943 the

persons who took part in the rioting were fram segregated resi-

dential districts.

Fifty Years, A Nice Round Number

He was asked to comment on the testimony given which pre-

dicted Negro and white education would be set back fifty years

if schools were integrated. He said:
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There are several ways-I coulq comment on it.

In the first place, the idea of setting back

fifty years is a typical comment. Something

has been 'going to be set back fifty years'

for hundreds of years. This argument was

used against the abolition of slavery; it was

used in England against giving privileges to

the Cockneys; it was used in Ireland against

treating the Irish as human beings; it was
used before that in Wales to keep the Welsh
fram being treated like human beings. I

mean, every possible step o improve the lot

of the downtrodden has always been objected
to on the grounds that any change in the
status quo would set samething back fifty

years. It is a nice round number and in pro-
paganda you always have nice round numbers. (51.213.588)

IlmlAtamalts

Both Mr. Robinson and Mr. Carter gave final arguments for

the plaintiffs. Mr. Carter concluded:

We take the larger position, that racial segre-
gation, as is practiced in Virginia by statute,

has deprived Negroes of equality of educational

opportunities. We think that the question of
physical facilities alone does not answer the pro-

blem. The only way that we have been able to know
how to present evidence to a court on what happens

in segregation,-what tioes c:.n, how it affects the'

individual in terms or the educational offering,
is the type of evidence that we have put on before

this Caurt in this trial. I think it is fair to-

say that the defendants' witnesses, certainly

all of their psydhological experts, agreed gth\
the concensus of opinion that racial segreglion
Was an adverse situation which had bad effects on

the individual. I believe that their experts in
the field of edllcation felt that in so far as the

aims of education were concerned it wuld be better

for us not to have segregation; and I thin& that
I am fair in saying that the defendants' awn experts

disagree with the plaintiffs" case only to the
extent that they felt that the plaintiffs had come
to this Court a little too early, but that this type
of thing should have COMB at same later date. I

think that this Court has amply and aptly pointed
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out the fact that where there is a question of rights
involved, it is not for the defendants or for anyone
else to determine whether or not the indivie.ual should
utilize those rights. So, I think what is before the
Court is only whether or rot Negroes in Farmville are
entitled to a decree which would permit them to attend
schools in Farmville, Virginia, without distinctions
based upon race and color. Now I believe that the
decision of the Supreme Court gives support to our
position. (51.21).595-596)

When asked by Judge Etbie if he knew of a Federal Appellate
Court which faced the problem that segregation, per se, was
unconstitutional, Mr. Carter replied:

There are two cases in which it has been squarely faced.
One of these was the Brown v._Board of Education of (

Topeka. I must confess that in the conclusions of law,
the court found that ,he decision in Plessy v. Ferguson
was still correct, but Your Honor will find that the
court made a unanimous finding to the effect that
segregation enforced by law weakened the Negro's motiva-
tion to learn, and that the court in its opinion was not
able to make a distinction between the McLaurin and the
Sweatbdecisions on the graduate level (and the high
school level) of this problem. To summarize our feeling,
in so far as the law is concerned, it is that although
the Supreme Court of ths United States has not made a
square holding on the issue of segregation at the elm-
entary and high schoollevels, the importance if the Sweatt
and Mclaurim decisions means that the Supreme Court
would logically have to e7tend its findings on the
secondary level, and we therefore think that we are
entitled to a decree from this Court whidh will enjoin
the operation of the segregation laws of the state of
Virginia as appliedIa elementary and high sdhool.
education. 11.11).596-597)

When Mr. Moore spoke for the defense he commentedr

From the weight of this evidence, we do know that a
perfectly terrible situation would be created, which
would be detrimental to the colored children as well as
the white, if by court decree the system we now have was
done away with. We know it would be detrimental to all of
;them, and we certainly know, by the weight of this
evidence, that if equal facilities, curriculum, and so
forth are pravided, then there is no reason why the
colored child should not receive just as good advantages,'
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just as good opportunities, as the white child. That is

what the weight of this evidence shows. (51.1p.600-601)

Mr. Almond, Attorney General of the State of Virginia,

followed Mr. Moore. He said that beegration was a condition

that Virginia people, literally and morally, were not prepared to

accept. They believe and know from experience that separation

with equal facilities is morally defensible, in addition to

being legally defensible.

Mr. Hill replied for the plaintiffs. He commented on

Dr. Garrett's testimony in the following words:

What was significant about Dr. Garrett's testimony?

Dr. Garrett said, "yes, they can get equal educational

opportunities in separate schools, and I would like to

see them build up their schools and develop their talents

in music, in rhythm, in athletics." That is foremost in

the minds of these people who want segregated schools.

Let a Negro develop along certain lines. Athletics, that

is all right; music, fine, all Negroes are.supposed to be

able to sing; rhythm, all Negroes are supposed to be

able to dance. But we want an opportunity. along with every-

body else to develop in the technical fields, we want an

opportunity to participate in the business and commerce

of this nation. In other words, we want an opportunity

to develop our talents, whatever they may be, in whatever

fields of endeavor there are existing in this cauntry and

a free capitalistic enterprise. I submit that in this

segregated school system, you do not have that oppor-

tunity. (51.1p.612)

The opinion of the caurt was filed March 7, 1952, by Judge

Albert V. Bryan. He wrote:

Plaintiffs urge upon us that Virginia's separation of the

Negro youth from his white contemporaries stigmatizes the

former as unwanted; that the impress is alike on the minds

of the colored and the white, the parents as well as the

children, and indeed of the public generally, and that the

stamp is deeper and the more indelible because imposed by

law. Its necessary and natural effect, they say, is to

prejudice the colored child in the sight of his community,

to implant unjustly in him a sense of inferiority as a

human being to other human beings, and to seed his mind

with hopeless frustration. They argue that in spirit

and in truth the colored youth is, by the segregation law,

barred fram association with the white child, not the

white frau the colored, that actually it is ostracism for
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the Negro child, and that the exclusion deprives him of

the equal opportunity, with the Caucasian, of receiqng

an education unmarked, an immunity and privilege prO'cted

by the statutes and constitution of the United States.

Eminent educators, anthropologists, psyChologists and

psychiatrists appeared for the plaintiffs, unanimously

expressed dispraise of segregatian in schools, and

unequivocally testified to the opinion that such segre-

gation distortolthe child's natural attitude, throttled

his mental development, especially the adolescent, and

immeasurably abridged his educational opportunities. For

the defendants, equally distinguished and qualified

educationists and leaders in the other fields emphatically

voudhed the view that, given equivalent physical facili-

ties, ofTerings and instruction, the Negro would receive

in a separate school the same educational opportunity as

he woad obtain in the classroom and on thecampus of a

mixed school. Each witness offered cogent and appealing

grounds for his conclusion. On this fact issue the Court

cannot say that the plaintiffs' evidence overbalances the

defendants'. But on the same presentation by the plain-

tiffs as just recited, federal courts have rejected the

proposition, in respect to elementary and junior high

schools,'that the required separation of the rases is in

law offensive to the national statutes and con4itution.

They have refused to decree that segregation be abolished

incontinently. ,(51.,p.618-619)

He later stated:

It indisgutably appears fram the evidence that the

separation provision rests neither upon prejudice, nor

caprice, nor upon any other measureless faundation.

Bather the proof is that it declares one of the ways of

life inVirginia. Separation of white and colored

"children" in the public sdhools of Virginia has for

generations been a part of the mores of her people. To

have separate schools has been their use and wont

In this mileu, we cannot say that-Virginia's separation

of white and colored children in the public schools is

without substance in fact or reason. ine have found no

hurt or harm to either raCe. This ends our inquiry.

(57.11).621-622)

Negro schools were found unequal in buildings, facilities,

curricula and transportation provisions. The defendants were

ordered to "pursue with diligence and dispatch their present

program, now afoot and progressing, to replace the Moton

buildings, and facilities with a new building and new equipment

or otherwise remove the inequality in them." (57.,p.623)
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The Emotional Attitude in Vir inia

The foregoing summary of the Virginia trial focuses upon

the behavioral science theory and research presented by the

expert witnesses. It has nbt attempted to reflect the emotion

in the local setting and tactics used by defense attorneys.

This part of the story is more exTertly told by the late

FAirir Cahn, Professor of Law at New York University. In

general, Dr. Cahn felt that the Supreme Caurt gave the right

decision on desegregation but for the wrong reasons. Be was

critical of behavioral science being used as a najor basis.

Nevertheless, his sense of sportsmanship and decency prompted

him to spedk with great harshness and insight about the social

attitudes revealed in tbe Virginia trial:

As any healthy-minded person reads the Virginia trial

record, it is impossible not to contrast the altruism

and saber dignity of the scientists with the behavior .

of defendants' counsel, who, by his manner of espousing

the old order, exposed its cruelty and bigotry. Here

was a living spectacle of what racial segregation can

do to the human spirit. The segregated society, as

defendants own expert had said, was "sick"; and the

tactics of cross-examination used by defendants'

lawyers showed haw very sick it was. I suggest that

these pages of the record did not fail of notice in

the delillerations of the U-died States Supreme Court.1

%ow

1Reprinted fram "Science or Cammon Sense?" by Edmond Cahn in

1954 Annual Survey of American Law by permission of New York

University School of Law. Copyright, 1955.
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CHAPTER V

THE DELWARE CASE

Plaintiffs in Delaware Court of Chancery: Belton, et al, (Negroes)

Defendants in Delaware Court of Chancery: Gebkart, et al,
(School Officials)

Counsel for Plaintiffs: Louis L. Redding, Thurgood Marshall,

Jadk Greenberg

tounsel for Defendants: H. Albert Young, Louis L. Finger

Expert Witnesses in Behalf of Plaintiffs:

Paul F. Lawrence Maurice E. Thomasson

Otto- KIineberg Jerome S. Bruner

GJor.;e A. Kelly J. Kenneth Morland

Frederick B. Parker George Gorham Lane

Daniel E. Dodson Fredric Wertham.

Note: This case was won by the Negroes in the two Delaware courts.

Therefore, petitioners to the Supreme Court were the school

officials, respondents were the Negroes. This is the only

one of the five cases won by the Negroes in the lower courts.
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NEGRO VICTORY IN DELWARE

The Big Issue Still at Stake

The Relaware case, Gebhart v. Belton, was the only one

of the five public schools cases which the Negroes won in the

lower courts. The plaintiffs attacked both unequal facilities

and segregation per se. Both the Caurt of Chancery and the

.Supreme Court of Delaware founi in favor of the Negro plaintiffs.

The decision, however, was based upon unequal facilities. The

question of segregation per se was left for the United States

Supreme Court.

Two actions had been filed in Delaware and were consolidated

for trial purposes. In the first action, the plaintiffs were

eight Negro minors who had been refused admission to Claymont

High School solely because of their color and ancestry. In the

second suit, a seven-year-old Negro child was the plaintiff. The

child had been refused admission to ackessin School No. 29 be-

earse of race. In the lower courts, the validity of Delaware
constitutional provisions and statutes had been challenged.

The defendants denied that segregation in education violated

the Fourteenth Anmndmentland denied that there was substantial

inequality between the physical facilities and the educational

opportunities offered Negro and white children. They pointed

to Section 2, Article X of the Delaware Canstitution which read

in part:

"The State Board of Education is authorized,
empowered, directed and required to maintain a

rniform, equal and effective systan of public

schools throughout the State...The sdhools pro-

vided shall-be of two kinds: those for white

children and those for colored children."

In upholding the lower caurt decision for the Negroes, the

Delaware Supreme Court refused to ra.view testimony of expert

social science witnesses who sustained the plaintiff argument

regarding harmful effects of legally enforced segregation on the

mental health and educational opportunities of Negro children.

The Delaware Supreme Caurt seemed to leave the door open for the

resegregation of Negro pupils as soon as the facilities were

equalized. This unceitainty was regretted by teacher resolutions,

editorials, and the attorneys on both sides.

1 It was pointed out during argument of Gebhart v. Belton

in the Supreme Court that the State of Delaware never ratified

the Fourteenth Amendment.
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The testimony and arguments in the lower courtl dealt with
both main points: the inequalities of facilities and the harmful
effects of segregation per se.

Paul F. Lawrence, Associate Professor of Education, Howard
University, had used the Strayer -Englehart score card to evaluate
the physical facilities of two elementary schoolsllockessin
School No. 29 (white) and Hockessin School Nb. 107 (Negro). The
highest possible score which these particular schools could have
had was 644. The white school received a score of 594 and the
Negro school scored 281. (41.0.A115 -116)

Experts in education, psychology, psychiatry and anthropology
testified regarding the detrimental effects of segregation per se.

Dr. Otto Klineberg, Professor of Psychology at Columbia Univer-
sity, was one of these witnesses. He was questioned by-Mr. Redding,
lawyer for the plaintiffs:

MR. REDDING: Dr. Klineberg, are there differences in inbann
intellectual capacity among individuals which are determined by
whether an individual is Negro or vhite?

DR. KLINBERG: No. There are, of course, differences in
intellectuallCapacity, but we'have no scientific evidence that
those differences are determined in anyway by the racial origin
of the individual.

Mr. Redding was able to argue, "We think (this tes-rmony)
completely removes any possibility of a contention that (segre-
gation) legislation today, with the advances in scientific know-
ledge about the measurement of mental capacities of human beings
today, cauld have any rational basis. (55.113.48)

Dr. Fredric Wertham, Director of LaFarque Clinic in Harlem,
was next called. He was certified by the American Board of
Psydhiatry and Neurology as a specialist in neurology and psychiatry
and had become a nenber of their examining board.

Dr. Wertham had seen threegroups of Delaware children on
five different occasions. The Negro and non4legro children had
been selected at random by the Wilmington Brandh of the NAACP.
The lawyer in the lower court had asked him if disWbance,
frustration and impalement were brought about by school segregation,
the hnme environment and other factors.

Dr. Wertham replied that this segregation "can either be...
the cause, or give another cause a particular form, bringing a.
child to delinquency, depression, or withdrawal; or it may only
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precipitate it. But what difference does it nake? Without this

particular thing it would not have happened.

Now, the fact of segregation in public and high schools

creates in the mind of the dhild anunsolvable conflict. This

conflict is, in the child's nind, what a foreign object is in

the child's body."

Dr. Wertham testified further that state-imposed segregation

created 4 critical inequality in educational opportunities. School

segregation, he said, was of paramount importance for a nuMber of

reasons. First, it was absolutely clear aut. Second, the state

law did it. Third, it was not only discrimination but discrimination

of very long duration. Fourth, it was bound up with the whole

educational process. The segregation issue hit the child at two

very important times in his life, at age six and at adolescence.

He pointed out that the race problem created sudh insecurity

even in mature people, that either children did not dare or did

not want to ask their parents about it. If the children did ask

they got the same evasive answers they got to an inquiry of, "Where

do babies come from?" because their parents had to tell them

fairy tales.

Segregation was what Dr. Wertham called "an anxiety producing

factor." Most of the children he examined intarpreted segregation

as punishment. Whether Delaware wanted to punish the children or

not, this was the interpretation. The children were punished for

something which was not explained to them, not for samething they

had done.

Segregation produced an unsolvable conflict in Negro Children

and it seriously interfered with their mental health. State

enforced laws gave legal sanction to this segregation. Dlr. Wertham

said if Delaware employed Professor Einstein to teach Negroes in

marble halls he would still say segregated education was un

(41.2p.75a-83a)

Ellis 0. Knox, Professor of Education at Howard UniversIty,

said that when children were attending a school where they were

forced to go by law, the atmsphere, the learning situation, the

intangibles tended to make the children realize there were

discriminatory-forces relegating them to inferior status. Ambition,

enthusiasm, wholesome emotional ideals, patterns of conduct,

desires of full equality in the American society seldam came td

fruition in such environments. (41.2p:100a)
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Not Different in the.SouthBruner Says

Jerome S. 'Rruner, Professor of Psychology, Harvard University,
was asked to assume that all educational opportunities were equal
but that a child had to attend a segregated school. Would the
child be injured as a result of the enforced segregation?

Dr. Bruner replied in the positive. He said that generally
. schools imprint two kinds of skills, intellectlin1 and social.
They influence the maturing of a child in a period of great
plasticity. He explained that by maturing he meant helping a
child became all he was capable of becoming and teaching a child
a sense of responsibility in his community.

On the basis of his studies he felt segregatian damaged a
child's capacity to benefit from education. If a Negro child
grew up in a segregated school and had limited contact with the
najority white community, the skills necessary in getting along
with the majority would not develop normally. The child would
find it difficult to take his place in the broader community.

A child's first experiences with segregation may result in
a degradation of his self-esteem. The effects of degradation
may be apathy, frustration, hostility, a perdeption of rejectian
from the majority group. When.a personts motivation was lowered
it lessened his capacity to learn and minimized his aspirations.
(41.113.124a-128a)

Upan cross-examination, Dr. Bruner was asked if he took into
account the mores of all people in a certain locality. He
replied that he did. He said, however, that the problems of
segregation would not be different in tl-e South than in the Nbrth,
only the pacing would be different. The same neasures would not
be taken in Delaware as in North Carolina but the psychological
problens involved would be the same.

He was asked if the potential hazards of personality damage of
a Negro child would persist if the segregation barrier were
removed but attempts were still made to segregate. He said they
would still persist and that great damage mould be done to white
citizens attitudes as well. (41.2p.RA13-14)

Separate Cannot Be Equal

Daniel W. Dodson, Professor of Education, New Ybrk University,
testified that, Hit is impossible, based upon whatever background
or experience and so on that I have, to suppose that tseparatet
can be tequalt.0 He gave several reasons for believing that segre-
gation was particularly difficult and discriminatory for the Negro
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child: (1) It placed a stigma on the minority children. They
could not be set apart as inferior and maintain a dignity of
selfhood. (2) Their motivation was impaired. (3) Segregation
distorted perspective. (41.0.140a-141a)

Maurice E. Thomasson, the Acting President of Delaware State
College, testified that in a segregated school, education would
not be as good as it could be in a non-segregated system. He
'could see no reason for separate school systems unless the person
who set up the schools thought thepersons sent to certain schools
were not quite fit to go to a regular school. When he was asked
if he would say segregated schools with equal facilities were
unequal he said, nhere is that area of stigma and insecurity
that goes along with segregated sdhools and no amount of super-
iority of equipment could erase it." (41.0.144a-145a and 115a)

John Kenneth Mbrland, Assistant Professor of Sociology and
Anthropology at the College of William and Mary, testified that
enforced segregation injured the Negro child by excluding him
from the mainstream of American culture. When asked if the

elimination of legally enforced segregation at the elementary
and high school level would diminish harnful consequences, he
replied he definitely felt it would. In most situations where
there was not complete geographical segregation there would be
co-mingling of white and Negro students and the acquisition of
the main facets of American culture. The elimination of legal
segregation would take away the onus which segregation implied.

Sociological experiments had found that attitudes, including
prejudices, were the results of ideas rather than contact with
individuals and situations, and in no case did Dr. Morland know of
an unfavorable situation which developed as a result of doing
away with the bars of segregation. (41.0.151a and 125a)

George Gorham Lane, Associate Professor of Psychology at
the University of Delaware, said that segregation harmed the
total development of the segregated child's personality. It also
limited his opportunities to learn skills and abilities required
in a democratic system. Segregation was a restriction which night
lead to an outward submission but leave the possibility of unresolved
inner tensions and hostile tendencies. The emotionally disturbed
person could not learn effectively. (41.2p.152a -154a)

Injures Concept of Self

Frederick B. Parker, Chairman of the Department of Sociology
at the University of North Carolina, tad the Court that one's
concept of self was the core of personality and a major deter-
mining factor of an individual's external and internal behavior.
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Internal behavior dealt with emotional reactions and external
behavior encompassed one's social relationships with others. A
concept of self was acquired as a child became socialized.
Enforced segregation clearly implied a social definition of
inferiority. A malleable child put into a segregated situation
would develop attitudes toward himself that reflected those of
society toward him. It may induce a child to regard himself as
incompetent, irresponsible, lazy, suited for nothing except
society's menial services.

The Damaging Effect of Schim

Dr. Parker said that a segregated child was subjected to
a set of formal and informal educational influences designed
to inculcate the social values of our society: equality of
opportunity, dignity of personality, dignity of self. The
schism in the situation had a damaging effect on younger people
and could lead to frustrations, tensions, aggressions, and
hostilities of various kinds. (41.0.155a-156a)

Kenneth Clark Sees Both S'libol and Fact

Kenneth Clark, Professor of Psychology at the College of the
City of New York and Associate Director of the North Side Center
for Child Development, had tested forty-one Howard High School
students. He concluded that segregation as perceived by them
impaired their general functioning. He felt.he had nclear-cut
evidence of rather deep damage to the self-esteem of these
youngsters." (41.1p.RA21)

Dr. Clark pointed out that racial segregation was both the
symbol and the fact of institutionalized prejudice and hum4tion.
It set up a fundamental conflict, a confusion abaut the nature of
the Negro child's own self ininge. It placed him in a struggle to
overcome-feelings of inferiority which society continued to
impose on him by continuing to segregate him.

EVidence suggested that at as early as five years of age .

Negro children began to learn to expect rejection by society.
They then began to reject themselves, feel inferior, inadequate
and conclude that certain kinds of things were not for them
because they. were Negro. Dr. Clark concluded as follows:

filly interpretation of my own results offers no
other conclusion than that a child in a segregated
school set-up does have his ability to learn...
impaired by the clant reminder (which the segre-
gated setup is) o his own inferiority and the
stigma which society has placed upon him." (41.1p.169a-172a)
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George Kelly, Finds Loss of SelfInitiated Activities

Dr. George A. KelV, Professor of Psychology at Ohio State

University, testlfied regarding the significance of travel to the

learning process. He said that from psychological studies it MRS

known that confinement to close quarters increased irritability

and fatigue in a child. A child spending half an hour on a bus

would arrive at school more fatigued, more irritable and less

psychologically prepared for learning. Children engaged in three

types of daily activities: (1) regimented, (2) guided, and

(3) privately intted and selfgovern-1. The third type of

activity was important in a democracy dhere one must learn splf

government. Time taken away from the selfinitiated activits

and used for bus travel would be detrimental in a child's overall

education. (41.p.131a)

The Attorney General, Mr. Young, who argued for-the defense

in Delaware, had expressed willingness to accept a decree

ordering the State to equalize the schools in question in due

time. At the same time, he argued against integration. But the

decision of the lower court rejected such an arrangement:

"This would be to say, 'Yes, your constitutional

rights are being invaded, but be patient, WS will

see whether in time they are still being invaded."

The decision ruled that the plaintiffs were entitled to realize

immediately in the only way that relief was available, by

admission to the school with superior facilities. "(For the

immediate generation of students), to postpone relief would be

to deny relief." (41.)

With the Supreme Court of Delaware upholding the lower court

opinion (54.), the case moved up.to the Supreme Court of the

Ulajted States with the Negroes in the unfamiliar position of

appellees.
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CHAPTER VI

THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CASE

Plaintiffs: Bolling, et al. (Negroes)

Defendants: Sharpe, et al. (School Officials)

Counsel for Plaintiffs: George E. C. Hayes, James M. Nabrit

Counsel for Defendants: Milton D. Korman

Note: This case was called up by the Supreme Court rather

than appealed from the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals

for the District of Columbia in order that it might

be heard along with the other four sdhool segregation

cases. There was no hearing of it before it reached

the Suprelle Court.
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rasTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Dred Scott and "The White Mants Burden"

Negro children had been denied admission to Sousa Junior

High School in the District of Caunibia solely on the grounds of

race. A suit was filed and a notion filed to dismiss it. An

appeal was undertaken. Hbwever the case, liolli_m_a_afaspe (42.),

was "called up" by the Supreme Court before it was appealed. The

Supreme Court, unlike Congress, refused to ignore what was

happening in its own front yard.

Mr. Hayes, opening for the plaintiffs, said the District of

Columbia presented an entirely novel. quesAon: Is segregation

unconstitutional per se? They raised no issue regarding

facilities. Their propositionwas whether or not the District of

Columbia had either the statutory or constitutional power to

deny Negro pupils admission to the Sousa JUnior High School. The

District of Columbia statutes nowhere required segregation. It

was solely a matter of school board policy as to whether or not

segregation was practiced. The Supreme Court had stated in the

Billbughi case 320 U.S.81(1943), that any legislatian based on

racism was immediately suspect. (42.11).2-14)

The Chief Justice asked MY. Hayes his views regarding the

frame of mind of the people who passed the amendments. Did

they intend to have separate schools? Were separate schools set

up in the District of Columbia to punish the Negro or were they

set up because the Fourteenth Amendment was interpreted to mean that

separate schools were permissible? Mr. Hayes said he thought,it

was not a punishment but an *expedient. Tustice Frankfurter said

he would like to ask Mr. Hayes a question because of the candor

with which he knew Mr. Hayes would answer: Did he think the

Fourteenth Amendment, or the Fifth, automatically invalidated

all legislationwhich drew a line because of race? Would he say

that marriage laws relating to race were unconstitutional? Justice

Frankfurter.observed that there was a good deal of legislation

in this country drawing such lines. Mr. Hayes replied that legis-

lation based upon race was immediately suspect. Justice Frank-

furter said that this was a candid and logical answer. It simplk

meant that such legislatian could be valid. There was not a clear

absolute prohibition, but good cause must be shown for such rules.

(42.2p.14-20)

Mr. James Nabrit, also arguing for the Negro petitioners, took

the position that public school board officials in the District

of Columbia possesed neither the constitutional nor the statutory

power to deny Negro children admission to the Junior High School

solely because of race or color. They felt this was the one

question to be considered by the Supreme Caurt. When asked if
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this might not be a Congressional prerogative, Mr. Nabrit

answered that never in the history of this country had the

individual liberties of the citizen been ultimately entrusted to

the hands of legislators. The founders of the government

refused to agree to the Constitution itself until assured that

a Bill of Rights would be added to protect individual liberties.

(42.21).26-28)

falsztaELT22,11nInt

Mr. Milton Korman spoke for the public school officials.

He cited preceiklents to indicate there could be no question as to

the intention of Congress regarding separation of the races in

the District of Columbia schools. He pointed oat that in 1875

there was a specific dedipration by Congress that there should

be a dual sdhool system in the District of ColuMbia. He said

the latest expression by Congress regarding separation was the

Act of October 24, 1951, which amended the Teachers' Salary

Act: "There shall be appointed by the Board of Education on

the recommendation of the superintendent of schools a chief

examiner for the Board of Education for white sdhools and a

chief examdner for the Board of Education for cOlored schools."

(42.113.42-54)

This dual system was not set up to stamp Negroes with a badge

of inferiority, Mr. Korman said. Behind these Acts was a desire

to help the people who had been in bondage. There was an intention

by Congress to see that these children were educated in a healthful,

wholesome atnosphere, in a place where they were wanted, where

there would be a receptive atmosphere for learning for both races

without the hostility that undoubtedly Congress feared night creep

into integrated situations. He said that we cannot hide hom the

fact that there was feeling between races in the United States.

It was deplorable but we must face facts. There had been outbursts

between races in the North where there were not separate schools.

Which was better, to throw people together into the schools and

perhaps bring that hostile atmosphere into the schoolroom and harm

the ability to'learn of both races, or to give them completely

adequate, separate, ful) educational opportunities? They would

then be instructed on the white-side by white teachers who were

sympathetic, and on the colored side by colored teachers who were

sympathetic. Was it not better.for colored children to receive .

from the lips of their own people education in Negro folklore? If

such questions are to be decided, who else'should decide it but the

legislative branch?
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Ruptes Bred Scott Decision!

He read part of the decision fran Dred Scott v. Sandford,

19 Howard 393 (1857) into the record:

"No one we presume supposes that apy change in public

opinion or feeling in relation to this unfortunate race
in the civilized nations of &rope or in this country

should induce the Court to give to the words of the

Constitution a more liberal construction in their favor

than they were intended to bear when the instru-

ment was framed and.adopted...such an argument

would be altogether inadmissible in any tribunal

called on to interpret it. If apy of its pro-

visions are deemed unjust, there is a mode prescribed

in the instrument itself by which it may be amended.

But while it remains unaltered, it must be construed

now as it was understood at the time of its adoption...

it is not only the same words but the same meaning,

and delegates the 8ant. powers to the Government and

reserves and secures the same rights and privileges

to the citizen, and as long as it Continues to exist

.
in its present form it speaks not only in the same

words but with the sane meaning and-intent which.it

spoke when it came from the hands of its framers and

was voted on and adopted by the people of the United

States. Apy other rule of construction would abro-

,gate the judicial character of this Court and make it

the mere reflex of the popular opinion or passion of

the day. This Court was not6created by the Consti-

tution for such purposes. Higher and graver trusts

have been confided to it, and it must not falter in

the path of duty."

Mr. Korman pointed out that this was said almost 100 years ago,

but was equally applicable in 1952. (42.2p.56-61)

Indians and Firewater

He then talked of the 'American Indian. He said there are

chapters of the United States Code which were entitled "Protec-

tion of the Indians". Congress legislated especially for than

because they needed.protection. He said, "You and I can go out

and buy a bottle of liquor if we want. The Indian cannot, nc

where in the United States. And he is a citizen. Yhyl Bec- e

it is recognized that it is not good for hin and he needs pro-

tection." (42.2p.62)
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4.-emKaPrm00.91.

He said that nothing_ had been taken away from the Negro which

he had previously- enjoyed. The laws to set up his schools* were to

ive him somethin y_cesomethin awa .

Mr. Korman believed that the plaintiffs attempted to twist

the word "punishment", in using it to describe segregation. The

other side cited sociologists and psychologists. His brief listed

pubaications, monographs and psychological treatises that opposed

the views of the psychologists named in this and other cases. He

did not say that either side was right. He believed the psychologi--

cal testimony had been demolished by Mr. Davis and Er. Moore who

spoke for Sauth Carolina and Virginia, respectively. (42.,p.69 -71)

Mr. Korman claimed that segregation bad not been completely

broken dawn in the armed forces where all that was required was

an executive order. He called the attentian of the caart to

areas in Washington D. C. where there had been. advancement:

Negroes were admitted to a number of downtown movies, at all

legitimate theaters, to a number of fine restaurants. There was

gradual integration on the playground. Negroes mere admitted to

all recreation areas, accepted into many larger and better hotels,

served on the staffs of the hospitals, took part in entertainment

and in athletic-contests along with white people.

Even in the school system there had been a movement toward

breaking dawn possible feelings of hoF%-"Ity. It had been

recentlyr ruled that mixed grcups of em. 4;ainers could. now COMB

into schools and give performanCes, a privilege previously. denied.

There were joint meetings of teachers and parents to consider

neighborhood betterment. These steps had been accomplished with-

out the intervention of courts or legislative bodies. Be "prayed

to God" that the day would come when white and colored nen would

meet together in every place, even in the school, and i would

not require arguments before the halls of Congress..He asked for

a time when there would be general acceptance of tLa proposition

that the two races can live side by side withoutfriction or

hostility. (42.1p.72-73)

Mr. Nabrit Summarizes

Speaking for the Negro plaintiffsMr. James Nabrit simanrized

two main arguments to refute. First, he told the court he would

accept the series of steps toward integration just listed by Mr.

Korman as evidence of the feasibility of school integration: Second,

Mr. Korman had denied the existence of a constitutional issue rather

than meeting it. Instead he dwelt upon the "white man's burden"

and seemed to feel that for sane reason it still existed today.

Mr. Nabrit said it appeared to him that in 1952, the Negro should

not be viewed as anybody's burden. Be was a citizen. He was

performing his duties in peace. In the bloody hills of Korea he

was serving in an unsegregated war.
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The basic question here was one of liberty. You either have

liberty or you do not: When liberty has been interfered with by

the State, it had to be justified. It could not be justified by

saying we only take a little liberty. It is justified by the

reasonablesness of the taking. Fr. jabrit submitted that in this

case in the ca ital,of the free world there was no slace for a

segregated sdhool system. _The country could not afford it, the

Constitution did not permit it and the statutes of Congress did

authorize -77
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CHAPTER VII

IN THE SUPREME COURT

Drama and Decision

Master Plan or Sheer Accident?

There was a significant variety of location, school level

and state provisions in the five public school desegregation

cases which were successfully advanced through the Supreme Court.

In fact, one might easily be led to the conclusion that they

were carefully s elected according to some well-developed master

plan. For example, Loren Miller in The Petitioners: The Story

of the Supreme Court of the United States and the Negro, says

"the NAACP had touched all bases." (12.2p.345)

Kansas was a Northern state with a permi6sive statute for

city elementary schools. Segregation was established by the

constitutions of South Carolina, Virginia and Delaware. . Congress

had long tolerated segregation in the District of Columbia.

Whereas the Kansas facilities were.mostly equal, the Caurt found

significant differenabetween the quality of buildings and

equiprient.inboth the elementary and high schools of Delaware. In

South Carolina and Virginia, the Negro schools were admittedly

inferior, but the states were claiming "maimnoth efforts" toward

equalization. It would be difficult to find a group of states

with a more representative variety of segregation issues.

How the five cases Were selected was the first main question

I raised when interviewing Thurgood Marshall in April, 1967. It

might be natural to look back fifteen years to a great success and

say, "We planned it that way," since most of our memories are

selective. Not so with Mr. Marshall. The following dialogue, from

the interview transcript, reveals a modesty and preciseness which

gives a different account for this chapter of history:

DR. SPEER: I know you were key man on all the master strategy

and planning in the five centers. I don't know how deliberately

these five centers were chosen, and how much they occurred by-

accident.

PM. MARSHALL: Sheer accident. The oldest one was the

District of Columbia:..that started in the 1940's. It was still

pending in the Court of Appeals when the Supreme Court on its own
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motion brought it up. The Clarendon Comnty South Carolina case

cane about by a shift in the county line. In Prince Edward

County, Virginia the Negro kids staged a7strike on their own.

Their parents didn't even know abaat it, so there was no plan

there either. Topeka and Delaware cane along slowly by-local

effort so all five of them were accidents. The nearest one to

being planned was the District of Columbia. It hae teen festering

and festering. The others were sudden...

DR. SPEER: No plan?

IE. MARSHALL: Nene, none. The best proof of it is that once

we won the law school and the graduate school, the next case

should have been college, then high school, then elementary- school.

I-tended up that the next ease was the elementary school. Obviously

there was no plan and we were kind of peeved. We didn't want it,

but we had it.

DR. SPEE4 numean. you thought it was too soon?

MR. MARSHALL: Sure, we wanted to bring it down (by educa-

tional levels), one after the other.

Likewise, putting the najor emphasis on segregation per se

was not part of master strategy in the beginning, as Mr. Marshall

indicates in the follawing dialogue:

DR. SPEER: You say it shifted in South Carolina to segre-

gation per se?

)5t. MARSHALL: Well, me all shifted alout the same time We've

been trying to argue among ourselves when we did. We're not sure.

Wb have no record.

DR. SPEER: I remember we argued (about the relative emphasis)

in Topeka, the afternoon before the trial. The lawyers were there

and several witnesses We finally decided to tell the story-as
_

it was. The inequalities were ninor and we emphasized segregation

per se to which the Court paid a lot more attention.

MR. MARSHALL: Yes, lies. We were first figuring where we

would nake the most headway, the other way (by equalizing oppor-

tunities)...The legal section decided first (to emphasize segre-

gation per se) and then the NAACP convention sort of caught up

with us.
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Five Cases in Three Days

DR. SPEER: How did all five happen to get to the Supreme
Court simultaneously? Was this the decision of the Court?

MR. MARSHALL:- Yes.

DR. SPEER: Is this rather unusual?

MR. MARSHALL: No, not to consolidate. They are doing it

more and more. But, that's about the first time thgy pulled

one up (District of Columbia). They don't do that very often.

DR. SPEER: They don't usually have five at a time!

MR:. MARSHALL: No. Not in three days, whew!...But froin the

beginning to the end there was no plan to these eases. (32.)

Certiorari

AS noted above in Chapter Three, Justice Black and Justice

Douglas dissented on the decision to remand the South Carolina

ease so that a progress report could be made through the district

court on the equalization of facilities. These two men, regularly

on the liberal end of the bench, indicated that the real issue

was segregation per se and that this was sufficient grounds for
hearing the case, but at that stage thgy were the only two so

inclined. Four votes are required for certiorari (a.decision to

hear a ease). In an interview on January 30, 1968, Justice Douglas
told David Atkinson of the Political Science Department of the

University of Missouri at Kansas City, that the four Justices on
the Vinson court who voted for certiorari were Douglas, Black,

Burton and Minton. (18.)

As Thurgood Marshall explained, the District of Columbia ease

was not appealed. The Supreme Court todk the initiative in calling

it up for consideration with the four state cases because it had

been "festering and festering" since the 19401s.

The NAACP legal staff had succeeded in getting their cases

before the Supreme Court. A large,number of lawyers, representing
muCh of the country's leading talent, were gathered by both sides.

As an organization, the American Bar Association did not
figure in the segregation cases. Dr. Charles H. Thompson was

an active participant and, as Dean of the Howard University Graduate
School, was a close observer of the legal steps taken. He

reports in an interview:
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DR, SPEER: *What is your guess on the majority (attitude)

of the American Bar Association? Is it a matter of record?

DEAN THOMPSON: It probably is not a matter of record but
I had some concern. I knew some of the leaders...and questioned
what was goingonin one of their committees. They had existing
a civil liberties committee which did *not even take cognizance
.of this problem. I think we had earlier concluded at that point
inhistory that the Anerican Bar Association could not be called
upon for active sympathetic assistance That is not to say that
there were not several members of the American Bar Association who
were active in other organizations working with us. (Professors who
were members of the Association of American Law Schools).

DR. SPEER: The American Bar Association itself did not see
fit to do this?

DEAN THOMPSON: I think it should be said that I do not know
whether they were ever asked.

DR. SPEER: But they did not offer as a group.

DEAN THOMPSON: Vb. (38.)

I asked Dr. Harry Kalven, Jr., of the University of Chicago
Law faculty if the American Bar Association as a group had taken
a stand. He responded:

I doubt it...they are almost systematically wrong
with the issues on which they have taken stands. As
a natter of fact they have taken very few stands as
an association...I once had a student do a study on
this, the position they have taken on public issues.
It turned out to be very uninteresting. We thought
it was going to be quite exciting, but it turned out
to be uninteresting because as a natter of fact they
did not take very many positions. And for the most
part it was not very important whether they did or not.
They were not, in that sense, a dramatic policy group. (30.)

Preparation and Rehearsal

The Howard University Law School was one convenient base for
the lawyers involved in the NAACP case. Dean Thompson described
the activities there:
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6-152.1r.

I suppose there were probably fifty or sixty lawyers
who were asked to, or volunteered to be of assistance ,

...social scientists combined with lawyers, historians,
sociologists, psychologists net on at least two

occasions in New York and prepared position papers
(which were) in turn examined by those who had the
primary-responsibility for developing the briefs
our University Law School.had been active in the

final preparation which meant that we set up a nDot

court.

A few days before the case wat actUally to be argued
before the U.S. Supreme Court, we woad invite a
select group including same distinguished guests fram
District of Columbia, wbomwe had reason to believe
were objective, if not sympathetic, and they would

sit in the court. The lawyers who were going to
present the case would argue it and our students were
asked to sit in the audienee and ask questions. Same

of the toughest questions that could possibly be adked

were asked. When the attorneys couldn't answer they
would then go back into a huddle. I have knowiithe time

whenwe wrangled over the best answers to some questions
until four o'clock in the morning. But this had been

true forthe housing cases and classification cases. The

major civil rights cases that were coming up at that
time were handled in this general fashion. Of course,

the biggest effort was the school desegregation. There

were more people involved in that. (38.)

InsLillag..kmamalLkagin

Five eases of such importarice and general interest nats,rally
promised a great deal of drama before the U.S. Supreme Court. Oral
argument before the Court is not a ceremonial affair or a public

performanee. Former Supreme Court reporter for the liew York Times,
Anthony Lewis, attributes a"great deal of importance to the

arguments before the nine Justices. Be quotes Justice Harlan as
saying, "A good argument may in many cases make the difference
between, winning or losing, ED natter how good the briefs are."

(102p.162) The reader will find in the Brown v. Topeka hearings
before the Supreme Court a nudber of very pertinent questions and

comments by various Justices. Likewise, some of the mDst.effective
arguments are found in the impramptu responses of the lawyers,
especially Thurgood Marshall.

The lawyers naturally look closely for clues in anything the

Justices ask or whisper to each other. According to a story
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(maybe apocryphal), one ingenious lawyer hired a lip-reader.

Hopefully, at one point, the lawyer asked what Justice Dauglas

had whispered to a colleague. The reading was: "I wish Frank-

furter would stop talking for a fe.w minutes and give the lawyer

a chance." (2.21).68)

Mr. Carter Opens for Kansas

On December 9, 1952, a year and a half after he had'helped

plead- the ease in Topeka, Robert Carter led off for Oliver

Brown, et al, before the Supreme Court.

He stated that the substance of their argument was "that w.e

have been aeprived of the equal protection of the laws where the

statute requires appellants to attend public elementary schools on

a segregated basis. The act of segregation in and of itself denies

them equal educational opportunities which the Fourteenth Amend-

ment secures." (48.21344)

Evidence was introduced at Topeka demonstrating that segre-

gation in and of itself handicapped the Negro children and made

it impossible for them to secure equal education. Carter

emphasized that the Negro children were placed at a seriaus dis-

advantage with respect to their opportunity to learn to adjust

personally and socially in an isolation which denied them the

experience of mixing and learning with a cross section of American

society. Be stressed that segregation in Topeka relegated the

Negro to an inferior caste, lowered his level of aspiration,

instilled feelings of insecurity and inferiority, and retarded his

mental and eduaational development. For these reasons it was

impossible for the Negro children who were set apart to secure

an education which was equal to that available in the eighteen
elementary schools maintained exclusively for white children. (48.)

A Complete Shift to Segregation Per Se

As Thurgood Marshall said, "We really started out for separate

relief but it shitted in mid-air." In legal strategy, the shift

was naw complete. The NAACP lawyers were encouraged by winning the

University cases and by the strong helpful statements of opinion

fraa the courts in Kansas and Delaware. They were'well armed with

a mass of social science testimony from a score or more of highly

respected "live witnesses" wham the defense had found impossible to

counter balance. An effective statement by thirty-two more experts

was in an appendix to their brief. Thgy had found new hope in the

"equal protection" clause of the Fourteenth Amendment which Professor

Kalven described as: "Until then almost a dead letter." (30.)
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They were very well prepared to attadk race as a basis
for classification. They had decided to go the whole way.
Carter pointed out explicitly that the District Court had found
no material differences between the Negro schools and the white
schools with respect to physical facilities, educational quali-
fications of the teachers or the course of study. Carter argued
that under-the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment, no State has authority to use race as a factor in
determining educational opportunities.

The target was segregation in and of itself. Although
generally accompanied by inferior educational facilities, more
serious segregation automatically brought isolation, humiliation
and social deprivation that caused deep psychological asnoge
and many handicaps. The attack was on the basic cause, not the
superficial tangible accompaniments.

- Carter cited the paragraph from Judge Huxmants opinion which
Earl Warren was to quote in the 1954 decision:

Segregation of white and colored children in pUblic
schools has a detrimental effect upon the colored
children. Tile impact is greater when it has the
sanction of the law; for the policy of separating
the races is usually interpreted as denoting,the
inferiority of the Negro group. .,

A sense of inferiority
affects the motivation of a dhild to learn. Segre-
gation with the sanction.of law, therefore, has a
tendency to retard the educational and mental
development of Negro dhildren and 'be deprivt them
of WEB of the benefits they would receive in a
racially integrated system. (48.p.11)

The Kansas Court had felt bound to rule as it did. because of
precedent set by plesszallermso (59.) and GonK.Lum v. Rice (56.).
Carter said that IT was evident fram the courtts opinion that it was
in "confusion" and "torture" in reaching its conclusion.

Justice Burton asked Mr. Carter, "Is it your position that
there is a great deal more to the educatio.cal process even in
the elementary school than:what you read. in the books?"

NIL CARTER: Yes, sir; that is precisely the point.

JUSTICE BURTON: And it is on that basis which makes a real
difference whether it is segregated or not?
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MR. CARTER: Yes, sir. We say that the question of your
physical facilities is not enough. The constitution does note

...stop with the fact that you have equal physical facilities,

but it cavers the whole educational process.

CHIEF JUSTICE VINSON: The findings in this case did not

stop with equal physical facilites, did they?

MR. CARTER: No, sir; the findings did not stop, but went

beyond that. (48.2p.15)

The Chief Justice seemed to want to make sure that the

essence of the plaintiff argument was the evils of segregation

per se. Be asked Mr. Carter if it was faund that physical

facilities, curricula, courses of study, qualifidation and

quality of teachers, and other educational facilities in the

two sets of schools were comparable. Carter answered, Yes. The

Justice asked if the ony item of discrimination was transportation.

(The colored students mere transported by bus and the whitestudents

were not.) Carter stated that was true. But he added that the

Kansas Court had shown how segregation made educational opporTunities

inferior and "this, we thihk, is the heart of our case.", To

Chief justice Vinson's query, "That is all that yau really have

here to base your segregation issue upon?", Carter .replied, "That

is right." (48.0.18)

Educat'

Knowing the reluctance of The Supreme Court to reverse a

previous decision, even after many years had intervened, Carter

suggested a may-around for the Court. Re stated that the :Plessy

case had nothing to do with opportunities in education: All I

am saying is that you do not have to overrule "separate but

equal" at the elementary school level in deciding the Kansas case

because you have never decided that the "separate but equal" rule

applied at the elementary sdhool level.

Justice Frahkfurter adked for clarification:

JUSTICE FRANKFURTER: Are you saying that we can say that

"separate but equal" is mot a doctrine that is relevant at the

primary school level? Is that what you are saying?

Justice Douglas, perhaps mindful of the heckling habit of

l'ankfurter, intervened to answer for Carter.

JUSTICE DOUGLAS: I think you are saying that segregation may

be all right in street cars and railroad cars and restaurants, but

that is all that we have decided.
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MR. CARTER: That is the only place that you have deaded

that it is ail right.

JUSTICE DOUGLAS: And that education is different; education

is different from that.

MR. CARTER: Yes, sir.

JUSTICE DOUGLAS: That is your argument, is it not?. Isn't

that.your argument in this case?

MR. CARTER: Yes.

But Justice Frankfurter had more to say on.the point.
Segregation "was many times decided" to be within the "consti-

tutional power of state legislatures" You are quite right in

suggesting that this question explicitkvas to segregation in the

primary grades has not been adjudicatea by this Court.

He stated however, that a long course of utterances by the
Supreme.Court and lower courts were, from his point of view, almost

as impressive as a single decision. Be said he felt it necessary

to face the fact that this case dealt with a long exercise of

power not only written on. the statute books, but confirmed by

State courts as well as by expressions of the Supreme Court. Be

did not seem to feel that segregation through the years could be
considered as technically legal in transportation but not in

education. In other words, to him, there was no easy way around.

So Carter was flexible. He said earlier that he had suggested

a "narrow position" such as the Court had taken in the Sweatt

and McLaurin cases. But he was willing to suggest a more complete

alternattve if the Court preferred:

I have no-hesitancy in saying to the Court that if
they do not agree that the decision can be handed dawn
in our favor on this.(narrow) basis of this approach,
that I have no hesitancy in saying that the issue'of
"separate but equal" should be faced and ought to be
faced, and that in our-view the "separate but equal"
doctrine should be overruled. (48.,p.20-26)

The record Shows ten.more pages of argument with Mr. Carter

on the floor, Justice Frankfurter using 25% of the time.
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No Choice for KFInsas

As noted above under the Topeka Stdry (Chapter TWo), the

Board of Education did not contest the appeal and the Kansas

Attorney General's office took no steps until a communication

from the Supreme Court stated that Kansas must dtfend the

statute or concede its invalidity. As explained by Attorney John
Anderson, who later served Kansas as Attorngy General and

Governor, there was no choice because the Kansas Suprenm Court

had repeatedly upheld the statute without being overruled. The

Attorney General was obligated to defend the law of the state. (17.)

The assignment had been handed to Assistant Attorney General,

Paul Wilson. Before the U.S. Supreme Court, Wilson stated the

views of Xansas simply and briefly. "We believe that our statute

is constitutional. We do not believe it violates the Fourteenth

Amendment...our Supreme Court of Kansas specifically said so."

(48.1p.36-37) He said it was their theory that the case boiled

down simply to whether or not the "Separate but equal" doctrine was

still the law.

pjreeeEqogLIIIILF1422auggsaljlpgjsaIkgls

Justices Frankfurter, Jackson, Burton and Black raised

questions regarding the Kansas case which seemed to bear on three

principles of the philosophy of constitutional law. The questions

no doubt also set the lawyers to speculating about the possible

attitudes being revealed by the four Justices involved.

Frankfurter adked Wilson what night be the social consequences

if the Supreme Court reversed the decree relating to the Kansas

Law. Wilson replied that the consequences probably would not be

serious. The Negro population was small. The only difficulties

night be in assimilating Negro teachers and administrators into

an integrated school system.

Jackson may have been thinking ahead to eases from the South.

He asked if a heavier concentration of Negroes could affect the

problem. Wilson said that it night.

Several of the Justices asked questions that seemlito show

concern about social consequences uf a desegregation decision.

Other legal theorists insist that the Court should interpret the

constitution without regard to public sentiment or consequences.

justice Whittaker, who joined the Court later, seems to hold to

the view that the people have their only redress through the

amendment process. (39.)
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II NOilimorargroormairor

After Nilson had taken the position that the "seFerate but

equal" doctrine of the Plessy and Gong Lum cases were still the

law of the land, Justice Burton came up with a question that gave

an inkling of his belief in the "Living Constitution":

Don't you realize it is possible that within seventy-

five years the social and economic conditions and the

personal relations of the nation may have changed sothat

what may have been a valid interpretation of them

seventy-five years ago would not be a valid inter-

pretation of them constitutionally today? (48.1p.46)

Wilson said it'll' possibilit,- but he did not believe that the

record disclosed such a change. Burton replied that this might be

the difference between saying the Courts of Appeals and State

Supreme Courts had been wrong for seventy-five years. Wilson

said that until the Supreme Court overruled the Gong Lum and

Plessx doctrines they were the best guide available.

Frankfurter entered the act again on this new note:

It was not that the Courts would have to overrule those

eases, the Court would simply have to recognize, that

laws are kinetic, and some new things have happened,

not deeming those decisions wrong but bringing into

play new situations toward a new decision. (48.,1446-47)

Wilson admitted the possible validity of thir.; theory and

extended the argument of his ease on this basis. But he said

there was nothing in the findings of the Kansas Court to justify

such a conelusion. He stated that he would like to comment on

finding of fact Number 8 in the District Court of Kansas, wherein

the lower court determined generally that segregation oi7 white and

colored children in the public schools had a detrimental effect on

colored children. Be pointed out that the finding of this fact

was based on uncontested evidence. He felt it was obvious the

District Court regarded fact Number 8 as legally insignificant, and

felt the plaintiffs failed to prove they were entitled to the

relief demanded. He said the finding is immaterial as far as the

issues of the ease are concerned. "The psychological reaction

is something which is apart from the objective components of the

school system and something that the State does not have within its

power to confer upon the pupils therein...fact Number 8 is a

general finding. It does not relateto these specific appellants."

(48.)13.48)
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r.5.0.1P.141,9"-Sftftmring,.

Carter had saved a few ninutes of his time for rebuttal.
He said that inequality flowed from segregation and made
opportunities unequal in law. Justice Black raised several
questions relating to the possible grounds for the case and

finally asked: "Are you planning to attach relevance to anything
except the questionofwhether they are separate but equal?"

Finally, Mr. Carter seemed to take a hint fram friendly
Justice Black and went oa to point up alternate bases for a
decision: one on the equality of educational opportunity "as
thgy are examined by the approach of. MdLaurin and Sweatt"; another
on the illegality of race as a basis for classification. (48.,
13.50-53)

Davis and Marshall Clash on South Carolina

The chief caunsel of the five cases was the Hon. John W.
Davis for the lefenders of segregation and Thurgood Marshall
for the Negro cause. Theyconfronted each other directly in
arguing the South Carolina case before the Supreme Court.

John W. Davis for the Defense

John W. Davis was the most distinguished senior pertner of
the one-hundred-and-faur year old Mall Street law finn of Davis,
Polk, Wardwell, Sunderland and Kiendl with a professional staff of
approximately one hundred. Mr. Davis had been Governor of West
Virginia and Democratic presidential nominee of 1924. A member
of a prominent family and son of a lawyer, he had graduated fran
the Washington and Lee Law School and was admitted to the bar at
the age of twenty-two. He had been a meMber of Congress, Solicitor
Qeneral, Ambassador to England and advisar to President Wilson. at

Versailles. His law finn had the Guaranty Trust Company and J. P.

Morgan and Company among A clients.

Badk of Mr. Etvis was not only one of the country's largest
law firms but the Attorney Generals of a number of Southern states
as amicaS curiae. We can only speculate as to the amount of the
financial backing and donated services.

At the age of eighty, Mr. Davis still had the eloquence,
prestige and skill he had brought to many Suprete Court bearings.

Thurgood Marshall for the Plaintiffs

In sharp contrast to John. W. Davis as a personality, the
plaintiffs had for their chief counsel the grambon of a slave,
Thurgood Marshall, who came up the hard way.. Ape to his own
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ability and as part of the total gains of the Negro race which
he did a great deal to advance, he was to become a Federal
Judge, Solicitor General and, in 1967, an Associate Justice of
the Supreme Court.

Mr. Marshall States His Ciae

Before the Supreme Court, Thurgood Marshall first reviewed
. the South Carolina case in the District Court and emphasized that

equality of tangible facilities was not the issue:

We are saying that there is a denial of equal
protection of the laws, the legal phraseology of
the clause in the Fourteenth Amendment and not just
this point as to equality (of facilities)...
Pursuing that line, we produced expert witnesses,
who had surveyed the school situation to show the
full extent of the physical inequalities, and then
we produced (social science) witnesses. Appellees
in their brief comment that they do not think too
much of them. But they stand in the record as
umohallenged as experts in their field, and I thihk
we have arrived at the stage where the courts do
give credence to the testimony of People who are
experts in their fields.

On the question that was raised a minute ago in the
other case about whether or not there is any relevancy
to this classification on a racial basis or not...is
the testinony of Dr. Robert Redfield--I am sure the
Court will remember his testimoAy in the Sweatt case...
that there were no recognizable differences firma
racial standpoint between children, and that if there
could be such a difference that would be recognizable
and connected with education, it would be so insignia--
cant to be unworthy of anybody's consideration.

Mr. Narshall continued with the classification point:

He (Dr. Redfield) has considerable testimony along
that line. But we produced testimony to show what
we considered to be the normal tack on a classifi-
cation statute, that this Court has laid down the
rule in many cases set out in our brief, that in the
case of the object or person being classified, it
nust be shawn that there is a difference in the two,
and, also, that the state must show that that differ-
ence has a significance with the subject matter
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being legislated. The state has rade no effort up

to this date to shaw any basis for that classification

other than that it mould te unwise.to do otherwise.

Witnesses testified that segregation deterred the develop-

nent of the personalities of these chillren. Two

witnesses testified that it deprives them of equal

status in the sdhool community, that it destroys their

self-respect. Two other uitnesses testified that it

denies then full opportunity-for democratic social

development. Another witness said that it stamps him

with a badge of inferiority.

The summation of that testimony is that the Negro child-

ren have road blodks put up in their ninds as a result

of this segregation... (44.2p.4,6)

After referring to the only counter testimony offered, (that

of tup umdistinguished school men pointed out above) Mr. Marshall

went on to dhide the defense:

That is the only evidence in the record for the

appellees here. They wanted to put in the speech

of Professor Odom, and they were refused the right

to put the speech in, because, after all, Professor

Odom was right across, in North Carolina, and could

have been called as a witness.

So here we have a record that has made no effort what-

soever--no effort whatsoever--to support the legis-

lative determinations of the State of South Carolina.

And this Court is being asked to uphold those statutes,

the statute and the constitutional provision because

of two reasons. One is that these matters are legis-

lative natters, as to whether or not we are going to

have segregation. For example, the najority of the

court in the first hearing said, speaking of equality

under the Fourteenth Amendment, "How this shall be

done is a natter fbr the school authorities and not

for the court, so long as it is done in good.faith and

equality-of facilities is efered."

Again the court said, in Chief Judge Parker's opinion:

"We think, however, that segregation of the races in

the public schools, so long as equality of rights is

preserved, is a matter of legislative policy for the

several states,.with which the Federal courts are

powerless to interfere."



So here we have the unique situation of an asserted
Federal right which has been declared several times
by this Court to be personal and present, being set

aside on the theory that it is a matter for the
state legislature to decide, and it is not for this

Court. And that is directly contrary to every opinion

of this Court.

In each instance where these natters come up in what,

if I say "sensitive" field, or whatever I am talking

about, civil rights, freedom of speech, et cetera--

at all times they have this position. The majority

of the people wanted the statute; that is how it was

passed.

There are always respectable people who can be

quoted as in support of a statute. But in each

case, this Court has nade its own independent deter-
mination as.to whether that statute is valid. Yet

in this case, the Court is urged to give blanket appro-

val that this field of segregation, and if I may say,
this field of racial segregation, is purOy to be left

to the states, the direct opposite of what the Fourteenth

Amendment was passed for, the direct opposite of the

intent of the- Fourteenth Amendment and the framers of

it. (44.ip.9-10)

A little later, reference was made to Elkinsonv. Daiesseline

of 1823:

..a ease involving the statute of South Carolina,

which provided that where free Negroes came in on a

ship into Charleston,they had to put them in, jail as

long as the ship was there and then put them back on

the ship--and it was argued...that this was necessary_

to protect the people of South Carolinal.and the
majority must have wanted it and it was adopted.

Mr. Justice Johnson's Supreme Court opinian in thiscase was

quoted in part:

BUt to all this the Plea of necessit,- is urged; and of

the existence of that necessitY we are told the state

alone is to judge. Where is this to land us? Is it

not asserting the right in each state to tbrow off the

Federal Constitution and its will and pleasure? If it

can be done as to any particular article it may be done

as to all; and, like the old confederation, the Union

becomes a mere rope of sand.
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There is a lot of other language and other opinions,

but I think that this is very significant. (44.2p.11 -12)

Chief Justice Vinson asked several questions dealing with

the various elementS involved in equality. Mr. Mhrshall went

back to the McLaurin and Sweatt cases:

Of course, those decisions were limited to the grad-

uate and professional schools. But we took the

position that the rationale, if your please, or the

principle, to be stronger, set out in those cases

would apply just as well down the line provided evi-.

dence could be introduced which would show.the same

type of injury.

That is the type of evidence we produced, and we

believed that on the basis of that testimony, the

District Court should properly have held that in

the area of elementary and high sdhools, the same

type of injury was pTesent as would be present in the

McLaurin or the Sweatt case.

However, the Elstrict Court held just to the contrary,

and said that there was a significant difference bet-

ween the two. That is, in the Sweatt case it was a

matter of inequality, and in the McLaurin ease, McLaurin

was subject to such humiliation, et cetera, that nobody

should put up with it, whereas in this ease, we have

positive testimony from Dr. Clark that the humiliation

that these children have been going through is the

type of injury to the minds that will be permanent as

long as they are in segregated schools, not theoretical

injury, but actual injury.

We believe that-on the basis of that, on that narrow

point of Sweatt and McLaurin--on that I say, sir, that

we do not have to get to ElessyaEaguson; we do not

have to get to any other case, if we lean right on these

two cases--we believe that there is a broader Issue

involved in these two cases, and despite the body of

the law, Plessy2.4.12Emson, Gong Lum v. Rice, the

statement of Chief Justice Hughes in the Gaines case,

some of the language in the Omming case, even though

not applicable as to here--we also believe that there

is another body of law, and that is the body of law on

the Fifth Amendment cases, on the Japanese exclusion

cases, and the Fourth Amendment case, language that was



in Nixon v. Herndon, where Mr. Justice Holmes said

that the states can do a lot of classifying that no-

body can see any reasons for, but certainly it can not

go contrary to the Fourteenth Amendement; then the

language in the Skinner case, the language of Mr.

Justice Jackson in his concurring opinion in the Edwards

case.

So on both the Fourteenth Amendment and the Fifteenth Amend-

ment, this Court has repeatedly said that these distinctions on a

racial basis or on a basis of ancestry-are odiaus and invidious,

and these decisions, I think, are entitled to just as much weight

as Pjessz...a_l_e_erson or gonLunu.ee. (44.,p.14-15)

Mr. Marshall's point was later picked up by-Earl Warren and

stated with even greater emphasis in the final decision:

Such considerations apply with added force to child-

ren in grade'and high schools. To separate them

from others of similar age and qualifications solely

because of their race generates a feeling of inferiority

as to their status in the community that may affect their

hearts and minds in a way umlikely ever to be undone. (49.)

"Abstract Starting Point of Natural Law"---Frankfurter,

justice Frankfurter interrupted the discussion on proper

basis for classification:

JUSTICE FRANKFRUTER: Then you have to face the fact that

this is not a question to be decided by an abstmact starting

point of natural, law, that you cannot have segregation. If we

start with that, of course, we will end with that.

WIL. MARSHALL: I do not know of any other proposition, sir,

that we could consider that would say that because a person who

is as white as snow with baue eyes and blond hair has to be set

aside.

JUSTICE FRANKFURTER: Do you think that is the case?

MR. MARSHALL: Yes, sir. The law of South 0..,olina applies

that way.

JUSTICE FRANKFURTER: Do you think that this law was passed

for the same reason that a law would be passed prohibiting blue-

eyed dhildren from attending public schools? You would permit

all blue-eyed children to go to separate schools? You think that

this is the case?
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MR. MARSHALL: No, sir, because the blue-eyed people in the
United States never had the badge of slavery which was perpetuated
in the statutes.

Then Justice Frankfurter jumped to "the facts of life" and
the inescapable sociological consequences of desegregation:

JUSTICE FRANKFURTER: Do you really think it helps us not to
-recognize that behind this are certain facts of life, and the
question is whether a legislature can address itself to these facts
of life in despite of or within the Fourteenth Amendment, or
whether, whatever the facts of life night be, where there is a
vast congregation of Negro population as agintOrthe states where
there is not, whether that is an irrelevant consideration? Cam'
you escape facing those sociological facts, W. Marshall?

MR. MARSHALL: No, I cannot escape it. But if I did fail to
escape it, I would have to throw completely aside the personal
and present rights of those individuals.

JUSTICE FRANKFURTER: No, you would not. It does not follow
because you cannot make certain classifications, you cannot make
some classifications.

MR. MARSHALL: But the personal and present right that I
have to be considered like any other citizen of Clarendon County,
South Carolina, is a right that has been recognized by this Caurt
over and over again. And so far as the appellants in this case
are concerned, I cannot consider it sufficient to be relegated to
the legislature of South Carolina where the record in this Caart
shows their consideration of Negroes, and I speak specifically of
ths primary cases...I think that when an attack is made on, a
statute on the ground that it is an unreasonable classification,
and competent, recognized testimony is produced, I think then the
least that the state has to do is to produce something to defend
their statutes.

JUSTICE FRANKFURTER: I follow you when you talk that way.

MR. MARSHALL: That is part of the argument, sir. (44.,p.17719)

The above dialogue is a typical example of Mr. Marshall's
cleverness in taking a profound or perhaps ambiguous question by
Justice Frankfurter and turning it iniv: a simple clinching argu-
ment that even won the agreement of the "little Justice" himself.'

1Felix Frankfurter was five feet, five.
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Immediately following is another example of a clear answer
to a not-so-clear question of formal logic:

JUSTICE FRANKFURTER: But when you start, as I say, with the
conclusion that you cannot have segregation, then there is no
problem. If you start with the conclusion of a problem, there is
no problem.

MR. MARSHALL: Mr. Justice Frankfurter, I was trying to
make three different points. I said that the first one was
peculiarly narrow, under the MoLaurin and the Sweatt decisions.
Thesecaad point was that on a classification basis, these statutes
were bad. The third point was the broader point, that racial
discrimination in and of itself is invidious. I consider it as
a three-pronged attadk. Any one of the three would be sufficient
for reversal. (44.,p.20)

Near the end of his allotted time, Mr. Marshall began to
summarize by saying:

So what do we have in the record? We have testi-
mony of physical inequality. It is admitted. We
have the testimony of experts as to the exact
harm which is inherent in segregation wherever it
occurs. (44.,p.23)

But Justice Frankfurter was concerned about how-school district
lines m.ight be drawn in case of desegregation in South Carolina,
whether there might be gerrymandering and the development-of
Negro ghettos. Bis fears were somewhat prophetic:

JUSTICE FRANKFURTER: I think that nothing would be worse
than for this Court --I am exPressing my oawn opinion--nothing would

be worse, from my point of view, than for this Caart to nake an
abstract declaration that segregation is bad and then have it
evaded by tricks'; (44.113.25)

When Justice Frakfurter asked for a "spelling out" of what
might happen, Mr. Marshall said:

I think, sir, that the decree wuuld be entered Which
would enjoin the school officials fran, one, enforcing
the statute; two, fram segregating on the basis of
race or color. Then I think whatever district lines
they drew, if it can be shown that those lines are
drawn on the basis of race or color, then I thidk they
would violate the injunction. If the lines are drawn
on a natural basis, without regard to race or color,
then I think that nobody would have any complaint.

(44.,13.25)
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With his opponent, John W. Davis, coming up, W. Marshall

said he would like to save his remaining fifteen minutes for

rebuttal.

Mr. Davis Refutes and Presents

Mr. Daviy opened by saying:

If the appellants' construction of the Fourteenth

Amendment.should prevail here...I am unable to see

why a state would have any further right to segre-

gate its pupils on the ground of sey:or on the

ground of age or on the ground of mental capacity.

If it may classify it for OM purpose on the basis

of admitted facts, it may, according to my conten-

tion, classify it for others,

A few minutes earlier, Marshall had said:

In the brief for the appellees in this case and

the argument in the lower court, I have yet to hear

anyone cay that they-denied that these children are

harmed by reason of this segregation. Nobody

deitftthat, at least up to now. So there is a

grant, I should assume, that segregation in and

of itself harms these children. (44.,p.23)

This would seem to be a direct challenge for John W. Davis.

BUt he took up three other prepared points first: the rapid

progress being made in equalizing facilities; the intent of the

Fourteenth Amendment (which the Court concluded was a futile

argument the following year); and finally,'the issue was one of

legislative concern, not judicial;

Before closing his detailed description of the great effort

made by South Carolina to equalize facilities, Nr. Davis asked

Mr. Marshall to take full cognizance of the real consequences of

his redistricting program:

(Im) the district here in controversy, there are now,

speaking of the report of last-March, 2,799 registered

Negro students and 295 registered white students. In

other words, the proportion between the Negroes and the

whites is about in the ratio of 10 to 1. And whether

discrimination is to be abolished by introducing 2,800

Negro students in the schools now occupied by the whites,

or conversely introducing 295 whites into the sdhools

now occupied by 2,800 Negroes, the reault in either event

is one which one cannot contemplate with entire equanimity.

(44.0.40)
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MY. Davis called his second point, dealing with the inter-
pretation of the Fourteenth Amendment, "the crux of the case." He
apologized for using only five pages in the brief for so important
an argument. He gave two reasons for its brevity:

The first is that the opinion of Judge Parker rendered
below is so cogent and complete that it seems impossible
to add anything to hie reasoning. The second is,
perhaps more compelling at the moment, that your Honors
have so often andgn recentlydealt with this subject
that it would be a work of a supererogation to remind
you of the cases in which you have, dealt with it or to
argue with you, the authors, the meaning and scope of
the opinions you have emitted.

But if, as lawyers or judges, we have ascertained the
scope and bearings of the equal protection clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment, aur duty is done. The rest
must be left to those who dictate public policy, and
not to courts.

How should we approach it? I use the language of the
court: "An amendment to the Constitution should be
read, " you have said, "in a sense most obvious to the
common understanding at the time of its adoption, for
it was for public adoption that it was proposed."

Still earlier youjiave said: "It is the duty of the
interpretation to place obrselves as nearly as possible
in the condition of those who framed the instrument."

Justice Burton had a question:

J1JSTICE13URTON: What is your answer, Mr. Davis, to the
suggestion mentioned yesterday that at that time the conditions and
relations between the two races were such that what night have been
unconstitutional then would not be um.constitutional now?

MIL DAVIS: NY answer,to that is that changed conditions may
affect policy, but changed conditions cannot broaden the termin-
ology of the Constitution, the thought is an administrative or a
political question, and not a judicial one.

JUSTICE BURTON: But the Constitution is a living document
that must be interpreted in relation to the facts of the time in
which it is interpreted. Did we not go through with that in
connection with child labor cases, and so forth?
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ER. DAVIS: Oh, well, of course, changed canditions may
bring things within the.scope of the Constitution which were not
originally contemplated, and of that perhaps the aptest illustra-

tion is the interstate commerce clause.

Justice Frankfurter pushed for a camparison:

JUSTICE FRANKFURTER: Mr. Davis, do you think that "equal" is

a less fluid term than "commerce between the states"?

Wt. DAVIS: Less fluid?

JUSTICE FRANKFURTER: /es.

YR. DAVIS: I have not compared the two on the point of

fluidity.

JUSTICE FRANKFURTER: Suppose you do it now.

ER. DAVIS: I am uot sure that I can approach it in just'

that sense.

JUSTICE FRANKFURTER: The problem behind my question is what-

ever the phrasing of it would be.

ER. DAVIS: That what is unequal today may be equal tomorrow,

or vice versa?

JUSTICE FRANKFURTER: That is it.

MR. DAVIS: That might be. I should not philosophize abaut

it. But the effort in which I am now engaged is to show how
those who submitted this amendment and those who adopted it
conceded it to be, and what their conduct byway of interpretation
has been since its ratification in 1868.

JUSTICE FRANKFURTER: What you are saying is, that as a matter
of history, history puts a gloss upon "equal" which does not per-

mit eliminatian or admixture of white and colored in this aspect

to be introduced?

101. DAVIS: Yes, I am saying that.

JUSTICE FRANKFURTER: That is what you are saying?

MR. DAVIS: Yes, I am saying that. I am saying that equal
protection in the minds of the Congress of the United States did
not contemplate mixed schools as a necessity. I am saying that, and
I rest on it, thouel. I shall not go further into the congressional
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history.on this subject, because my brother Korman speaking
for the Edstrict of Columbia will enter.that phase of it.

It is true.that in the ConstittitwaVof the United States
there is no equal protection clause. It is true that the Four-
teenth Amendment was addressed primarily to the states. But it
is inconceivable that the Congress which submitted it would have
forbidden the states to employ'an educational scheme which
Congress itself was persistent in employing in the District of
Columbia...

What does this Court say? I repeat, I shall not undertake
to interpret for your Honors the scope and weight of your own
opinions. In Messy- V. Ferguson, Cumming v. Richmond County
Board-of Education, Gong Lum v. Rice, Maria College v. Kentucky,
Sipuel v. Board of Regents, Gaines v. Canada, Sweatt v. Painter,
and McIaurin v. Oklahoma, and there may be others, for all:I know,
certainly this Caurt has spoken in the most clear and ruriTT.Istakable

terms to the effect that this segregation is not unlawful. I
am speaking for those with wham I am associated.

We find nothing in the latest cases that modifies that
doctrine of "separate but equal" in the least. Sweatt v. Painter
and similar eases were decided solely on the basis of inequality,
as um think, and as we believe the Court intended.

It is a little late, said the court below, after this question
has been presuned to be settled for 90 years- -it is a little late
to argue that the question is still at large.

I want to read just one of Xudge Parke/its sentences on that.
Said he:

It is hardly reasonable to suppose that legislative
bodies over so wide a territory, including the Congress
of the United States and great judges of high courts,
have knowingly defied the Constitution for so long a
,period or that they have acted in ignorance of the
meaning of its provisions. Constitutional principle
is the sam4ow that it has been throughout this
period, and if conditions have changed so that
segregation is no longer wise, this is a matter for
the legislatures and not for the courts.

Members of the judiciary, it goes on to say, have ED
more right to read their ideas of sociology into the
Constitution than their ideas of economics. (44.1p-41-47)
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Mr. Dtvis and the Experts

Then Mr. Davis turned to the expert testimony:

"We have the uncontradicted testimony of expert witnesses

that segregation is hurtful, and in their opinion hurtful to the

children of both races, both colored and white. These witnesses

-severally described themselves as professors, associate professors,

assistant professors, and one describes herself as a lecturer and

adviser on curricula. I an not sure exactly what that means.

I did not impugg the sincerity of these learned gentlemen

and lady. I am quite sure that they believe that they are

expressing valid opinions on their subject. But there are two

things notable about them. Not a one of them is under any official

duty in the premises whatever; not a one of them has had to con-

sider the welfare of the people for whom they are legislating

or whose rights they were called on to adjudicate. And only one

of them professes to have the slightest knowledge of conditions in

the states where separate schools are now being-maintained. Only

one of them professes any knowledge of the conditions within the

seventeen segregating states.

...I am tempted to digress with the professors because I am

discussilig the weight and pith of this testimony, which is the

reliance of the plaintiff's here to turn bedk this enormous weight

of legislative and judicial prece4*-irt on this subject. I may

have been unfortunate, or I may have been careless, but it seems

to me that much of that-which is handed around. under the name of

social science is an effort on the part of the scientist to

rationalize his own preconcpetions. They-find usually, in my

limited observation, what they go out to find.

One of these witnesses, DV. Krech, speaks of a severed school,

gives, as he says, "what we call in our lingo environmental

support for the b'elief that Negroes are in same way different from

and inferior to white people, and that in turn, or course,

supports and strengthens beliefs of racial differenoes, of racial

inferiority."

I ran across a sentence the other,day which somebody said who

was equally as expert as Dr. Krech in the "lingo" of the craft. He

destiblittmuch of the social science as "fragmentary expertise

based on an examined presupposition," whidh is about as scientific

language as ym.can use, T suppose, but seems to be entirely

descriptive...

You have often heard it said that"an ounce of experience is

worth a pound of theory." (44.,p.50-53)
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After referring briefly to the several witnesses called for
the defense in South Carolina, Mr. Davis turned to a statement of
sympathy for the Negro child:

Let me read a sentence or two from Dr. W.E.B. DuBois.
I may be wrong about this, but I Should think that he
has been perhaps the most constant and vocal opponent
of Negro oppression of any of his race in the country.
'Says be:

It is difficult to think of anything more important
for the development of a people than. proper training
for their children; and yet I have repeatedly seen
wise and loving colored parents take infinite pains to
force their little children into schools where the
white children, white teachers, and white parents
despised and resented the dark child, made mock of it,
neglected or bullied it, and literally rendered its
life a living hell. Such parents want their children
to nfightn this thing out--but, dear God, at what
a cost.

He goes on:

We shall get a finer, better balance of spirit;
an infinitely more capable and rounded personality
by putting children in schoolt where they are wanted,
and where they are happy and inspired, than in thrust-
ing -them into hells were they are ridiculed and hated.

If this question is a judicial question, if it is to be
decided on the varying opinions of scholars, students, writers,
authorities, and what you will, certainly it cannot be said -that
the testimony will be all one way. Certainly it cannot be said
that a legislature conducting its public schools in accordance
with the wishes of its people--it cannot be said that they are
acting merely by caprice or by racial prejudice.

Says judge Parker, again:

The questions thus presented are not questians of
constitutional right but of legislative policy,
which nust be formulated, not in vacuum or with
doctrinaire disregard of existing conditions, but
intteistic approadh to the situations to which it
is to be applied.
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Once more, your Honors, I might say, what underlies this

whole question? What is the great national and federal policy

on this matter? Is it not a fact that the very strength and

fiber of our'federal system is local self-government in those

matters for which local action is dompetent? Is it not of all

the activites of government the one whidh most nearly appraadhes

the hearts and minds of people, the question of the education of

their young?

Is it not the height of wisdom that the manner in which that

shall be conducted dhOuld be left to those most immediately

affected by it and that the wishes of the parents, both white and

colored, should be ascertained before their children are forced

into what may be unwelcome contact?

I respectfully submit to the Court, there is no reason

assigned here why this Court or any other should reverse the

findings of 90 years. (44.0.50-55)

Mr. Nbrshall Sums Up in Rebuttal

John W. Davis dlosed his argument hy saying, "There is no

reason assigned here why this Court or any other should reverse

the findings of ninety yars."

Thurgood Marshall opened his rebuttal by-noting the present

conditions restating from those ninety-years. In contrast to

the rhetorical eloquence and traditional approach of JohnIi.

Davis, Thurgood Mar6hall uses simple and direct logic, tying the

Negro cause closely to the Fourteenth-Amendment and its recent

interpretations. It is best to let him speak for himself:-

(EMphasis added)

MR. MARSHALL: May it please the Court, so far as the

appellents are concerned in this case, at this point it seems to

me that the significant factor running through all these argu-

ments up to this point is that for sone reason, which is atill

unexplained, Negroes are taken out of the main stream of

American life in these states

There is nothing involved in this case other than race

and color, and I do not need to go to the background of the

statutes or anyihing else. I just read the statutes, and they

say, "White and colored."

While we are talking about the feelings of the people in

South Carolina, I think we must onceagain emphasize that under

our form of government, these individual rights of minority .
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people are not to be left to even the most nature judgment of
the majority of the people, and that the only testing ground as
to whether or not individual rights are congerned is in this
Court.

If I might digress just for a moment, on this question
of the will of the people of South Ca-rolina, if Ralph Bunch
were assigned to South Carolina, his children would have to go to
a Jim Crow school. No matter haw great anyone becomes, if he
happens to have been born a Negro, regardless of Ids color, he
is relegated to that school.

Now, when we talk of the reasonablesness ct this legislation,
the reasonableness, the reasonableness of the Constitution of
South Carolina, and when we talk about the large body of judicial
opinion in this case, I respectfully remind the Court that the
exact same argument was made in the Sweatt case, and the brief-
in the Sweatt case contained, not only the same form, but the
exact same type of appendix showing all the ramifications of the
several decisions which hadnxrvaea> upheld segregated education.

I also respectfully remind the Court that in the Sweatt case,
as to the public policy of the State of Texas, they also filed a
public opinion poll of Texas shawing that by far the majority of
the people of Texas at this late date wanted segregation.

I do not believe that that body of law has any more place in
this case than it had in the Sweatt Case. (44.ip.55-56)

Insofar as the argument about the states having a right to
classify students on the basis of sex, learpingability, et cetera,
I do not know whether they do or not, but I do believe that if it
could be shown that they were unreasonable, they would fall, too,
that any of the actions of the state administrative officials that
affect any classification must be tested by the regular rules set
up by this Court.

So we in truth and' in fact have what I consider to be the
main issue ia this case. They claim that our expert witnesses
and all that we have produced are a legislative argument at best,
that the witnesses were not too accurate, and were the run-of-the-
mill scientific witnesses.

But I think if it is true that there is a large body of
scientific evidence on the other'side, the place to have produced
that was in the District Court, and I do not believe that the
State of South Carolina is unable to produce such Witnesses for
financial or other reasons.
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A qmstion on Witnesses

JUSTICE FRANKFURTER: Can we not take judicial notice of

things by people who comoetently deal with these problems? Can_

I not take judicial notice of Myrdalls book without having hiM

called as a witness?

MR. MARSHALL: Yes, sir. But I think when yoa take judicial

notice of Gunnar Myrdalfs book, we have to read the matter, and

not take portions out of context. Gunnar Myrdalfs whole book is

against the argument.

JUSTICE FRANKFURTER: That is a different point. I am

merely going to the point that in these matters this Court takes

judicial notice of accredited writings, and it does not have to

call the writers as witnesses. How to inform the judicial mind,

as you know, is one of the most complicated problems. It is

better to have witnesses, but I did not know that we could not

read the works of competent writers.

ER. MARSHALL: Mr. Justice Frankfurter, I did not say that it

was bad. I said that it would have been better if they had pro-

duced the witnesses so that we would have had an opportunity to

cross-examine and test their conblusions.

For example, the authority of Hodding Carter, the particular

article quoted, was a magazine article of a newspaperman answering

another newspaperman, and I know of nothing further removed fran

scientific work than'one newspaperman answering another.

JUSTICE FRANKFURTER: I .am not going to take issue with you on

that.

MR. MARSHALL: No sir. But it seems to re that in a case like

this that the only way tharSouth Carolina, under the test set forth

in this ease, can sustain that statute is to show that Negroes as

Negroes--allNegroes--are different fran everybody else.

JUSTICE FRANKFURTER: Do you think it would make any difference

to our problan if this record also contained the testimony of six

professors from other institutions who gave contrary or qualifying

testimony? Do you think we would be in a different situation?

MR. MARSHALL: You would, sir, but I do not believe that there

are any experts in the country who would so testify. And the body

of law is that even the witnesse.s, for example, who testified in

the next case coming up, the Virginia case, all of them admitted

that segregation in and of itself was harmful. They said that
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the relief would not 1,erte break down segregation. But I
know of no scientist-, that has made any study, whether he be

anthropologist or sociologist, who does not admit that segregation

harms the child.

Frankfurter A ain Asks About Social Conse uences

JUSTICE FRANKFURTER: Yes. But what the consequenees of the

-proposed remedy are, is relevant to the problem.

MR. MARSHALL: I think sir, that the consequences of the

removal of the remedy-are a legislative and not a judicial argu-

ment, sir. I rely on Buchanan v. Viarley, where this Court said

that insofar as this is a tough problem, it was tough, but the

solution was not to deprive people 'of the constitutional rights...

JUSTICE FRANKFURTER: Of course, if it is written into the

Constitution, then I do not care about the evidence. If it is

in the Constitution, then all the testimony that you introduced

is beside the point, in general.

MR. MARSHALL: I think, sir, that so far as the decisions of

this Court, this Court has repeatedly said that you cannot use

race as a basis of classification.

JUSTICE FRANKFURTER: Very well. If that is a settled
constitutional-doctrine, then I do not care what any associate

or full professor in sociology tells me. If it is in the

Constitution, I do not care about what they say. But the question

is, is it in the Constitution!?

ER. MARSHALL: This Court has said just that on other occasions.

Theysaid it in the Fifth Amendment eases, and they also said it

in some of the Fourteenth Amendment cases, going back to Mr. Justice

Holmes in the first primary case in Nixon v. Herndon. And I also

think--I have no doubt in my mind--that this Court has said that

these rights are present, and if all of the people in the State

of South Carolina and most of the Negroes still wanted segregated

schools, I understand the decision-of this Court to be that any
individual Negro has a right, if it is a constitutional right, to

assert it, and he has a right to relief at the time he asserts that

right.

JUSTICE FRANKFURTER: Certainly. Any single individual, just

one, if his constitutional rights are interfered with, can COBB to

the bar of this Court and clain it.

PEL MARSHALL: les, sir.
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JUSTICE FRANKFURTER: But what we are considering and what
you are considering is a question that is here for the very first
time.

MR. MARSULL: I agree, sir. And I think that the only issue
is to consider as to whether or not that individual or small
group, as we have here, of appellants,that their constitutionally
protected rights have to be weighed over against what is consi-
dered to be the public policy of the State of South Carolina,

and if what is considered to be the public
policy 'of the State of South Carolina runs contrary to the rights
of that individual, then the public policy of South Carolina,
this Court, reluctantly or otherwise, is obaiged to saYthat this
policy has runup against the Fourteenth Amendement, and for that
reason his rights bave to be affirmed.

But I for one think--and the record shows, and there is some
material cited in sone of the amicus briefs in the Kansas case--
that all of these productions of things that were going to happen,
they have never happened. And I for one do not believe that the
people in South Carolina or these southern states are lawless
people.

But we do know, and the authorities cited in the Government's
brief in the Henderson case, and, if you will remember, in the
law professor's brief in the Sweatt case --the authorities were
collected to show that the effect of this has been to place upon
the Negroes this badge of inferiority. (44. 2P -58-64)

Justice Reed raised several familiar questions amdigri
Marshall showed some clever footwork in answering them:

JUSTICE REED: In thelLegislatures, I suppose there is a
group of people, at least in the South, who would say that segre-
gation in the schools was to avoid racial friction.

MR. MARSHALL: Yes, sir. Until today, there is a good-sized
body of public opinion that would say that, and I would say res-
pectable public opinion.

JUSTICE REED: Even in that situation, assuming, then, that
there is a disadvantage to the segregated group, the Negro group,
does the Zegislature have to weigh as between the disadvantage of
the segregated group and the advantage of the maintenanoe of law

and order?
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MR. MARSHALL: I think that the Legislature should, sir.

Ett I think/ considering thegegislatures, that we have to bear

in mind that I know of no Negro legislator in any of these Otates,

and I do not know whether they consider the Negrols side or not.

It is just a fact. BUt I assume that these are people who will

say that it was and is necessary, and my-answer to that is, even

if the Concession is made that it vas necessary in 1895, it is not

necessary now because people have grown up and understand each

other.

They are fighting together and living together. For

example, today they are working together in other places. AB

a result of the ruling of this Court, they are going together

on the higher level. just how far it goes--I think when we

predict what might happen, I know in the South where I spent most

of my time, you will see white and colored kids going dawn the

road together to sdhool. They separate and go to different

schools, and they come out and they play together. I do not see

why there would necessarily be any trouble if they went to sdhool

together.

JUSTICE REED: I am not thinking of trouble. I am thinking

of whether it is a problem of legislation or of the judiciary.

MR. MARSHALL: I think, sir, that the ultimate authority for

the asserted right by an individual in a minority group is in

a body set aside to interpret our Constitution, Whidh is our

Court.

JUSTICE REED: Undoubtedly that passes on the litigation.

MR. MARSHALL: Yes, sir.

JUSTICE REED: But where there are disadvantages and

advantages, to be weighed, I take it that it is a legislative

problem.

lgt. MARSHALL: In so far as the State is concerned, in so

far as the majority of the people are concerned. But in so far as

the minority--

JUSTICE REED: The itates have the right to weigh the advan-

tages and the disadvantages of segregation, and to require

equality of employment, for instance?

1411. MARSHALL: Yes, sir.

JUSTICE REED: I thihk that each itate has teen given that

authority ty decisions of this Court.
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MR. MARSHALL: And sons States have, and others have net. I

think that is the main point ia this case, as to what is best

for the majority of the people in the States'. I have no

doubt--1 think I am correct--that that is a legislative peliey

for the &tatejtkegislature.

But the rights of the minorities, as has been our whole

. forinstnmjAystedbour Constitution, amd

the ultimste authorit for determinin: that is this Court. I

think that is the real differenee. (Emphasis Added

As to whether or net 1, as an individual, am bang deprived

of my right is not legislative, but judicial.

THE CHIEF JUSTICE: Thank you.

MR. MARSHALL: Thank you, sir. (44.5p.66-68)

!ix inia

After the arguments made before the Supreme Court in the

Kaasas and South Carolina cases, coverage of the Virginia and

Delaware cases are relatively less important for the scope of

this study. Few najor points were made that were not included

at the district court level. Neither of the last two hearings

seemed to maintain the general interest oii) dramatic level of

the first twe. Since the District of Columbia ease was called

up without a full hearing in a lower court it was argued only

before the Supreme Caurt and that was.reviewed in Chapter Six.

kILITIAILELsPf the VAE.Eink Case

The question of a class suit came up in the Virginia hearing:

JUSTICE REED: This is not a.class suit is it?

MR. ROBINSON: Yes, it is: Yes, Your Honor. We breught it

as a class suit on behalf of all Negroes similarkiyinvelved.

Later Justin Moore, representing the Board of Education of

Prince Edward County peinted out to the court that the Virginia

ease was unique in two distinct ways:

BUt we also found in comparing and getting the benefit of

the Kansas and the South Carolina cases, which has just been

heard, that these appellants had laid all this great stress on

what they call the psyehological issue. But we also found that

there was quite a conflict of opinion among the experts on that

matter/
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So we undertook to prepare a full record, and your Honor;;
would find, when you browse through this record that you have,
instead of, as in the Kansas case where all of these teachers
and educators and psychologists testified on one side, and in
the South Carolira case on the appellants' side--you find a
great array of very distinguished persons who testified in the
Virginia case in direct conflict on this crucial question of
fact.

So the first distinctive feature is the fuller record.

The second distinctive feature is the difference in the
findings of the Court.

The Court, in contrast to the Kansas ease, tased upon the
historical background in Virginia and upon all this evidence,
faund on the crucial questions which these gentlemen had stressed
so much that they failed to prove their case, even on that point.

That is one of the main distinctive features in this case.

There also will be presented the difference as compared to
the Kansas case, as to the great impact that wouldiresult in
Virginia from a sudden elimination of segregation.° (52.0.31)

The testimony of the two groups of witnesses was dealt with
above. Mr. Moore attacked the testimony of Dr. Chein, especially.

One of the most interesting witnesses was Dr. Chein.
Be has written a great deal on this subject, and he
testified as to a questiommire that he had sent out
to some 850 social scientists, he said, asking them
two main questions: first, as to whether or not im
their view segregation was harmful to those segre-
gated; secondly, was it harmful to those who did not
segregate, and he said that the replies'he got were
same 500, and that some 90 per cent of the people
who answered said that it was.bad en both groups.

We showed on cross-examinatian and otherwise that
there were some six or eight thousand persans who
were eligible to have that questionnaire sent to
them; we showed that only thirty-two came fran south
of the Mason and Dixon line, and he was unatae to
show a single one fromVirginia, and what you wind
up with iS that you get a statement in the air as
sort of a moral principle--it is kind of a religious
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statement that you got- -that, in principle or in
theory, in the abstract that segregation is a bad
thing to have

We say it does not mean a thing ex.cept as a natter
,O.1 stating something in the abstract. You might
as well be talking about the Sermon on the Mount
or something like that, that it would be better--

JUSTICE FRANKFURTER: It is supposed to be a good document.

MR. MOORE: Well, I say you might as well be asking people
whether it is desirable for everybody to try to live according
to the Sermon on the Mount as to ask them the kind of questions
that they had put to them.

Now, let us look far a nament at the experts we called. We
had eight people who testified, who mere especially familiar with
conditions in Virginia and in the South.

We started at the lower-level. with the superintendent of
education, Mr. M.cIlwaine, who had been the superintendent for
over thirty years in that very area.

We then moved up to the next level. We took the present
superintendent of education of the state, Dr. Howard; we took the
superintendent,- Dr. Lancaster.

Then we moved up to the university level. We todk Dr. Stiles,
who has had this broad knowledge and experience all over the
country, as the head of the department of education.;. (52.ip.52-53),

Among his own experts, Mr. Moore referred to Dr. inry
Garrett as his "Star Witness":

--our friends like to chide us with the fact that
our star witness was Dr. Garrett- -they would have
given their right eye to have gotten Dr. Garrett.
He happened to be the teacher in Columbia of two
of their experts, the veryDr. Clark who made these
doll tests, and who studied under Dr. Garrett.

Dr. Garrett, it so happened, was born and raised
very near this very place where this ontroversy
arose in Virginia. He was educated in the Richmond
pullic schools andat the University of Richmond,
and then he went on to ColuMbial and finished his
gniduate work, and for years has been a leading
professor of psychology, years the head of the
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department of psychology, with some twenty-five
professors and assistant professors under him,
with wide e):perience as an adviser to the War
Department in connection with the psychological
tests among soldiera during the war.

I have not timeoy time is going by so fast, I
see it is aImost gone--and I must read you one or
two things about 'at Dr. Garrett said about this
thing.

Be said this. said:

"What I have said was that in the State of Virginia,
in the year 1952, given equal facilities, that I
thought, at the high school level,the Negro child
and the white child-Who seem to be forgotten most
of the time--could get better education at the
high school levelin separate schools, given those
two qualifications: equal facilities and the state

of nind in Virginia at the present time.

"If a Negro dhild goes to a school as well-equipped
as that of his white neighbor, if he had teachers of

his own race and friends of his own race, it seems to
ne that he is much ler- likely to develop tensions,
animosities, and hostilities, than if you put him into

a, mixed school where, in Virginia, inevitably he will be

a minority graup."

Then he says again:

nIt seems to me that.in the State of Virginia today,
taking into account the temper of itt, ,..-sople, its

nores, and its customs and background, that the Negro
student at the high school level will get a better
education in a separate ichool than he will in mixed

schools." (52.,p.54-55)

After Mr. Moore had argued that the segregation issue was
wimarily legislative rather than judiciL_, Justice Jackson asked
alcmt the implication of possible congressional action.

JUSTICE JACKSUN: Suppose Congress should enact a statute,
pursuant to the enabling clause of the Faurteenth Amendment,
which nobody seems to attach any importance to here, as far as
I have heard, that segregatian was contrary to national policy,
to the national welfare, and:so on, what would happen?
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MR. MOORE: Your Honor, we thought of that in.here, and that

is a big question, as you realize.

JUSTICE JACKSON: That is why I asked it.

MR. MOORE: Our view of the matter is that it should not be

held valid in this court; that the only effective way to accomplish

that is to be done through an act of Congress, which would be by

amending the Constitution.

JUSTICE JACKSON: You think that the Fourteenth Amendment

would not be adequate to do that?

EL MOORE: We do not believe so, and I have not the time and

I have no desire to engage in this very-interesting discussion that

Justice Burtan and Justice Frankfurter engaged in, as to whether

there is any difference through the passage of time and through

progress which has been made between tle cammerce clause and the

Fourteenth Amendment.

We believe, as Mr. Davis pointed out this morning. I think

touching this same point, although very slightly, that the Four-

teenth Amendment here should be viewed in the light of what was

really intended, and what was understood by Cangress and by the

legislatures at that time.

JUSTICE FRANKFURTER: But Justice Tadksonls question brings

into play diffei-ent questions and different considerations, Mr.

Moore, because the enabling act of the Fourteenth Amendment is

itself a provision of the Fourteenth Amendment; patently Congress

looked fcrward to Implementing legislation; implementing legis-

lation patently looked forward to the future, and if Congress

passed a statute doing that which is asked of vs to tie done

through judicial decree, the case would came here with a pronounce-

ment by Congress in its legislative aapacitytlat in its view

of its powers, this was within the Fourteenth Amendmentand,
therefore, it would come with all the heavyavthority, with the

momentum and -validity that a congressional enactment has.

case.

NB. MOORE: That may be so, your Honor, but that is another

JUSTICE FRANKFURTER: ahat is a good answer.

MR. MOORE: Yes, it is another case.
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JUSTICE JACKSON: I wonder it if is. I should suppose that

your argument that this was a legislative question night have
been addressed to the proposition that the enforcement of the
Fburteenth Amendment, if this were deemed conflicting, might
be for Of-Congress rather than for this Court. I would rather
expect and I had rather expected to hear that question discussed.
But you apparently are in the position that no federal agency
can supersede the state's authority in this natter Which,

say, you have good precedents for arguing.

MR. MOORE: Your Honor will appreciate that you have asked
a question that to try to answer adequately requires a lot

more time than I have got. (52.11).58-60)

Later, Justice Douglas questioning Spottswood Robinson, the
appellant's attorney, approached the same point from the other

direction.

JUSTICE DOUGLASA Has the Court ever held that the Four

teenth Amendment is not executed unless Congress acts?

MR. ROBINSON: No, I do not think so. (52.p.71)

The AttornBy General of Virginia, Mr. Almond, closed a
rather brief appearance by reviewing the new Negro facilities
to be available the following September and pointing out that

Virginia was different;

But here there is a distinction, if Your Honor please,
with 22.7 per 9ent of our (state) population, the Negro
population, 161459 per cent of the sdhool populatian
of Prince Edward County Negro population, to nake sudh
a transition, would undo what we have been doing, and
whidh we propose to continue to do for the uplift and
advancement of the education of both races. It would

stop this narch of progress, this onward sweep.

One of Attorney General Almond's most startling arguments,
one partially fulfilled by later events in. Prince Edward

County, was that forced integration would destroy a steadily
improving public school system:

ER. ALMOND: I just want to say a word, if Your Bbnors
please, relative to the impact of a decision that would
str4g,down, contrary to the customs, the traditions and the
nores of what we might claim to be a great people, established

through generations, who themselves are fiercely and irrevocably
dedicated to the preservation of the white and colored races.
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We have had a struggle in Virginia, particularly from 1920

on, to educate our people, white and colored, to the necessity of

promoting the cause of secondary edulation.

We think we have had great leaders to develop in that field.

One, Dr. Dabney Lancaster, now president of Longwood College,

I think, made himself 'very unpopular because he advocated and

fought tooth and nail for the equalization of salaries between

white and Negro teachers.

That, has been accomplished. The curricula have been accomplished;

facilities are rapidly being accomplished, and our people,

deeply ingrained within them, feel that it is their custom, their

use and their wont, and their traditions, if destroyed, as this

record shows, will make it impossible to raise public funds

through the process of taxation, either at the state or at the

local level, to support the public school system of Virginia, and

it, would destroy the public school system of Virginia as we know

it today. That is not an idle threat.

TEE CHIEF JUSTICE: General, in what way-will it destroy--

ALNDND: It ymuld destroy it, Mr. Chief Justice, because

we must haveit is a costly propositionmoney with which to

operate the public school system at both the state level and the

loeil level, and the only source of income, of course, is the

source of taxation at the state and local level, and bond issues

at the local level, and the people would not vote bond issues

through their resentnent to it.

I say that not as a threat.

Theniamother thing, we bave 5,243 Negro teachers in the pub-

lic school system of Virginia on.an average of splendid quali-

fication. That 5,243 exceed the Negro teachers in all of the 31

states of this aion, where there is not segregation by law.

Theywould not, as a hard fact of realism, and not in a

spirit of recrimination do I say-this, tut sinply as hard stark

realitythose NegTo tc_lchers would not be employed to teach

white children in a tax-uupported systea in Virginia. (52.11).69-71)

Mr. Robinson, in his rebuttal argument on behalf of Davis,

panted aut that prior to the ,Civil War, as a consequence of the

Dred Scott decision, the Negro did not enjoy citizenship rights

equal to those enjoyed by a white person. He reminded the Court

of the "Black Codes" (a bay of laws which expressly intended and

accomplidhed the disab4 of the Negro). An examination of the

records of the Constitutional Conventions of the Southern States
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gives a reliable indication of the real basis for the beginnings

of legislative segregated education. It was intended to, and

had, in fact, limited the educational opportunities of the Negro;

placed him in a position where he could not obtain, in the state's

educational system, opportunities and benefits equal to those

which were given to white students. He pointed out that although

Negroes constituted 26 per cent ofthe total number of pupils

enrolled in the schools, they did not receive, when measured on

a dollars and cants basis, anything like their fair share of the

school property employed bj the state in its educational program.

He pointed out that even if the four-year program was com-

pleted, the amount invested in sites and buildings would only be

79 cents per Negro stadent for each dollar for white student.

And, the money is not yet available. Mr. Robinson concluded

that it was his position that Negroes are entitled to relief

immediately, just as soon as expeditious administrative arrange-

nents could be made to desegregate the schools. (52.,p.72-88)

Sagregation Per Se in Delaware

The Delaware case presented the Supreme Court with two lower

court opiniolas, both of which found in favor of the Negro. The

Court of Chanceri, on the basis of testimohy given by expert

witnesses, had found segregatioh per se resulting in inferior

education. While disaussing this case with us, Kenneth B. Clark

nade the following remarks:

Well, I think there were two cases that provided the

closure on the Caurt--the Topeka caseowhich nade quite

clear the issue of inherent inequality with segregation

without regard to the quality of facilitiesoand the

Delaware case. The Delaware case is generally forgotten.

But to me it was critical because that was the only

ease that we won onths trial level...There, the

Chancellor ruled that because of the inequality, the

Negro plaintiffs would have to te admitted to white

school--. (22.)

The Delaware Suprene Court, while still deuid4smfor the Negro,

ruled that the segregation per se argument was immiterial to its

final conclusian. (54.) Separate tut unequal was the ground

upon which the Negroes won the case. There was a considerable

amount of dismay and confusion in Delaware as a result of the

lower court opinions. It seemed obvious that whenever facilities

were equalized, the Negroes would, ags.in be subjected to the

segregated system.
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45.1.,111111.,

justice Frankfurter pointed out that, since the Delaware
Supreme Court had not de..,:ded on the issue of segregation per
se, the U.S. Supreme Court was not called upon to review that
principle either. (55.2/3.25)

nevertheless, Justice Black brought attention to the idea
that equal educational opportunity involved more than simple
equality of physical facilities when he questioned Er. Ycang,
Attorney. General of Delaware:

JUSTICE BLACK: But you still have your finding that, so far
as Delaware is conoerned (and I presume he was not looking at
evidence anywhere but Delaware) that the system of segregation
there, even though the facilities, physical facilities, are
equal, results in inferior education for them...I find from the
evidence that (he Negroes) do not (get equal opportunity-for
education) because the relationship that exists here, and by
reason of the manner of going to school, and the mil4oxe in
other places, and so forth, I find that the effect on the child-
ren is that they get an inferior opportunity for education.
Would you say that that would still not bring them within the
separate but equal doctrine?

NFL YOUNG: I would, Your Honor. I would because I say that
would be violative of the equal protection clause of the Four-
teenth Amendment, and would also be violative of our own consti-
tutional provisions, because we are assming now facilities being
equal, educational opportunities being equal, I would like to say
I do not know what evidence Your Bbnor is referring to that the
chancellor coUld rely on other than the sociologists and anthro-
pologists and psychologists. (55.21).26-27)

It is interesting to note that Er. Young for Delaware was
unimpressed by the evidence of the behavioral sciences, while
Mr. Moore for Virginia was basing his case on the testimony given
by his own expert witnesses in those fields.

The Five questions

The first hearing before the Supreme Court had been held on
December 9, 10, 11, 1952. On June 8, 1953, the Supreme Court
adked both sides and the U.S. Attorney General to prepare for
reargument (rescheduled for December 75 8 and 9, 1953). The
Court posed five questions. The first two dealt with the intent
of the framers of the Fourteenth Amendment, the Congress which
submitted it and the states which ratified it. The third question
dealt with judicial power to abolish segregation. The last two
dealt with possible procedure and timing of the desegregation
process if the case was so decided. (The complete questions are
included in the Appendix.)
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A New Chief Justice

The five questions were asked by the Court under the leader -

ehip of Fred M. Vinson; but one month before.the opening of the

October term (1953), Mr. Vinson died.

It fell to President Fasenhower to appoint a new Chief justice.

A President undoubtedly feels compelled to take many factors in.-

to consideration in selecting a Chief Justice. Nominally a

Republican, Earl Warren's popularity had enabled him to win

repeatedly the nomination for Governor on both ticke'c's in Calif-

ornia. Among other political reasons important to the

Eisenhower administration was probably the desire of Senator

William. Knowland and Vice-President Nixon to have the popular

and liberal Farl Warren out of the political picture in California.

Whatever the President's reasons, Warren's own political and

social philosophy were probably not amorg them. (2.2p.87) Ex-

President Truman apparently understood Mr. Warren as well as

anyone. Be said simply-that Warren was a Democrat but didn't

know it.

Since Congress was not in session, the President felt obliged

to make an interim appointment. With only a few days notice,

Earl Warren took the oath of office on October 5, 1953. After five

months of considerable senatorial "discourtesy" on the part of a

few members of the Judiciary Committee, Earl Warren was confirmed

as Chief Justice, March 1, 1954, forty-eight days before he was

to render the school segregation decision.

Rearguments

When the cases wrere opened for rehearing on the five questions

in December, 1953, eadh case was again heard separately.

Ottensibly, the purpose of the rehearing was to examine the questions

posed by the Court.in June and the arguments of Sauth Carolina

and Virginia proceeded along those lines. But when Robert Carter

opened on behalf of Oliver Brown in the Kansas casp, matters todk

a different turn.

In September, 1953, the school board of Topeka adopted a

voluntary plan of desegregation for its schools. The plan called

for a faur-step, gradual process of desegregation. The first

step, to be undertaken that Fall, eliminated segregation in two

geographic schoal areas of Topeka, sending nine Negro students

into integrated schools. One of the nine students was an appellant

in Brown v. Top6ka.

Reports about this voluntary action of the school board

reached Washington and apparently one ,ber of the Court asked

Charles Ballam, then Asscciate Librariau of the Supreme Court

Library, to secure more information. Consequently, a letter

(reprinted on the following page) over Mr. Hallam's signature
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IIBaARY
SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

WASHINGTON 13, D.C.

September 172 1953

Mr. Jacob Dickinson, President
Board of Educatian
Topeka, Kansas.

Dear Mr. Didkinsan:

A newspaper dispatdh fram Topeka, Kansas, dated
September 4, relating to the adoptian by-your Board of

a resolution to terminate segregatian in the elementary
schools of Topeka has braught forth a request to us, to

which we ought if possible to respond, for authoritative
information on the aubject. In particular, we have been

asked to obtain the full text e the resolution d the

report (if any) on. Which the Board's action was based;
the statement made by Mr. M. C. Oberhelman, dissenting
nember of the Board, and those of any other Board members,
if availabae; and clippings from, or references to, news-

papers showing the public's reaction to the resolution.

We would appreciate it greatly if you could make
these documents avmllable to us or indicate where we night
obtain them, as well as any other naterials on ending
segregation in the public sdhools in your city or state.
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/s/ Charles Hallam

Charles Hallam,
Associate Librarian.



was sent to J.A. Dickinson, president of the Topeka Board of
Education, asking for more detailed information. Mr. Didkinson
replied with copious material relating to the newly adopted
policy of the school board. The object of the inquiry became

clear when the case reopened in Decenber.

Mr. Carter began by routinely identifying the appellants and
the Kansas statute, the constitu-
tionality of which they were dhallenging. After only three
sentences of this introduction, Justice Frankfurter asked,
"Is your ease moot, Mr. Carter?

Obviously samewhat nonplussed, Mr. Carter replied, "I bad
hoped to get a little further into the argument before that
question was asked." (laughter) (49.p.2)

The point was critical. Should the Kansas case have been
dropped because of mootness, with it would have gone a large
body of expert testimony regarding the detrimental effects of
segregation and a District Court opinion which recognized the
harmful consequences of segregation per se.

Mr. Carter countered the question about mootness by showing
that although one of the appellants in the case was indeed attend-
ing an integrated school, the others were not. Neither were the

large majority of Negro elementary studen... of Topeka. Further-
more, there was no time limit set by the school board as to when

the rest would be-integrated. He also maintained that since the
Kansas statute permitting segregation still existed, the plain-
tiffts case also still existed.

Yet, the Topeka.school board had not appeared to defend the
case and its action to desegregate "as soon as practicable"
indicated an intention to give the Negroes what they wanted.
justice Frankfurter stated, "That is what I call a moot aase."

(49.0.4)

In order to defend the state statute, Paul E. Wilson, Assistant
Attorney General of Kansas, also clained the ease was not moot.
Uhder the state statute, the first-class cities still had per-
mdssion to determine whether they would or would not have

integrated schools. Topeka was merely one city exercising its

prerogative. Therefore, the Attorney General's office considered
that the constitutionality of the statute was still.in question.

Undoubtedly the contention by Wilson that the statute still
needed defending helped Brown v. Topeka survive the question of

mootness. When he was asked about the Topeka school board action
and the question of mootness in our interview, Mr. Wilson expressed
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belief that mudh more than the statute contributed to the valid-
ity of the case. He said:

The Topeka Board of Education announced a policy
to eliminate segregation from public schools. They
announced an intent, they did nct desegregate completely
and I think frankly that this was largely a political
maneuver, because a great deal was made of the announce-
ment but actually very little was done to inplement it
...this is like a wife sujOing her husband for divorce
because he beats ber and be says he's going to stop
sometime in the future. BUt at any rate, this question
certainly rose in the argument...so long as segregation
was being maintained and there was implicitly an
assertion of right to maintain segregated schools, I
think the question was very real. (40.)

In the Supreue Court, the question was discussed at length,
mostly by Mr. Carter and Mr. Wilson in answer to queries from
Justice Frankfurter. Finally, Earl Warren settled the matter

abruptly: "I think when both parties to the action feel that
there is a controversy, and (de) invitad the Attorney General to
be here and answer these)questions, I, for one, would like to
hear the argument." (49.p.18)

So, Brown v. Topeka survived the showdown and was still very

much alive. Mr. Wilson launched into his study of the intention
of the framers of the Fourteenth Amendment. W. Carter closed
with an assertion of the willingness of the people of Kansas to
abide by the decision dnould their statute be invalidated by the

Supreme Court.

Yes.. Jo...Maybe

The first three questions2 partiaularly, represented the
lawyer's traditional approach to such an issue. Was the Four-
teenth Auendment intended t4 abolish segregation in the public
sdhools? As Mr. Marshall pont it, a stadk of brochures, "as
high as a desk" was prepared by the Appelleuts, the Defense
and the Attorney General's office. He recalled the day this

question was caming before the Court. In an informal conver-
sation, his chief opponent, Johr W. Davis said to him, ley
brief says positively flgot. Yourbrief says positively 'Yes'.
The government brief tells the truth- -nobody knows. (32.)

In summary, Mr. Davis elaborated on a higher oratorical level
to the amusement of the Collrt:
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After so prolonged a study, as has evidently been
made, it does seem rather a lame and impotent con-
clusion, not calculated to be of a great deal of
help to the Court, and I think the cause of that
despair on the part of the learned Attorney General
and his aicf, is that they have fallen into tha
same fallacy into which the Appellants have fallen,
They endeavor by collating all that was said on either
side whenever they/Auestion raged, and it was not a
single instance--they hope out of that to distill some
attar that will exhibit what can fairly be called the
Congressional intent,

It is no-F wonder, that having plunged into that
Serbonian bog, they are in a state of more or less
despair whenlhey are able.to emerge.

Now, Your Bbnors nen are presented with this: We
say there is no-warrant for the assertion that the
Fourteenth Amendement-dealt with the school qlPtion.
The Appellants say that from the debates in Congress it
is perfectly evident that the Congress wanted to deal
with the school question and the Attorney General as a
friend of the Court, says he does not know which is
correct. So Ybur Honors are afforded the reasonable
field for selection. (Laughter) (46.110.66)

Mr. Davis then shifted the ground of argument to what the
action of Congress demonstrated rather than what various
nembers had said.

In our interview, Mr. Marshall also found anusement and
frustration in the many efforts to weigh Congressional intent
regarding the Fourteenth Amendment:

,No, the stuff wasn't there. Uhat we could have done
with a computer! But we didialt have it. Nobody thought
of it, anyhow. But Senator Jones iioday said 17,730.

Senator Jones a week later said, 'No'. Senator Jones
three weeks later said, 'Maybe'. Well, we decided the
only way you could mike any sense aut of that is to
measure--three inches in Yeah's, two inches in No's,
jumt like this, and store it come place and later add
it all up. And he will cane out.a hundred and eighty-
seven inches Yeah's and a hundred and ninety-two inche
Nots. Therefore, he's a 'No' man. But I'll tell you
about the politicians back in those days. The same guys
would flip-flop, flip-flop, flip-flop.
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-2Javisl boys, my boys and the government boys, couldn't
get anything better than an argument...Nobody could
say conclusively...It just wasn't there...You just

couldn't show it...

I suspect it was Justice Bladk...he must have concluded
it was there. I feel it was a fairly good conclusion.
Indeed, when we started out we said, 'Well, one or the
other is going to lose on this one./ We couldn't find
engou* to put it in there. And Davis didn't either.

But tliat was a lot of research. Thosa monographs def-

initely covered it. We didn't have a single second-rate
job, I believe, out of a hundred--close to two hundred
people who wrked on it.

We had instances where I had two guys,woiking on a phase
and deliberately brought their professor in to ride herd

on them...Two fellows in California were.the most inter-

esting couple to umpire an argument with. They'd fly at

each other's throats on anything They could argue like
mad...One was prantically blind and the other stone deaf.
If they both had all the.r faculties I don't know what

would hace happened.

Nhrshall did the research from the Reconstruction period to

the present himself: "I just todk each volume of the Suprene
Court Reporter and went to the digest for each case on the

Fourteenth Amendment. It took about two months. It turned out

to be a complete wtste of time. I got nothing out of it." (32.)

Justice Frankfurter had also done considerable research on

the historical questions. Among his papers in the Library of

Congress is an unsigned "Memorandum for the Conference" with the

typed initials "F.F.", dated December 3, 1953, four days prior to

the second hearings. The memorandum states:

Having become convinced of the unreliability of the
most quoted account of the history of the Fourteenth
Amendment, I had one of the most dependable of the
law clerks I have had, Alexander Bickel, devote many
weeks at the last Tenn to the reading of every word in
the Congressional Globe relating to the history of what
ultimately became the Fourteenth Amendment, including
therefore also the history of related measures. The

result of Mr. Bickel's labors, as edited by me, is
embodied in the attached memoranduf which my brethren

may care to read. I regard it as a fair, well-balanced
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summary of the story.. The memorandum indicates that
the legislative history_of the Amendment in a
Ford, inconclusive, in the sense that the 39th Congress

as an enacting body neither manifested that the Amend-
ment outlawed segregation in the public schools or
authorized legislation to the end, ner that it manifested

the opposite. (Emphasis Added)

During his interview, Charles Thompson summed up quite
succinetly the whole matter of Congressional intent regarding

education:

It was simply a fact that there was conflicting
evidence as to whether the founding fathers had this

in mind at all. (38.)

The Government's Stand

Since the U.S. Attorney General was asked to participate in
the oases the attitude Of the Administration came into the picture.

Politieal strategy of the Re-Publioan party was a factor the
Attorney'General's office probably had to consider. But the

Republicans themselves were divided over the problem of winning
white support in. the South and the Negro vote in the North.

As noted above, the Governmerit brief said the intent of the

Fourteenth Amendment on education was inconclusive. The brief
probably required_Eisenhowerts approval, which may account for

its cautio s stand,. However, the Attorney General anticipated a
direct question from the Court during the oral argument and gave

Assistant Attorney General Rankin permission to make a direct

statement against segregation. Apparently, Eisenhower did not

object. -(10.p.27)

the last two questions posed by the Colrt regarding imple-

ne tion of a decision, the Government said in its brief:

If the Court holds that the laws providing for sep-
arate sdhools are unconstitutional, it Should remand
the instant cases to the lower courts-with directions
to carry out the Court's decision as the particular
circumstances Emit. (Emphasis Added) (50.)

Again, "proceed with caution" seemed to be the Government

watchword.
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A Target That Wasn't There

The undeveloped status of pdblic education in 1868 became
an important consideration to Chief Justice Warren after the
rehearing on the intent of the Fourteenth Amendment. He reasoned
that sinee education was almost nen-existent for Negroes at that
time, "It is not surprising that there would be so little in
the history of the Fourteenth Amendment relating to its intended
effect on public education." In his interview with David
Atkinson, the Chief Justice noted that neither in 1868 nor
even in 1896 was there a system of public education in existence
in the South. (18.)

To put it simply, the Fourteenth Amendment cauld hardly
point to a target that was not there. Arguments about history
and prece'ent and intent seemed largely futile.

In ne final opinion, the Chief Justice said, "This discussion
and our own investigation convince vs that, although these
sources cast sone light, it is not enough to resolve the problem
with which we are faced. At best, they are inconclusive." (49.)

Even during the inconclusive debate on the intent, Mr. Marshall
took the opportunity to emphasize the main issue at stake when he
seized upon a remark by Mr. Davis:

As W. Davis said yesterday, the only thing the
Negroes are trying to get is prestige. Exactly

correct. Ever since the Ebeneipation. Proclamation,
the Negro has been trying to get what was recognied
in Strauber v. West Virginia, which is the.same
status as anybody else regardless of race. (45.2p.130)

The Unanimous Decision

The Supreme Court agreed to.hear the first desegregation case

in Junt, 1951. Four years later, on May 17, 1954, "The Case of
the Century" was decided unanimoysly. la its one-hundred-seventy-
five year history, the Supreme Court has reversed itself only
about one hundred times. In the past two decades, that rate

has been accelerating. The NAACP lawyers had suggested a way
around direct reversal but the Court met the issue head on. It

said the separate but eqtal doctrine had no place in public

education.

"EVerybody was shocked when it'was unanimous. I can bet

you that," Thurgood Mhrshall said. Be explained that on one
occasion during the waiting period:
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We thoughtwe had it lock, stock and barrel. Mr.

justice Black (a sure bet) took off (on a vacation)

...a guy tipped us off that he sent for.all the

briefs which were put in a separate brief ca6e...

We all said ffAh-haff. Me know now we are going to

win and we know who's going to write it. Boy, the"

rumors that we got on that thing.

During the interview we had this further dialogue

on the unanimous decision:

DR. SPEER: There has been quite a bit of speculation tbat

Chief justice Warren held out and used all his powers of persuasion

to make it unanimous, knowing that it was going to arouse so much

controversy.

MR. MARSHALL: He hadn't been there for so long.

DR. SPEER: Of course, maybe he was still in his honeymoon

period.

MR. MARSHALL: Yeah. Well, when yau get into the conference

room, the Chief's got a vote.

DR. SPEER: One nan, one vote.

Mit. MARSHALL: That's all he has. That's all he has.

DR. SPEER: But he presides and has a little more opportunity

to persuade if he wants to.

MR. MARSHALL: That's what I think it is. I thinkyour word

"persuasion" ? would be it. I don't think there was any possi-

bility of arm-twisting on it. I don't think you ean. I don't

think you can. I don't think anybody can. It's sheer persuasion

in that room, once you read all that stuff and go in there. We

are also interested in the fact that it was never put on the

docket, the conference room docket, so you'll never be able to

show when it was decided.

DR. SPEER: Probably not on just one Friday afternoon?

MR. MARSHALL: Probably...(32.)

A. memo to the members of the court, dated Hay 7, 1954, and

initialed by Earl Warren, is among the Frankfurter papers in the

Library of Congress. Apparently concensus had beenreached at

this time because the drafts attached to this nemo were verY

nearly the same as the decisions in the final form. The UMW

is included below: (Emphasis Added)
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Mhy 7, 1954 .

TO THE MEMBERS OF THE COURT:

As suggested by the Conference, I submit the attached nemo-

randum as a basis fordiscussion of the segregation eases.

It seemed to me there should be two opinions - one fbr the

state cases, and another for the District of Columbia case.

Also, because of the divergent conditions calling for relief and

because this subject was subordinated to a discussion of the

substantive question in both the briefs and cral agrument, the .

cases should be restored to the calendar for further argument on

Question IV and V previously submitted by the Court for the

reargument this year. It also occurred to re that we-alght

; ;. 1.

mre night appropriately invite the Attorney General of the United

States and the Attorneys General of the States requiring or

permitting segregation to present their written and oral views

should they desire to do so.

The memos were prepared on the theory-that the opinions

,should be short, readable by the lay public, non-rhstoricai,

unemotional and, above all, non-accusatory.

&W.

The text of the decision will be found below. The reader

mill note that the tone of the opinion conforms in all respects

to the aims set forth by the Chief Justic in the last paragraph

kof the nemn. The copious footnotes are e uded since they

are repetitious of this study. There has een much controversy

over the wording and the basis of the decision. By same, it

has been considered as belonging among the great Anglo-Saxon

documents of liberty. It has also been labeled a "weak" opinion,

representing a low common-denominator. Same discussionsof the

opinion indicate that the disputants may not have recently read

the full text.

paiN V. BOARD OF EDUCATION

May 17, 1954

Mr. Chief Justice Whrren delivered the opinion of the Court.
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"These cases come to us from the States of Kansas, South

Carolina, Virginia, and Delaware. They are premised on different

facts and different local conditions, but a common legal question

justifies their consideration together in this consolidated

opinion.

"In each of the cases, minor r. of the Negro race, through

their legal representatives, seek the aid of the courts in

obtaining admission to the public schools of the community on

a nonsegregated basis. In each instance, they had been denied

admission to schools attended by white children under laws

requiring or permitting segregation according to race. This

segregation was alleged to deprive the plaintiffs of the equal

protection of the laws under the Fourteenth Amendment. In each

of the eases other than the Delaware case, a three-judge federal

district court denied relief to the plaintiffs on the so-called

'separate but equal' doctrine announced by this Court in Plessy v.

Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537. Under that doctrinqtequality of treat-

ment is accorded when the races are provided substantially equal

facilities, even though these facilities be separate. In the

Delaware case, the Supreme Court of Delaware adhered to that

doctrine, but ordered that the plaintiffs be admitted to the white

schools because of their white superiority to the Negro schools.

"The plaintiffs contend that segregated public schools are not

'equal' and cannot be,nade 'equal,' and that hence they are

deprived of the equal.protection of the laws. Because of the

obvious importance of the question presented, the Court 'took

jurisection. Argilment was heard in the 1952 Term, and reargument

was heard this Term on certain, vestions propounded by the Oaurt.

"Beargument was largely devoted to the circumstances surround-

ing the adoption of the Fourteenth Amendement in 1868. It

covered exhaustively consideration of the Amendment in Congress,

ratification by the states, them-existing practices in racial

segregation, and the views of proponents and opponents of.the

Amendement. This discussion and our own investigation convince

-us that, although these sources cast WEB light, it is not enough

to resolve the problem. with which we are faced. At best, they

are inconclusive. The most avid proponents of the post-War

Amendments undoubtedly intended them to remove all legal distin4.ons

among 'all persons born or_naturalized in the United States.' "

Their opponents, just as certainly, were antagonistic to both the

letter and tbe spirit of the Amendments and wished them to have

the most limited effect. What others in Congress and the state

legislatures had in mind eannot be determined with any degree of

certainty.
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"An additional reason for the inconelusive nature of the
Amendment's history, with respect to segregated schoolg, is thel
status of public education at that time. In.the South, the
movement toward free cammon schools, supported by general
taxation, had not yet taken hold. Education of white children
was largely in the hands of private groups. Education of
NegrOes was almost nonexistent, and pracally all of the race
were illiterate. In fact, any education of Negroes was forbidden
by law in =CAB states. Today, in contrast, many Negroes have
achieved outstanding auccess in the arts and sciences as well as
in the business and professional wud. It is true that public
school education at the time of the Amendment had advanced fur-
ther in the North, but the effect of the Amendment on Northern
States was generally ignored in the congressional debates. EVen
in the North, the conditions of public education did not approxi-
mate those existing today. The curriculum was usually rudimentary;
umgraded schools were common in rural areas; the school term was
but three months a year in many states; and compulsory school
attendance was virtually unknown. As a consequence, it is not
surprising that there should be so little in the history of the
Fourteenth Amendment relating to its intended effect on public

education.

"In the first cases in this Court construing the Fourteenth
Amendment, decided shortly after its adoption, the Court inter-

preted it as proscribing all state-imposed diseriminations
against the Negro race. The doctrine of 'separate but equal'
did not make its appearance in this Court until 1896 in the case
of plessia_rta_m_eram, supra, involving not education but

transportation. American courts hav& since labored with the

doctrine for over half a century. In this Court, there have
teen six cases involving the 'separate but equal' doctrine in the
field of public education. In Cureliunf
Education, 175 U.S. 528, and Rom Lum v. Rice, 275 U.S. 78, the
validity of thedoctrine itself was not challenged. In more recent

cases, all on the graudate sdhool level,inequality was found in
that specific benefits enived by white students were denied to
Negro students of the samt educational qualifications. Missouri

ex: rel Gaines Nr. Canada, )05U.S. 337; SijDuel v. Oklahoma, 332

U.S. 631; Sweatt v. Painter, 339 U.S. 629; MCLaurin v. Oklahoma

glaIgAmok, 339 U.S. 637. In none of these eases was it
necessary to re-examine the doctrine to gralirrelief to the Negro

plaintiff. And in Sweatt v. Painter, supra, the Court expressly
reserved decision on the question. whether Plessy v. Ferguson should
be held inapplicable to public education.
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"In the instant cases, that question is directly presented.
Bere, unlike Sweatt v. Painter, there are findings below that
the Negro and white schools involved have been equalized, or are
being equalized, with respect to buildings, curricula, qualifi-
cations and salaries of teachers, and other 'tangible' factors.
Our decision, therefore, cannot turn on merely a comparison of
these tangible factors in the Negro and white schools involved
in each of the cases. We must look instead to the effect of
segregation itself on public education.

"In approaching this problem, we cannot turn the cloak back
to 1868 when the Amendment was adopted, or even to 1896 when
Plessy v. Ferguson was written. We roust consider public education

in the light of its full development and its present place in
American life throughout the Nation. Only in this way can it
be determined if segregation in public schools deprives these
paaintiffs of the equal protection of the laws.

"Today, education is ix-hPps the most important function of

state and local governments. Compulsory school attendanoe laws

and the great expenditures for education both demonstrate our
recognition of the importance of education to our democratic

society. It is required in the performanoe of our most basic
public responsibiliaes, even service in the armed forces. It

is the very foundatian of good citizenship. Today it is a

principal instrument in awakening the child to cultural values,
in preparing him for later professional training, and in
helping him to adjust norfilaly to his environment. In these

days, it is doubtful that any and nay reasonably be expected
to s4eed in life if he is denied the opportunkty of an
education. Such an opportunity, where the state has undertaken
to provide it, is a right which must be nade available to all on

equal terns.

"We came then to the question presented: Does segrega-Von of
children in public schools solely on the basis of race, even
though the physical facilities and other 'tangible' factors nay
be equal, deprive -6.1.e children of the ninority group of equal

educational opportunities? We believe that it does.

"In Sweatt v. Painter, supra, in finding that a segregated
law school forNegroes could not provide them equal educational
opportunities,- this Court relied in large part on 'those qualities
which are incapable of objective neasurement but whicknake
for greatness in a law school.' In *Malaurin Nr Oklahoma State

!egents, supra, the Court, in requiring that a Negro'admitted to

a white graduate school be treated like all other students,

again resorted to intaAgible considerations: 1...his ability to
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engage in disaussions and exchange views with other students,

and, in general, to learn his profession.' Such considerations

apply with added force to children in grade and high schools.

To separate them from others of similar age and qualifications

solely because of their race generate a feeling of inferiority

as to their status in the community that may affect their hearts

and minds in a way-unlikeli ever to be undone. 'The effect of

this separation on their educational opportunities was well

stated by a finding in the Kansas case by a court which neverthe-

less felt compelled to rule against the Negro paaintiffs:

"Segregation of white and colored dhildren in public schools

has a detrimental effect upon the colored children. The impact

is greater when it has the sanction of the law; for the policy

of separating the races is usually interpreted as denoting, the

inferiority-of the $egro group. A sense, of inAriority affects

the motivation of a child to learn. Segregation with the sanction

of law, therefore, 'has a tendeney to (reta:-d) the educational

and mental development of Negro children and to deprive them of

same of the benefits they-weuld reeeive.in a racial (ly) integrated

school system.

"Whatever may have been the extent of psychological knowledge at

the time of pAss.v., this finding is amply supported

by modern authority. Any language in Plessy v. Ferguson contrary

to this finding is rejected.

,
"We conclude that in the field of public education the doctrine

of 'separate but equal' has no place. Separate educational

facilities are inherently unequal. Ther-afore, we hold that the

plaintiffs and othexIsimilarly situated 4or whom the actions have

been brought are, by reason of the segregationcomplained of,

deprived of the equal protection of the laws guaranteed by the

Fourteenth Amendment. This disposition makes umnecessary any

discussion whether such segregation also violates the Due Process

Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.

"Because these are'class actions, because of the wide appli-

cability of this decision, and because of the great variety of

local conditions, the formulation, of decrees in these cases'

presents problems of considerable complexity. On reargument,

the consideration of appropriate relief was necessarily sub-

ordinated to the primary questionthe constitutionality of

segregation in public education. We have now announded that

such segregation is a denial of the equal protection of the laws.

In order that we may have the full assistanee of the parties in

formulating decrees, the cases will be restored to the docket,

and the parties are requested to present further argument on
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Questions 4 and 5 previously propounded by the Court for the re-

argament this Term. The Attorney General of the United States

is again invited to participate. The Attorneys General of the

states requiring or permitting segregation in public education

will also be permitted to appear as amici curiae upon request to

do so by September 15, 1954, and submission of briefs by

October 1, 1954.

It is so ordered."

Haw could a court with a record of so many divided votes get

together unanimously on such a difficult case? The carefully

guarded privacy of the conference room and the other confidential

procedures surrounding the Supreme Court make the question

difficult to answer. But there are bits of information that can

be pieced together as a basis forinteresting speculation.

Black:and Douglas with consistent voting records on cases involving

human rights and individual liberties had dissented on even

remanding the South Carolina case. They voted to hear it on the

basis of segregation per se. Burton and Ninton had joined them

to provide the four votes necessary for certiorari on the public

school cases. Chief Justice Warren told David Atkinson, There

was never any question about Shay. (Sherman Minton)l (18.)

Thurgood Mhrshall said, "I know the nan I suspect was a long

hold out was Mr. Justice Reed...I dontt see how anybody could

hold out as long as he did?

DR. SPEER: Just because of Yis voting recold?

MR. MARSHALL: His questions and you get a sort of feeling. (32.)

1David Atkinson relates two stories from his interview with

Chief justice Warren which are apropos here. Mr. Warren was a

close friend to Justice Minton.. After Minton retired, Mr. Warren

urged hia to return to Washington occasionally so they could attend

football games together. Minton declined and Warren felt it nay

have been because of his sensitive 'feelings about being in a

wheel chair. 'Tut I would have pushed his wheel chairlu explAined

the Chief Justice.

With obvious delight, Mr. Warren told of an experience that

justice Minton had in Georgia. He and his wife were driving on the

highway from tlAtlanta to the Sean along the old General Sherman

route. A state trooper stopped him for speeding and the following

conversation ensued:

The Trooper: What is your name?

Mr. Minton: Sherman Vanton

The Trooper: What's that again?

Mr. Minton: Herman Minton
There was no ticket.
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Cme distinguished law professor in good position to know

told me that at least one member of the Court planned to dissent,

Mr: Justice Jackson. He had prepared a rough draft of his

opinima which one day is expected to be available. Justice

Iadksma was hospitalized for WM time pTior to May 17, 1954. The

Chief Justice called on him in the hospital and must have

persuaded him to go along for a unanimans court.

When David Atkinson mentioned Jackson and Frankfurter in thie

context to Chief Justice Warren, indicating that both of those

Justices seemed more cautious than Minton and himself, the Chief

Justice agreed and nodded gravely. He added that Minton reached

a point by a straight line. But by drawing a circle in the air

around an imaginary point, he indicated that this was the way

Frankfurter got to it. (18.)

Justice Frankfurter was a key man, strong minded and influential.

From his many questions and comments during the hearings and his

pest opinions it seems probablythat he held three definite

positions: 1) his feelings were on the side of the Negroes and

desegregation; 2) he was reluctant to overthrow pest Supreme

Caurt decisions And, as he said during the hearings, a long

series of customs and lower court decisions; 3) he was concerned

about the possible social upheavals that would follow desegre

gation. .The NAACP lawyers no dodbt were-deliberately shaping their

arguments in a way they hoped would help him through his dilemma

and into their camp.

The following memorandwn to his fellow Justices found in the

Frankfurter papers in the Library of Congress gives one clue to

the Framkfurter thinking:

"April 14, 1965

Hamilton Basso is, as I dare say you know, a' very perceptive

Southern writer and carries weight, I believe, both North and

South respect him for his views on the relations between North

and South. A letter of his in last Sunday's New'YOrk Times had

for me the persuasiveness not of novelty but of emphasis.

Believing as I do that how we do what we do in the Segregation

cases may be as important as what we do. I emventuring to put

before those of you who did not see it initr. Basso's letter.

(Emphasis Added)
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As noted in Chapter Eight the "all deliberate speed"

phrase is generally attributed to Justice Frankfurter. Sudh

wording naturally would ease his concern about the consequences.

As Dean of the Howard Graduate School at the time, Charles

Thompson was in off-the-record communication with several

gistices. When I said in our interview that I had heard consi-

derable speculation to the effect that Frankfurter had held out

and insisted on "deliberate steed", Mr. Thompson felt too bound

by confidences to give a full answer, but replied, "I cart say

that that is good speculation." (58. )

There can be no-.- doubt about the attitude of Jan l War Ten. His

record as a liberal Governor, his courage in res ing the

McCarthy pressures on the University of California and his public

statements all point to a positive position. So do his sub-

sequent opinions.

Warren l_le3_2,mj.m VinsonThe Critical Difference?

Had Vinson lived through 1954 would the decision have beert

the same'? Probably not.

When I asked Thurgood Marshall if Warren's coining to the

Court made a difference, he said, "Sure, sure, sure." He went

on to explain ihat the reason he was sure was the difference in

the attitude between the two Chief Justices on the restricted

covenant cases (dealing with real estate contracts). He added,

"Ohs yes, if he (Vinson) had still been there we would have had

some trouble." (32.)

As indicated by their questions and' comments, a number of the

Justices showed concern about the social impact of such a

decision. If segregation was to be abolished, the solidarity of

a unanimous Court was important for .public reaction. With

Warren coming to the Court five votes seemed altogether sure.

Frankfurter was given a way out, making six. Jackson,. a sick

man, gave in to the Chief Justice. Desegregation had. a clear

majority. The most reluctant two or three finally concurred.
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CH.APIER VIII

THURGOOD MARSHALL AND HIS FRIENDS

Perspectives and Personalities

Thurgood Marshall has been the most prominent figure in

the desegregation litigation for the past twenty years. He

plead the Oklahoma, Texas and South Carolina cases and led the

legal staff which planned and argued the five public school

cases in the three hearings before the Supreme Court.

In ns.ming: Mr. Marshall as an Associate Justice in June, 1967,

President Johnson pointed out that few if any men ever had such

an impressive batting average in arguing cases before the court

prior to their appointment. Thurgood Marshall had won forty-

four out of fifty-two cases. Nineteen were argued for the

government as Solicitor General and thirty-three for the NAACP

or in private practice, many of them civil rights cases with

weak financial backing.

On April 3, 1967, when he was Solicitor General, Mr. Marshall

granted me an interview at the Department of Justice. I was

quickly struck by his informality, charm, frankness, hmor 'and

quick clear logic expressed in simple language. He readily

consented to a tape recorder. When I asked about any stipula-

tion on the use of the recording he replied, "Anytime I talk,

it s public. "

When I asked Mr. Marshall if he considered Brown v. Topeka

his greatest case, he said, "Nope, it's that Security Exchange

Commission case there on my desk which I argue beere-the,

Supreme Court Monday. It's always the next case." That atti-

tude is probably one secret of his success.-

More basically his.winning so frequently for tinpopular

causes probably comes from his mastery of 3.aw and logic. He

has become a legal scholar by the combination of formal study

and a great deal of intimate experience in front line constitutional

cases. He has all the dignity and sobriety of the juitiolak stereo-

type when a conventional situation calls for it.- But he has some-

thing more--a tmique, quick, clear reasoning that Comes 'natural

to him. He can cut through a lgoily maze of semantics, irrelevancy,

legalisms and. technicalities t6 the substantive meaning of.the

Constitution. His humor is often disarming. Be has an uncanny

ability to reduce key issues to simple arguments that leaves his

opposition helpless and probably a bit ashamed.
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Isn't That Samethin'

At the second 1ring before the Supreme.Court the questianof
mootness came up almost inmediately in the Topeka case because
the new Board of Education had made a modest start on ,a gradual'
desegregation process. (See Chapter Seven)

Charles Hallam, associate librarian for the Supreue Court
had written to Jacob Didkinson, board president at Topeka for
information, apparently at'the request of one of the Justices,.
probably Frankfurter. I showed a copy of the letter to Mr.

Mhrshall. He read it carefully and said2 "Isn't that somethint?"

After some discussion, Chief justice Warren ruled that the
case should be heard in spite of the later developments at
Topeka. But here was a letter indicating an unusual inquiry by
the Court which brought an answer that might:have made the
Topeka ease moot and affected the final decision.

Later, Mr. Marshall called the library of the Supreme Court.
Be said that the letter would be a good entree to Mr. Hallam,
now the librarian. pir. Hallam did not remenler the Circumstances
of the letter. Be and his staff were most courteous and cooperative
even to the extent of lending me three big volumes of the argu-
ments before the Supreme Caurt with permission to have them copied.

People, Pencils and Coffee

There was little money on the side of the NAACP. Thurgood
Marshall described their economic condition in his characteristic
way: "We uere broke in those days One mambas never been con-
vinced that I did not have a big slush fund tucked away some place.
I have never convinced himu He always says, 'oz., O.K., let's
put it this way, nobody's found it yet.' I says 'Yes, including
me.'"

But in this instances the shortage of money was not a hopeless
impediment to the eause of justice. By 19522.the NAACP had
attracted an ,abundance of free volunteer help. Again, the situation
is best described in the spontaneous words oflir. Marshall as he
summed up the five. Tears of litigation in the segregation eases:

A Negro reporter who hung around the office estimated
the number of peoples pencils and cups of coffee in-
volved. The figure was unbelievable.

Re began by getting law school professors to testify, and
once we got them in the Texas ease (we got good ones) then
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everybody wanted to volunteer...The number of

lawyers and law professors wbo worked on the case

was close to a hundred (80%) whiteh...I turned

down ten for every one who worked.:.Many of these

lawyers...were in government service. I tall that

'moonlighting for free'. Most of those people (witnesses)

sent back the money we gave them for expenses. They

wanted to pay for the expenses.l

iThere was difficulyin finding a lawyer to help in one

Souiprn state. Finally a colleague thought of a promising young

lawyer and got his consent on one condition: "If I get your word

and Mr. Marshall's on one thing--don't tell Papa." "Papa" was

.the governor. They-promised. The promise was kept. "Did 'Papa'

ever find out?" I asked. "Obviously, no," replied Mr. Marshall,

"Ho inherited all of Papa's money."

PThe Wild Boys"

All the way along, Thurgood Marshall enjoyed friendly

relations and close communication with a number of distinguished

law professors, especially of ifxrvard, Yale and Chicago:

FAL MARSHALL: In all these cases, the_last night before the

argument, I always ended with my secretary and two or three other

lawyers. and they-would be Lou. Pollack, now Dean at Yale, and

Charlie Bladk, who's a professor at Yale (both of them are

white) and Bill Colemert (who is a Negro). So you haVe a two to

one average there...Dean Griswold (of Harvard) testified in-

eveuome'of those law school cases but one. Ben Kaplan on

their facultyhas worked on practically every case I've ever had

back to 1940. When I go to Harvard I would get about ten of the

faculty to sit down idth DB, about the-same number I-had at Yale.

But Harvard's teaching is.conservatio4 the law school,teadhing.'

They-teadh by the law.

DR. SPEER: The Chicago group has been pretty liberal

through the years?

MR. MARSHALL: Oh, boy! Wild!

DR..SPEER: Wild, huh? (Laughtr)

1ThereWienatiabally some social scientists who were reluctant

to testify. Mr. Marshall told them, "Wall I know some Very cap-

able scientists who testify as experts everyday, for fifteen.hun-

dred dollars a day. You do not see anything wrong with that. But

to testify for nothing--I said, Maw teginning to understand*

what's wrong with it, it's the nothing parti.- Well, that was not

the right thing to say. I am sure I realty* it maw, but you.

might be able to plow some of that out." (32.) -
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MR. MARSHALL: What I love is, I love to bear the Yale boys

say, "Chicago's wild." Yaa go out to Chicago and they call the

Yale boys wild. I just say, "Both of you are wild. Both of you

are wild."

W. Marshall also'spoke with great appreeiathvof the "live

witnesses" used to present the behavioral science arguments

about the social and psychological evils of segregation. He

singled out the late Dr. Robert Redfield, the distinguished

anthropologist fram the University of.Chicago: "Oh, he.was

priceless." He attributes great importanee to the role played
initiallY by Kenneth Clark and the late Helen Trager.

He recalled another human interest story with a mixture of

amusement and sympathy:

The brief for the Supreme Court had to be in. Nash-

ington Monday morning. Sunday night, after six o'clock,
it was discovered that in the footnotes tbe type was
exactly reversed from what it should be...You set those-

by. hand, not by linotype. Our printer did it, got it

baund and off about four o'clodk in the morning. And
the next thing we heard about himwe called a day or

so later about somethingand the secretary said, "Don't
youlammr where he is? He's in a rest home." The man

had a nervous breakdown. ',said, "I can understand
what happened to him, I know what happened to him."

Appreciative of Huxman

I reminded Mr. Marshall tbat Judge Huxman of Topeka was the

only judge from .a lower court which Chia justice Warren quoted

directly in 1954. Then I referred to the following statebent

made by Jtdge Huxman in an interview a few months earlier:

I was glad to present the question to the Supreme

Court so there wrvilldn't be any doubt. I wanted it

decided once and lor all, one mayor the other...
The Supreme Caurt had ducked (the issue)...Well, I

intended to put the question up there so they'd have

a little-difficulty getting7around it. (29.)

MR. VHARSALL: (Gleefully slapping bis knee) That's what

I thoughthe, did. That's what I thought he did.I

1Kenneth Clark made a similar response to Judge Hummarils

remark, saying, "He (Human) certainly succeeded."
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14,11-Drailatata-150.41

In speaking of the word'"equal" Mr.. Marshall quoted
Justice Frankfurter: "Once in a while,. English words mean
Finglish." When arguing for the quidk implementation of the
Brown decision before the Supreme Court in 1955, Mr. Marshall.
used the word "forthwith." Justice Frankfurter interrupted with
the statement: "I am sure you will agree ill this kind otliti-
gation it is of utmost importance to use language of fastidious
accuracy." Mr. Marshall replied, "Absolutely."1 As contrast, in
Justice Frankfurter's vocabulary, Mr. Marsehll referred to the
"all deliberate speed" statement in the 1954 decision. as "a
Frankfurter phrase," explaining thatjustice Fraukrurter, "...read
British law like mad and this wording was in two,British eases.
I called (one of his) former law clerks and asked where did the
phrase 'all deliberate speed' come ftom. Be said, mAre you
kidding? That's Felix's favorite phrase." When Mr. Mardhall
remarked, "I haven't seenhim write it any' place," the former-
law clerk replied, "Right in the back of his head."

During the interview, Mr. Mhrshall recalled that shortly after
the opinion was read, he and several lawyer friends in his
office were arguing abamt the meaning of "all deliberate speed."
"My secretary went over to Webster's dictionary and found that
one of the early definitions of 'deliberate' is 'slow.' She said,
'Simple, it means with all slow speed!' How right that girl was!
How right she was!" It can be anticipated that contrary to
this, Mr. Justice Mhrshall's opinions will have few words and'
that they will have simple Fnelish meanings, understandable even
to the layman.

Praise for the Baltimore auerintendent

"Baltimore beat everybody" in the integration process in the
opinion of Mr. Nhrshall:

They had a good superintendent, a good superintendent...
Be was rough, really rough. When he came in there, my
mother was teachingboy, I know. Be said he was going
to do everything he could do without going to the Board
or anybody else. First thing, he made the teachers'
meet together. Then all professional meetings were
together. Every ono., in a while a Negro supervisor
would show up at a white school amd his answer was

iBerman refers to some Frankfurter words as "sesquipedalian."
(2.p.68) The BandomEause dictionary gives the number one

.definition as, "Given to using long words." Amore literal
neaning is, "a foot and a half."
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always cute. He'd say, "Well it could be an

accident." He desegregated the Polytechnic Insti-

tute. That was Board actian. I argued before the

Board and got it through, but he did the work on

it...it was pride...at the end even of three ytars

(a graduate) cauld enter M.I.T

A Real Interest in Schools

We speculated some about possible litigation over segregating

school children according to I.Q. or similar measures:

MR. MARSHALL: They (some educators) don't want the talented

ten in with the other ones.

r& SPEER: Which is still pretty conmonlvactice, to isolate

out the low I.Q.

MR. MARSHALL: Well, we. have it in the District of Columbia

with what we call the "track system."

DE. SPEER: Yes, the same thing.

Idit. MARSHALL: Oh, it's awful!---I like what we do in some

private schools now like the Dalton School where my kids were

in New York before we cane to Washington. They had just gone

back to the old progressive education...let the.kid concentrate

on nath when he wants to, then concentrate on something elat...

and when they went back and checked the record it was unbelievable:

Apst thing.
99.44% of them, when sixth grade, hadja well-

rounded education...it was the dar st thing, the dar

Keep Ralph painting all day for two weeks, and another kid doing'

math for two weeks...but they do havt to concentrate. That's why

I said it is the opposite of this track thing.'

Arguments art still going on about the effects of segregation.

The Supreme Court declared segregation "inherently-umequal." The

superintendent of a large city system recently said, "The 'notion

that only segregated educationcan make for quality education is

a myth that needs to be exploded." Thurgood Marshall put it

clearly and simply., "The only waTI ean be sure my chill is getting

an equal education is for him to be in the same room"- Be might

have added that this is the only way for them to get into "the

main stream of American life" as 'he did before the Suprene Cdurt.
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Majority or Dissent

Thurgood Marshall's interests, competeneies and experience

go far beyond segregation and civil rights. As Solicitor
General, he has plead the usual.range of government cases. His

opinions, arguments, and public'statements have not-been biased

for the Negro, right or wrong. Asmight be expected, he, "could

do without Stokely Carmichael." He showed respect for opposing

views in praising Judge Park9, who heard the Clarendon County,

Virginia segregation case and ruled e2ainst the plaintiffs,
but helped to make.sure the appeal was in good order.

Thurgood Marshall naturally can endorse the great decisions

of the "Warren Court" on desegregationl civil rights, the one-man-

one-vote principle, limits on wire tapping, and required counsel

for all accused as decided in the Gideon case. He speaks with'

deep affection for Justice Bladk. He saw Chief Justice Warren

as a man who had brought a decisive new emphasis to the court.

Mt. Marshall reasons as a philosophical pragmatist, considering

the social context, consequences, and relativity of rights. He

is a humanist who believes that law was made for man and not man

for law. He is a devotee of the "living constitution." On

close issues of the type that.havy been frequently receiving a

five to four vote, ws nmy now expect six to three majorities. We

may see a stronger tendency towardjudicial pressure on states

which, as he puts it, "fail to provide the necessary state

machinery to assure equal protection.of the laws" as well as on

those who have set up obstacles io equal protection.

AB one University of Chicago law professor said to me, "He

will liven up the Supreme Court." (The Warren Court hps never

been accused of being dead.) In general, he may become vyry

influential. His winning record of 85 percent out of fifty-two
Supreme Oyarb.cases probably means that he won asoCten as any

single justice on the Court voted with the majority. In other

-words, for this sampling at least, he has been very much "With"

the Court Wore becoming a member. As junior member of the

tribunal, tradition dictates that he will become doorkeeper in

the conference room because all discussion is so sedret that no

clerk or secretary is allowed. Among the nine Justices.he will be

one man with one vote. Ett beyond that he may become as.

persuasive on the court as he was before the court.

At the end of the interview with the tape'recorder still

runnings I again asked if there were any restrictions on using

what he had said. "No. Just don't put my southern brogue in

there."
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I wish I could. The recording communicates- a presence
with much more charm and wit, humanism and wisdom than can be
captured by the printed word.

Dr. Malcolm Sharp ts Garden Parties

Among the University of Chicago law professors who fre-
quently met with Thurgood Marshall and his colleagues to plan
the segregation cases was Dr. Mhlcolm Sharp. On October 30,
1967, he granted me an interview at the University of New
Mexico where he has been teaching law since he retired at Chicago.

Et. Sharp recalled: "They were arguing the restricted cove-
nant cases at the same tine they were preparing these (segregation)
eases and they used to bat probaems back and forth. They had a
hypotOtical case whidh they called "Sharp's Garden Party." I
invited everybody to my run-dawn back yard (in Chicago) where
the kids played but we called it a garden."

Dr. Sharp had testified in the Oklahoma, Texas and North
Carolina University eases. He found only South Carolina

unplOant. Thera the witnesses encountered an "old fashioned

cross-exaniner."

The Texas Zniversity faculty was a little offish
...I went to one of the most wonderful parties of
my experience during the Texas case. Curiously
enough ,I was the only white person there. I would
have supposed that some of the people I knew at the
University of Texas would have showed up but they
did not. There were journalists from New 'York, all
kinds of people, wonderful--like some of the parties
in four scenes lnd three acts. Lawn party, pleasant
amount of drinkinvottoo much, just convivial. It

was a great ticcasion.

One of the things I remember vividly from the.eases
were the (University of Texas) students Standing
around the courtroom and moving in and out all
thraugh theSe days, a lot of them standing, very
quietly, and listening.

I like the-Oklahoma faculty Who said what they
thought. They didn't.hedge. There were some on
both sides. Dean Keeton, who was Dean of Oklahoma
at that time was later made Dean of Texas much
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to my amusement. He didn't do any pussy-
footing at all. He was very sure that our
position, was right. One'of the members of the
faculty thought it was wrong and said so...

Commenting on the speed with which the segregation_cases
moved, Dr. Sharp said, "I sometines find it hardNto
that nothino of this sort was going.on in Roosevelt's time...
There was a lot of dammed up influence accumulated. I think
it went a lot faster than Thur:ood e ected."

"Argumentative Testimonym

When I asked Dr. Sharp if he bad helped ar2ae any of the
eases, he said, "No. The line between giving testimony as an
expert in these'and arguing them is a thin one sometimes. It
is argumentative testimony."

Modest about the credit given him by former colleagues at
Chicago and by the Negro leaders, Dr. Sharp said:

There vas a very able group of Negro lawyers in
all the cases from different regions. It was a
fluctuating group. I am sure that Thurgood is
honest and warm-hearted in giving; the'professors
the credit but I must say I think he and his mlup
are the ones who are most entitled to it...There
has never been a graup of lawyers in the country,
still less, underdog lawyer, who had sudh a
stead stri of victories to their credit. It
is actually unprecedented. 37

Ming's Historical Approach

The lawyers for the two sides were operuting under the princi-
ple of advocacy and naturally reporting only the evidence that
would support their respective cases. AS pointed out'in Chapter
Seven, the Eisenhower administration was concerned abaut the
political repercussions of a eonspiciaus government stand which
may also have prevented the Department of Justice research report
on the five questionffrom being altogether. objective. Therefore,
although the "pile of reports was as high as a. desk," some of
the most relevant true history may have been omitted.

William R. Ming thinks so. In our interview and in$everal
addresses he has said that the research on the five cite ons
could have been quite important; tut the historians had missed.

:the boat by not having dug put more of the true story earlier.
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Mr. Ming pointed out that much of the real argument about the
Fourteenth Amendment had gone on in Republican caucti6 and

therefore was not a matter of formal reeord. Be noted that Chief
Justice John Marshall had decided that the first nine Amendments

did not apply to the states. This left a big loop-hole. Many
Congressmen were afraid that the states would negate the
principles won by the military in the Civil War. Thel,"ore,

there was a real need felt for the Fourteenth Amendment. The

majority of the Congress wanted an amendment to abolish segre-
gation and preferred to use the amending proc,.ss rather than a
legislative attempt so as to avoid facing their constituents on

the issue.

Mr. Ming agreed with the statement made by Earl Warren; both

in the decision and in the interview with David Atkinson: Bad
public education not been in its infancy in the North and
practically non-existant in the South, it would have entered
prominently in the disaussions on the proposed amendment. Be

also referred to a Kentudky law against segregation in housing,
during World Nhr I days, forbidding selling a house to a Negio

unless the block was already more than 5o% black. The Supreme

Court oVerruled the case. This could have been a significant

precedent for the school segregation cases. (34.)

Fourteenth Amendment Misused

Mr. Ming also emphasized the now well-recognized historical
point that the Fourteenth Amendment had been misused by the

courts for years. The due process clause had been applied much

more to property than clvil liberty, often,for the protection of

the corporation rather than the cammon man.

Inter-Zisciplivary Approach at Chicago

Both Kenneth Clark and William Eing have indicated there was
a high level of communication between the leading minds fram law

and behavioral science. Eaturally,it was not immediate and

complete. Dr. Clark often served as liason between the two'

groups. Ming pointed out that the social sciences permeated much
of the legal thinking on the.Chicago campus because students
admitted to the law school ust.aly.had an undergraduate najor in
one of the social sciences and a-real community of scholars

.developed with a large measure of inter-disciplinary thinking..
lir. Ming linked the process to OM of the things "that make a
law school great" as the Supreme Court said in decrying the
required isolation of Sweatt in the Texas case. (34.)
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The late Dr. Robert Redfield, then Chairman of the Anthropology

Department, and Dr. Ralph Tyler, formerly Chairman of the

Education, Department and later Dean of the Social Science Division

at Chicago, were both involved in the trial planning. It was

fromDr. Tyler that I obtained some of my briefing for the Topeka

case.



CHAPTER IX

QUESTIONNAIRE TO SOCIAL SCIENTISTS

Statae and Consistent

A minter of legal sdholars, politicians, jourrAl_Ists,

academicians and other commentators have questioned the stability

of the tehavioral science theory in regard to segregation. Some

of the criticimn of the desegregation decision was based on the

alleged overemphasis of expert testimony, the alleged disagreement

among experts and the rapidity-with which they change their views.

Samples of such comment can be found covering the full range

from emotional tirades against "pseudo-scientists" to more sober

objections on the use of such a ytong science in such an impor-

tant decision.

Some of the most volatile attacks upon the social scientists

who took part in the public school cases were heard on the floor

of the United States Senate. The day following the release of

the decision, Senator Richard Russell of Georgia disparaged the

basis of the decision:

The court substituted psychology for law and

precedent in interpreting the Const.- ion of

the United States. The rights of sta yes and

individuals should not be subjected to amateur

psychologists whose chief experience has been

in the field of practical politics. If the, court

is tc rely on psychology we should add psycholo-

gists of recognized ability or provide the court

with a psychologist to help get out the decision.

Senator Price Daniel of Texas also ridiculed the psycholo-

gists and declared that they. were "the ones who are attributing

inferiority to the.Negro. We can have separate and equal schools

which can be equal. The Negroes of nky state prefer that their

childrenhave their own sdhools and their own teachers." (9.

May18, 1954, p.1-2)

On May 26) 19553 five days before Warren read the unanimous,

opinion of the Court on implementation of the desegregation

decision, Senator James O. Eastland of Mississippi delivered a

speech .to the Senate in which he attempted to discredit the

"sorcalled modern authorities cited by the Court" and maintained

that "the Suprems Court had been indoctrinated and brainwashed

by left-wing pressure groups." He declared that English juris-

prudence had' never been based on "such dubious authority":
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..4y information is that the one time when the

high appellate court of any major Western-nation

has resorted to text boOks and the works of

agitators to sustain its decision was when the

high court of Germany sustained Hitler's racist

laws.

What the Bar and the peoplelof the United States

are slow to realize is thatrthe rendition of the

opinion on the school segregation cases the entire

basis of American jurisprudence was swept away.

There is only one other comparable system of juris-

prudence which is based upon the winds of vacillating,

political, and pseudo scientific opinionthe Peoples

Courts of Soviet Russia. In that vast vacmim of liberty

the basis of their jurisprudence is .the vacillating,

ever/changing winds of pseudo- authority. And that today

is the basis of American jurisprudence as announced

by a unanimous opinion of our Supreme Court.

Such emotional diatribes were perhaps to be expected of the

Southern members of the Congress during a- period in American History

when witch-hunting in the McCarthy manner was in its hey-day.

However, there were more sober voices raised with concern over the

use of social science by.the courts. One of these was John W.

Davis. Is chief attorney for the appellees in the public school

cases, he had attacked social scientists before the Supreme Court:

I am tempted to digress, becadse I am discussing

the weight and pith of this testimony, which is the

reliance of the plaintiffs here to turn back this

enormous weight of legislative and judicial prece-

dent on this subject. I may have been unfortunate,

or I may have been careless, but it seems to me that

much of that which is handed around under the name of

social science is an effort on. the Dart of the scientist

to rationalize his own preconceptions. They find usually,

in my limited observation, what they go out to find.(44.)

Another voice of concern was that of the late Dr. Theodore

Calm, Professor of Law at New York University. Dr. Cahn was

a legal scholar who saw a danger in the precedent because social

science is "so very young." He questioned the wisdom of relying

on the findings of a discipline he labeled "young, imprecise

and changeful." (See Chapter Ten.)
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The View Fifteen Years Later

In order to test the "young, imprecise and changeful" nature

of behavioral science, we sent questionnaires to the expert

witnesses who took part in the desegregation eases and to the

thirty-two who signed the social science statement attached-as

an Appendix to the Appellants' Brief. (41.) The object was to

find out how their views had changed int the past fifteen years.

A control group was also selected, more or less at random, of

people whose attitudes on school segregation were not so much

a meter of record--at least, they had not been involved as

signers of the statement or as witnesses in the trials. We

asked a number of people to suggest names of sociologists,

psyehologists, educators and anthropologists roughly of cam-

parable age and distinction. lb added several who were obviously

of this category. TheTable on the following page shows the

results of the questionnaire from all three groups.

Each witness was sent a copy of his testimony. A copy of-

the social science statement (AppendixA)-was sent to the'signers

and the control group. The first six-questions indicate the

different roles of each group. Ett the T.lestions are aimed at

a similar objective, namely, an appraisal of the stability of

professional judgments in tle social scienees by comparison of

vlews in the early 1950's with those in 1967.

Two conelusions stand out about the replies to the first

six questions:

(1) There is a high degree of consistency among the three

groups on all questions.

(2) The basic views of f4y-nine of the country's leading

behavioral scientists regarding the social and psychological

evils of segregation have been very stable for fifteen 'years.

The last six.questions were adked of all three-groups. They

deal with justification far the basis of the decision and its

implications for the future.

The Statement Grouli

Of the thirty-two who signed the social science Appendixl to

the Appellants' Brief for the Supreme Court, twenty-nine are

still living. We were able to contact twenty-five of theSe.

1 See Appendix A for complete text of the social science

statement.
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Eenneth Clark was interviewed rather thanCsent a questionnaire

and two other$ Mamie Clark (Mrs. Kenneth Clark) and David

Eredh returned questionnaires for witnesses since they'also took

part in the trials. The Table, therefore, shows a return of

twenty-two for the social science statement group.

We discussed the social science Appendix with Dr. Kenneth

Clark in his office in New York City on February 20, 1967. He

explained how psychological knowledge had become the new factor

in the decision and that the Appendix had been drafted to give

emphasis to it. He s- id:

Surely, in the new element wap the whole body of

social science, social psychology, sociological

research, which we brought together in the testi-

'mony-Which expert witnesses gave in the cases and the

summary of.that which we presented in the social,science

Appendix for the extension of the Brandeis-brief formult.1

Instead-of including social science within the legal

brief, we had the. social scielice clearly in its own brief. (22.)

Alawyer who had participated in the university desegregation

cases before the Supreme Caurt, William B. Ming, Jr., of Chicago,

recalled in an interview in February, 1968, that there was some

disagreement among lawyers who prepared the'brief for the Supreme

Court as to the best way,of introducing the-behaviaral"science

evidence and the degree of emichasis which it deserved. Putting

:the statement in as an appendixwas somewhat of a compromise,

according to Mr. Ming. (34.)

It is not known haw mudh attention the Supreme Court Justices

gave to the statement.but the "modern authorities" referred to in

the famous footnote eleven include soke of the experts who had

drafted the statement.

Dr. Clark retraced sons of the work involved in putting toget-

her the statement:

Professor Isidor Chein of New York University, Stuart

Cook and I hammered out the social science briefs...We

sent them (the thirty=two signers) a draft of the mater-

ial and asked .them to read it and make any suggestions

1 The famous Brandeis brief, authored in 1906 by Louis Brandeis,

originated the technique of uping non-legal as well as legal

evidence as a means of'persuading the court.
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or changes and write back. If a person didn't

write back within the time, we called...We made

revisions as suggested if they were. substantive.

I think there were very few.

...I don't think that there was a single person

...whom we asked to sign that statement who

refused to. I don't think there was any revision

which required rewriting or anything of that

Sort. Now it is true that Dr. Chein, Stuart Cook

and Gerhard Saenger and I worked on it very long

and hard...I wrote the first draft and then we

re-drafted and the final draft Stuart Cook vas

involved in. He was just wonderful because he

brought the appearance of white, Anglo-Saxon dis-

passionateness to our task where I had a tendency

sometimes to be a little strident. Stuart would

say, "Well, now, we don't want to lose our point

by overstatement" ...We tried not to make any itate-

ment in that document which could not be documented...

We chose these thirty-two on basis of their involve-

ment in these problems, either theoretically or by

research or as teachers, or, in a few cases, as

practitioners.

To check the "uncertain life expectancy" of these behavioral

science the first question asked of the statement group

on the que onnaire was, about their current feelings on the

fifteen-year-old document:

QUESTION: Those who signed the 1952 statement on

:the effects of school segregation indicated that they

were in substantia/ agreement on the points covered.

Would you still endorse the statement to this =tent

today?,

Practically all the respondents seemed to indicate that they would

still endorse the statement. Their comments on the question

reflected a strengthening of the opinions held in the early 19501s

in light of 'evidence that has accrued since then. Some ,of the

replies were as follows:

Noel P. Gist, University of Missouri at Columbia:.

I am not aware of any new scientific evidence that would in

any way invalidate the statement.
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S. Stansfield Sargent, Clinical Psychologist, VA Hoshital,

Phoenix Arizona:

It seens on rereading to be as generally accurate and

incisive as when it was written.

Arnold M. Rose, University of Minnesota:

lie disagreed over.some minor aspects of wording and the

degree of reliability of some of the studies reported. Since

1952, there have been many more pertineltstudies, and the

weight of evidence in support of our 15:2 conclusions has be:-

come stronger.

instead of endorsing the statement exactly as written,

Gardner Mbrphy of the Menninger Foundation wrote: "Is of 1967,

I would think a very different document would be needed."

WESTION: hflpr further research and develommtigL
theor what is our resent attitude toward the con

tent of the statenent on the evils of segregation?

I now believe the evils were underemphasized.

I now believe the evils were over emphasized.

I still believe the emphasis in the original statenent

was about right.

A majority of the responses on this question indicated that after

fifteen years the social scientists still believe the emphasis in

the statement was about right. A total of six, however, felt the

evils were underemphasized in the statement. No one felt that the

evils bad been overemphasized. Again, some of the replies point

out that if the statement were drafted today, stronger evidence

could be presented:

Gordon W. Allport of Harvard:

The evidence was less strong than the signers might wish; but

more recent evidence (Coleman report, etc.) make the position

taken in 1952 more secure now than then.

M. Brewster Smith of University of California, Berkeley:

ladle the forefront of legal concern has shifted from legally

enforced segregation to de facto segregation, neither problem

is yet solved, and considerably more weighty evidenoe concerning

the deleterious effects of segregation is available today than

was available to the drafters of the "Appendix:to Appellants'

Brief."
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Ebel P. Gist of University of Nissouri at Columbia:

As everyone should realize, the statement did not and could not

spell aat precioely: or in quantitative terms, the effects of

school segregation on all individuals. It, that is, the statement

was.largely a matter of evaluation of available evidence. I

believe the emiShasis in the original statement was about right.

The effects were certainly not overemphasized.

Isidor Chein of New York University:

I thidk that the weight of the evidence is stronger today or,

to put it differently, there is a great deal more evidence that

can be cited. I do not think, however, that any significant

substantive revisions are called for.

Arnold W. Rose of the University of Minnesota felt a shift in

kind of emphasis might have been preferred rather than a shift in

degree: "I would have given a little less weight to the psycho-

analytic generalizations and somewhat more 'weight to the feelings

of rejection and the damages to the self-concept."

Ira DeA. Reid of Haverford College felt the evidence at the

tine would have supported an even stronger document: "We knew

more than we wrote but time was brief, the correspondents were few.

(I was surprised that only four of the numberthe Clarks, Allison

Davis and Iwere Negroes.) What we knew, many of the others

would not buy7supporting evidence to. the contrary notwithstanding."

The Witness Group

Thirty-one social scientists testified in the desegregation

trials in the early 19501s. Of those still living, we were able

to contact twenty'', including Kenneth Clark who spoke of his

participation ixt the trials during our interview. He described

his role as the bridge between the fields of social science and

law:

I worked day and night with the lawyers trying to

understand their problems, as they iefined then,

1The respanse to our questionnaire was extremely gratifying.

Especially apprebiated were those letters and comments fraa .

Colleagues and relatives of those witnesses now deceased. One of

these letters Was from Ava English, wife of the late Horace B.

English who had testified in several of the trials. She wrote in

part: "The chance to testify in these cases was one of the greatest

satisfactions in my hustandfs life. Of that I am sure. He was always

ready to recount with relish various incidents connected with them.

I am also sure, had he lived to witness the present scene and all that

has intervened, he would retract not one word of what he shid at that

time, nor modify except in the direction of strengthening his

testimo4 if possible:I
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and trying to see the extent to which social science
could be relevant and what social scientists would be

approDriate as expert witnesses in terms of their
research interest, personality, and willingness to be

involved. I assumed they were all talking with pros-
pective witnesses, trying to explain to them ny under-

standing of what the legal problem was. I tried also

to help the lawyers understand the difference between

social science and law. (22.)

The first point on the questionnaire to the witnesses was

similar to that for the statement group anddealt with the long-

term validity of their views.

QUESTION: Would you still essentially endorse the

testimon that, vou ave at that time?

The replies to this questionwere unanimously in the affirma-

tive. Comments on the question reveal the belief that more
extensive scientific evidence now available would justif'y an even

stronger stand today. Typical of the replies to this luestion

was that of Harold J. McNally of Teachers' College, Columbia
Dbiversity, who wrote, "If anything, I explore convinced now of

what I said than I was then.11 Other responses were similar.

Wilbur Brookover of Michigan State University:

I would no doubt go much further naw.

Isidor Chein of New York University:

...in its basic substanoe, I see no reason for.revising any

major aspect of my testimony.

H. Brewster Smith of University of California, Berkeley:

The question is whether legally imposed segregation can ever

result in facilities that are eggl. The assessment of:equality

is an empirical, matter to whioh "modern authoritym in behavioral

sciences is nanifestly cogent. The 1952 testimony can be

criticized in terma of the less than wholly adequate state of the

evidence on which.expert opinion was based. The cogency of that

opinion, however, seems to me beyond quesM.or, and the evidence

to bat& it up is firmer today that it was thlm."

Expert behavioral science witnesses were called by-the

efense only in Virginia. Two of the four returned questionnaires:

Mt. Lindley Stiles and LT. Henry E. Garrett.1

iThe defense also called several school officials who did not
qualify themselves as behavioral scientists.
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Dr. Stiles was Dem of Education at the ,University of Virginia
at the time of the Davis case in which he testified. .He has been
critized for presenting segregation as a social disease, and yet,
defending it as the best hope of educating all people to the idea4
peaceful integration. (13.) His comments on the questionnaire
indicate that Dr. Stiles still feelsjustified in his position
in the Davis case on the evils of segregation. But the perspec-
tive of fifteen years has tempered his judgment about the ability
of law to bring about social change. His comment on the first'
question was:

I thought segregation was wrong then and said so; I
still think so. My testimony compared treatment of
Negroes in non-segregated states with patterns in
the Sauth. History-has supported and given visability
to the plight of the Negro as a mdnority all over the

nation. My view that education is essental to the
elimination of racial prejudice still stands. Perhaps
now I would place some additional confidence in the
force of law--over the long pull.

The second witness called by the defense who returned a ques-
tionnaire was Dr. Henry E. Garrett, an outspoken opponent of
integration and of the Supreme Court's role in trying to bring it
about. Dr. Garrett was Chairman of the Psychology Department at
Columbia University when he testified in the Davis case. His
position as a past president of the American Psychological
Association and as a long-time, eminent professor at Columbia
have added weight to his pro-segregation statements. His
professional status coupled with his pro-segregation views have
contributed to the idea that there are wide disagreements among
social scientists about the deleterious effects of segregation.
Dr. Garrett's answer to the first question regarding his testimony
in the trial was as follows:

I would have favored segregated schools more strongly
if I had forseen the present chaos brought about by
0E0 and HEW. Desegregation hasn't worked and will
only be accepted in the South as a necessary evil--
which one must live with; at least for a time.

In his reagot book, Challenge to the Court, I.A. Newby
describes the use of-science by segregationists since 1954 and
analyzes the ideas and the literature of scientific racists.
Newby writes as follows abaut Dr. Garrett: .
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Inasmuch as he accepted in its entirety the
segregationist position in civil rights controversies,
he was a godsend for segregationists in the Davis
case; he was especially useful to the Virginia attor
neys, a man whose credentials matched those of any
witness for the NAACP. Garrettts attitude toward
segregation bore little resemblance to that of Dean

Stiles. He showed none of Stiles t ambivalence, repeated
none of Stiles' homilies about the future of inter
racial progress in the South. He endorsed segregation
openly and directly, and his testimony in the Davis
case was only the first of a long- list of services he
has performed for the segregationists and scientific
racists. Since 1954, he has played a leading role in
the history of scientific racism . 1 (13)

The testimony Dr. Garrett gave, however, is viewed by others
as backfiring on the Virginia attorneys and in the long run
helping the Negro cause. As reported in Chapter Ten, Dr. Clark
felt this very decidedly at the time of the trial.

A second quesl.on asked of the witnesses dealt with their
present perspective on their testimonl of fifteen years ago. The

question was:

QUESTION: After further research and development of theory,

what is our resent attitude toward the main oints covered
in your testimony?

I now believe my testimony overemphasized the effects
of segregation.

I now believe At,i testimony underemphasized the effects
of segregation.

I still believe the emphasis in my testimony regarding
the effects of segregation was about right.

The response of the witnesses to thiS question was consistent
with that of the statement group. Most of them felt that their
earlier emphasis on the evils of segregation was about right.
Several thought they had underemphasized the effects. None felt
they had overstated their arguments.

M. Brewster Smith voiced the idea that although the situation
has changed today, the essential points made in the early 1950t5
were still relevant:

1Reprinterl from Challenge to the Courts by i.A. Newby by

permission of Louisiana State University Press. Copyright 1967.
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Today, effects of educational segregation as such

would have to be seen in the context of other

intellective and personal handicap9 resulting from

ghettoization. The need for special compensatory

education is now more salient. But to recognize

this does not seem to me to change the essential

points made in the testimony.

Dr. Isidor Chein of New York University explained the emphasis

of his testimony and his present feeling about the effects of

segregation as they exist today:

The burden of my testimony had two foci, one the

lurvey of Social Science Opinion, and the other on

:he effects of governmentally enforced segregation

on personality-development. I did not testify on

detrimental effects of segregation independently of

the sources of the segregation. I believed then,- and

believe now, that there are such detrimental effects--

tut, both then and now, I felt (and feel) that the most

serious effects are related to the segregation effected

under the aegis of the lawor public agencies. Since

then a major change that has occurred, particularly in

the large urban centers of the North, is that unofficial

segregation is perceived by many more, Negroes as an

evression of public policy. The differenee between

official and unoffinial segregation has, I believe,

correspondingly dininished...The realization that the

possibility exists of doing something about being rejected

rests in one's own hands has had some good effects on

the selfesteem of Negroes, particularly Negra'youth, if

not auch good effects =peaceful relations with whites.

Theymay sneer today at the relative ineffectiveness of

the 1954 Supreme Court decisions, but its immediate

effect was to galvanize the Negroes of the United States

into a realization that their fate and status was In

large measure in their own hands.. This effect is still

with W.

David Krech, of the University of California at Berkeley,

commented in a similar vein:

I am almost tempted to say that the "behamioral

supports'? (to which I referred in my testimony) of

discrimination provided for by legal segregation

have turned out to be so effective that the Negro has

fallen complete prey to all of this. Some Negroes

now see themselves as culturally, psychologically, and
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physically different from the whites. .Or put in
another wen it is the behavioral supports of the
South which have finally convinced the Negro that he
mmst sedk bladk power, and not people power.

Dean Lindley Stiles, who had been called by the defense,
recognized the evils of segregation in his testimony and now feels
that he did underemphasize the effects of segregation. We quote

him again:

No doubt I did (underemphasize), but not intentionally,
since I responded to questions posed. I perhaps under-
estimated the willingness of peopl. to move voluntarily
to abolish segregation--in the non-South as well as the
South...I thought, then, that better education for
Negroes for a period of time would make integration easier,
in southeni states, particularly. The conflicts of the
past decade support my concern that compulsory integration
without educational preparation might lead to conflict.
In retrospect, it seems that there is no easy way to inte-
grate the races; hence, the decision by the court to move
with "all delibeisate speed!! was the only course.

Dr. Henry Garrett, who testified for segregation, as reported
above, stands by his original position. -And he concluded with
this comment:

Desegregation has failed (vide: Washington and New
York City) and will never work unless local school
officials are permitted to shift pupils--not Federal
judges.

The Control Group

Eighteen of thirty-one questionnaires were returned from the
control group. Although 58% return is below that generally
desired for reliability, the fact that the respondents are
predominately consistent with each other gives the results a

good degree of significance.

QUESTION: Would you have endorsed the social science
statement at the time it was drafted had you been asked?
Would you endorse the statement today?

All eighteen of those responding answered that they would
have signed the statement and all but one would endorse the state-
ment today. Several,commented that they could endorse the state-
ment with more confidence today.
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Thomas F. Pettigrew of Harvard:

I would endorse a stronger more detailed statement, too,
since we now have far better data upon whiCh to base i_t...

A. Harry Passow of Teachers' College, Columbia University:

This "y.es" must be qualified by a belief that better
research is now available and a betterbalanced statement is
possitle. A different emphasis might now be appropriate.

Only one member of the control group, preferred to remain
anOnymous. His reason was that his "Present position is not
central to this field." While respecting his wishes, we
include his comments since they are the only. ones from the control
group which differ markedly from the concensus. His answer to
the first question was:

On the basis e both sentiment and belief and based
on evidence available at that time I would have agreed:
Having studied the evidence more careftlly since then,
I would not endorse the statement.

Members of the control group Imre then asked to express them.-
selves on the emphasis in the" social science statement.

QUESTION: After further research and development of
theor what'is our attitude toward the content of
the statement on the evils of segrogatior2

I believe the evils Imre underemphasized.
I believe the-evil:: were over emphasized.
I believe the empbasis in the statement was about

right.

From the eighteen replies, again, only -the one.,:, who preferred

to remain anonymous, felt that the evils had been overemphasized
in the s tat ement. He wrote:

While logically, segregation can lead to deleterious
consequences for Negro childrol little hard evidence
was adduced to demonstrate the effects of legal school
segrealtisq, independent of other forms of segregation
and discrimination in the early 1950's or prior to.
that time. This was the actual question posed by the
Court.

The opposite point of view was expressed by Dr.
Wilkerson of Yeshiva University, who indicated belief that the
evils had been underemphasized in the statement. Be camment3d
as follows:
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Recent stadies on Negro self-concert and scholastic
achievenent in relation to segregation emphasize and
ftrther expand the findings reported in the 1912

statement.

On The Nature of the Decision

The wording of the remaining six questions, sent tu the
three groupsstatement, witness and controlwere identical
and concern professional reactions to the decision and its
implications for the future. Since these questions had no

bearing on the role the social scientists may have played during
the trials, we have not broken down the responses by groups.
The first of this series of questions was:

QUESTION: In his decision, Chief Justice Warren,
referring to the circumstances surrounding the adoption
of the Fourteenth Amendment in Congress and the
ratification by the states (1868) said: "This
discussion and our own investigation convinces us
that although these sources cast ,some light, it is
not enough to resolve the problem with which we

are faced. At best they are inconclusive.

Later the Chief Justice quotes the Kansas Court:
"Segregation with the sanction of law, therefore,
has a tendency to retard the educational and mental
development of Negro children and to deprive them
of some of the benefits they would receive in a
raci:41.1y integrated school. system."

Men he adds: "Whatever may have been the extent of
psychological knowledge at the time of Plessy v.
FerKuson (1896), this finding (evil effects of segre-
gation) is amply supported by modern authority."

In other words, the Chief Justicei in rejecting the
"separate but equal" doctrine of 1896, seems to be
stressing "modern authority" in behavioral science
rather than legal precedents and legislative intent.

Do you generally agree that a decision on this basis
was justified?

Fifty-four of the sixty replies agreed that the decision
was well-justified on a behavioral science basis. .Several pointed

out that such a basis for a court decision was really not so
"new":
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W. W. Charters of the University of Oregon:

Why should not contemporary knowledge have as much authority
as knowledge invoked in the past?

Gordon W. Allport of Harvard:

There is a difference. The 1896 decision (Plessy vt
Ferkuson) was equally influenced by "soeial science" but it was
not much more than William Grahati Sumnbrts opinion that was
influential) In 1952, there was at least some empirical
evidence.

Isidor Chein of New York University:

I can see no rational alternative. It is an illusion that law
merely rests on legal precedents and legislative intent. It is
full of assumptions (both in the precedents and intents) con-
cerning the determinants of human behavior and. a good deal else.
"Modern authority" may be full of flaws in these natters, but
it is still more soundly based than older, not explicitly
acknowledged, tacit authority."

Doxey A. Wilkerson of Yeshiva University:

Such basis for court decisions have always been used; the
essential difference here is that the social-science premises
were made explicit.

Others wrote more generally and saw the decision as a ne C-
e s sary recognition of the behavioral sciences by the courts:

Noel P. Gist of the University of Missouri, Columbia:

I strongly agree that a decision on this basis was justified.
Unless such decisions can take into full. account and with
approximate emphasis, social, cultural, and psychological aspects,
based snivientific evidence, then decisioas based on legal pre-
cedencehiose touch with realities.

14. Brewster Smith of University of California, Berkeley:

Decisions based on precedent alone cannot stand up indefinitely
unless they are in reasonable harmony with scientific findings.
We accept this for the physical sciences, and are on the way to
accepting the idea also for behavioral sciences.

See Chapter X.
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Wellman J. Warner of New York University:

I have chedked nYesft but I have some uneasiness ibaut the
apparent sharp division you make betwean "legal izecedeace and
legislative intent" and "Modern authority" ia behavioral

science. If the formulation intends to ask whether there is
emerging a recognized authority of opinion ia the findings of

a new segment of specialists in the behavioral, fields of
scholarship, then the answer is clearly in the affirmative.

Harold J. McNally of Teachers' College, Columbia University:

There is no doubt that research findings and implications
from behavioral science research of the past fifty years or

more have necessitated a broadening of our conception of the

meaning of "equal protection of the law." Any decision which
ignores these findings rests on less than all the available

evidence.

Three respondents from the total of fifty-nine included in the

survey indicated that they believed the behavioral science basis

of the decision was not justified. Their disagreement, however,

did not seem aimed at the use of the behavioral sciences as such,

but rather at the evidence which the court chose to recognize

from the behavioral sciences. Two of these three asked to remain

anonymous. The other one, as might be expected, (las Dr. Henry E.

Garrett, who wrote:

*There was no real. evidence of the "evils" of separate

schools. Warren in the 1954 decision said that when
children of the same age and same "educational quali-
fications" were separated, it causes all sorts .of

difficulties. He was wrong then and is wrong now.
Federal judges have forced Negro children into white
schools without regard to qualificationsa cruel
farce for the Negroes. K. B. Clark's "doll tgsti-
mony"--the only experimental evidence offeredihas
been shown to be "phony" (see van den Haag).

Desegregation will work only when a very few almost

white Negroes are desegregated. These few will

not be happy.

One of the anonymaas answers was from a witness who had testi-

fied*during the trials but felt theevidence presented was largely

unsubstantiated. He conmented as follows:

1
See Chapter X regarding other evidence, direct and indirect.
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At the time of the 1954 decision, scientific research

on the psychologiaal effects of segregation was frag-
mentary. Caunsel for the plaimtiffs and the "expert"
witnesses brought to testify in their behalf overstated
what was then known about the impact of segregation on

the child. We were "reaching" and we knew it.

The other anonymous reply seems to echo Dr. Garrett:

The evidence ofgered in support of the allegation in
the Brown v. Board of Education case was insubstantial,
hearsay to some extent, and over-reached the reasonable
implications of any known psychological research Alp to

that tim. As stated by one of the protagonists in an
article quoted by the Court, "Agreement by scientists does
not constitute scientific evidence ..." A board of inde-
pendent investigators evaluating the evidence would not,

I am convinced, have agreed with the Court.

Thomas F. Pettigrew of Harvard commented that *the question we
posed was itself slanted, "since Warren's decision was by no
means based solely or even largely upon footnote eleven." A
colleague of Dr. Pettigrew at Harvard, Robert J. McCloskey,
distinguished professor of American History and Government,
wrote in his book, The American Supreme Court, that the decision
did in fact lean too heavilOy on modern sociological and
psychological literature and, because of the lack ,of, legal case

work in it, was not the persuasive document it could. have been.
The question it seems remains very much alivefor legal scholars,
behavioral scientists and the public at large.

The next question focuses on the idea that the decision-on
Brown v. Topeka opened a new chapter in American social justice:

QUESTION: The Brown v. Topeka decision is not the
first to rely heavily on social, economic, psycholo-
gical or cultural considerations in addition to (or

even in lieu of) the traditional basis of legislative

intent and judicial precedent. Yet, this case ray be
the greatest example with the most significance.

jou think the Brown v. Topeka decision has
important implications for social change in the
future? That is, does the Warren decision point to
an increasinAly easier avenue of redress even for

small groups of citizens. Since legislation requires

majority support for passage and enforcement, is an
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additional or alternate channel namoreltfirlitilx
indicated through the judicial process utilizing the
"new knDwledge" in behavioral science for establishingardeassiouthumanri.
Out of the sixty replies, forty-one responded affirmatively,six negatively and thirteen answered with caution and reser-vation or left the question blank. Several of the comments

expressed hope for individual rights before Courts which wouldincreasingly recognize scientific evidence.

Noel..P. Gist of University of Missouri at ColuMbia:

As a behavioral scientist, I believe that the judicial pro-cess may be implemented effectively by greater reliance on pro-per evidence from scientific investigation which can be evalutedby judges not necessarily under political pressures or subject topopular prejudices. It is quite apparent that the efforts to
achieve educational equality would have been quite d ifferent ifthe deasions had been made by legislative bodies.

Lindley Stiles of Northwestern:

Certainly, minorities need avenues toiustice that do not
depend =majority decisions; otherwise, their rights may besacrificed to the selfish interests of the many.

Kenneth Clark remarked about the significance of the decision in our"interview:

I couldn't agree more with you than that the Browndecision clearly supports the contention that the -

judicial route was the most effective way in attempt-
ing to bring abotit changes in the racial pattern in
America and tended to justify the approach of .the
NAACP. I think also that the decision precipitatedthe whole civil rights crisis..I'm sorry to s eethat we had to deal with the problems which led tothe Brown decision through the courts. Because Ithink it means the issue here is basically an
educational issUe, and the courts here had to enteronly because the educators had defaulted. I, asan educator, am not particularly happy when funda-
mental educational and hmanissues have to be
decided by litigation. In a very real world, I
suppose, this has to happen. (22.)

Some of the replies cautioned against belief that judicialaction alone would be able to bring about social change:
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Louisa Howe of Harvard Medical Sdhool:

The NAACP was, I believe, responsible for convincing the
courts that social scientists could properly serve as "expert
witnesses" (like physicians, and scientists in other fields).
The May, 1954 decision by itself accomplished almost nothing;
legislative and exsoative leadership and action have also
been necessary--and still precicus little desegregation has
occurred. The decision has great symbolic importance, however,
and is something of a milestone and turning point--but only one
of many, occurring both before and after May, 1954.

Floyd H. Allport of Syracuse University:

Perhaps sometime in the future, yes--but at present our
knowledge in behavioral science is not sufficiently extensive
or secure to warrant building this judicial action and control
process into the constitutional framework of goverment. That
is, I would agree if you would qualify thismake it apply now
only to very clear and significant cases, as this was.

Viola W. Bernard, Psychologist and Psychiatrist, New York City:

The aftermath of the decision also seems to indicate the
difficulties of effecting social change through the judicial pro
cess without concurrent and congruent changes in legislation, so
that every effort should be made for the application of behavioral
science to the legislative process as well as to the' judicial
process by a variety of attempted means, i.e., testimony at
hearings, etc.

Six negative replies were received on the question of minority
groups gaining easier avenues of redress through the courts as
a result of the Brown decision. The most categorical "no" was
from Dr. Henry E. Garrett, whose comment, however, implies that
he does feel the Brown decision opens the door to changes, but,
to his way of thinking, the wrong kind of changes. He wrote:
"The 1954 decision set an evil precedent: the control of human
behavior by law."

The next question we asked suggested court action on other
forms of segregation. The Table indicates that there was
greater variation in response to this question than to any other
that we posed:

QUESTION: Do you think that a parallel case might
bejustifiably carried thrcmurts testjaz
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school segregation on non-color grounds such as

"abilit ou in:" or "tracki!" based on such
blanket criteria as I.Q. and or general achieve-

ment tests?

The questionnaires were being sent out during the late ;#,pring

and Ammer of 1967. It was during this period that Judge J.
Skelley Wright of the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals handed down
his decision ordering "massive changes" in the schools of the

District of Columbia. Therefore, we asked for response on the
questionnaire in light of that decision, which called for
abolishing the "track" system, integrating faculties and providing

some bussing.

Response varied considerably on these questions. Some saw
"tracking" as a rigid system of containment that allowed for no,
flexibility and vas therefore stultifying. One of these was
Thomas F. Pettigrew who noted, "the data revealing the harm of

tracking is piling up rapidlyand !bottom traiks I are apparently

as -unproductive for white as well as Negro children."

Some comments drew attentioi to the differences between
segregation according to ability and segregation afzcording to

race:

M. Brewster Smith of University of California at Berkeley:

I believe the facts and competing values involved in this
issue are more complex than those involved in the desegregation

cases. I believe the behavioral science evidence is similarly
cogent, but I mpfyself am. not ready to add it -up as a basis for

court-enforced policy. The "Coleman Report" presents releVant

evidence, but is far from conclusive in interpretation. One

must balance, it seems to me, an enormous number of complex
considerations, including how "tracking" is based..and how
"tracking" is linked with investment in programs of compensatory

education for the educationally disadvantaged.

Noel P. Gist of'University of Missouri at Colusibia:

I am not prepared to make a categorical er in respect

to this question. It seeis to me that 'the problem here posed

(school segregation on the basis of ability) is of an entirely
different order from the Brown v. Topeka case. But here, again,
if there is solid scientific, evidence of the effects of such
segregation, that evidence should be taken into account by the

courts and a decision based on it.
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Julius Seeman of George Peabody College:

I would not expect the suit to be Upheld. The issues

appear to me to be quite different. A flexible track system

is not discriminatory, 'but simply a way of acknowledging human

ethers also viewed ability grouping as a useful educational

tool when used in the proper way:

Louisa Howe of Harvard Medical School:

A reasonable case can 'be made for "ability grouping" from an

educational standpoint. Both slow learners and rapid learners can

be gypped when a teacher has to deal with all levels of learntre

ability simulAaneously, in one classroom...The problem in the

D.C. schools that has led to the ordering of "massive" changes

would appear to me to result from the abuse, rather than strictly

from the use, of the "track" system. I doubt that the Supreme

Court will rule on this .principle.

Floyd H. Allport of Syracuse University:

There are things to be said in favor of segregation on basis

of I.Q. and achievement as well as against, it. The -question seems

far too complex to be resolved by a court decision and might lead

to a dangerous precedent.

Lindley Stiles of Northwestern:

Such actions mays however, nullify the schools' capacity to

serve individual differences. For example, if grouping by any

criteria other than strict heterogeneity is forbidden, how could

children be provided any kind of specialized instructional help?.

The results might make the school a "socializing" institution

but not a good educational agency.

John J. Brooks of New York University:

A major issue of our times is the confusion between "equality"

and "identicality". Our democracy has deitgded that all citizens

are equal before the law and in the various opportunities* pro-
vided by our system. This 'does not make two white nople or a

white and a Negro equal in ability, tastes, or tempepent. A
sensitive curriculum sets up multiple programs for 'its multiple

enrollment. It is "undemocrayftic" to force students to follow

identical patterns in school, whose lives and backgrounds are

otherwise so different.
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Some of the replies registered concern that decisions such
as Judge Wright's might trigger the wrong response. Harold J.
McNally of Teachers' College, Columbia University wrote: "I
certainly hope that doctrir4ire applications of this principj
will be avoided. For example, I believe that Judge Wright's
wording in some portions of his decision may achieve the
opposite of his intent. Ihat is, forced integration of the
remaining white school populltion in the District of Columb:'-1
may move the District's ninek-three percent Negro school population
closer to one hundred percent. In other words, more than court
decision is needed to solve the problem, necessary as court
decisions are."

The one person from the control group who preferred to remain
anonymous cautioned against the possible use of bias rather than
strict scientific, objective judgment on the part of those who
testified in segregation cases of any kind. He wrote:

The wert witnesses drawn from psychology can and
should offer their best knowledge for the courts to
apply in such cases. It is not proper for social
scientists to stretch the credibility of research to
"push" a particular point of view. They owe an
allegiance to present what they know from available
evidence but must not distort research evidence or they
lose their objectivity. One may testify as a citizen
but not as a scientist, if persona]. views are presented.

The single unqualified, supporter of the track 'systeni was
,Dr. Henry E. Garrett, who commented: "T.A. and achievement
tests are far better criteria than judges' decisions. I like
tracks; far easier for teachers to get their material across.

, God knows what the present Supreme Court would do."

The questionnaire then moved into the aree. of de 'facto

segregation and the possibility of court action on failure to deal
with it:

QUESTIONS:. Thus far, interpretations of the Four-
teenth Amendment generally have only forbiddsa
segregation. They have not compelled integration.
Therefore, de facto segregation has not been
directly affected until some recent District Court
decisions upholding U.S. Office of Education
requirements.
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242..you expect that withinafeE_yearkitt_gERKtiat
Court will likely render a decision to theeffect that

failuretodenecessati_istatecimaiinerto
imsure equal protection of the laws is in and of

itself a denial of e ual rotection of the laws?

Would you favor such a decision?

Would you favor an act of Con ress to this end?

Forty-eight of the sixty respondents indicated that a court

decision on this issue would be favored by them.

Two-thirds of the whole group indicated that they would like

to see an Act of Congresx dealing with the issue of de facto

segregation. One of the answers on this point seened to state

the majority feeling:

M. Brewster Smith of University of California at Berkeley:

I would strongly favor such an act, and would prefer it to

judicial decision on the ground that the Court has in recent years

been bearing too heavy a burden in the support of Civil rights

and civil liberties. The nation would be in healthier shape if

the Congress could take the initiative.

Suonnarj

The Table on page 220 summarizes the responses to the twelve

questions submitted to the three groups of social scientists--

statement group, witness group and control group.

The first six questions all deal with the stability of.social

science theory applied to segregation for.the past fifteen years.

Almost without exception, the groap that signed the social science

statement appended to the appellants' brief in 1952 re-endorsed it

in 1967. Likewise, the expert witnesses stood by their testimony.

With the same consistency, a limited control gToup supported.

the trial parti ants of 1951-53.

According to the combined professional judgments of fifty-nine

well-recognized authorities who have been wominent in academic

-circles for the past two decades, social science theory regarding

the effects of segregation has remained highly stable. In other

words, tine has shown the label of "young, imprecise and changeful"

to be unwarranted. One significant development is that the con-

clusions voiced in 1952 are now better supported by-experimental

evidence and more systematic theory.
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The social science views condemning segregation have not

only been. stable for two decades and probably longer, but also

highly consistent from expert to expert and.discipline to

discipline.

The last six:questions deal with a continuum of points

on the significance of the decision and future projections of

the role of the behavioral sciences in the judicial process.

Although not as nearly unanimaus as on the above questions, a

large majority of the respondents endorsed the decision and with

reasonable cautions agreed that the judicial process with the

aid of behavioral science can be an irwreasingly effective tool

for positive social change.



CHAPTER X

CONCLUSION

New Implications in. the Equal Protection Clause

The social science evidence was given more time in testimony

and argument in the several courts the:n all other points combined.

The record includes the appendix statement signed by thirty-two

of the country's best recognized authorities and the testimony

of cvvbr thirty witnesses. As noted elsewhere, the wording of

Chief Justice Warren's decision seems to give considerable

emphasis to the social science viewpoint but only onereference,

the famous Footnote 11, acknowledges it. However, the number

of footnotes are not necessarily a measure of emphasis and it

should be borne in mind that the cases summarized and referred

to in the other footnotes had included, a great deal of social

science testimony and argument. Social science was before the

Court, both directly and indirectly. Dr. Kenneth. Clark points

out, the references in Footnote 11 had over one hundred exper-

iments back of them. (22.).

Robert Carter, representing the NAACP, told the Court that

the Kansas jii.dges had seemed to be in "confusion" and even

"torture" because-of the conflict between the "separate but

equal" principle and their heavily weighted social science

opinion. Justice Frankfurter, the most verbal meinber on.the

Supreme Bench, was one of the most committed to judicial res-

traint and the reluctance to overthrow past decisions. He, too,

seemed to be in "torture" about the nature of the social science

testimony and the consideration it deserved.

During the Delaware ease he said:

...the testimony of a witness is subject to intrinsic

13mitions and qualifications and illuminations. The

mere fact that a man is not contradicted 'does not mean

that what he says is so...If a man says three yards, and

I have measured it, and it is three yards, there it is.

But if a man tells you the inside of your brain and mine,

and how we function, that is not a measurement, and

there you are ...We are here in. a domain which I do not

yet regard as science in the sense of mathematical cer-

tainty. This is all opinion evidence...I do not mean

that I disrespect it. I simply know its character. It

can be a very different thing from, as I say, things

that are weighed and measured and are tangible. We are

dealing here with very subtle things, very subtle testi-

mony. (55.,pp.68-69)
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"Subtle testimony" it might have seemed. Yet the Court had
agreed to hear the five cases that were so loaded with it and
had. listened to them for three days. At this stage even Frankfurter
"did not disrespect it" but he felt frustrated in his quest for a
certainty comparable to that too freely attributed to natural
science and mathematics.

The use of social science evidence.in courts of law was not

new. The "Brandeis Brief" is often referred to as a prominent

earlier example. Mr. Marshall spoke of the common practice:

MR. MARSHALL: Of course, we do it all the time. Well, in
the securities field, federal trade field, labor board field,
you'll find it all mixed up in there.

DR. SPEER: Increasingly?

MR. MARSHALL: Well, I've got a case right now that I am
arguing on Monday involving the Securities Exchange Commission
over against an insurance company. TWo-thirds of the footnotes

in both briefs cite books on insurance, philosophy and all that
stuff.

DR. SPEER: Instead of law cases?

MR. MARSHALL: Sure, there's only one law case in there. We
put (similar evidence) in the restricted covenant cases, but we
relied on. books then. We did not .have any live testimony. I
believe we put an appendix on it, because I know that Jusvice
Frankfurter asked...and I explained that I thought it ini.e.t
be of interest. (32.)

Room for an Eight-Way Argument

The constitutional and human "rightness" of the segregation
decision was almost sure to :become more and more acceptable. with
the years. However, the Brown v. Topeka -case continues to be
highly controversial especially in regard to the extent of the
role of the social sciences and the justification of that role.
There are two general positions possible on each of three issues:

A. It was a good decision.
B. It was a bad decision.

C. Social science was a major consideration.
D. Social science was not a major consideration.

E. Social Science is a justifiable factor.

F. Social science is not a justifiable factor.
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Within the framework of this outline there are eight possible
mathematical combinations that make logical positions:

A C E, A C F, A D E, A D 7, B C E, B C F, B D E, B D F.

Obviously, the above outline is an over simplication. With
different definition of terms and degrees of-feeling an infinite
nuMber of opinions are possible if spelled out in detail. How

ever, a focus on these combinatiOns helps to clarify the rain

positions that have been taken.

For example, formula A C E designates the viewthat it was

a good decision in which social sciences were a major consideration

and this was justifiabae. aurgood. Marshall takes this position

and there is much in the wording of the decision to support him.

Formula A D F represents the opinion that it was a good
decision but social sciences did not really play a major role

and should not be the basis fcr such a decision. Many lawyers take

this position.

Formula B C F represents those who believed it was a bad

decision, social science was used as the basis but this was not

justifiable. Such was the position of Senator Eastland and the

Southern Manifesto.

All of the other formulas havetsupporters but not as many

as the three examples given.

Professor Cahn Criticized Reliance On
Behavioral Science

The late Professor Edmond Cahn of the New York University
Law Sdhool is often cited as one of the most able and sober
critics of the way.the Court handled the segregation cases.

Dangerous and. Flimsy

Professor Calm found the social science emphasis a dangerous
precedent because social science is "so very young." (Others

have gone so far as to brand it as "pseudo science." He did

not.) He raises the question:

Does it really matter whether the Stpreme Court relies

or does not rely on the psychologist's findings?"
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He then answers his own query:

I submit that it does. In the first place, since
the behavioral sciences are so very young, imprecise
and changeful, their findings have an uncertain

expectancy of life. Today's sanguine ass4iveration

may be cancelled by tomorrow's new revelationor a

new technical fad...Suppbse a generation hence, some
q their successors were to revert to the ethnic

mysticism of the recent past suppose they were to

present us with a collection of racist notions and

label them "science"? What then would be the .state

of our constitutional rights? Recognizing as .we do

h2w sa.ga_.219E,Ms" JAW His 'sr a eensadin

relatio o the other social sciences. (3.)

stErVar,nroiltlfeietcrEeep it similar

Professor Calm also saw social science as a flimsy basis for

Negro rights. He used six pages to review and refute the "bad
doll" test 'and testimony of Kenneth Clark and pointed out that:

Fortunately (for the Negroes) the outcome of the
cases did not depend on the psychological experts'
facing and answering the objections, queries and
doubts I have presented.

In the Virginia trial, the defense appeared parti-

cularly inept. Far from caring to concentrate on
the doll test and its scientific validity, the
lawyer.for the defendants was preoccupied with other

lines of. cross-examination. He had a different set

of values to display. Why concern hiinself with
dissecting the experts' logic and the correctness
of their inferences? Instead, questions were asked-
which would convey disparaging insinuations about .

a professor's parents, his ancestral religion, the

source of his surname, thepigmentation Of his skin,
or the place of his birth. If these items did not
discredit him satisfactorily, then one went on to
inquire how many years he had spent in the South; if
he had lived in tle-South, how long in Virginia; and

so onimplying all the whii that scien.ce, common

sense, and human. nature would not dare to cross

Virginia county lines. And, ,of course, there would
be continual hints that what the plaintiffs' witnesses
really desired to achieve was miscegenation and a

mixed race. (3.)

1Reprints from "Science or Common Sense?" by Edmond Cahn in

1954 Annual Survey of American Law by permission of New York

University School of Law. Copyright 1955.
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Young but Stable

Compared to other academic disciplines which may have had
their beginnings with the seven liberal arts of the Middla Ages,
the social sciences are very young. But it does not necessarily
follow that the social sciences are unstable and "changeable with
the wind" in their application to segregation. As shown in
Chapter Nine, sixty leading behavioral scientists, recanvassed
in 1967, generally stood firmly by their conclusions of 1953.
Their basic theories had not changed: Instead, they had been
reinforced by tore evidence.

Furthermore, social scientists were nearly all aligned on
the Negro side. Justice Frankfurter made it easy for Thurgood
Marshall to bring this out before the Supreme Court during
the South Carolina hearing:

JUSTICE FRANKFURTER: Do you think it would make any difference
to our problem if this record also contained the testimony of six
professors from other Institutions who gave contrary or qualifying
testimony? Do you think we would be in a different situation?

)fft. MARSHALL: You would, sir, but I do not believe that there
are any experts in the country who would so testify. And the
body of law is thit even the witnesses, for example, wbo testified
in the mxt case coming upl.the Virginia case, all of them admitted
that segregation in and of itself was harmful. They said that
the relief would not be to break down segregation. But I know of
no scientist that has made any study, whether he be anthropologist
or sociologist, who does not admit that segregation harms the

(44.p.59-60)

The High Consistency

A study of Chapter Nine will also show that the si.x.ty social
scientists we contacted have not only individually maintained
a position consistent wilitheir views of the early 1950s regarding
segregation but they are remarkably compatible with :eaoh other
an this point.

The group includes psychiatrists, psychologists, anthropologists,

sociologists and educators representative of a large sampling of
universities and professional centers. They used individual
approaches, emphasized different aspects and drew lit a wide range
of evidence. But when it came to the psychological and social
effects of segregation there was rather remarkable consistency
in their conclusions and explanations. They did not all say
the same thing, but what they said fitted well together in a
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systematic pattern. In other words, as applied to segregation,
social scienee theory has been not only generally stable fram

1953 to 1968 but also consistent from discipline to discipline
and from expert to expert. The findings and conclusions aret
nutually reinforcing rather than antagonistic. Nowhere in the
arguments and cross examinations cauld defense lawyers point out

substantial variations. They could only predict that it would

change.

We have reported on the stability of the witnesses, signers of
the appendix for the brief and a control group. What about the

behavioral scientists in general?

At least three national professional groups have passed
resolutions sihce 1960 which strike directly at scientific
racism, the basis of prosegregation arguments: The &allay for
the Psychological Study of Social Issues, a division of the
American Sociological Association, and the American Anthropological

Association. (13.p.89) The segregationists have been able to

muster only "a small cadre of academic social scientists"

Although the scientific segregationists have pUblished extensively
and found space in such a periodical as U.S. News and World Report

they are in no sense representative of any major profGssional
group. They have drawn a line between the racists and hereditarians

on one side and the equalitarians and environmentalists on the

other. (13.1p.63-65) They have found comfort with right wing
political organizations and received aid from their affiliated ,

"educational" groups . ( 13. lp .221 )

Social Science Argumert s Unnecessary?

In one place Professor Cahn said the "moral factors" are
"exceedingly ancient," in another place "universally accepted"
and finally that they are continuously found in the -"work of

poets novelists, essayists j ournalists and religious prophets . "

We quote Professor Cahn further:

So one speaks in terms of the most familiar and
universally acce ted standards of right and wrengwhen
one romakrs (1) that racial segregation under govern.=
ment guspicies inevitably inflicts humiliation, and
(2) that official humiliation of innocent, law-abiding
citizens is psydhologically injurious amdmorally emil.
Mr. justice Harlan/ and many other Americans wdth
responsive consciousness recognized these simple,
elementary propositions before, during, and after the-
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rise of "separate but equal." For at least twenty
years, hardly any cultivated persan hag questioned
that segregation is cruel to Negro children. The

cruelty is obvious and evident. Fortunately it is

so very obvious that the Justices of the Supreme
Court could see it and act on it even after reading
the labored attempts by Plaintiffs' experts to
demonstrate it "scientifically". (Emphasis Added)

(3.)

But isn't Professor Cahn overstating the universality and the

influenee of the philophers? In the Plessy v. Ferguson case

he cited only the famous dissent of Justice Harlan,1 not the

opinion of the majority of seven! The humanists have always teen
with us, fortunately,,but their influence did not seem to be

felt in the Supreme Court on the evils of 5egregation between

1896 and 1954.

Dr. Cahn emphasizes that these humanistic values were already
establighed by literature, philosophy and religion and did not

require the help of so "young a science." But how consistently

were those values recognized and followed?

Gredk eulture, the cradle of Western philosophy, was based on

a slave society.

Without belittling the hmmanities in general it can be said
that there have been numerous examples of the inhumanity of the

humanities. Literature about the Negro has too often had an

"Amos In Andy" flavor. The music and drama has been given a

minstrel Show quality. The Negro's own folk arts sueh as the
spirituals have been regarded by many as mere entertainment by
lowly people rather than appreciated on a high level.

Without belittling religian in general it should be recognized
that tbe Bible has been quoted in support of the "divine insti-

tution" of slavery and the subsequent status of the Negro. Am

an institution the church generally followed the segregation lines
of the community and was about as slow to integrate as the

schools up to 1954. (Since then, however, the churches may have

integrated faster.)

Were the behavioral scientists paunging through open doors?

Hardly. The doors were closed tight'in 1896 and had failed to

open very widely in 1938 (Gaines), 1950 (Sweatt) and 1950 (Mcleurin).
Maybe the professors were more aggressive than the poets and more

ready to spend a day in Court. Both humanists and social scientists

now generally favor the decision. Bgardless. of' who deserves the

most credit for bringing it about, both are badly needed in helping
to implement it.

1Grandfather of the present justice Harlan.
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Encroachment on Law?

Does the reluctance to admit or accept -the promine,nce of

behavioral science in these cases stem partly from the
resistance of one profession or academic discipline to what

is perceived as the encroachment by another? Two of the South's

legal champions following 1954 were Eugene Cook, Attorney General

of Georgia, and. William I. Potter, Attorney General of Missouri.

They take an anti-science position and regard 3aw as law, a

field that has the right to examine other fields but has nothing

to learn from. thEVO In the aftermath of the segregation

decision they wrote:

Under elementary and elemental law, a court may

not consider treatises in a field other than law,

unless the treatises themselves are the very subject

of inquiry.. The doctrine of judicial notice extends

only to those things of common knowledge that lie with-

out the realm of science. (5.)

This statement is obviously extreme and we do not present it

as representative of the legal profession. Nor do we assume that

tendencies toward inbreeding are not present in other professions

and academic fields. iroWever, it must be recognized that the

extensive testimony in the segregation cases is one of the best

examples in. history of a half-dozen academ.ic disciplines uniting

very consistently on a major and complex social problem.

Although Jack Greenberg expresses caution about overemphasizing
the importanteof social science in the Brown case, he takes a

much broader view than Cook and Potter and sees it in a serving role

as an auxiary of law:

Constitutional interpretation should include relevant

knowledge. The Constitution turned on a moral judg-
ment; but moral judgments are generated by an 'awareness

of facts. (13.1p.191)

Professor Kurland of the University of Chi,cago explained his

view of- the opinion on a more expedient basis:

I feel strongly that it was a good opinion but .that

they were not honest in their statement of the reason
that they were using. It is the sort of opinion you
get on terribly important cases, where you think
unanimity is more important than the content. (31.)
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Segregationist Inconsistency

A major inconsistency developed among the segregationists

following 1954. They first attacked the decision and especially

the social science basis. Cook and Potter said:

Should our fUndamental rights rise, fall or change

along with the latest fashions of psychological

literature? How are we to know that in the future

social scientists may not present us with a collection

of notions similar to those of Adolf Hitler and label

them as modern science? (5.)

Next they concluded that if a decision could be reached by

the social science route maybe they could get it reversed by

applying their-own brand of social science. Consequently they.

sought reversal in several cases at the district court level,

using their small cadre of scientific racists as 'expert witnesses.

They gained some judicial sympathy but no decision. (13.1p.192)

Finally, maybe there is a continuing general resistance in

Western thought to applying science, natural or social, to humane

values.. Are value judgments and humane considerations gained.

by revelation and held in some sacred realm beyond the touch of

scientific analysis and testing? We want to provide what is

"good" for people. To determine what is "good" do we need social

science along with philosophy, religion and literature? The

Supreme Court seemed to say that they found help in 'the behait4i:al

sciences in determining what the Constitution Means now by "equal

prOtection of the laws."

Social Science from "Plessy" to "Brown"

Before proceeding further with the place of social science in

the Brown case we need to go back 58 years to Pless7 v. Ferguson

(59.) and *the. separate but equal doctrine of 1896. The key state-

ments in the Plessy decision are obviously based on the social

and psychological assumptions of .the time. Whether or not these

assumptions can be properly called "behavioral science" is a

quibble about historical definition. We first quote from the

opinion of the .Court delivered by Chief Justice Brown for a

majority of seven. (Justice Brewer did not participate):

Opinion of the Court

...A statute which implies merely a legal distinction

between the white and colored racesa distinction

which is founded in the color .of the two races, and

which must-always exist so long as white men are
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distinguished from the other race by color--has

no tendency to destroy the legal equality of the

two races, or re-establish a state of involuntary

servitude.

..The object Az)f the (Fourteenth) Amendment was

undoubtedly to enforce the absolute equality of

the two races before the lay, but in the nature of

things it cauld not have beenktended to abolish

distinctions based upon calor, or to enforce social,
ALsliElinishedfronlit, or a;
commingling of the two races upon terms unsatis-

factory to either.

...Laws forbidding the intermarriage of the- races

may be said in a technical sense to interfere with

the freedom or contract, and yet have been univer-

sally recognized as within the police power co th

state.

...We consider the underlying fallacy of the plain-

tiffs argument to consist in the assumption that the

enforced separation of the two races stamps the

colored race with a. badge of inferiority. If this
be so, it is not by' reason of anything found in the

act, but solely because the colored race chooses to

put that construction upon it. The argument necessar-

ily assumes that if, as has been more than, once the case,

and is not unlikely to be so again, the colored race

should become the dominant power in the state legis-

lature, and should enact a law in precisely ,similar

terms, it would thereby relegate the white race to

an inferior position. We imagine that the white race,

at least, would not acquiesce in this assumption.

The argument also assUmes that social prejudices may

be overcome by legislation, and that equal rights

cannot be secured to the Negro except by an enforced

carAngling of the two races. We cannot accept this

proposition. If the two races are to meet upon terms

of social equality, it must be the result of natural

affinities, a mutual appreciation of each other's

merits and a voluntary consent of individuals.

...It is true that the question of the proportion

of colored blood necessary to constitute a colored

parson as distinguished from. a white person, is one

upon which J:re is a difference of opinion in the

different States, some holding that any visible
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admixture of black blood stamps the person as belong-
to the colored race...others that it depends upon the
preponderance of blood...and still others that the
predominance of white blood must only be in the propor-
tion.of three-fourths1 But these are questions to be
determined under the lams of each State and are not
properly to put in issue in this ease. Itader the alle-

gations of his petition it may undoubtedly became a
question of importance whether, umder the laws of
Louisianel, the petitioner belongs to the white or colored
races. (Emplyasis Added.)

Next, via give the key quotations from the famous dissent by
Justice John Marshall Harlan, grandfather of the present Justice
Harlan:

Mr. Justice Harlan Dissenting

...Thus the State regulates the use of a public high-
way by citizens of the United States solely upon the
basis of race.

However aFparent the injustice of such legislation
may be, we have only to consider whether it is con-
sistent with the Constitution of the United States.

...In respect of civil rights, common to all citizens,
the Constitution of the United States does mot, I
think, permit any public authority to know the race
of those entitled to be protected in the enjoyment
of suCh rights. Every true man has pride of race,
and under appropriate circilmstances when the rlghts
of others, his equals.before the law, are_not to be-
affected, it islds privilege to express such pride
and to take such action based upon it as to him
seems proper.

...But that amendment (Thirteentla having been found
imadequate-to the protection of the rithts of those
who had been in slavery, .1.t was followed by-the
Fourteenth Amendment, which added greatlyto the
dignity and glory of American citizenshipr and to
the security& personal liberty.

...These notable additions to- the fundamental law

were welcomed *by the -friends of liberty throughout
the. world. TheY removed the- race line from. our
governmental systems:

WIN

1Plessy was seven-eights white. He could never have been iden-
tified as a Negro exeept for the efforts of the loeal genealogists
who made sure that the train conductor and the courts were fully
informed on his ancestry.
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...It vas said in argument that the statute of
Louisiana does not discriminate againfeither race,
tut prescribes a rule applicable alike to white
and colored citizens. But this argunent does not'
neet the difficulty. Every one knows that the
statute in question had its origin in the purpose,
mot so much to exclude white persons from.railroad
cars occupied by blacks, es-terweeluele-whi-be-per,-
seas-frrom-Perilreetel-eetre-eecupied-by.24acks% as to
exclude colored pec-ole frau coaches occupied by-or
assigned to whit., .1)ns.

...The white race ems itself to be the dominant
race in this country. And so it is, in prestige, in
aehievements, in education, in wealth and in power.
So, I doubt. not, it will continue to be for all tine,
if it remains true to its great heritage and holds
fast tote principles of constitutional liberty.
Ett in view of the Constitution, in the eye of the
Jaw, there is in this country no superior, dominant,
ruling class of-citizens. There is no caste here;
Our Constitution is color-blind, and neither knaws nor
tolerates classes among citizens. In respect of civil
rights, all citizens are equal before the-law. The
bmmblest man is tht_pettr_s11132,_22stpartEEEl. The law
regards man as man, and takes no accountof his surraumd-
Ings or of his color wher his civil rights as guaranteed
by the supreme law of the land are involved. It is,
therefore, to be regretted that4his high tribunal, the
final expositor of the fundamental law of the land, has:
reached the conelusion that-it is competent for a State
to regulate the enjoyment by citizens oftheir civil
rights solely upon the basis, of race.

In Ay opinion, the judgment this day re.u.,...red.will, in
time, prove to be quite as rernicious as the decision
nade by this tribunal in the Dred Scott case.

The destinies of the two 'laces, in this country, are
iAdic;solubly linked together, and-the interests of both
require that tile common government of all shall not permit
the seeds of race hate to be lanted ul...2sr the sanction of
law. What can more certainly arouse race bate, what nore
certainly create axid perpetuate a feeling of distrust bet-
wen the races, than state enactments, which, in fact,
woceed on the ground that colored citizens are so inferior
and degraded that they cannot be allowed to sit inpublic
coaches occupied by white citizens.

....a........11.0T
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...The result of the whole natter is, that while this
court has frequently adj-udged, and at the present term
has recognized the doctrine, that a State cannot, con-
sistently with the Constitution of the United States,
prevent white and black citizens, having the-required
qualifications for jury service, from sitting in the
same jury box, it ig now- soleim-ily held that a State may

prohibit the white and black citizens from sitting in
the same passenger coadh on a public highway, or ma.y
require that they tm separated by-a "partitioe when
in the same pessenger coadh. (Emphasis Added.)

The Men Behind the Plessy Opinions

Professor Henry J. Abraham describes Chief justice Browni
as "a Michigan Bramin, born in Massachusetts and educated at
Harvard. and !ale." (1.21).10) (We do not mean to indict the

whole Ivy-League.)

The first John Marshan Harlan is one of the unique person-.
alitifes in American. History. In background and legal and social
philosophy he stands in sharp contrast to Chief Justice Brown
who spoke for the majority-of seven.2 Harlan, a Kentuckian and
former slave holder, recruited a Union infantry regiment. He
opposed the adoption of the 13th Amendment. Instead of Yale and
Harvard, he attended Cenkr College and Transylvania University in
Kentudky. Be was on the Supreme Bench for 34 years (1877-1911),
the third longest tenure in history. Be was one of the greatest
of the dissenters) standing consistently for the commanman. and
minority groups. He was often right too soon; especially in civil
rights cases.3 Be was not other-directed and was at his best in
dissent unsnoumbered by-rhetoric and precedent. His language
was not cautious or subtle, tut instead, clear, sharp, sometimes
harsh and generally loaded with picturesque phrases and cammon

sense: viz-. "The Constitution is color blinde "the law regards
man as man;" "the curse of bigness."

lThere- bappen to be three key people by the name of Brown in
'these case3: Chief Justice Brown who delivered the Plessy decision,
the Oliver Brown plaintiff in Topeka and Esther Brown of Kansas City
who promoted the ctirtain-raising South Park case in Kansas and was
instrumental instarting the Topeka case.-(Chapter II)

2Many of justice Harlan's assumptions are implicit in the Warren
decision of 1954.

3Seldan does a Justice live long enough, to see his dissent became
the majority opinion. But justice Black has lived.to see his famous:
dissent in Betts v. Brady, 316 U.S. 455(1942) reversed by Gideonv.
Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335(1962). The two cases involved the issue of
competent counsel for all defendents regardless of their econanic
circumstances. Justice Black was given the privilege of writing the
majority opinion .)f 1962 incorporating the basis of his dissent of 1942.
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William Ming points out that Harlan was a "tabacco chewing,
whiskey drinking, poker playing, evil old man." (34.)

When it comes to colorful language, clear thinking, championing
underdogs and disregarding'Bramin niceties, Harlan shares honors
with several other famous citizens from Kentucky and nearby Illinois
and Missouri: Andrew Jackson, Abraham Lincoln "Veep"Alban Barkley,
and Harry Truman. May their breed never disappear from the Amer-
ican scene!

Social Science Behind Messy

The Plessy decision, tstablishing the separate but equal
principle, was narrowly decided on the basis of railroad trans-
portation. In fact, it-applied only to northbound trains. But
through the years the irinciple was spread over practically an
areas of inter-racial relations including public accomodations
and education. Na. urally, the white majority enforced "separate"
far more meticulo y than "equal." It is well to examine the
Plessy v. Ferguson case in the light of the cultural assumptions
and the stage of the social sciences in the 18901s. The separate
disciplines had not yet developed systematic 'theories. The
social sciences had not yet become experimental. They had not
permeated educations1 curricula. Anthropology was in its infancy.
Sociology, psychology and political science were still young
off-shoots of philosophy, religion and. history. They are pro-
bably more accurately viewed as reflections of the social th/ought
of the times than developers of it.

William Graham Sumner (1840-1910) was one of the most prominent
social scientist: of the time. Educated at Yale and in Europe he
became an Episcopal Priest and later Professor of Political and
Social Science at Yale (1872-1909). A prolific writer, he did
much to crystalize the social thought of his

Th
ation. and contri-

bute to it. His influence was long lived. e me of his
"Folkways" (1906) and his unpublished notes became the basis of
the four volume work, Soience and Society, edited by LG. Keller
in 1928.

In his many essays and lectures Sumner reflected a Puritan-
frontier-individUalistic philosophy. Subscribing to Social-
Darwinian theory he believed in rugged. competition for the
elimination of the ill-adapted. Consistently he also believed in
cultural vigor and racial soundness. Paternalism and the anti-
cipated drift toward a welfare state were .abhoirant to him. The
middle clasa ethics of discipline, hard work, 'thrift, and
sobriety were the basis for a good family and a good society. His
emphasis on human instinct and heredity made him rather fatalistic
about upward mobility, individual reform and change in folkways.
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This is a brief and over-simplified summary of the Sumner

social philosophy as representative of the time. It had many

roots. In modified farms it has persisted well into the

Twentieth Century and is still discernable.in Some political talk.

(6.)

Mores and social a ttitudes are often invested with religious

sanction. This tends to shut them off from open inquiry and re-

examination.

In such a social philosophy the Negro was not likely to came

off very-well. He was an ex-slave. He was considered racially

inferior. His poverty, ignorance and lOw status woeseen as a

natural result of his'indolenee and inherent inferiorities.

He was the victim of a thought cantinif that might be labeled:

expectation-creation-blame._ That is, the dominant white society

expects the Ntlgro to be that way, helps make him that way and

then blames him for bdhg that way.

Undermining the Plessy Case

We have seen that social philosophy, if not social science,

was involved in the "separate but equnl" decision. Even some of

the lawyers who question the real importanee of social science

considerations by the Supreme Court in 1954 grant that the many

pages of testimony and argument in this area at least slIkk

successfully at the underlying social assumptions and philosophy

of the Plessy decision.

Social scienee developed a great deal from 1896 to 1950. The

concept of race and effects of segregatian had changed decidedly.

By 1950 a sizeable and representative graup of leading academicians

bad been able to reach general agreement about racism and the

evils of segregation. Since then this professional attitude has

been characterized by stability, consistency and reinforcement by

research. The future will bring changes through research and

theory but there is no present sign of any reversal of opinion on

the evils of segregation.

Jack Greenberg11 who,t1 counsel for the NAACP, helped argue

the case at Topeka, said:

I vould hate to see the notion continued...that
social science was the key to the whole thing, be-

cause I do not think it was...Unfortunately the

general public has uncritically accepted the notion

that the social scientists sort of persuaded the

Court. This somewhat downgrades the Court, because,

after all, it was a low caurt.

1The only white lawyer who helped argue one of the segregation

cases. Many white lawyers helped in the. preparation.
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Although regretting any extreme or naive assumptions about

dominance of the social sciences in the segregatinn cases,

Greenlerg did point aut a major contribution. He differed

with Edmond Cahn's criticism of the social scientists and referred

to the thesis of Dean Pollak of Yale, namely that the social

science testimony had removed the justification for segregation

perpetuated by-the Court in the Plessy case. Agreeing with

Warren's reference to the state of rAychological knowledge of

1896, Greenberg said:

Essentially what this (social science testimony) did

was take (the old psydhological justification) out.

It sort of neutralized it. Then we had a legal

decision based on a set of legal documents...It is

essentially confirmed what you knew as a matter of

common sense...It does not make sense if you:: stick

somebody off in onc corner because of his race. It

is going to hurt him. That was its (social science)

role.

Greenberg explained further that the use of sOcial science

testimony had been unusually extensive but not a novelty. nThe

Brandeis brief type of material appears in decisions with some

regUlarity. Almost invariably they serve another function and

that is to show the reasonableness of legislation.n Mr. Green-

berg agreed that the social sciences at least helped to define

what was nequal protection of the laws." (26.)

Kenneth Clark said, nI mn fascinated When I hear peorae say

that this is a social science decision and am flattered because

of whatever role I played in it...except that I would like to

point out to you that Footnote 11 which dealt with the behavioral

science basis for the (decision) was only one of many footnotes..."

He agreed later however, that the number of footnotes is not

necessarily a valid measure of emphasis.

The New Element

Dr. Clark:referred to the Warren statoment that nAny language

of Plessy v. Ferguson contrary to this finding is overruled,n and

continued:

I think it is fair to say that the Court in over-

ruling Plessy v. Ferguson did lean on the psycholog-

ical knowledge...This seems to me to make'sense...

Actually, you can't overrule a legal precedent by

resarting to that same legal precedent...Surely, the

new element was the whole body of social science

research which we brought together in the testimony

by expert witnesses.: .and the sliThravy...we presented

in the social science appendix. (22.)
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Speaking on the same theme, Thurgood Marshall said, "The

whole basis (of Plessj v. Ferguson) was that it did not hurt

anybody." The social scientists showed how it hurt. I asked

W. Marshall, "Do you suppose it helped the Court to reason thus:

We can not settle it on the (historical and legalistic) ground,

we will have to settle it on behavioral science?" W. Marshall
replied, "The tough ground..It's the only way I can see."

When I suggested that the important new element that came in-

to the .
Brown v. Topeka case was the behavioral science argument

that segregation in and of itself is psychologically and socially

bad, he replied, "No question about it in v book." (32.)

On May 25, 19542 a typical letter of appreciation was sent

by Marshall to Dr. fredericif Wertham, Director of the LaFargue

Clinic in New York. Dr. Wertham had testified in the Delaware

case. It said in part:

I hope that you and the members of your clinic

will have satisfaction in knowing that your great
efforts contributed significantly to the end

result. Not only was your testimony in the
Delaware case before the Court in the printed
record of testimony, but the Chancellor in Dela-

ware came to his conclusion concerning the effects

of segregation largely on the basis of your testi-

mony and the work done in your clinic.

In terms of space and emphasis, behavioral science seems to

be the major theme of the decision. Three ofthe six cases cited

included a great deal of behavioral science testimony and argu-

ment. The handicaps of separation and humiliation found in the

Sweatt and McLaurin cases were seen by the Chief Justice to apply

with "added force to grade and high school students."

The statement of the Kansas Court on the ndetrimental effect

of segregation...especially when it has the sanction of law"

cited above was included. Then the Chief astice said:

Whatever may have been the extent of psychological
knowledge at the timed' Plessy v. Ferguson, this

finding is amply supported by modern authwity.
Any language in Plesdy v. Ferguson contrary to 'this

finding is' rejected...Separate educational facilities

are inherently unequal.
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Indirect As Well As Direct Influence

The social sciences seem to have been of direct help as the
important new element. They no doubt were also of some indirect
help. In the Supreme Caurt hearing, Justice Frankfurter several
times spoke of "reasonableness." Social science nay have
helped clarify,the reasonableness. The use of race as a basis
for classification put a burden of proof on the states to
shaw natural differences that could not stand against the autharity
of Redfield and others. Social science had developed new neaning
for communication and caull not tolerate isolation as anything
but a barrier to learning. Educators had developed a comprehensive
theork of curriculum that included the total learning experience.
It cauld not be equal if the Negro child was shut off fran normal
contacts with representatives of 90% of the population. Idkewise,
segregation deprived the white child of the ready-made opportunity-
of learning fran another culture as the anthropologist could
well point out. The social /conscience of the nation was developing
partly because of the knowledge and attitudes taught by the social
sciences.

The Court Makes It s Choice

Thurgood Marshall presented three choices to the Court as a
basis for a decision in favor of the Negro: (Chapter Seven)

1. Apply the narraw principle of the Sweatt case to public
education as well as to the universities.

2. Declare that race is not a justifiiable basis for
classification.

3. Recognize that modern social science shows segregation
to be Or harmful and a denial of equal protection of the .

laws.

Whether the members of the Court meant it or not, the wording
of the decision indicates that they took the third choice.

Speaking as a Negro parent, Thurgood Marshall put it simply,
"As it came aut, equal meant equal andIguess that's the way I
said it in one of our cases. The only way I could be sure my
kid was getting an equal education was for hia to be in the same
roam." (32.)

The Progress of Integration

During the Supreme Court hearings the Justices frequently
showed concern about the consequences of an anti-segregation
decision. Anticipating public resistance, the Chief Justice had
worked hard to gain the solidarity of a unanimous Court..?
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46e follow-up hearing in 1955, the Court took a conservative

position on timing by using the famous phrase "all deliberate

speed." The American system of division of powers left implemen-

tation of the decision to the legislative and executive branches.

let, as Jack Greenberg points out, it was the judicial branch

-which carried the banner for desegregation ten years following

Brown v. Topeka. Not until 1964 was congressional and_ presidential

support forthcoming. Mr. Greenberg writes:

In the ear y legal battles, the.courts had to

qtsuppress eries of rebellions more serious than

those which wracked the nation" last summer (1967)

because they were conducted under the aaspices

of public offjcials and sought to legitimize law-

lessness in the name of the law. Little Rock was

a prototype. These were nothing less than challenges

to the integrity-of the Union. The courts succeeded

in upholding the principle of the school segregation

eases aginst great odds. President Eisenhower

Pointedly refused to endorse the correctness of the

desegregation decision, and a Congress not only

refused, but came within a hair of Chopping down the

Court's jurisdiction in retaliation. President

Kennedy expressed agreenent withthe Court, but not

until Congress passed the-1964 Civil Rights Act did

it advance to a position abreast of the President

and the Supreme Court. 1 (8.,p.57)

President Eisenhower did not openly take the attitude that

Andrew Jackson once did by saying that the men of the Court had

made their decision, so let them enforce it. However, during

his press conference on AuguSt 27, 1968, he fielded a question

concerning implementation in his characteristic literary style,

showing an attitude similar to that of his nineteenth century

predecessor:

I night have said something about uslow3r," but I

do believe that we should--because I do say, as I

did yesterday or last week, we have got to have

reason and sense amd education, and a lot of other

developments that go hand in hand as this process--

if this process is going to have any-real acceptance

in the United States.

It is not the purpose of this history to trace the progress of

school segregation since 1954. That is done in the several

commission reports amd elsewhere. Although there has been sone

acceleration since 1964, statistically the results are still meager.

1Reprinted from "The Tortoise Can Beat the Har0 by Jack

Greenberg with permission of the author and Saturday Review.

Copyright01968 by Saturday Review, Ine.
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William L. Rayiwr, staff-director forthe 262-page study of the

U. S. Civil Rights Commission (1967) reported that -"We have

educated a whole generation in schools that are inferior." The

"vast majority" of the Negro school generation of the twelve

years from 1955 to 1967 did not "attend a single class with a

single white student." The Negro population of the South was

increasing faster than desegregation. The ghettoes of the

North were becoming more congested and more turbulent. (14.,p.43)

School boards and administrators have too often moved no

faster than forced to. In 1966, after a floor debate, the National

School Boards Association substituted the milder phrase "leadership

role" for "major responsibility" in its resolution about "removing

the barriers which prevent educationally deprived children...from

full access to the educational opportunities provided at public

expense." (9., April 26, 1966)

Too many board members, administrators, and teachers and the

public wham they represent still do not realize the degree of

psychological and sociological damage to'both whites and blacks.

To paraphrase Portia's mercy speech in the Merdhant of Venice:

"Segregation is twice cursed. It curses him that segregates and

him who is segregated. Conversely: Integration is twice blessed.

It blesses him who integrates and him who is integrated." Much

more effort is needelfrom the humanities, the social sciences and

law.

pIdS1_2_nsofCg_Imactuhane

But the Brown v. Topeka case has had a great general impact.

It was the first of a series of decisions on human rights by the

Warren Court. Congress followed the Civil Rights Act of 1964 with

the Fair Housing Act of 1968. The Negro Revolution has gained

momentum in both its violent and non-violent aspects. Historical-

movements do mot have single causes or single effects tut the 1954

decision stands out as the most conspiCuous event in'the struggle

for Negro rights.

There are many signs of change. For example, I can now go

to Topeka and have lunch with Negro attorney Charles Scott in

any restaurant of our choice. His son can play football and enter

other activites at Topeka High School. Massachusettts has sent

the first Negro to the U.S. Senate. Whereas Zustice McReynolds

(1914-41) who had dissented on both the Scottsboro and Gaines cases

turned his swivel chair around so as to keep his back to the first

Negro attorney who appeared before the Suprene Court, now Is a.

Negro lawyer who won forty-four out of fifty-two cases.before the

court sits on its bench. The events recorded in the University
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cases of two decades ago seem incredible to us today: The slow

integration of s tudents and faculty at Missouri, the sham law

sdhool in Texas and the classroom barricades in Oklahoma. At

Topeka, tiB defense held social customs established by the

najority above constitutional rights and naintained that segre

gationwas an incentive to Negro achievement. Such arguments

are seldom heard publicly today. Negroes are appearing more

frequently on stage and television and dare hold hands with whites

on Emmy night. Newspapers such as the Kansas City Star are no

longer reluctant to print pictures of Negroes. The clergy-are

frequently organized for civil rights efforts.

Im

The Frankfurter memo circulated among the Justices prior to

the announcement of the decision stated that the "way we do it"

may be as important as "what" we do. (Chapter Seven) Both

the decision itself and the wuy it was arrived at have important

implications for the future.

An Example for Social Action

At Topeka in 1951, a snall group of courageous Negroes

were assisted by a few white people from Kansas City. The local

plaintiffs were willing to state their grievance in public. The

case, prepared according to a pattern being evolved by the NAACP,

was presented by a half dozen college professors who bad never

been in Federal Caurt and four young lawyers. For years the

Negro had been blocked by legislation, school policy, administrative

action, ::the "customs of the people" arld his own self-concept.

But he finally found open to himi, the judicial process for

interpreting a living constitution.

The following exchange between Felix:Frankfurter and Thurgood

Marshall in the Supreme Caurt is significant here:

MR. MARSHALL: I think, sir, that so far as the decisions of

this Court has repeatedly said that you cannot use race as a

basis of classification.

JUSTICE FRANKFORTER: Very well, if that is a settled consti-

tutional doctrine, then I do not care What any associate or full

professor in sociology tells me. If it is in the Constitution, I

do not care about what they say. But the question is, is it in

the Constitution? (44.2p.62)

We can infer that although there was still a question as to

whether or not it was in the Constitution even the reluctant .

W. Justice Frankfurter was ultimately helped in finding it there

by the "associate and full professors."
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As agreed by most of the social science respondents to the

questionnaire reported in Chapter Nine) the Brown case suggests

greater possibilities for uzing the judicial route mith the help

of modern enlightenment for the benefit of humanity.-

An Affirmative Obligation?

The idea of protecting man from t.e oppressions of gavemMent

came out of the political philosophy of the eighteenth century

whiCh was daminated by powerful monarchies. But idea of govern.-

ments protecting man from the inhumanity of man was not well

realized until the twentieth. The American Constitution was drafted

during a period in history when governments by their nature were

considered oppressive and therefore constitutional safeguards

were adopted as restraints. Many negative clauses and prohibitions

were included and promptly recognized. However: a number of less

conspicious affirmative requirments -uere also included which the

people have been slaw in finding and using. The-Preamble states

several positive purposes: but az Barry Truman has pointed out in

his speeches on the presidency) it took 150 years Ar the people

to discover the word "welfare" there. Similarly) in the Fourteenth

Amendment: tile "due process" clause was discovered as a safeguard

for property rights by corporation lawyers much earlier than the

"equal protectioe clause was discovered by civil rights groups.

Professor Kalven pointed. out:

Ihe desegregation cases brought back into the fore-

front the "equal protection." clamse) which until then

had been almost a dead letter...from the time of the

promulgation of the Fourteenth Amendment...Holmes almost

referred to the equal protectian clause as a last resort

of a lawyer who had a terribly weak case. He did not say

the last resort of a scoundrel) but that is certainly

what is impleit in his statement...(In regardto the "equal

protection" clause) the viable standard of-state govern-

ment conduct really begins for all practical Furposes

with the Brown case. So) to that extent: it had a very

important effect. (30.)

Sins of Omission

During the interview with Thurgood MarShall on April 3) 1967:

I asked him about sins of anission by Boards of Education. I

recalled that the defense at Topeka argued that the Board of

Education had no obligation for safetr precautions at busy inter-

sections or to make sure that children had adequate books. That

was left up to :poor or non-existent Negro P.T.A.ts. Speciacally

I asked VIr..Marshall about the obligation of school boards to make

reasonable inroads on de facto segregation:
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MR. MARSHALL: Well, the argument is constantly made that

th6:1 is no complusion in the Fourteenth Amendmenb to segregate.

The compulsion is not to segregate.

DR. SPEER: But a sin of omission, letting it happen?

MR. MARSHALL: Right,

would say that in a couple
face up to it. Failure to

to assure equal protection
denial of equal protection
can be nade.

long?

well, that is coming close now. I
of years the free world is going to

provide the necessary state machinery
of the laws is in and of itself a

of the laws. I assume such an argument

DR. SPEER: And it may cane up through the Courts before too

NR. MARSHALL: I don't know when or where, but I can see it

coming.

DlL SPEER: That would be another accidental five cases?

MR. MARSHALL: Sure, bet you I'd be in the niddle of it! (32.)

This was a prophetic statement. Within three months Judge

Skelly Wright of the U.S. Court of Appeals in the District of

Columbia banded down a decision abolishing the tradk system in the

District and requiring positive action in correcting some of the

inequalities resulting fram de facto segregation. And Thurgood

Nhrshall was appointed to the Supreme.Court where he definitely

"would be in the middle" of any appeal of this issue!

Are we approaching an era in which states and their sUb-

divisions will be required to extend "equal protection of the laws"

not only against discrimination:but also against ignorance; illness,

rats, poverty, humiliation and despair?

The Kansas Court excused the Board of Education for same udnor

inequalities because they were not deliberate and willfUl but

Judge Wright was tougher:

School officials can and should be faulted...for

another reason: that in the face of these inequalities

they have sometimes.shown little concern.

Er. Justice Whittaker, sometimes called a lawyer's lawyer takes

the older view and believes that the Supreme Court has no rieat to

deal with sins of omission. (39.).
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Professor Kalven points out that, "The Supreme Caurt has

not yet decided that there is an affirmative obligation on the

part of the states..."

But the wording of the Warren decision seems to point to an

affirmative interpretation:

Today, education is.perhaps the most important fun:-

ction of state and local governments...It is the very

foundation of good Citizenship...a principle instrument

in awakening the child to cultural values, in preparing

him for later professional training, and in helping

him to adjust normally to his environment. In these

days, it is doubtful that any child may reasonably be

expected to succeed in life if he is denied the oppor-

tunity of an education. Such an opportunity, where the

state has undertaken to provide it, is a right which

must be nade available to all on equal terms. (49.)

If "education is perhaps the most important function of a

state" and "is a rikht which must be made allable to all on equal

terms " then a.number of ositive actions na be re uired of the

states in the future.

Econamic "Wane

Even with the various programs of state and federal aid to

education, the district expenditure per child can vary as much as

three to one within a state and even more among the states. Both

common sense and research generally show a high correlation bet-

ween cost and quality of education. (16.) *With annual expenditure

per child ranging from as little as $250, to as much as $1,000,

there can be mo question about inequality.

The wealthier states and the wealthier districts within the

states naturally resist equalization. This makes adjustment by

the legislative route difficult.

The Brown IT. Topeka case becames a likely precedent. At one

point in the Supreme Court Mr. Justice Reed asked:

I am thinking of whether it is a probaem of the legis-

lative or the judiciary?

Thurgood Marshall replied: "I think, sir, that the ultimate

authority of the asserted right by an individual/or a minority

group is in a body set aside to interpret our constitution, which

is our Court?

The Court agreed.
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Ten years later it was noted by the Court that some state

legislative districts had far more representation Fer voter than

others. Legislators so elected naturally would not give up their

advantage by voting for equalized representation. Therefore it

was up to the Supreme Cuurt to establish the principle of "one

man, one vote." (Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533(1954))

A logical sequence may be "equal education, equal support."

One city superintendent has been quoted as saying:

The notion that only integrated education can make

for quality education is a myth that needs to be

exploded.

: ,e Wright sharply disagrees. Citing theU.S. Commission

on Civl- Rights and the U.S. Office of Education research he

found:

Racially and socially homogeneous schools &Trine

the minds and-spirit of all children who attend

them--the Negro, the white, the poor, and the

affluent--and block the attainment of the broader

goals of democratic education, whether the segre-

gation occurs by law or by fact...The sCholastic

achievement of the disadvantaged child, Negro and

white, is strongly related to the racial and

socioeconomic composition of the student body of

his school. (7.)

There is ample support for this statement im the Brown v.

Topeka testimoky.

It would be hard to simply declare de facto segregation

illegal adnddstthe complexities of our current society, but

Judge Wright found such discrimination "of very shaky status,

morally, socially and constitutionally." Other lower courts

have taken positions generally opposite to that of judge Wright.

Sooner or later, it can be expected that certiorari will be

granted one 3r more cases involving these issues.

For the child who is confined by ghetto walls and educational

"treAcs" or arbitrary "ability groups", the problem of equality

becomes staggering. In the District of Columbia, Judge Wright

found in 1967 that the "track" systeln, so highly touted during the

post-Sputnicitera, unfairly relegates poor and Negro pupils to
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"blue collar" programs. He ordered the tracks abolished. Will

courts someday take the same attitude toward some other forms

of ability grouping? A good.number of the respondents to our

questionnaire (Chapter Nine) think it possible but generally prefer

to see the educational profession beat the courts to such issues.

Judge Wright agreed:

It is regrettable, of course, that in deciding the

case.Ethis court must act in an area so alien to its

experoise. It would be far better indeed for these

great social and political problems to be resolved in

the political arena by other branches of

government.-

The Role of Education

14c3t educators recognize that their greatest unsolved pro-

blem is crossing the cultural lines and reachimg lower-class

children. This group comprises a fourth to a third of the school

population. It roughly corresponds to the high school drop-out

gToup.

The problem calls for not only greater effort but another

kind of effort. The task is well described by-the paradoxical

statement: "There is nothing so unequal as to treat unequals

equally." For example, standardized texts, procedures and time

schedules are generally ineffective when prescribed for large,

diversified cities.

When the school becomes more flexible and more individualized,

recognizes more directions for socially desireable growth and

utilizes heterogenous group experieaces more advantageously, all

children will benefit. In other words, when .American educators

learn to make education more effective for the lower-class child

they will have learned to make education more effective for all

children. .so

The expertise required for this can best come from the educators

and social scientists generally. But the courts will probably have

to push for equality of financial support, social environment and

health service along with removing the social confinements and.

obstacles.

The social scientists and others have already put a great deal

of enlightenment on record with the courts. They will no doubt

be asked to continue.to do so as their theory-and applied skills

evolve. Disadvantages arising not only from race but fram social
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and economic condittons will continue to come up for consideration

under the "equal protectioe clause. The prown v. Topeka case

will be the important precedent, not only the decision itself,

but thejzocess by whiah it was achieved.
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SUMMARY

The Case of the Century

This study aims to record the political, socioiogical,
psychological and legal aspects of the school segregation cases
by using caart records, testimony, recent opinions of sixty
social scientists and interviews with thirty judges, lawyers,
witnesses and paaintiffs who were involved.

The Negro first won a series of four umiversity cases in
which the Supreme Court "whittled away" at segregation without
striking down the "separate but equal." doctrine established in
Plessy v. Ferkuson in 1896. In 1938, Lloyd Gaines objected
to the Missouri policy of requiring Negroes to attend law school
in neighboring states and sought admission to the state uni-
versity. Although Chief Justice Hughes presented a najority
decision in his favor, Gaines completely disappeared, giving
Fissouri time to estataish a separate and no doubt unequal law
school. When Ada Sipuel sought admission to the Oklahoma law
school in 1948, Thurgood Marshall pointed aat to the Court among
other things, that the state penitentiary-had nore books than
the nushroOm Negro law school, and the Supreme Court agreed that
the separate facilities at the University level were not equal.
McLaurin was finally admitted to the Oklahoma graduate school
but at variaus stages required to sit in an ante-room, behind
barricades, and at separate tables in the cafeteria and library.
Students peacefully protested by tearing down the barricades and
sitting with him. The Supreme Court under Chief Justice Vinson
decided unanimously in 1950 that.such isolation interfeb.ed with
the normal communication essential in graduate work. In the
Sweatt case, in Texas, the Caurt faund that a separate Negro
facilitiy was sure to lack,those elements that made for "greatness
in a law school."

With the help of over 100 lawyers, social scientists and a
number of caurageous plaintiffs and interested citizens, the.,NAACP
won three university and five public school cases from 1949 to
1954. According to Thurgood Marshall the selection of the cases
was."sheer accident" but the variety formed sach an effective
pattern that they seemed strategically chosen.

"Why Eansas"? was naturally asked. This Puritan-Yankee
state had permissive seaegation in elementary schools of first
class cities but "forbal such "discimination" elsewhere. Thexe
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seemed to be a nbticable gap between the state's Puritan-Yankee

tradition and democratic-Christian verbal declarations on one

hand and actual acceptance of the Negro on the other. School

board policy was characterized by resistance and intimidation.

The visible facilities were admitted to be approximately equal

in Topeka except for buildings and "'Docks which the District Court

did not consider significant or deliberate. Testimony on Negro

students' handicap of being isolated from representatives of 90%

of the national population and the social and psychological

damage to personality engendered by segregation were noted by

the Kansas Court in a significant paragraph later quoted in Chief

Justice Warren's decision. In 17, the presiding judge ia Kansas,

ex-governor, Walter A. Huxman, said:

We tried to put the decision up there in a way-that

the Supreme Court couldn't duck. Bad it not been for

that case (Plessy v. Ferauson) we would have stridken

down the ordinance ourselves. The Supreme Court had

refused to overrule it completely and we thought it was

their job...if I had been on the Supreme Court, I would

have voted to reverse it.

The author participated in the TOpeka case and therefore has

been able to reconstruct that inside story more fully than the

others.

In South Carolina the*defense argued that the segregation issue

was state rather than federal, legislative rather than judicial.

Judge Parker's opinion for the majority of the court said:

It is hardly reasonable to suppose that legislative

bodies over so wide a territc,;71 including the Congress

of the United States and great judges of high courts,

have knowingly defied the Constitution for so long a

period, or that they have acted in ignorance of the

meaning of its provisions..

In answer to this, judge Waring wrotecme of the greatest dissents

in judicial history, c:ting testimony of the social scientists who

spoke against segregat,on in South Carolina.

Behavioral science witnesses were produced by the defense only

in Virginia. Although they thought prompt integration impractical,

on cross examination, they almost .all admitted the psychological

and social evils of segregation. The late Professor 'Cahn of the

New Ybrk University Law School pointed out that the defense

lawyers succumbed to the "sickness of Southern societyliand were

very inept at dealing with the social science arguments.
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The Negroes won only in Delaware, where both the Chancery

and state Supreme Court found a violation of present and personal

rights because of unequal facilities. The decision decried

segregation in principle but left the big issue for the Supreme

Court.

The District of Columbia case had been "festering" for

years and mas called up' by the Supreme Court whidh seemed more

mindful of the situation than Congress.

The five cases were first heard by the Supreme Court in

December, 1952, under Chief Justice Vinson. Six:months later,

the Court asked both sides and the Attorney General to bring

in evidence on five questions for a rehearing in the October

term, 1953. The first three questions dealt with legal prece-

dent, the intent of the Fourteenth Amendment and the understanding

in the legislatures which ratified it.

After the bearings on these questions in December, 1953, the

naw Chief Justice, Earl Warren, concluded that: "Although these

studies were of'some help, they were indecisive at best," largely

because public education was in its infancy in the North and

pratically non-existgat in the South at the time the Fourteenth

Amendment was being proposed.

The question of mootness came up in the Kansas case at the

second hearing because Topeka had announced a plan for gradual

integration. However, Kansas had to defend her statute or admit

its invalidity. Both sides claimed an issue. Chief Justice Warren

ruled that it was not moot.

The most dramatic clash was tetween Thurgood Marshall and

john W. Davis, probably the most prestigious lawyer in America

at that time. The main emphasis was on segregation per se. The

Justices, especially Frankfurter, adked many pertinent questions

which mere skillfully handled by Yarshall and others. Tbe

questions showed concern about the consequences, the legislative

and judicial prerogatives and states' rights, but interpretation

of the "equal prL ection clause" became the key. point. Marshall

suggested three dhoices to the Court: (1) the narrow decision

in the Sweatt case showing the difficulty if not impossibility

of "separate" being "equal"; (2) race as an invalid basis for

classification and (3) the psycho-social damage resulting from a

denial of equal protection of the laws required by the Fourteenth

Amendment. Legally the Court could have used the first or

second dhoices years before. But they had not. The third choice

seemed to be the basis selected in 1954, according to the wording

of the opinion. Renneth Clark and Thurgood Marshall agree that
social science was the new ingredient that made the difference.
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The social scienm t,timony was varied but consistent. The

following points were emphasized. No basis was found for a

belief in inherent differences between the races. Any gap between

the two is attributed to environment. This makes any legal

classification on the basis of race "espebiaily odiaus." A nalmber

of the witnesses cited experimental .evlience showing that segre-

gation gives the Negro a "badge of inferiority." Kenneth Clark's

famous doll test showed that even very young children assciated

"badness" and rejection with the bladk dolls. This kind of self-

concept becomes dn obstacle both to learning and to normal

social development. Segregation tends to muse either withdrawn

or hostile personalities. The gulf between the verbalisms about

equality, brotherhood and democracy on one hand and the abtual

treatment received by Negro children on the other hand puts them

in serious conflict. With the racist attitude, whites expect

Negroes to be inferior, make them that way and then blame them

for being that way.

The social sciences were attacked during and following the

trials as "too young," shifting and flimsy. A questionnaire

returned by nearly all surviving witnesses, signers of 'the

social science statement appended to the brief and a control group

show deci4Fely that these sixty leading social scientists have

not shifted their view since the early 19501s, but nnw have more

scientific evidence to back up their conclusions regarding segre-

gation. They have been not only stable for two decades but

highly consistent with each other.

The decision is still very controversial. Was it right? Was

social science a major factor? Is it a proper factor? Were not

such views of justice already established by ancient philosophy,

religion and the humanities? The Plessy decision had been based

on humane values and social assumptions of the 18901s -commonly

held by William Graham Sumner and others, namely that segregation

was natural and "did not hurt anybody." Mndern social science

showed that it did, and.the equal protection clause seemed to be

violated.

Chief Justice Warren worked hard to gain the unanimous decision

of 1954. Sone lawyers call the basis a law common denominator but

the wording calls forth the equal protection clause against psycho-'

logical damage described by "modern authority".

The implementation decision of 1955 used the famous phrase

"alI deliberate speed", attributable to Frankfurter. It was

probably a compromise. Moderation,was urged by the Justice

Department of a cautiaus Eisenhower administration. The federal

government did little to implement the decision until the Kennedy
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days and the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 during the

Johnson honeymoon. Statistically, integration has been very
slow.

But the Brow_nvelca decision:has had great impact. The

Warren Court has followed with a series of other liberal, civil

rights decisions. Legislation has covered public accomodations

and fair housing. Examples of progress are evident.

Political philosophy of the eighteenth century emphasized the
protection of many against the oppression of government as
manifested in the American Constitution. But in the twentieth
century the "welfare" clause and the "equal protection" clause
have been discovered.and reinforced by the new ingredient, social

science. In the near future the judicial raute may be used to
gain equal educational expenditure per child, ta make positive
inroads on de facto segregation and to overcome other environmental
handicaps. "The Case of the Centurym will continue to be the
important affirmative precedent, both the decision itself and
the way in which it was achieved.
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Statement of Counsel

The following statement was drafted and signed by
some of the foremost authorities in sociology, anthropology,
psychology and psychiatry who have worked in the area
of American race relations. It represents a consensus of
social scientists with respect to the issue presented in these
appeals. As a summary of the best available scientific
evidence relative to the effects of racial segregation on the
indiVidual, we file it herewith as an appendix, to our briefs.
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The problem of the segregation of racial and ethnic
groups constitutes one of the major problems facing the



American people today. It seems desirable, therefore, to
summarize the contributions which contemporary social
science cad make toward its resolution. There are, of
course, moral and legal issues involved with respect to which
the signers of the present statement cannot speak with
any special authority and which must be taken into ac-
count in the solution of the problem There are, however,
also factual issues involved with respect to which certain
conclusions seem to be justified on the basis of the available
scientific evidence. It is with these issues only that this
paper is concerned. Some of the issues have to do with
the consequences of segregation, some with the problems
of changing from segregated to unsegregated practices.
These two groups of issues will be dealt with in separate
sections below. It is necessary, first, however, to define
and delimit the problem to be discussed.

Definitions

For purposes of the present statement, segregation
refers to that restriction of opportunities for different
types of associations between the members of one racial,
religious, national or geographic origin, or linguistic group
and those of other groups, which results from or is sup-
ported by the action of any official body or agency represent-
ing some braneh of government. We are not here con-
cerned with such segregation as arises from the free
movements of individuals which are neither enforced nor
supported by official bodies, nor with the segregation of
criminals or of individuals with communicable . diseases
which aims at protecting society from those who might
harm it.

Where the action takes place in a social milieu in which
the groups involved do not enjoy equal social status, the
group that is of lesser social status will be referred to as
the segregated group.
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In dealing with the question of the effects of segrega-
tion, it must be recognized that these effects do not take
place in a vacuum, but in a social context. The segregation
of Negroes and of other groups in the United States takes
place in a social milieu in which "race" prejudice and
discrimination exist. It is questionable in the view, of
some students of the problem whether it is possible
to have segregation without substantial discrimination.
Myrdal ' states : "Segregation * * * is financially possible
and, indeed, a device of _economy only as it is combined
with substantial discrimination" (p. 629). The imbeded-
ness of segregation in such a context makes it difficult to
disentangle the effects of segregation per se from the effects
of the context. Similarly, it is difficult to disentangle the
effects of segregation from the effects of a pattern of
social disorganization commonly associated with it and
reflected in high disease and mortality rates, crime and
delinquency, poor housing, disrupted family life and general
substandard living conditions. We shall, however, return
to this problem after consideration of the observable effects
of the total social complex in which segregation is a major
component.

II

At the recent Mid-century White House Conference on
Children and Youth, a fact-finding report on the effects of
prejudice, discrimination and segregation on the person-
ality development of children was prepared as a. basis for
some of the deliberations.2 This report brought together
the available social science find psychological studies which
were related to the problem of how racial and religious pre-

1 Myrdal, G., An American Dilemnut, 1944.

2 Clark, K. B., Affect of Prejudke and Discrimination on Per-
sonality Development, Fact Finding Report Mid-century White
House Conference on Children and Youth, Children's Bureau, Fed-
eral Security Agency, 1950 (mimeographed).
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indices influenced the development of a healthy personality.
It highlighted the fact that segregation, prejudices and
discriminations, and their social concomitants potentially
damage the personality of all childrenthe children of the
majority group in a minewhat different way than the more
obviously damaged children of the minority group.

The report indicates that as minority group children
learn the inferior status to which they are assignedas
they observe the fact that they are almost always segregated
and kept apart from others who are treated with more
respect by the society as a wholethey .often react with
feelings of inferiority and a sense of personal humiliation.
Many of them becom confused abotit their own personal
worth. On the one hand, like all other human beings they
require a sense of personal dignity; on the other hand,
almost nowhere in the larger society do they find their own
dignity as human beings respected by others. Under these
conditions, the minority group child is thrown into a confliet
with regard to his feelings about himself and his group.
He wonders whether his group and he himself are worthy
of no more respect than they receive. This conflict and
confusion leads to self-hatred and rejection of his own
group.

The report goes on to point out that these children
must find ways with which to cope with this conflict Not
every child, of course, reacts with the same patterns of
behavior. The partielAlar pattern depends upon many
interrelated faetors, among which are : the stability and
quality of his family relations ; the social and economic
class to which he belongs ; the cultural and educational
background of his parents ; the particular minority gr4
to which he belongs ; his personal characteristics, inLii-
gence, special talents, and personality pattern.

Some children, usually of the lower socio-economic
classes, may react by overt aggressions and hostility
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directed toward their own group or members of the dominant
group.3 Anti-social and delinquent behavior may often be
interpreted as reactions to these racial frustrations. These
reactions are self-destructive in that the larger society not
only punishes those who commit them, but often interprets
such aggressive and anti-social behavior as justification
for continuing prejudice and segregation.

Middle class and upper class minority group children
are likely to react to their racial frustrations and conflicts
by withdrawal and submissive behavior. Or, they may
react with compensatory and rigid conformity to the pre-
vailing middle class values and standards and an aggressive
determination to succeed in -these terms in spite of the

. .

handicap of their minority status.

The report indicates that minority group children of
all 'social and economie classes often react with a generally
defeatist attitude and a lowering of personal ambitions.
This, for example, is reflected in a lowering of pnpil morale
and a depression of the educationa' r liration level among
minority group children in segrega&ed schools. In pro-.
ducing such effects, segregated sehools impair the ability
of the child to profit from the educational opportunities
provided him.

Many minority group children of all classes also tend
to be hypersensitive and anxious about their relations with
the larger society. They tend to see hostility and rejection
even in those areas where these might not actually exist.

3 Brenman, M., The Relationship Between Minority Group Iden-
tification in A Group of Urban Middle Class Negro Girls, J. Soc.
Psychol., 1940, 11, 171-197; Brenman, M., Minority Group Mem-
bership and Religious, Psychosexual and Social Patterns in A Group
of Middle-Class Negro Girls, 1. Soc. Psychol, 1940, 12, 179-1%;
Brenman, M., Urban Lower-Class Negro Girls, Psychiatry, 1943, 6,
307-324 ; Davis, A., The Socialization of the American Negro Child
and Adolescent, J. Negro Educ., 1939, 8, 264-275.
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The report concludes that while the range of individual
differences among members of a rejected minority grotip is
as wide as among other peoples, the evidence suggests that
all of these children are unnecessarily encumbered in some
ways by segregation and its concomitants.

With reference to the impact of-segregation and its con-
comitants on children of the majority group, the report
indicates that the effects aie somewhat more obscure. Those
children w'holearn the prejudices of our society are fileo
being taught to gain personal .status in an unrealistic and
non-adaptive way. When comparing themselves to mem-
bers of the minority group, they are not required to evalu-
-ate themselves in terms of the more basie standards of
actual personal ability and achievement. Tlie culture per-
mits and, at.times, encourages them to direct their feelings
of hostility and aggression against whole groups of people
the members of which are- perceived as weaker than them-
selves. They often develop patterns of guilt feelings,
rationalizations and other mechanisms which they must
use in an attempt to protect themselves from recognizing
the essential injuitice of their unrealistic fears and hatreds
of minority groups.4

The report indicates further that confusion, conflict,
moral cynicism, and disrespect for authority may arise in
Majority group children as a consequence of being taught
ihe moral, religious and democratic principles of the broth-
erhood 'of man and the importance of justice and fair play
by the same persons and institutions who,in their support
of racial segregation and related practices, seem to be act-
ing in a prejudiced and discriminatory manner. Some
individuals may attempt to resolve this conflict by intensify-
ing their hostility toward the minority group. Others may
react by guilt feelings which are not necessarily reflected
in more humane attitudes toward the minority group. Still

4 Adorno, T. W.; Frenkel-Brunswilc, E.; Levinson, D. J.; San-
ford, R. N., The Authoritarian Personality, 1951.

all31104.0407......_
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others reaet by developing an unwholesome, rigid, and
uncritical idealization of all authority figurestheir par-
ents, strong political and economic leaders. As described
in The Authoritarian Personality,5 they despise the weak,
while they obsequiously and unquestioningly conform to the
demands of the strong whom they also, paradoxically, sub-
consciously hate.

With respect to the setting in which these difficulties
develop, the report emphasized the role of the home, the
school, and other social institutions. Studies 6 have shown
that from the earliest school years children are not only
aware of the status differences among different groups
in the society but begin to react with the patterns described
above.

Conclusions similar to those reached by the Mid-century
White House Conference Report have been stated by other
social scientists who have concerned themselves with this
problem. The following are some examples of these con-
clusions:

Segregation imposes upon individuals a distorted sense
of social reality?

Adorno, T. W.; Frenkel-Brunswik, E. ; Levinson, D. J. ; San-
ford, R. N., The Authoritarian Personality, 1951.

6 Clark, K. B. & Clark, M. P., Emotional Factors in Racial Iden-
tification and Preference in Negro Children, J. Negro Educ., 1950,
19, 341-350; Clark, K. B. & Clark, M. P., Racial Identification and
Preference in Negro Children, Readings in Social Iilsychology, Ed.
by Newcomb & Hartley, 1947; Radice, M.; Trager, H.; Davis, H.,
Social Perceptions and Attitudes of Children, Genetic Psycluil.
Monog., 1949, 40, 327-447; Radke, *M. ; Trager, H.; Children's Per-
ceptions of the Social Role of Negroes-and Whites, J. Psychol., 1950,
29, 3-33..

Reid, Ira, What Segregated Areas Mean ; Brameld, T., Edu-
cational Cost, Discrimination and Natioval Welfare, iL by Madver,
R. M., 1949.
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Segregation leads to a blockage in the communications
and interaction between the two groups. Such blockages
tend to inérease mutual suspicion, distrust and hostility.*

Segregation not only perpetuates rigid stereotynes and
reinforces negative attitudes toward members of the other
group, but also leads to the development of a social climate
within which violent outbreaks of racial tensions are likely
to occur.'

We return now to the question, deferred earlier, of
what it is about the total society complex of which segrega-
tion is one feature that produces the effects described
aboveor, more precisely, to the question of whether we
can justifiably conclude that, as only one feature of a com-
plex social setting, segregation is in fact a significantly
contributing factor to these effects.

To answer this question, it is necessary to bring to
beat the general fund of psychological and sociological
knowledge concerning the role of various environmental
influences in producing feelings of inferiority, confusions
in personal roles, various types of basic personality struc-
tures and the various forms of personal and social dis-

organization.
On the basis of this general fund of knowledge, it seems

likely that feelings of inferiority and doubts about per-
sonal worth are attributable to living in an underprivileged
environment only insofar as the latter is itself perceived
as an indicator of low social status and as a symbol of
inferiority. In other words, one of the important determi-
nants in producing such feelings is the awareness of social
status difference. While there are many other factors that
serve as reminders of the differences in social status, there
can be little doubt that the fact of enforced segregation is
a major factor."

$ Frazier, E., The Negro in the United States, 1949 ; Krech, D. &
Crutchfield, R. S., Theory and Problems of Social Psychology, 1948;
Newcomb, T., Social Psychology, 1950.

Lee, A. McClung and Humphrey, N. D., Race Riot, 1943.

10 Frazier, E., The Negro in the United States, 1949; Myrdal, G.,

As American Dilemma, 1944.
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This seems to be true for the following reasons among
others : (1) because enforced segregation results from the
decision of the majority group without the consent of the
segregated and is commonly so perceived; and (2) because
historically segregation patterns in the United States were
developed on the assumption of the inferiority of the
segregated.

In addition, enforced segregation gives official recogni-
tion and sanction to these other factors of the social com-
plex, and thereby enhances the effects of the latter in
creating the awareness of social status differences and
feelings of inferiority.11 The child who, for example, is
compelled to attend a segregated school may be able to
cope with ordinary expressions of prejudice by regarding
the prejudiced person as evil or misguided ; but he cannot
readily cope with symbols of authority, the full force of the
authority of the Statethe school or the school board, in.
this instancein the same manner. Given both the ordi-
nary expression of prejudice and the school's policy of
segregation, the former takes on greater force and seem-
ingly becomes an official expression of the latter.

Not all of the psychological traits which are commonly
observed in the social complex under discussion can be
related so directly to the awareness of status differences
which in turn is, as we have already noted, materially con-
tributed to by the practices of segregation. Thus, the
low level of aspiration and defeatism so commonly ob-
served in segregated groups is undoubtedly related to the
level of self-evaluation; but it is also, 'in some measure,
related among other things to one's expectations with
regard to opportunities for achievement and, having
achieved, to the opportunities for making use of these
aehievements. Similarly, the hypersensitivity and anxiety
displayed by many minority group children about their

11 Reid, Ira, What Segregated Areas Mean, Discrimination and
National Welfare, Ed. by MacIver, R. M., 1949.
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relations with the larger society probably reflects their
awareness of status differences but it may also be influ-
enced by the relative absence of opportunities for equal
status contact which would provide correctives for prevail-
ing unrealistic stereotypes.

The preceding view is consistent with the opinion stated
by a large majority (90%) of social scientists who replied
to a questionaire concerning the probable effects of en-
forced segregation under conditions of equal facilities.
This opinion was that, regardless of the facilities which
are provided, enforced segregation is psychologically detri-
mental to the members of the segregated group."

Similar considerations apply to the question of what
features of the social complex of which segregation is a
part contribute to the development of the tzaits which
have been observed in maioritv group members. Some of
these are probably quite closely related to the awareness
of status differences, to which, as has already been pointed
out, segregation makes a material contribution. Others
have a more complicated relationship to the total soeial
setting. Thus, the acquisition of an unrealistic basis for
self-evaluation as a consequence of majority group member-
ship probably reflects fairly closely the awareness of status
differences. On the other hand, unrealistic fears and
hatreds of minority groups, as in the case of the converse
phenomenon among minority group members, are prob-
ably significantly influenced as well by the lack of oppor-
tunities for equal status contact.

With reference to the probable effects of segregation
under conditions of equal facilities on majority group
members, many of the social scientists who responded to
the poll in the survey cited above felt that the evidence is

Deutscher, M. and Chin, I., The Psychological Effects of
Enforced Segregation : A Survey of Social Science Opinion,
J. Psychil., 1948, 26, 259-287.
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less convincing than with regard to the probable effects
of such segregation on minority group members, and the
effects are possibly less widespread. Nonetheless, more
than 80% stated it as their opinion that the effects of such
segregation are psychologically detrimental to the majority
group members.13

It may be noted that many of 'these social scientists
supported their opinions on the &ffects of segregation on
both majority and minority roups by reierence to one
or another or to several of the following four lines of
published and unpublished evidence." First, studies of
children throw light on the relative priority of the aware-
ness of status differentials and related factors as compared
to the awareness of differences in facilities. On this basis,
it is possible to infer some of the consequences of segre-
gation as distinct from the influence of 'inequalities of
facilities. Second, clinical studies and depth interviews
throw light on the genetic sources and causal sequences
of various patterns of psychological reaction ; and, again,
certain inferences are possible with respect to the effects
of segregation per se. Third, there actually are some
relevant but relatively rare instances of segregation with
equal or even superior facilities, as in the cases of certain
Indian reservations. Fourth, since there are inequalities
of facilities in racially and ethnically homogeneous groups,
it is possible to infer the kinds of effects attributable to
such inequalities in the absence of effects of segregation
and, by a kind of subtraction to estimate the effects of
segregation per se in situations where one finds both segre-
gation and unequal facilities.

18 Deutscher, M. and Chein, I., The Psychological Effects of
Enforced Segregation: A Suivey of Social Science Opinion,
J. PsychoL, 1948, 26, 259-287.

14 Chein, I., What Are the Psychological Effects of Segregation
Under Conditions of Equal Facilities?, International J. Opinion and
Attitude Res., 1949, 2, 229-234.
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III

Segregation is at Present a social reality. Questions
may be raised, therefore, as to what are the likely conse-
quences of desegregation.

One such question asks whether the inclusion of an
intellectually inferior group may jeopardize the education
of the more intelligent group by lowering educational
standards or damage the less intelligent group by placing
it in a situation where it is at a marked competitive dis-
advantage. Behind this question is the assumption, which
is examined below, that the presently segregated groups
actually are inferior intellectually.

The available scientific evidence indicates that much,
perhaps al:, of the observable differences among various
racial and national groups may be adequately explained
in terms of environmental differences.15 It has been found,
for instance, that the differences between the average
intelligence test scores of Negro and white children de-
crease, and the overlap of the distributions increases, pro-
portionately to the number of years that the Negro children
have lived in the Nortk16 Related studies have shown
that this change cannot be explained by the hypothesis of
seleetive migration.17 It seems clear, therefore, that fears
based on the assumption of innate racial differences in.
intelligence ate not well founded.

It may also be noted in passing that the argument
regarding the intellectual inferiority of one group as com-
pared to another is, as applied to schools, essentially an

15 Klineberg, 0., Characteristics of American Negro, 1945 ;
Klineberg, 0., Race Differences, 1936.

15 Klineberg, 0., Negro Intelligence and Selective Migration,
1935.

17 Klineberg, 0., Negro Intelligence and Selective Migration,
1935.
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argument for homogeneous groupings of children by intelli-
gence rather than by race. Since even those who believe
that there are innate differences between Negroes and
whiteS in America in average intelligence grant that con-
siderable overlap between the two groups exists, it would
follow that it may be expedient to group together the
superior whites and Negroes, the average whites and
Negroes, and so on. Actually, many educators have come
to doubt the wisdom of class groupings made homogeneous
solely on the basis of intelligence.19 Those who are opposed
to such homogeneous grouping believe that this type of
segregation, too, appears to create generalized feelings of
inferiority in the child who attends a below average class,
leads to undesirable einotional consequences in the education
of the gifted child, and reduces learning opportunities which
result from the interaction of individuals with varied gifts.

A second problem that comes up in an evaluation of the
possible consequences of desegregation involves the ques-
tion of whether segregation prevents or stimulates inter-
racial tension and conflict and the corollary question of
whether desegregation has one or the other effect.

The most direct evidence available on this problem comes
from observations and systematic study of instances in
whieh desegregation has occurred. Comprehensive reviews
of such instances 19 clearly establish the fact that desegrega-

18 Brooks, J. J. Interage Grouping on Trial-Continuous Learn-
ing, Bulletin #87, Association for Childhood Eduation, 1951 ;
Lane, R. H., Teacher in Modern Elementary School, 1941; Edu-
cational Policies Commission of the National Education Asso-
ciation and the American Association of School Administration
Report in Education For All Americane, plblished by the N. E. A.

1948.

19 Delano, W., Grade School Segregation : The Latest Attack
on Racial Discrimination, Ya/e Law Journal, 1952, 61, 5, 730-744 ;
Rose, A., The Influence of Legislation on Prejudice; Chapter 53 in

Race Prejudice and Discrimination, Ed. hy Rose, A., 1951; Rose, A.,

Studies in Reduction of Prejudice, Amer. Council on Race Relations,

1948.
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lion has been carried out successfully in a variety of situa-
tions althoug* outbrealcs of violence had been commonly

predicted. Extensive desegregation has taken place with-
out major incidents in the armed services in both Northern
and Southern installations and involving officers and enlisted

men from all parts of the country, including the South."
Similar changes have been noted in housing 21 and in-
dustry." During the last war, many factories both in the
North and South hired Negroes on a non-segregated, no4-
discriminatory basis. While a few strikes occurred, refusal

20 Kenworthy, E. W., The Case Against Army Segregation,

Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science,
1951, 275, 27-33 ; Nelson, Lt. D. D., The Integration of the
Negtio in the U. S. Navy, 1951 ; Opinions About Negro Infantry
Platoons in White Companies in Several Divisions, Information ond
Education Division, U. S. War Department, Report No. B-157,

1945.

21 Conover, R. D., Race Relations at Codornices Village, Berke-
ley-AMany, California: A Report of the Attempt to Break Down

the Segregated Pattern on A Directly Managed Housing Project,
Housing and Home Finance Agency, Public Housing Administra-

tion, Region I, December 1947 (mimeographed) ; Deutsch, M. and
Collins, M. E., Interracial Housing, A Psychological Study of A
Social Experiment, 1951 ; Rutledge, E., Integration of Racial Minor-

ities in Public Housing Projects: A Guide for Local Housing
Authorities on How to Do It, Public Housing Administration, New

York Field Office (mimeographed)

22 minardt R. D., The Pattern of Race Relationships in the Poca-

hontas Coal Field, J. Social Issues, 1952, 8, 29-44 ; Southall, S. E.,
Industry's Unfinished Business, 1951; Weaver, G. L-P, Negro Labor,

A National Problem, 1941.
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by management and unions to yield quelled all strikes within
a few days.23.

Relevant to this general problem is a comprehensive
study of urban race riots which found that race riots oc-
curred in segregated neighborhoods, whereas there was
no violence in sections of the city where the two races
lived, worked and attended school together.24

Under certain circumstances desegregation not only pro-
ceeds without major difficulties, but has been observed to
lead to the emergence of more favorable attitudes and
friendlier relations between races. Relevant studies may
be cited with respect to housing, 25 employment,26 the armed

2$ Southall, S. E., Industry's Unfinished Business, 1951 ;
Weaver, G. L-P, Negro Labor, A National Problem, 1941.

24 Leet A. McClung and Humphrey, N. D., Race Riot, 1943 ;
Lee, A. McClung, Race Riots Aren't Necessary, Public Affairs
Pamphlet, 1945.

25 Deutsch, M. and Collins, M. E., Interracial Musing, A Psy-
chological Study of A Social Experiment, 1951 ; Merton, R. K. ;
West, P. S.; Jahoda, M., Social Fictions and Social Facts: The
Dynamics of Race Relations in Hilltown, Bureau of Applied Social
Reseirch Columbia, Univ., 1949 (mimeographed) ; Rutledge, E.,
Integration of Racial Minorities in Public Housing Projects; A
Guide for Local Housing Authorities on How To Do It., Public
Housing Administration, New York Field Office (mimeographed) ;
Wilner, D. M.; Walkley, R. P.; and Cook, S. W., Intergroup Con-
tact and Ethnic Attitudes in Public Housing Projects, I. Social Issues,
1952, 8, 45-69.

26 Harding, J., and Hogrefe, R., Attitudes of Whitl,, Department
Store Employees Toward Negro Co-workers, J. Social Issues, 1952,
8, 19-28; Southall, S. E., Industry's Unfinished Business, 1951 ;
Weaver, G. L-P., Negro Labor, A National Problem, 1941.



services 27 and merchant marine,28 recreation agency," and
general community life."

Much depends, however, on the circumstances_ under
which members of previously segregated groups first come
in contact with others in unsegregated situations. Avail-
able evidence suggests, first, that there is less likelihood
of unfriendly relations when the change is simultaneously
introduced into all units of a social institution to which
it is applicablee.g., all of the schools in a school system
or all of the shops in a given factory.3' When factories
introduced Negroes in only some shops but not in others
the prejudiced workers tended to classify the desegregated

27 Kenworthy, E. W., The Case Against Army Segregation,
Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science,
1951, 275, 27-33; Nelson, Lt. D. D., The Integration of the
Negro in the U. S. Navy, 1951; Stouffer, S., et al., The American
Soldier, Vol. I, Chap. 19, A Note on Negro Troops in Combat,
1949; Watson, G., ....aim for Unity, 1947; Opinions About Negro
Infantry Platoons in White Companies in Several Divisions, Infor-
mation and Education Division, U. S. War Department, Report No.
B-157, 1945.

28Brophy, I. N., The Luxury of Anti-Negro Prejudice, Public
Opinion Quarterly, 1946, 9, 456-466 (Integration in Merchant
Marine); Watson, G., Action for Unity, 1947.

29 Williams, D. H., The Effects of an Interracial Project Upon
the Attitudes of Negro and White Girls Within the Young Women's
Christian Association, Unpublished M. A. thesis, Columbia Univer-
sity, 1934.

80Dean, J. P., Situational Factors in Intergroup Relations:
A Research Progress Report. Paper Presented to American Sod-
ological Society, 12/28/49 (mimeographed) ; Irish, D. P., Reactions
of Residents of Boulder, Colorado, to the Introduction of Japanese
Into the Community, J. Socid Issues, 1952, 8, 10-17.

31 Minard, R. D., The Pattern of Race Relationships in the
Pocahontas Coal Field, J. Social Issues, 1952, 8, 29-44; Rutledge, E.,
Integration of Racial Minorities in Public Housing Projects; A
Guide far Local Housing Authorities on How to Do It, Publi.:
Housing Administration, New York Field Office (mimeographed).
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shops as inferior, "Negro work." Such objections were
not raised when complete integration was introduced.

The available evidence also suggests the importance of
consistent and firm enforaement of the new policy by those
in authority.32 It indicates also the importance of such
factors as : the absence of competition for a limited number
of facilities or benefits ;83 the possibility of contacts which
permit individuals to learn about one another as indi-
viduals ;34 and the possibility of equivalence of positions
and functions among 'all of the r aticipants within the

unsegregated situation.33 These conditions can generally
be satisfied in a number of situations, as in the armed
services, publie housing developments, and public schools.

32 Deutsch, M. and Collins, M. E., Interracial Housing, A Psy-
chological Study of A Social E4feriment, 1951 ; Feldman, .H., The
Technique of Introducing Negroes Into the Plant, Personnel, 1942,

19, 461-466; Rutledge, E., Integratiem of Racial Minorities in
Public Housing Projects; A Guide for Lind Housing Authorities
on How to Do It, Public Housing Administration, New York Field
Office (mimeographed) ; Southall, S. E., Industry's Unfinished
Business, 1951 ; Watson, G., Action for. Unity, 1947.

33 Lee, A. McClung and Humphrey, N. D., Race Riot, 1943 ;
Williams, R., Jr., The Reduction of Intergroup Tensions, Social

Science Research Council, New York, 1947; Windner, A. E., White
Attitudes Towards Negro-White Interaction In An Area of Chang-
ing Racial Composition. Paper Delivered at the Sixtieth Annual
Meeting of the American Psychological Association, Washington,
September 1952.

34 Wilner, D. M. ; Walkley, R. P. ; and Cook, S. W., Intergroup
Contact and Ethnic Attitudes in Public Housing Projects, J. Social

Issues, 1952, 8, 4549.

sti Allport, G. W., and Kramer, B., Some Roots of Prejudice,
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Iv
The problem with which we have here attempted to deal

is admittedly on the frontiers of scientific knowledge.

Inevitably, there must be some differences of opinion among

us concerning the conclusiveness of certain items of evi-

dence, and concerning the particular choice of words and

placement of emphasis in the preceding statement. We

are nonetheless in agreement that this statement is sub-

stantially correct and justified by the evidence, and the

differences among us, if any, are of a relatively minor order

and would not materially influence the preceding con-

clusions.
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APPENDIX B

The Five Questions

The cases for the states of Kansas, South Carolina, Virginia

and Delaware were argued before the Supreme Court December 9-11,

1952. On June 8, 1953, the Court entered an order for reargument

for the next October. The lawyers for both sides and the U.S.

Attorney General were asked to file briefs dealing with the

following five questions:

1. What evidence is there that the Congress which

submitted and the State legislatures and conventions

which ratified the Fourteenth Anendment contemplated

or did not contemplate, understood:or did not under-;

stand that it would abolish segregation in public

schools?

2. If neither the Congress in sdbmitttmlnmr the

States in ratifying the Fourteenth Axen.arrent under-

stood that compliance with it wuld require the

immediate abolition of segregation in public schools,

was it nevertheless the umderstanding of the framers

of the Amendment:

a . That future Congresses might: in the exercise

of their power under Sec. 5 of the Amendment,

abolish such segregation, or,

b. That it would be within the judicial power, in

light of future conditions, to construe the

Amendment as abolishing such segregation. of its

own force?

3. On the assumption that the answers to questions

2 (a) and (b) do not dispose of the issue, is it

within the judicial power, in construing the Amend-

ment, to abolish segregation in public schools?

4. Assuming it is decided that segregation in

public schools violates the Fourteenth Amendment:

a. Would a decree necessarily-follow prcmiding

that, within the limits set ty rtornalgeo-

graphic school districting Negro children

shauld forthwith be admitted to schocas of

their choice, or

b. May this Court-, in the exercise of its equity

powers, permi.t an effective gradual adjustment
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to be braught about fram existing segregated
systems to a system not based on color

distinctions?

5. On the assumption on which questions 4 (a) and
(b) are based and assuming further that this Caart
will exercise its equity powers to the end described

in question 4 (b),

a. Should this Caurt formulate detailed decrees

in these cases;

b. If so, what specific issues should the decrees

readh;

c. Should this Caurt appoint a special nastar to
hear evidence with a view to recammending
specific terms for such decrees;

d. Should this Court remand to the Courts of first
instance with directions to frame decrees in
these cases, and if so, what general directions
should the decrees of this Court inclmie and
what procedures should the Courts of first
instance follow in arriving at the specific
terms of more detailed decrees?
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